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August 23, 1961 

BERLIN-GERMANY GROUP 

Interview with Mr. Escott Reid, Canadian 
Ambassador to the FRG, by Mr. Owen and Mr. 
Fuller, August 23 

Ambassador Reid spoke on the Berlin problem from a 
background of ~ years as Ambassador at Bonn. His views 
are purely his own and do not represent the official posi
tion of his Government. 

He believes there are three vital, and hence non
negotiable, Western interests respecting West Berlin -
its people's freedom, free access of goods and persons, 
and the presence of Western troops (his later proposal 
suggests that under different conditions, the last of these 
might be waived). 

He feels it important to try, also, to preserve what 
limited freedoms East Berliners and East Germans possess. 
In this connection he referred to the activities of the SPD 
in East Berlin, and to Bishop Dibelius' assurances to him 
that the Evangelical Church in East Germany has much more 
freedom than, for instance, the Catholic Church in Hungary_ 

He favors increased contacts between East and West 
Germans, particularly in the economic, cultural and reli
gious fields. Despite recent happenings he would try to 
keep Berlin as a meeting place for Germans, East and West. 

He strongly favolS early "exploratory talks lr 
- not 

necessarily negotiations at the first stage - with the 
Russians. 

As to what the West might propose as a way out of the 
Berlin crisis, he suggests an all-Berlin plan, although 
recognizing the difficulty of getting Soviet acceptance. 
His suggestion wodd be essentially as follows: 

Unificat ion 
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Unification of Berlin under a Statute 
signed by the Four Powers, the two German 
governments, and Berlin representatives. 
This would incorporate solid guarantees of 
Western access, and freedom for Berliners under 
an elective government of their own choosing. 
It would supplant the present, somewhat "dog
earedll title deeds we now have derived from 
victory and occupation. The Statute would have 
no terminal date, but be valid until German 
reunification. There would be a substantial UN 
presence (as an optimum, full UN sovereignty 
over Berlin, as UN headquarters, until German 
reunification; more probably, a UN Commissioner 
for Berlin, responsible to the Security Council). 
There would be UN observers on access routes, 
at air control center, etc. There would be 
mechanisms for adjudication of disputes. 

He admitted that the Russians would probably exact a 
high price for acceptance of an all-Berlin plan, which would 
require the removal of the GDR government from present East 
Berlin. But he believes that they are deeply worried about 
the wobbly condition of their East German satellite and would 
be interested in ways to insure greater stability in this 
area, as well as in their whole satellite empire. An all
Berlin plan might appeal to them by removing Berlin as an 
irritant in Soviet-Western relations, and also because 
Western acceptance of a Berlin Statute to which the GDR was 
a party, would mean a measure of de facto recognition of the 
GDR. Additionally, Western recognition of the Oder-Neisse 
line and promotion of augmented East-West German contacts 
would appeal as stabilizing factors. 

His relations with Adenauer and von Brentano cause 
him to be hopeful o.f possible German acceptance of such a plan. 
He cited evidence, including that of UK experts at Bonn, that 

West 
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West German opinion is moving away from rigid insistence 
on German reunification in the measurable future, and 
toward a greater recognition of the realities of the 
situation. This change has been noteworthy over the last 
three years. 

He suggested that sometime after the German election, 
the President might invite Adenauer to visit him, and then 
seek to win him over to such a proposed solution on the 
grounds that the Chancellor's oft-expressed hope for German 
unity is not now a realizable objective, but that a settle
ment of the sort indicated which would, nevertheless, mean 
"peace and freedom", might go down in history as Adenauer' 5 

last great act of statesmanship. In this connection, he 
thought Mr. McClojs influence might be useful, as Adenauer 
had stated that McCloy was the only foreign ambassador 
that ever really won Adenauer's confidence. 

He also noted that Ambassador Bruce, two years ago, 
had expressed to him views similar to those herein suggested. 

SECRET 
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Auguat 14, 1961 

BERLIN-GERMANY GROUP 

Interview with Ambassadors Kennan and 
Thompson, August 11 

Ambassador Kennan pleaded lack of full information on 
Berlin, but was disturbed by impressions of governmental 
and public thinking here. He questioned what seemed some 
underlying assumptions of our Berlin policy. Specifically, 
he made the following points: 

1. We have overplayed our show of strength (the 
Jugos1avs had made much of this). Khrushchev is fully 
aware of our military power and has a healthy respect for 
it. What is needed is a clearer demonstration of our 
willingness to negotiate. 

2. He questioned the view, prevalent in Washington, 
that Khrushchev had created the Berlin crisis in overbearing 
fashion to humiliate the US. Actually he was forced into his 
Berlin demarche by GDR weakness. He is greatly worried 
about this, also by 1958 Bundestag resolution approving 
atomic weapons for the FRG. This latter started Ulbricht's 
"bleating" about Berlin and may have been a main cause 
of the Soviet note of November, 1958. The Jugos1avs, 
in their recent MOscow talks, saw evidence of Soviet fears 
and vulnerabilities respecting Berlin. Khrushchev wants a 
way out. 

3. We must distinguish between what Khrushchev wants 
and what he realistically expects to get . Kennan questions 
the order of Soviet objectives as sometimes stated in our 
working papers. There are really the makings of an acceptable 
"deal" over Berlin. He would have preferred a more radical, 
over-a.ll approach along "disengagement" lines, for which he 
is abundantly on record, ·but realized that this approach had 

been 
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been emphatically rej ected and is no longer lIin the ball 
park". Y 

4. A "do-nothing" or lido-little" policy is not good 
enough. We cannot expect to continue to keep Germany 
completely divided, and at the same time keep Berlin vital and 
sound. We must move toward recognition of the actual state 
of affairs. This will probably mean: acceptance of Oder
Neisse, de facto recognition of GDR (but no admission of 
responsibility for keeping it in power), a European security 
treaty between the NATO and Warsaw pact countries. We 
might offer a modified all-German proposal, or some 
type of all-Berlin free, international city. We must point 
out to Khrushchev that a separate treaty would necessitate 
some new Berlin arrangement - it is urgent to consider and 
agree on such an arrangement which would improve, not 
worsen, the situation. Any Berlin arrangement of interim 
nature must include severance of Berlin-FRG political ties -
a very difficult step but not impossible. Economic ties 
could be maintained. 

5. As to tactics, the problem is insoluble if we try 
to condone all the inhibitions of our allies. At some 
point we will have to do violence to their feelings, for 
the alternative is war. The Germans are not too serious a 
problem - they will, under necessity, accept many things they 
do not approve. They want it documented that their acceptance 
was, to a degree, involuntary. This applies, perhaps in a 
lesser degree to the French. We must be firm in this, 
though we will have to walk a difficult tactical road. But 
we have no choice, as otherwise the road ahead leads to 
nuclear war. 

Ambassador Thompson thought there was conflicting evidence 
as to Soviet motives. Khrushchev's last speech shows him 
'!threshing around". He is deeply worried by increasing GDR 
waakness. He begins to wonder if he can split the allies. 

Y See Kennan' 5 article, "Disengagement 
Foreign Affairs, Jan., 1959. 
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Time periods are important in the Berlin affair. Right 
now there is great effort to line up neutral opinion. We 
should work on the neutrals and show Khrushchev he can It 
win this psychological battle. 

He thinks Khrushchev fBis insecure. He is pushed by the 
Chinese and by his colleagues, and feels in real danger. 
Either backing down, or letting matters go to the brink of 
war, would be very risky for him. 

He believes that the Soviets are much interested in 
reducing the threat posed by a rearmed West Germany, particu
larly if it acquires atomic weapons. Their fear that the 
Germans are now getting them is a factor in their loss of in
terest in the test suspension talks. The Norstad inspection 
zone plan could not appeal to the Soviets, as they would 
see in it a device for espionage. 

He noted we can choose Whether to negotiate ourselves, 
or let the West Germans negotiate over Berlin. Unless we 
assume an initiative, there might be an overture, from 
either side, for Soviet-FRG talks. This could be undesirable 
and risky for us. We have the cards, much to offer Khrushchev, 
and the West Germans have very little. They might be induced 
to make a deal we could not accept. 

He doubted the usefulness of an all-Berlin proposal . 
It would cause the Soviets to set their price too high. 

Both Ambassadors agreed that What we mainly want is 
better access to Berlin. We should be "cut in" on technical 
aspects of Berlin-West communications (bridges, highway 
maintenance, canal locks, etc.) and not leave such determina
tions exclusively to the Soviet or GDR officials. Ambassador 
Kennan thought that perhaps some type of UN authority could 
be worked out. Ambassador Thompson believed even the Soviets 
might accept an international authority governing access if 
other aspects were satisfactorily dealt with. The question 
of refugees from the GDR would, in any event, be very difficult . 

S/P:LWFuller:jco 
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August 3, 1961 

BERLIN-GERMANY GROUP 

Interview with Arnold Wo1fers, August 3 

Mr, Wolfers commented first on the "asyumetry" of 
Western and Soviet "positions of strength" respecting 
Berlin, the former being notably weak in certain ways. 
This we must keep in mind in all our pledges of firmness 
and determined action. Berlin is highly vulnerable and 
what we can hope to do to counter Soviet moves there by 
military, economic and other action is strictly limited. 
The attitude of our own allies is a factor of potential 
weakness, as they now labor under a misconception, namely 
that our policy is based on a bluff (of nuclear war) that 
will not be called by the Soviets. This explains European 
calmness in this crisis. They interpret US firmness as 
evidence that there will not be a war. 

If, however, we approach the brink, and Europeans become 
aware that war is likely, or even a distinct possibility, 
they would lose their nerve, For they are convinced that if 
once the Soviet steam roller started moving it could not be 
stopped; also that any armed clash would quickly escalate 
to general war. Thus there are inherent elements of weakness 
in our position that we must weigh carefully as we approach 
possible negotiations. 

For these reasons we must prepare for negotiations 
realizing that substantial concessions will be necessary. 
These can best be determined in the light of probable Soviet 
priorities. He believes that the main Soviet concern is the 
stability of East Germany; this explains Khrushchev's irriation 
and demands concerning Berlin. 

In this connection, Mr. Wolfers felt that we would be 
hardpressed by our allies, other than the FRG, to recognize 
the GDR. He made the point that such recognition need not 

prejudice 
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prejudice the case for ultimate reunification of Germany 
(he cited the instance of the merger of two sovereign 
states, Germany and Austria in 1938). He believed we 
might accord some form of de facto recognition of the GDR 
in connection with an acceptable arrangement on Berlin access. 
He thought this might be worked out so as to assure against 
further ventures in interfering with access and "hatting up" 
a Berlin crisis. The real sanction behind such assurance 
would be, however, the maintenance of Western strength. 

Respecting Berlin, he thought we would need to modify 
our uses of it as one element in the "dynamic" of the West 
vis-a-vis the bloc. While getting full guarantees of the 
freedom of West Berlin and of our access rights, we would 
need to renounce certain "cold war" uses of West Berlin 
(show case, propaganda, espionage, etc.). These were ~ 
policies, not those of our allies. We could renal.nee them 
as part of a general arrangement insuring the essentials 
of our policy in a stabilized Central Europe. 

Mr. Wo1fers warned against making our policy too depen
dent on the whims of Adenauer - or de Gaulle. He thinks 
we have more leverage with Adenauer than we have used. We 
should, if necessary, press him by pointing out the consequences 
of an over-rigid policy; this could wear US patience thin 
and bring needless risk of war. Germany - as even the 
Germans admit - is not just a German problem, and we should 
draw the proper inferences. We should not be in the position 
of asking our European allies for softening of their rigidity 
to make negotiations possible; they should be urging us to 
make needed concessions instead. 

As to the aspects of the crisis which transcend Berlin, 
he expressed the following thoughts. We should emphasize 
self-determination but as applied to all the satellite 
peoples, not just Berlin or East Germany. The Soviets 
will not permit free elections in East Germany, but they 
might make some concessions on over-all matters because of 

their 
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their fear that a rearmed West Germany might embroil the US 
in a war with the Soviets. The Oder-Neisse line is of more 
concern to Poland than Russia; in fact the latter sees 
advantage in this "bleeding boundary" in that it makes 
Poland dependent on the USSR so long -as it remains unsettled. 

He saw little prospect of much intermingling of East 
and West Germans. But we should seek to expose the GDR 
to West German influence - this would help to stabilize 
the situation there. On the whole it was better for us to 
try to stabilize East Germany - and Eastern Europe -
than to aim to "keep the pot boiling" there. Time could 
work to our advantage. 

Regarding a "peace treaty", he saw little advantage 
in it. Yet he noted that occupation rights wear thin after 
16 years and new arrangements seemed called for, pending a 
lasting settlement. 

'" S/P:LWFuller:jco 
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August 2, 1961 

BERLIN-GERMANY GROUP 

Interview with John J. McCloy, August 1, 1961 

Mr . McCloy spoke mainly of his recent talk with 
Khrushchev, mostly on Ber l in, whiCh preoccupied the 
latter far more than disarmament matters. 

In essence, Khrushchev took the same position as at 
Vienna, in his talks with the President and in the June 4 
Memorandum. He would not negotiate on Berlin as such, 
and if we will not enter into negotiations on related 
issues as he has defined them, he will, by the end of the 
year J sign a separate treaty with the GDR. This will 
extinguish our rights in Berlin, and these can be revived 
only by negotiation with the GDR. 

Khrushchev reiterated his readiness to discuss a 
peace treaty, either with East Germany or all- Germany 
(he later appeared to mean both Germanies, as he strongly 
discounted any early prospect of German reunification, 
which he doubted anyone really wants). He would give us 
such guarantees re Berlin as we needed, but drew the line 
at admitting free elections in East Gennany - these would 
only mean the end of Ulbricht and handing over East Germany 
to Adenauer. 

He reacted indignantly to the President's Berl in 
speech, which he seemed to view as an ultimatum (though 
he is, or pretends to be, oblivious of the ultimative 
nature of his own demands). He ridiculed the US and Western 
military build-up, saying he could and would more than 
match any Western move. He argued that conventional 
build-Up was absurd, as any war would be nuclear. It would 
mean ~ense losses (perhaps 200 million casualties for 
US and USSR) and the destruction of Europe. He argued that 
war is needless - why fight over Berlin? There was no real 
or insoluble issue between us. 

Khrushchev 
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Khrushchev indicated that he had no fear of West Germany 
per se (with ironical reference to Hyour relative Adenauer") 
but he did fear that West Germany might embroil the US and 
USSR, particularly if armed with nuclear weapons. He felt 
that the two super-powers should be able to get together 
and make a deal that would extinguish the German menace once 
for all. 

Despite his alternating moods of threat and good 
fellowship, Khrushchev seemed anxious for talks on Berlin 
and German problems, in fact impatient to begin them soon. 
Although adamant on some things - termination of the 
"occupationll of Berlin, no political connection between 
West Berlin and West Germany, de facto recognition of the 
GDR - he indicated some possible areas of negotiation. 

For instance, he might consider some modification of 
Amb. Thompson IS "two treaty' approach, provided that the 
Western powers sign also the treaty with East Germany. 
He would reject, however, a Berlin corridor to the West 
under exclusive Western control. 

It was doubtful if he would react favorably to his 
"seven year" modification of the Western Peace Plan, 
although he might accept it, finding an easy "out" at the 
end to avoid all-German elections. He spoke of inter
German relations, possibly even confederation, as something 
for the two Germanies to work out. 

He seemed favorably disposed to some kind of UN 
presence in West Berlin, perhaps neutral UN forces if we 
objected to any Soviet presence in a "Free Cityll arrangement 
(McCloy himself spoke favorably of putting all or part of 
the UN in Berlin). 

He was likely to make greater concessions to the West 
on Berlin if we would sign a treaty with the GDR than he 
would otherwise. 

He repeatedly stressed his willingness to give us all 
reasonable assurances concerning access to Berlin under such 
a treaty. 

Mr. McCloy 
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Mr. McCloy felt that Khrushchev's prestige was 
deeply committed in the Berlin crisis. He can scarcely 
back down without unacceptable political loss (we must 
seek a way to let him down without such damage). He is 
a dangerous man, and will be more so if he feels cramped 
or subject to intolerable pressure. It is essential that 
the West take the diplomatic initiative, and quickly 
(he deplored the delay inherent in getting clearances 
under coalition diplomacy). 

As to Khrushchev's motivations and intents, he feels 
that he is extremely confident, yet has difficulties and 
pressures with which he must reckon. The domestic situation 
and general popular sentiment create problems for him. 
He sees the crisis as a test of wills, cannot give in on 
what he deems essential, yet is fearful of the eventuality 
of war which he is shrewd enough, despite his bold talk, 
to see as a calamity for Russia as well as the West. He 
admits that somehow we will have to act, on both sides, 
to move away from our present "co,11iston course". 

\~<.\ 
S/P:LWFuller:jco 
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July 31, 1961 

TO : Mr. McGhee 

FROM: George A. Jobrgan ~ 
SUBJECT: Germany and Berlin 

As you know, Jimmy Riddleberger probably has been 
longer on German affairs than any other officer in our 
service. I had a chance to ask him today for his 
thoughts on Germany and Berlin. He said that he was 
thoroughly out of touch now but would be glad to send 
us any ideas that might occur to him later. 

The one idea which he did mention today was the 
internationalization of Berlin, which he referred to 
as a possibility long familiar. He did not advocate 
it strongly but he did seem to think of it in a favor
able light. He said there were a number of ways in 
which it could be done. It might be set up along the 
lines of Danzig before World War II, which was admin
istered by the League of Nations High Commissioner, 
or the UN Headquarters might be moved there. 

cc: Mr. Fuller 
Mr. Owen 
Mr. Lindley 

SIp :GAJobrgan :AVH 
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July 27, 1961 

Interview with Walt Rostow, July 26 

tJF FICE OF Oliit. lJ~ 
Mr. Rb§~ow thought there would be great pressure on 

us from now on to show a readiness for negotiation, both 
from our allies and from neutrals. The world is anxious 
to know what "political track" we will follow. Much will 
depend on the -Soviet reaction to the President's speech, 
whether Khrushchev will expedite military escalation, or 
push for negotiations. 

He felt that the Soviets are acting in the belief that 
a major shift in the world power balance in their favor has 
occurred, that they can exert nuclear blackmail effectively, 
that the Western alliance will not cohere in the fac~ of these 
facts and threats. They are puzzled that we do not accept 
these IIrea1ities ll and respond accordingly. It will be very 
hard to persuade them to modify their course under these 
circumstances. We should not be hopeful of a radical 
turnabout by the Soviets, but seek an acceptable diplomatic 
way out for them which they might adjust to without serious 
loss of face. 

He noted that the Soviets possess a considerable asset 
vis-a-vis Bonn, that is their power at any time to draw the 
FRG out of NATO by offering German reunification on the 
basis of really free elections as a quid pro guo (Mr. 
Kissinger added that we should try to find out what the 
West Germans could not refuse if offered by the Soviets). 
Hence it is extremely important for us to enter into closer 
corrnnunication with Bonn, and IIbt.rl1d a level of confident 
discourse" with them. Otherwise they might slip away from us 
at a critical juncture. 

On the other hand, the Soviets have a great liability 
in Ulbricht and his type of regime. He blackmails them from 
weakness, threatening collapse if not fully supported in his 

demands. 
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demands. This opens up the possibility of Soviet-Western 
cooperation on the basis of furthering a change in the GDR 
toward something more stable, valid and respectable - a 
development to their advantage as well as ours. The Sovie ts 
are tired of GDR blackmail, yet they, like ourselves, fear 
the consequences of a blow-up in East Germany that could 
bring unforeseeable consequences. 

Mr. Rostow outlined a range of possibilities for negotia
tion . We must not see Berlin in isolation, yet must not raise 
our sights too high. At first, i.e., before an acute crisis 
stage, we might consider these alternatives: 

1. Have a big, prolonged conference on the German 
problem as a cover for achieving a modus vivendi 
on Berlin. 

2. Accept an East German peace treaty with a sort of 
IIdual mythologytl about it, they considering it as 

recognition and assurance of sovereignty for the GDR, 
and we obtaining a real, possibly tacit, assurance 
that our access to and rights in Berlin would be 
respected. 

3. Conduct negotiations on Berlin, along with Gennan 
talks, as in 1959, to confirm essentially the status 
quo. 

4. Make a deal with the Soviets whereby we would 
accord de facto recognition to a respectable 
successor regime to Ulbricht (just how this could 
be achieved was not made clear; he admitted that the 
Soviets could not afford to dismiss Ulbricht out of 
hand). Some acceptable formula on Berlin would be 
fotmd to dis engage Soviet pres tige. German reunifica
tion would have to be worked out gradually over a 
prolonged period by the FRG and a non-Ulbricht East 
German government. The Soviets would not settle for 
any really free all-German regime within the fore
seeable future. 

On the 
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On the all-German front, our first move probably should 
be to offer a modified version of the Western Peace Plan, 
perhaps along the lines of Amb. Thompson's seven-year 
extension (presentation of the 1959 package proposal without 
change would be regarded by Europeans and world opinion as 
complately unrealistic, a "brutal joke".) We must seek 
some formula that will reconcile freedom with Soviet 
security. It would be difficult for the Europeans, as 
well as the Soviets, to accept a reunified Germany 80 million 
strong with no restraint on its military power. The revised 
Plan could be correlated with our modified disarmament pro
posals as now being developed. 

Mr. Rostow made these further points: 

We should have contingency plans ready for a possible 
explosion in East Germany. We could not face another IlHungary". 

If we move through a stage of acute crisis over Berlin 
and East Germany, we could not revert to the status quo. 
We would be under great pressures for a more radical solution. 
Something IIbroader, brisker, more surgical" than our 1959 
proposals would be needed. 

The Soviets badly want stability in Eastern Europe 
and would pay a substantial price to get it. The crux of 
real stability would be a post-Ulbricht regime with elements 
of stability, respectability and popular support (he dis 
counted prevalent belief in the basic economic weakness 
of the GDR, noting CIA reports to the contrary). 

Current moves for a Western military build-up in Europe 
amount essentially to a US-West Genrran bilateral build-up 
under a NATO cover. Little can be expected from other NATO 
members. 

We should, fairly soon, start a dialogue with the Soviets 
on the substance of a Berlin settlement (with whatever a11-
German or other trimmings are necessary). 

A controversy 
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A controversy developed regarding the feasibility of 
promoting closer GOR-West German relations as an aspect 
of a developing settlement. This was favored by Mr. Rostow, 
with the proviso that there be a IIchange" in the GDR, and 
also by Mr . Chayes, who strongly supported some sort of 
"institutionalizing" of such relations. Dissenting 
somewhat were Mr. Vigderman, Mr. Kissinger and Mr. Owen. 
The former noted that the West Ge rmans have been extremely 
reluctant to have any contacts or relations with even a 
slight political flavor. It is a matter of principle with 
them that they alone are the true German successor state, 
and that the GDR is only a Soviet puppet with which it is 
futile to negotiate. They fear even de facto recognition. 
It would take a very hig push to get them to move closer 
to the present GDR regime. 

Mr. Kissinger observed that the Soviets must decide 
whether they can ever afford to give up East Germany. There 
is no present evidence of such willingness. We might 
make a long term proposal which they would now reject but 
which might contain real elements of appeal to them for 
the future, providing for better assurance of their security 
than holding on to a dissatisfied East Germany that would 
always be a vulnerable part of their domain. 

-'tU' 
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July 24, 1961 

Interview with Gerard C. Smith. July 21 

Mr. Smith. referring to the efforts of the US to find 
a Berlin solution over the last 2~ years, remarked that 
it is difficult to come up with new or satisfactory answers. 
He thought the "Solution C" proposal still had much to 
commend it (see -Doc. G, annex; this, in essence, would 
freeze existing rights and arrangements, but with the GOR 
playing an implementing role). 

He believed that if a real test of wills ensues, we 
should not go back to the status quo. Admitting that, for 
the time, German reunification is not feasible, we should 
aim at a practical Berlin arrangement, possibly along lines 
of the "guaranteed city" proposal (we could even call it a 
tlfree city" as a concession to the Soviets). There would be 
an international authority regulating access to Berlin, with 
power to establish easements as needed - levy tolls, issue 
bonds, set up agencies, etc. Both the Western powers and 
the GDR would release their rights respecting the access 
routes to such an authority, which would thus exert restraints 
on certain aspects of sovereignty analo gous to the High 
Authority of the European Coal and Steel Community, for 
instance. He thought it might limit its control to highway 
and air access, excluding rail transport. 

He expressed concern at the West German attitude. 
Adenauer was unduly afraid of contacts with the GDR. West 
Germany had great advantages - why not exploit them? Even 
a prospective confederal arrangement need not alarm the FRG, 
which should easily dominate it. We should press Adenauer 
along these lines. He feared that our current emphasis on 
military build-up was risky as, in the criSis, the West 
Germans would not face up to a nuclear war. In the event, 
Adenauer must go along with our demands for a more forth
coming attitude toward the GDR. 

We should 
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We should capitalize on the Soviets' vulnerable posture 
in Berlin - their long communications lines, logistical 
problems, justified doubts of East German and satellite 
popular attitudes. There were questions of how the Soviet 
troops would behave in contact with the Germans - fraternizatbn 
would be a problem. He doubted if the Soviets really wanted 
a great IIFatherland war" over Berlin. We should not hesitate 
to stigmatize Soviets acts as intervention, even when by 
proxies. Make it clear that the Soviets are on the 
aggressive, stirring up trouble. 

He reverteq as he had done before (on June 19) to the 
West's non-military assets in countering the Soviet squeeze 
on Berlin. The West possessed, for instance, vastly greater 
economic resources, and a virtual monopoly of sea power. 
We should explore ways to bring these assets to bear. 
Psychologically, we should make clear that the Soviets are 
committing aggression, that if they move on Berlin they will 
kill IIco-existence", to which they attach so much importance, 
that they will nullify all their hopes for "normalcy" and 
respectability. In short, we must make evident to them that 
the costs of what they propose are excessive, that the game 
is not worth the candle. If we make clear to the Soviets 
the real cost to them of an attempted limited takeover 
in Europe, it would shake them. 

He expressed the view that we should look beyond the 
present emergency and seek a basic solution in Central 
Europe. Kennan is right, that US troops cannot stay there 
forever. Eventually there must be planned withdrawal of 
foreign forces as Germany herself assumes new power and 
importance. We can still remain a great and influential 
power even after withdrawing from Central European territory. 

Further points made by Mr. Smith were: 

We should not object 
Berlin and Germany. 

to prolonged negotiations on 
There is the Austrian precedent. 

We should 
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We should exploit the legal - and common sense -
principle of survivor's rights after dissolution of 
joint tenancy. If the Soviets renounce their rights 
in Berlin, we, not the GDR, inherit them. 

We should avoid over-commitment, especially military, 
to the point that it is difficult and almost impossible 
to free ourselves. 

We should note Selwyn Lloyd's warning, "if Berlin 
goes, what next?" 

There is a different mood today as compared with 195 9, 
more danger of impatience leading to irrational acts, 
a kind of "lash- out". 

We should beware of sham concessions by the Soviets. 
They have built up high tension on Berlin. An offer 
by them to relax this tension would not justify 
substantial concessions by us. We must be careful, 
in bargaining, to exact a full and equivalent quid pro 
~ for any concession we make. 

S/P:LWFul er:jco 
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Dear George: 

Thank you for your letter of June 21, 1961. I have 
recently been reading over certain despatches sent by me from 
Bonn two years ago, that I believe are still pertinent to the 
present situation. They are the following numbered telegrams: 

Feb, 
Feb, 

16, 
16, 

Feb, 17, 

1959, to DEPT 1779 
1959, to DEPT 1780 
1959, to DEPT 1795 
1959, to DEPT 1899 

~ 
I ~L '}j~J 
I 11' \1 \""'" ~i'" 
j 1\lottl\y, '~?/eJ 

I would make the following observations in addition to 
what I then said. 

(l) I believe a negotiation is inevitable. and on the whole 
deSirable, in connection with what will undoubtedly be a new 
Berlin crisis. This time I trust we will not go prepared with 
fall-back positions - -which are generally known to the Soviets 
in advance--but will insist on a hard line with a view to smoking 
them out before we disclose our own hand, whatever it may be. 

(2) 1 do not feel that the Soviets would accept either of 
the two solutions which might reduce present tensions: (a) the 
cession to the Federal Republic of a cQrridor from West Berlin 
to West Germany; or (b) a reservation in their proposed peace 
treaty with East Germany providing for the retention by the Soviets 
of their control over the check points, or lacking that, a written 
statement declaring East German officials to be Soviet agents in 
this respect. 

The Honorable 
George C, McGhee , 

The Counselor, 
Department of State, 

Washington 

II bave 
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1 have never thought the question of UN presence in Berlin 
has been explored as fully as it might have been. One extreme 
solution could be the shifting of the UN capital to Berlin. This 
would, of course, run into many objections. Failing that, is 
there any way by which there could be so much UN presence in 
West Berlin as to make it improbable that the Soviets or East 
Germans would interfere with the freedom of its citizens? 

Actually, any solution for West Berlin should include in 
its scope EastJ3erlin as well. As regards sentiment in the UK, 
I do not fear any departure from our point of view on real 
fundamentals. It seems to me that Lord Home, especially, is 
more realistic and tougher than were his predecessors on this 
subject. Nor do I think we need concern ourselves too much over 
Adenauer's lack of imagination in offering new departures from 
established policy. He will, I surmise, cling to insistence on 
the status quo. This may prove to be the best we can do. But 
whatever decision we make, he will have to abide by. 

As you know, there is strong sentiment here, as well as 
in Europe, in favor of recognizing.at leas-t -de facto. the..East 
German Government. Such a step would. in my opinion. be 
utterly unwise. There are many reasons against taking such a 
step. -one of the principal ones is that no West German 
Government could long survive if this were done under present 
C ollllitionli. 

I wonder if you have given consideration to the possible Il a
f 

drtvihsabilityl ofdhaVMing at soCmlae tiJ)'lMe'CWl hen Cyour SttudDieslin~ave d 
u er evo ve, essrs. y, coy. onan, ow g, an 
~e1L-come to WaShington and spend two or three days together 
in.-£9DIerence w..it~ur staff. r should be happy to do this. 
preferably in August or September. since the situation may be 
somewhat clearer then--if you thought well of it. 

With warm personal regards, 

Ever yours. 

David Bruce 
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BERLIN-GERMANY GROUP 

COPT .o. __ ~ ___ _ 
ot_~J'-_oop1ea. 

5, 1961 

Interview with Mr. Nitze, July 3 

Mr. Nitze considered mainly four questions: 

1. How can we hold the alliance together? 

2. How can we best deter the Soviets from 
dangerous acts re Berlin? 

3. What course should we take if the Soviets 
carry out their announced intentions? 

4. What ways out of the dilemma may be found 
through negotiation? 

He went into a calculus of risks. There is, perhaps, 
an element of bluffing on both sides, as neither really 
considers Berlin worth a nuclear war. The Soviets might 
reasonably take up to a two percent risk of such war; 
the West up to five percent (several felt that the risks 
subjectively assumed on both sides were more nearly equal 
and perhaps higher than estimated, and this increased the 
danger of brinkmanship over Berlin). 

Successful deterrence of Soviet action might depend 
on our convincing the USSR that we were capable of going to 
irrational lengths to defend Berlin (Mr. Chayes thought 
this would create a difficult public opinion problem; 
Mr. Lindley agreed, noting that the public is not a~ife of 
gravity of situation, believing Khrushchev will, id e'?ent, 
back down on Berlin. It will be difficult to win public 
support for early steps needed to exert a deterrent effect). 
A probe with small forces in the post-treaty stage of crisis 

would 
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would c·onvince the Soviets we were not ready to risk war. 
We would then be left with the inevitable alternative, 
assuming we did not back down, of developing graduated 
demonstratinns of military force to the point where, 
by threatening the Soviets with ultimate escalation all the 
way to general war, they were convincing as a deterrent. 
This would be extremely dangerous, could get out of hand 
and result in war neither side wished. 

Mr, Nitze put much str4ss on his fourth point - finding 
a way out of the crisis through negotiation. The Department, 
and sip in particular, has an important role here. He sees 
little opportunity now for negotiation; there will probably 
be a better Chance later after mounting tensions have driven 
home the necessity for a diplomatic way out. We should 
plan ahead now for this contingency and be ready with 
proposals (as to timing, he seemed to think in terms of 
the period after signing of a separate treaty, but others 
suggested that an earlier point, perhaps directly after 
the September elections or at the time of convoking a peace 
conference by the Soviets, might be better). We should 
explore a wide range of possible solutions, such as an all
German proposal, moving the UN to Berlin, an expanded corridor 
fully under Western control, a trade of West Berlin for 
Thuringia including some exchange of populations. In general, 
he believes that the more fully we become engaged in a 
miliary sense as the crisis progresses, the more radical 
the solution will need to be. 

We should, as the risk rises, be fertile in ideas about 
alternative courses of action. One possibly fruitful line 
of thought is to develop courses that would force the Soviets 
to resort to obviously offensive acts to attain their ends, 
such as blockading Berlin, attacking Western planes engaged 
in airlift, and the like (we won the 1948-49 round because 
the Soviets did not dare to shoot down our planes supplying 
Berlin). Our diplomacy should, to the end, leave no doubt 
as to who is the aggressor in forcing the Berlin situation to 
the brink of war. Such a posture will be helpful in mobilizing 
world opinion in our favor, and possibly deterring the 
Soviets from taking the final step to general war. 

S/P:LWFuller:jco 
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THE FOREIGN SERVICE 

OF THE 
, +" UNI ED STATES OF AMERICA 

bt I ulil .. IV I-IJd IV _ ~ 

UFFICE OF [II, ,CK 
')/P American Emba6sy~ 

Belgrade" Yugoslavia .. 
June 30, 1>61 

Dear Ge orge: 

qt.M 

I have your letter of the 21st.. inviting my views on the subject of 
Germany .. and I em aanewhat at a 108e to know how to respond. My relation 
to this problem is" as you probably know .. an unusual one. I have had the 
rare experience of liviog in Germany in the Kaiser's tUne" in the period 
of the Weimar Republic .. in the Nazi period .. and -- briefly -- in the post
war era. I have served a total of over five years in Germany" plua ODe 
year each in the neighboring capitals of Vienna and Prague. In addition 
to going to school in Germany as a boy" I had two years of postgraduate 
education there. I know the language practically 8S my awn" have written 
and published books in German ... and have lectured freely~ in the vernacular ~ 
at Gennan universities. For these reasons I have ~ as you can imag1ne~ a 
keen interest in German problema. Although I cannot recall baving previ
ously been Bsked for any vie~ about Germany by the Department~ I did 
on tva occaaions~ during my recent years of retirement -- o.t'\.ke l)ubl'.c 
st3t€'uents: n nro1,le (L 01 'cy to~..rer(~ r,.err..r. n-. 

IT'he views expresse<'l on these occasions were not , ... ell received in 
off'·.cial circles in Bonn l.nd in WaE:2in:;ton~ and drew the pa.rticula: 
"'ppr.-,b· -i:urn of i.r. /d' 6::m~ "7Lo~ I ':ID~erl]tand) "" - now ".:leen selecte~ by 
the President to lead and coordinate the work of. formulating policy 
recanmendetioDB with regard to Germany. 

You will understand that I am constrained to wonder~ in these cir
cumstanceB~ whether I am a proper person to speak to these matters. Advice 
as to how to make our established line of policy successful in the face of 
Mr. Khrushchev ' B pressures would more naturally come "f!'an those who under
stand the rationale c£ this policy better than I do~ and to whom the evidence 
of its merits and possibilities is mare persuasive. However) I appreciate 
your inquiry) and am glad to offer the following) for what it is worth. 

The Ho~rable 
George C. McGhee) 

The Counselor , 
Department of State, 

Washington 25) D. C. 

SECRET 
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George C. McGhee - 2- June 30, 1961 

You will probably be aware that for a period of sane twelve years I 
have considered that ~ rather than taking a merely negative position toward 
the problem of d~~engagement and German unification ... we should take a posi
tive position ... statiDg the terms on which we would consent to discuss a 
change in the present status of Germany: terms wbich would take some account 
of Soviet interests ae well aa our own. These terms " in my view ... would not 
need to be ones Umnedietely acceptable to the Russians; they could ... in fact ... 
and should ... be stiff ones ... fully adequate to the protection of western inter
ests and the interests of the people of Western 'Berlin and Western Germany. 

v You will find the first statement of auch views in a PoliCY Planning 
Staff paper written ... as I recall it ... around the end of 1948. The circumstances 
have of course changed since I wrote that paper~ as they have since the Reith 
Lectures were delivered in 1957. In particular~ one must bear in mind the pres-

t ent state of' public opinion in the West . So ass iduouely have people in the 

I western capitals labored~ in recent years ~ to establish in the public mind 
the propoaition that no alter ation in the present arrangements governing Ger

\ many and Berlin could be anything but disastrous to the western world ~ that 
it ~ woul~_ ~~e $ome very skillful and intensive preparation of public 
opinion to create an atmosphere in which anything positive could safely be 
proposed or discussed. This caveat applies to all that follows . 

It bas long been my belief that the present status of Berlin is not 
the only one that could be devised with due regard 1:,-0 the liberties of the 
people of the western sectors and the interests of world peace . I could con
ceive~ for example ~ of an arrangement under which all four sectors of the 
city would be in~~lized~ the East German Government and all Soviet 
garrisons required to withdraw to a distance at least as far from the city 
as the present West German boundary~ and the channele of communication con
necting the city with the outside world guaranteed ae a right rather than 
conceded BS a privilege'; and I can conceive that such a solution might well 
leave the people of Western Berlin no worse off than they are todayb I 
personally think that the idea of moving the Un~ted_ Nat1ons to Berlin~ in 
connection with such a scheme~ should not be entir ely excluded from considera
tion. New York) with its heterogenous population~ its large number of polit1~ 

cal refugees of all Borts ) and its explosive Negro and Puerto Rican problema ) is 
obviously not the ideal place for the Organization. Berlin has the necessary 
space~ the ataosphere~ the detacbment ~ and all the amenities of a great city. 
The presence of the Organization there would obviously lend to any new arrange
ment a stability such as could be given to it in almost no other way. I 
should think that in return for such an arrangement we ought to be quite 
happy to give the Russians gener ous guarantees that the city would not be 
exploited by anybody for purposes of secret intelligence- gathering or 
political intrigue. 

Such proposals might not be acceptable to MOscow~ as they stand; that 
is scarcely to be expected; they are thought of only aa an opening gambit -
an asking price. But they would~ in my opinion~ constitute a ~oil 

to Mr . Khrushchev I 8 
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I to Mr. Khrushchev ' s initiatives than the endless repetition of the primit1ve 
and not very meaningful assertion that "we will not yie l d an incb in Berlin.. n 

They would presumably a l ao not be weleaned in Bonn. This would" admittedly) 
constitute a difficult problem. However) it 18 my feeling that) just 8a war 
1s too important to be left to the generals) so the German problem 1s to~ 
important to be left t o the Germans. Is it real ly preposterous to suggest 
that the Germans) who have af ter all a certain responsibility for the war 
that bas led to these confUa 1oDs I shoUld not be Bsked to make Bome contribu
tion to their liquidation) at a moment when they have came to conotitute a 
real threat to world peace? 

I must confesa that if the domestic political convenience of the Adenauer 
government is to be regarded as the overriding dictate of western pol1cy~ I 
see no constructive move that can be taken in the Berlin problem. But if we 
are to set our stghts higher~ I see no reason vhy positive propoaals~ by no 
means disastrous to ourselveB~ could not be devised. 

I state these thoughts with some hesitation leet they be mistaken for 
firm and considered recanmendat1ons . I do not consider myself qualified to 
make any such definite proposals or r ecClllIllendations on the question of our 
policy toward Germany. I do not have the necessary facilities for the study 
of this problem~ and do not pretend to have CiCcupied myself with i t in the 
responsible and systematic way which alone could qualify a person to make 
recamnendations of this nature . I merely wish to say that our continued 

/ negative position seems to me both sterile and dangerous at this juncture~ 
and I continue to be reluctant to believe that it would be beyond human 

\ ingenuity to devise proposals wh1ch~ while not betraying vital western inter
ests ~ would ease Mr. Khrushchev out of the box in which he bas placed himself 
and would give greater hope of coping with the dangers DOW' con:fronting us all. 

I would think it well for us to put fo:rvard proposals along this line 
in the private counsels of the NATO group~ ~ J! they should not prove 
acceptable to our allies and ~ 11 we found it neceBBary~ in the end~ to 
yield to contrary opinion. What is at stake here ~ after all, may well turn 
out to be var or peace . The least we can do is to make sure that our own 

I poB1tion~ at this crucial moment~ is as tmaginative~ ae flexible~ 8a hopeful~ 
as it can be made . If the Europeans wiah to drag their feet~ they must then 
accept a greater measure of responsibility for coping with whatever compli-

J cations may ensue. 

Sincerely yours~ 

SECRET 
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BERLIN-GERMANY GROUP 

Interviews with Schelling and Harriman. June 28 

Mr. Schelling dealt first with the military aspects of 
the Berlin crisis. He holds that Khrushchev is not mainly 
concerned with Berlin as such, but sees it as a test of the 
will and skill of the West. The latter is important, as 
Khrushchev fears above all an accidental war over Berlin. 

We might, therefore, determine a bright, clear line 
which, if crossed, would trigger limited military action on 
our part. Such a line, presumably, could be more clearly identi
fied in connection with interference with military access than 
interruption of civilian supply. We must present a credible 
military threat at some stage. Limited war would not be directed 
so much at tactical military objectives as at political
psychological ends - to demonstrate a rising scale of risk 
that could escalate to general war. We might even fire 
a few small "nUkes" as a IIshot across the bowJJ

• Another 
aim of limited military action could be to create distur-
bances in Eastern Europe. Such actions would have mainly 
a deterrent purpose, showing how important we consider 
Berlin as a focal point of global conflict, and bringing 
pressure on the Soviets to seek a negotiated solution. 

He thinks of possible "discriminating" use of nuclear 
weapons by us at the military stage of a Berlin crisis as 
useful in underlining the seriousness of our purpose. We 
might commit other acts of "calculated recklessness" to the 
same end, such as fomenting disorder in the GDR, giving 
Davy Crocketts to Hungarian freedom fighters, renewing U-2 
and B-47 flights, imposing selective naval sanctions, etc. 
He stressed the need for tighter controls over nuclear 
weapons; suCh cautionary measures would be seen by the Soviets 
not as evidence of weakness but of strength and firmness of 
purpose. 

Military 
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Military planning and action re Berlin should be 
closely related to specific political objectives. As the 
military stage of the crisis is reached, both sides will 
be deeply impressed with che risk of general war; boch 
will want a "tolerable cessation" of the crisis. We 
should not aim at mere reversion to the status quo, 
for this could generate new crises. There will be an 
acutely felt need for steps to do two things in Central 
Europe - to stabilize strategic deterrents, and to effect 
regional disarmament in the area. 

Khrushchev is now too fully committed to a peace treaty 
to back down, and to a separate treaty if necessary. Once 
we have gone through the acute military phase, the psycholog
ical pre-conditions for negotiation should exist. In 
preparation for that possibility, we should study means 
of regularizing the legal status of Berlin and access 
thereto, perhaps for a ten year period. This might involve 
some border adjustment to give the West a corridor under 
its own jurisdiction, with suitable compensation to the 
GOR. The main criterion of a settlement should be what is 
enforceable by military action if need be. There must be 
adequate insurance against unilateral interference of any 
kind. Political objectives and military requirements must 
be harmonized in such an arrangement. It should be of such 
a character as to give at least a "modest legalistic cloak" 
for military action we might feel compelled to take to 
enforce our rights in the future. 

Ambassador Harriman, drawing on his talks with 
Khrushchev and recent experiences at Geneva, felt that 
the main Soviet concern was to stabilize Central Europe. 
He thinks there are possibilities for negotiation, perhaps 
involving some degree of recognition of the GOR, acceptance 
of the Oder-Neisse, and assurance that West Germany will 
not be permitted to develop a nuclear capability. He feels 
that arrangements on Berlin can be worked out in such a 

context. 
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context. Khrushchev is so deeply committed now, and over
confident, that mere words or bluster on our part will not 
influence him. !.hat will is "how we live", how astutely 
and courageously we act throughout. 

He differs from Mr. Acheson in believing that nego
tiation is possible, perhaps before the crisis has fully 
developed. We might do better to press for negotiation 
before Khrushchev signs a treaty. He resents Adenauer's 
rigidity which, he thinks, hampers our freedom of action 
in resolving the crisis. We should be discriminating in 
what we will go to the brink for - certainly not just to 
preserve West Berlin as a show case, propaganda center", 
or escape hatch for refugees. 

He stresses recognition of the GDR as a main bargaining 
counter. But we should not give this merely to maintain 
the status quo - we must obtain substantial improvement in 
the situation and finn assurances for the future. 

S/P:LWFuller:jco 
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June 28, 1961 

BERLIN-GERMANY GROUP 

Interview with Mr. Bohlen, June 27, 1961 

Mr. Bohlen believes it important to determine the 
true Soviet purpose - is it mainly to challenge and test 
Western will, or is it rather to stabilize Central Europe? 
He thinks it is the latter, which would involve some kind 
of Western recognition of the GDR, and the fixing of 
Germany's eastern frontiers. Berlin is important, but 
as a pressure point or fulcrum which Khrushchev uses in 
hope of wresting desired concessions from us. 

A weakness in our posture is that we constantly say 
no to Soviet proposals. We should put Khrushchev in the 
position of saying no to our proposals. Or, better, 
we should explore the possibility of offering him an 
"out" at a well-timed moment. He seemed somewhat defen
sive in his latest statement on Berlin. If we merely 
make a public show of strength and determination, we 
may force him into dangerous courses. We need a policy 
that blends both the clear evidence of our firmness in 
holding to essentials, and a willingness to offer reasonable 
proposals as the basis for negotiation. 

The Soviet Aide-Memoire suggests possibilities of 
a compromise settlement - we should study it with this 
in mind. But our reply should not, at this stage, make 
any counter-proposal. Eventually we should be prepared 
to make one. It is difficult to see how this could relate 
to Berlin alone without making one-sided concessions to 
the Soviets. It should include elements of a broader 
agreement than one confined only to Berlin. 

We should determine whether the division of Germany 
is likely to prove permanent. If so - and he inclines to 
this view - we would do well to recognize the GDR soon 

as part 
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as part of a deal, rather than be forced to such action 
later with no compensatory gain. 

Other points made by Mr. Bohlen were: 

It might be usefu~ to send Someone to Europe 
to take diplomatic soundings among our allies on 
Berlin. It is especially important to hold the 
British in line. 

The French view that in the event of restriction 
of accesS we should try an air-lift first has much to 
commend it. 

Adenauer might be more relaxed after the 
September election and more inclined to consider a 
negotiated settlement. 

Mr. Hillenbrand made much of the consideration that 
we dare not make any move without Adenauer's approval. 
Germans still attach great importance to reunification 
as a long-range goal. Any act prejudicial to this end, 
such as recognition of the GDR, would be unacceptable. 
Post-Adenauer leadership in West Germany will be neo
nationalist, will look both East and West, and could seek 
to make a reunited Gennany a "bridge" between them, even 
at the expense of NATO (several dissented, suggesting that 
West Germany is firmly tied to the West and has no real 
alternative, but Mr. Hillebrand thinks this relationship 
will require a decade or more to become strong enough to 
resist the lure of the East). 

He took a dim view of the possibility of securing firm 
access to Berlin, by a corridor or other arrangements, 
through a trade for GDR recognition. The Soviets would 
probably not grant us a corridor on acceptable terms. Any 
alternative arrangement about Berlin would depend on Soviet 
good faith and hence be unreliable. 

He thought 
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He thought it critically important just when and how 
we demonstrate or apply force in a developing Berlin crisis. 
It is important that we pick the right issue. If, by an 
early manifestation of strength, we build up to a crisis 
prematurely, perhaps this summer, we might find it diffi
cult to sustain Western morale until the crisis is resolved, 
and there could be a dangerous let-down later before that 
stage. 

Mr. McGhee asked what we might be able to do to 
satisfy the Soviets, particularly respecting the GDR. 
Mr. Hillenbrand thought we could multiply contacts of 
various kinds, thus seeking to increase Western influence 
(Adenauer, however, sees no value in furthering West German 
contacts with the GOR beyond a minimal level). But if 
we went too far toward recognition we might precipitate a 
crisis in the Western alliance. Mr. Bohlen felt such contacts 
would have value in resolving the crisis only if the Soviets 
believed that they amounted to an intermediate step toward 
recognition. He wondered if Adenauer might not be willing 
to go that far after the election. Mr. Hillenbrand doubted 
that anything could modify Adenauer l s views. 

Comments. We appear to confront a serious difficulty 
in dealing with Adenauer. He seems thoroughly convinced that 
Khrushchev is bluffing in the sense that he would not push 
matters to the brink of nuclear war over Berlin. He feels 
that a strong show of force and determination by the West 
would influence Khrushchev to be reasonable. He would exploit 
any evidence of weakness. But Adenauer, in the IIcrunch", 
could not carry his nation over the brink to general war, 
which he says is "unthimhle". Thus, in the preparatory 
stages of a Berlin crisis, we are inhibited from developing 
a reasonable Western negotiating position by Adenauer ' s 
obduracy and insistence on a straight "position of strength" 
line. But if the crisis should later reach a climactic point 
where war seemed ~inent, a disillusioned Adenauer might 
refuse to go all the way, and would thus leave the Western 
powers gravely handicapped in carrying out contingency plans. 

S/P:LWFuller:jco 
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June 22, 1961 

Interview with Henry Kissinger. 6/22/61 

Mr. Kissinger inclines somewhat to the "hard" Acheson 
line. He feels that it is very important to convince the 
Soviets of our firmness of will, perhaps even to frighten 
them to the conclusion that, if pressed too hard, we might 
act irrationally. The proposals Mr. Acheson has made for 
measures making manifest our strength and determination 
should be judged in this light and with this end in view. 

Regarding a possible military showdown ov.er Berlin, 
he suggested a study by the military of the elects of our 
initial resort to nuclear weapons in such event. Could there 
be discriminating use of tactical nuclear weapons? Would 
a conventional probe trigger a Soviet pre-emptive nuclear 
strike, or would discriminating use of tactical nuclear 
weapons do so? Should we, in the almost certain event of 
failure of a conventional probe, be prepared to follow it 
quickly by a nuclear first strike? The alternative would 
appear to be a follow-up with division-scale conventional 
forces. 

Kissinger believes we must be very careful in picking 
the issue on which we intervene militarily in the crisis . 
He thinks our diplomacy should be closely coordinated with 
military plans and moves. We should be ready, at the right 
time once we have forcefully demonstrated our will, to 
propose an all-German and European solution. This should 
be offered before an access crisis becomes dangerously acute, 
and should offer the Soviets a satisfactory escape from 
their dilemma, which otherwise might push them over the brink 
to nuclear war. We should study such a pl an and have it ready 
at the opportune moment (he did not elaborate on the 
possible elements of such a proposal). 
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Kissinger feels that the Soviets are, in a sense, 
weaker and more on the defensive in East Germany than in 
any other Communist state. Only here is a Soviet satellite 
regime face to face with a free government of the same 
nationality which presents a formidable challenge. As 
things are, each German regime must try to subvert the other. 
If the Communists could ever be brought to prefer stability 
in Central Europe to Communist imperialism a solution might 
be worked out. The Soviets actually face an untenable 
situation in the GDR. If they felt assured of a stable 
situation up to the Oder-Neisse, a European settlement 
might become possible. 

He conceived of a confederal arrangement between the 
two Germanies as possible, but only after the establishment 
of a freely chosen government in East Germany. 

The implications of Kissinger's thinking at this point 
seem to be that we would do well to make an intensive search 
for some type of all-over settlement that would give the 
Soviets real assurance of the stability they crave in Central 
Europe, yet sacrifice nothing of vital interest to the West. 
A Berlin crisis which had gone far enough to demonstrate to 
both sides the immense danger in the situation, but which had 
not gone so far as to fatefully involve the prestige of both 
sides to the point of no return, could create the psychological 
preconditions for a broad settlement. 

Kissinger believed, and others concurred, that our 
stress in the Berlin crisis should be less on Western rights 
than on self-determination, both for Berliners and for Germans 
generally. We should be able to develop this into a widely 
appealing issue. 

Kissinger noted that there could be two great dangers 
in Europe: an indefinitely divided Germany that would certainly 
breed in a few years a strong and dangerous nationalism (because 
nationalists were offered a ready-made issue), and a completely 
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independent Germany (that would be a barrier to European 
unity except under German hegemony, and would constitute a 
dangerous element of strain in the relations between the 
USSR and the West). 

S/P:LWFuller:jco 
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June 22, 1961 

BERLIN-GERMANY GROUP 

Highlights of Presentation by Ambassador 
Thompson, June 20, 1961 

Ambassador Thompson elaborated on his paper of June 
19, "The Berlin Question". His more important observations 
were as follows. 

He doubts that Khrushchev is using the Berlin situation 
at this stage mainly to humiliate and discredit the US, even 
at the risk of war. He thinks his main wish is to stabilize 
central Europe; this would involve recognition of the CDR, 
agreement on eastern frontiers of Germany, and neutralization 
of West Berlin. Take-over of Berlin, disruption of NATO, 
and destruction of US prestige would be ultimate purposes. 
The "Free City" was offered us as a face-saving device. In 
view ' of its rejection, Khrushchev will go thmugh with his 
separate treaty plan; he is not bluffing. 

Thompson attaches great importance to time phases of 
a developing Berlin crisis. During the first (to the German 
elections in Sept.) we should take great care not to alienate 
our allies. Hence we should avoid overt measures to demon
strate our strength, but take steps indicative of our deter
mination to defend Berlin that Soviet intelligence would 
detect. He thinks we would do well to consider holding a 
referendum soon in West Berlin, offering a choice between 
the Soviet "Free City" proposal and continuation of the 
present status with hope of eventual reunification. This 
should be under international auspices if possible, and would 
go far to discredit the Soviet proposal. 

Thompson believes that later, at a proper time - poosibly 
between the German elections and Soviet convocation of a 
peace conference - we should be prepared with a counter offer, 

both 



both to the "Free City" and to a separate treaty. He con
sidered an all-Berlin solution, but rejected it as having 
most of the liabilities of a "Free City" confined to West 
Berlin, or more, as the Soviets would demand even larger 
concessions from us. 

He would offer the Sovie ts a modified nWestern Peace 
Plann

, extending the period before elections from 30 months 
to 7 ·years. The Western powers would make unilateral declara
tions not to support any change in present German frontiers, 
and possibly a NATO-Warsaw non-aggression pact could be 
negotiated. An interim Berlin solution along the lines of 
our Geneva 1959 proposal would be proposed, pending the end 
of the seven year phase. 

He would be ready to accept a separate peace treaty 
with the GDR, or separate and identical treaties with 
the two German states, provided West Berlin were expressly 
excepted by a protocol giving it a free, interim status 
with adequate safeguards pending German reunification. 

He thinks it would be useful to make a study of what 
we would be forced to give up by the conclusion of a separate 
peace treaty. 

Thompson believes that a separate Soviet-GOR treaty 
without acceptable provisions respecting self-determination 
and Western rights in West Berlin would create a very dange~us 
situation. His proposal would aim to stave off such a 
crisis and provide a prolonged cooling-off period. Hence 
he feels we should be ready, not to make one-sided concessions, 
but to give Khrushchev a face-saving "out", while possibly 
making progress toward an eventual all-German settlement. 

S/P:LWFuller : jco 
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June 23, 1961 

sIp Consultants' Views on Berlin. June 19 

Following are views expressed by several consultants 
meeting with sIp respecting the Berlin crisis. 

Mr. Acheson reiterated his well-known thesis that the 
Berlin situation has reached a degree of tension that pre
cludes negotiation at this stage. There must first be an 
evident manifestation by us of our capacity and will to 
defend Berlin, whatever the nature of the threat, convincing 
to the Soviets. Berlin is a symbol of the global conflict 
between us, and our action there will have a crucial bearing 
on our position everywhere. It is the chief nexus between 
the US and USSR. We need a clear doctrine and strategy, 
and this will simplify the matter of deciding what specific 
actions to take. We must put first things first. 

He thinks we should quickly begin a series of overt 
actinns to make clear our unflinching determination to go 
through with the affair, whatever the denoue mente These 
could include: strengthening and disposing of our military 
forces for effective use, taking preliminary steps toward 
a general alert and mobilization, activating the National 
Guard, bringing reserve divisions to a state of combat 
readiness, suitable deploying of carriers, and similar 
measures. 

He does not debar negotiation entirely, but thinks it 
futile to consider talks or presentation of alternatives 
prior to a thoroughly convincing show of will through 
deeds, not words. Thereafter negotiation might prove 
possible and we should be ready with positive proposals 
that could create avenues for a graceful Soviet withdrawal 
from an untenable pestien. 

He feels that our allies, especially the British, are 
none too reliable in this matter and may hold back. We 
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should not let their hesitancy weaken our action, but take 
a bold lead. This may frighten them somewhat, but they will 
probably come around as they have no real alternative. Such 
a lead on our part, at this juncture, is the surest way to 
save NATO. 

He would also revive the invitation for the Soviet Air 
Force Chief to visit the US and be exposed to evidence 
of our power and determination. 

Mr. Bowie concurred in the main with Mr. Acheson. 
The Berlin crisis is the most dangerous we have faced since 
1953. Our ineptness in Cuba and Laos may encourage Khrushchev 
to dangerously bold action respecting Berlin. His view of our 
will is of crucial importance. 

He stressed the importance of our having a doctrine 
to govern our world-wide strategy_ How do we see the world? 
How can and should we try to influence international develop
~ents? What are the priorities? What are the guidelines for 
action that flow from such a doctrine? 

He thinks we cannot bluff successfully on Berlin. But 
we might adopt a tactic of being "actively irresponsible". 
We should consider the possibility of our being so, or 
appearing to be so. This could give pause to Khrushchev 
if he is really meditating risky steps that presume a calcu
lated acquiescence on our part. 

Mr. Smith thinks we should sharpen up our planning on 
Berlin as a distinct issue. In view of the questionable 
reactions of our allies, including Adenauer, preparations 
based on the threat of general war will not really be useful 
in this situation. We must develop a credible threat based on 
actions that we can effectively take against Soviet assets 
and vulnerabilities elsewhere. 

In this 
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In this connection, he feels that US seapower is a 
very incompletely used asset of our own which we could 
exploit more fully. Through our capability to blockade 
Soviet egress to open seas and interfere with their commerce, 
we might develop effective types of pressure to provide 
some relief in the Berlin situation (this latter point, 
which he has previously made, is based on the logic that, 
inasmuch as the Soviets are threatening our exercise of 
legal rights where they have superior power, we should 
retaliate by correspondingly limiting their exercise of 
legal rights where we have superior power). 

Mr. McGhee asked whether the US could or should take 
the initiative in seeking ways to alter the status of Berlin, 
or anticipate changes in its status, without harmto essential 
US interests. Mr. Acheson saw no such possibilities. Mr. 
Smith thought there might be possibilities, but felt we 
should not make any such approach until after there has been 
a clear demonstration of the US will to fight. On this last 
point therewas general agreement. 

S/P:LWFuller:jco 
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BERLIN-GERMANY GROUP 

Interview with Robert Lovett, June 16 

Mr. Robert Lovett called on me on June 16, 1961. 
The subject of Berlin and measures to he taken by our 
government in the face of the crisis were discussed 
briefly. 

Mr. Lovett had had lunch earlier in the day with 
Mr. Acheson, who had revealed to him his tentative think-
ing in respect to contingency planning for Berlin. Mr. Lovett 
was in general agreement with the approach, indicating how
ever that he had a few reservations which he did not specify. 

In response to a query as to whether he had any ideas as 
to a possible negotiating position which our government might 
assume vis-a-vis the Soviet Union, he said he had not given 
the matter a great deal of thought. It was his impression 
that there was relatively little that could be offered over 
and above past proposals which the Soviets had rejected. He 
indicated, however, he would have an open mind if someone 
could produce suggestions as to possible new bases of negotia
tions. 

Mr. Lovett indicated he would be glad to come to Washing
ton to discuss the matter further, and I advised him that in 
all probability we would be in touch with him. 

S/P:GCMcGhee:cjp 
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WESTERN PEACE PLAN 

The following is tho text of the W03torn Peace Plnn pre
sented todny 1n Geneva by the Foreign Ministers of France, the 
United Kingdom and the United State" nt their meeting with 
the FONign Minister of the Soviet Union: 

The Oovernmento of Frnnce~ the United Klngd~m and the 
United States of America ar0 obnvlnced of the urgent need for a 
settlement of the German problem. 'rhcy desire to oeel<, in Buch 
a settlement, progreaolvl:: solutions wtlich would bring about 
German reunification and sccuri ty 1 n Europe. Moreover they 
believe that progress on each of tile problems of coner-al disar
mament, European security and 0 pelitIonl settlement 1n Europe 
affectr.: th~ degree of proc;resfJ pos sible 1n the oolutlon of each 
.)1' the other problema. 

They accordingly propo3e to the Govcrnmf~nt of the Union of 
SOViet Socialist Republica un n(:;I't.: e l11f:l1t bE:tween the:: Four Dovern .. 
ments which would include thl.~ m'11l0U['C3 outlined below ri~ lating 
to a general Bettlement of til,;: probh'rno at iUQue. 'l\h\~ meil:lUree 
envisa~ed lH'e closely interre lntl)cl and the pr~~oont proposals ore 
therefore to be regar'tIed nl3 .:m . lns...:p:trnb}l;! whole. They would come 
~nto effect progressively at thl. ... :ltnges indicated. 

S'l'AOE I 
Reunificat10n 

::.... 'rhe Four PCH'IerS would cotnblish Du1table arr.:lngernents for 
Jonsultat1on among the partics to suPt::I'vtot! the implementat10n of 
the agreement nnd to nettle .:lny d1:Jpute3 which might urise before 
the conclusion of a Rence uettleme nt with n reunified Germany. 

2. Wi ttl regnrd to Berlln, the l"our Powe rn WOll 10 agree thn t: 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Berlin ls one city and belongo to all of G·;d·many. Enst 
and ~/eBt DCl'11n nhould. tl1ercfol"~, be unt ted through 
free elections held unrler qundripnl,tite or UN SUP(',H'

Vision. A freely clr.cted Council would be formod for 
the whole of I3crl :ln until Ucrm.:tn rcunil'lcot1on w.:\s 
achieved and n:::J 0. 1'1I'3t :::Jtep tOl'lard$ it. ThUD Dcrlln 
would be retained "0 the future capitnl of 0. reunified 
Germany. 

Subject to the s\.lprp.mr. <luthnrity of thr. Pour PONcrs J 

(With voting proCf:!dUrC3 as I1rJoptc:d by the All1ed 
authorities in Vienna) the rr<: ~ ly electcct Be rlin Council 
would be free to ~vlm1n1:Jtcr the city. 

Thl} freedom and tn\,;eBrlty ' of the united city of Berlin 
nor} ncceS3 thereto v10uld be r,u ,'lrantc (> O by the Four . 
Powers who would continue to be C!ntitlcd os at prf'sent 
to stntion tr('ops 1n D~ rlln. 
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Tho Four Powers would take the n~ce.s~ry stops to 
eM'ry out during stagon I and II of tho "Phassd Plan" 
tho meaOUres descr1bed in (n) to (0) above. 

Soourit,· _ . h, 

3. In a oomlilon doclllrat1on, w1th which othor 1ntoreotod 
statoD would' be invited to aoooo1ata thOm.olvas" thef would' 
undertake to, 

(e) ' settle, by PeaoefUl mbans, any internat10nal d1spute 
1n wh1ch thef may be 1nvolved w1th any other partfJ 

(b) refrain from the use of force 1n any manner inconsis
tent with the purposes of tho Charter of the United 
Notlonoj 

(c) withhold ase leto.ncc, mil! tary or econom1c I to an 
aggressor. 

4. In order to facil1tate fUrther the solution of political 
problems llnd the improvement of internat10nal relat1ons, the ,Four, 
Powers would, 1n an appropriate forum, in1tiate diSCUssion of 
possible staged and 'controlled comprehens'lve disarmament 
meaeures. 

5. The Four Powers would R.l/'rnnge dlBcusslons to develop pro
cedures for exchanging information in Stage II on mil1tary force ... 
ln agreed areas of ·EI!lt'ope. 

STAGE II 

.Reunlflcatlon 

6" Bearlng 1n mlnd the complex lssueD 
a transitional period would be nBrced. 
set up a l~lxed German Commit toe . 

involved 1n reunifioation, 
ThC:l Four po\..,rers would 

7. The Mlxed Co~nlttee would conalst of 25 members from the 
Foderal Republic of Germany and 10 members from the Bo-called 
"Oerman Democratic Republic". Thede membera would be apPOinted 
by the .Federal Government and the authoritles of the so-called 
German Democrat1c Repub11c r espect1vely . 

9. The IUxed 

• 

• 
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8. , The Mixed Committee would take ,its decisions by a , three 
quarter majority. 

9 . The Mixed Committee would be ,entruoted with the task of 
formulating proposals: 

(n) to coordinate and expand technical contact bet"een 
the two parts of Germany j . 

(b) to ensure the free movement of perDons, ideas and 
publications between tne two parts of Germany; 

(c) 

(d) 

to ensure and guarantee human rights 1n both parts 
of ' Germany; 

for a draft law providing for general, free and 
secret elections under independent supervision, 

10. The Mixed Commltte·e would transmit any proposals made by 
it' under subparagrpahs (a) to (c) ' inclusi ve of paragraph 9 
above ,to the appropriate author1ties 1n both parts of Germany, 
Such proposals, if no objections are raised t'Jl th respect of 
them, should be implemented as appropriate in both parts of 
Germany. 

11. (a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(c) 

(e) 

Any agreed proposal for an electoral 1 at-I 1n accordance 
"ith subparagraph (d) of paragraph 9 above would be 
submitted to a plebiscite 1n both parts of Germany. 

If w1th1n one year no such draft laN had been formu
lated by the Committee, the group of members fro~ the 
Federal Republ1c on the one hand and the group of 
members fr.om the so-called German Democratic Republic 
on the other \'1ould each formulate a draft la"., approved 
by a majority of its members" These two draft laws 
"ou1d then b'e submitted to a plebiscite as a1 ternati ves 
The electoral area for each draft la\-! would consist 

'of both parts of Germany, 

If any proposal for an electoral la~1 obta1ned a 
major1ty of val1d votes 1n each of the two parts 
of Germany, 1t would acquire the force of law a!ld 
be directly applicable for the entire electoral area. 

The Four Powers \.,.ould, at the t1me of s1gnature of 
the agreement, expressly author1ze the competent 
German author1ties to promulgate any electoral law 
so approved. 

The Four powers would'adopt a statute pro~idlng for 
the supervision of th'e plebiscite. 

12, If 
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12. If all-German elections had not been held on or before 
the termInation of a thirty months' period beginning on the 
date of the siGning 01' the"ogreement, the Four Powers would 
deterllline the disposition to be made of the Committee: 

Security 

13. An exchange of information on military forces 1n the areas 
referred to in. paragraph 5 above would be undertaken. 

14, The Four Powers.would restrict or reduce their armed 
forces to agreed maximum limits, for example, United States 
2,500,000; Soviet Union 2;500,000. During this same period, 
these states would place 1n storage depots, within their own 
territories and under the supervision of an international control 
organizatlon, specific quanti ties of designated types of arm8-
m~ntB to be agreed upon and aet forth in liets annexed to the 
agreement. 

15. The Four Powers would be prepared to negot1ate on a further 
limitation of their armed forces and armaments to become effeo
tive in Stage III subject to: 

(a) verification of comp11ance with the provisions of 
paragraph 14 abovej 

• 

(b) agreement by other essential states to aocept limite ... 
on their armed forces and armament8~ fixed in relation 
to ' the limits of the armed forces and armaments of the 
Four Powersj 

(c) installation of an inspection and control system to 
verify compliance with all agreed security measures. 

16. fw1eaoures .of inspection and observation against surprise 
attack, helped by such technical devices as overlapping radar 
systems, could be undertai<en in such geographical areas through
out the world 8s may be agreed by the Four Powers and other 
states concerned. 

17. Since in 1954 the Federal Republic of Germany renounced 
the production of chemical, biological and nuclear weapons, 
the Four Powers will take such arrangements as might be appro
priate to secure similar measures of renunciation in the re
mainder of Germany and in other European cou~trie8 to the East. 

lB. Inspection systems would be worked out for ensuring com
p11ance with the appropriate security measures envisaged in 
stage III. 

STAGE III 

R~un1fic"tion 

19 . Not later • 
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19. Not latC'r · th.:ln 'two nnd a half years after the S1en{1turc of 
the ac:reeoment 6}(>ctlonn for" ilh al1-G(~!'man JI(is(;'mbly would be 'h1 1d 
1n both parts 9£ O!?l'lTlnny urYdcl' Ith(>' terms of the elp.ctoral law 
drafted 9Y the niixcd Committe'C'; oj)proved by the Four Powera end 
adopt<;>d by the GL'rman people in ~ p}c.'blsclte (1n accordance with 
the provisions 1n Stnee II above) _ . 

20. 'llhl" e:ectlons would be auporvlt'led by a eupcrvloory commission 
ana. s\lpervlsory te81ilS Ull'Qughout all of Germany. T,ne commlsDion 
and telJrns would be composed of either (a) United Nation!) Paraoonel 
and l'epresentativE's of both parts of Germany, or (b) represen
tatives of the Four ,Powers' and representatives of both parts of 
Germany,. 

21 . 'l'he "sll-Gel'man I\sBt:'mbly \'1ou1cJ have the task of drafting an 
AII-Germl)n con:Jtitu.t1on. It would exercise such powers as are 
necessary to t:'stablish and secure a liberal, democratic and 
fed~l'Eltive system. 

22. As 300n aD an all German Government haa be~n formed on the 
bE1::Jl[1 ('If the Ilbove mentioned con1i1..1tution it \'Jould replace the 
gcv<."rnmenta of th(;' Feeleral Re putllic and the so-called C:crman 
Democratic Republic find would hove: 

(a) full freedom of decision in regard to internal and 
' external nffnirs, subject to thQ rights retained by 
the Four. Powern ao :Jtlpulated in parat,;r'flph 23 below; 

,(b) reuponslbl11ty for ne gotlntin~, UD Boon a3 possible 
aCt<."r its e!3tabllshllJent, an all-GermCJn Peace Treaty. 

23. I'enning the signature of n P('ClC(" 'l'rE:'aty with an all-Germal 
Government formed on the ba fJis of the all-Oel'mlln constitution, 
the ' pour I·owera would rrtaln only thane of their ' rights and 
rC?C:lpon::Jibilit1eo wl)ich rC'lote to Bel~lin and Germany as a \'1hole, 
inoludlng reunification nllri a peace ~ettlement 8nd, as now 
exeroised, to the stationinc of armed forces 1n Germany and the 
proteotion of their nccurity. 

~our1 ty 

24. Implementati'on of the following oecur1 ty provisions would 
b~ ~~pendent : upon the e~tnblishmcnt of effcot1v~ control and 
1nBpoct1on systems to assure vc~lflcatlon and upon the agreement, 
wh("re appropriatc, of thp, all-Gc.>rmlln Government to the seOI,tr!ty 
m"""i.ths ' oall~d for, in StaBe ., III. . 

25. Upon the establiDhment of on all-German Government, the 
Four P0wero and >3uol1 othc:> 't' ,countriea as are direotly ooncerned 
would l=:!gree that in a zonE' comprising ar(,6S' of comparable size 
and u~pth'And importance on'either oldC' of B" iline to be mutually 
det,t;'Irmln~d, agreed ceilings · for thc> " lndlgenous and 000-
l ndigc'nouR. forces would be put into effect. 

26. 
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26, ' After oonclusion of the peace treaty, no party would 
station forces 1n any country 1n tlUA area without the consent 
ot the country involved. Upon the request of the country 
involved J any party BO stationing force's would withdraw them 
within a stated period and would und~rt8kc the obligation not 
to send forces to thllt country again without the consent of 
t~e Government of that country. 

27. Should the all-German Government decide to adhere to any 
security pac.t: 

(a) there might be apecial meaaures relat1ng to' the 
disposit1on of rr.111tary foroes and installat10ns 1n 
the area which lies cloaest to the frontiers between 
a reunited Oermany and countries whioh Bre members 
of another security pact; 

(b) the Four Power. would be prepared to Join with 
other parties to European seaur1 ty arrangements 
1n additional mutual obligations, covering espeoially 
the obligation to react against egressions; 

(c) the Four Power. would be prepared to Jo1n with other 
parties to European Becuri ty arrangements herein 
clescribE'd in giving an assurance that they ,",ould 
not advance their fopcC?s beyond the former line of 
demarcation between the two parts of Germany. 

28. Providing that the limitations and condition. aet forth 
on arm~d forces and armamC?nta 1n Stage II are met, the FOur 
powers would further limIt their armed forces together wi th 
correspondIng re(fuct1on on armaments to agreed maximum levels .. 
for examplE' U.S. 2,100,OOOj and U.S.S.R. 2,100,000. Reductions 
in thE' armE'd forces and armaments of other essential states to 
agreed levels would take place at the same time 1n accordance 
with paragraph 15 of Sta8e II. 

29. After verified compliance with the ab~ve limitations, 
and subJect to the . same conditions, negotiations would be 
undertaken on further limitations (for example U.S. 1 .. 700,000; 
and the U .. S.S.H. 1,700,000) together with corresponding 
redUctions on armaments. The levels of armed forces and 
arlllsme.nt.s of other essential states would be specified at 
the .Bame, time through neg?tiati ons with them. 

]0 . The measures provided for above would be harmonized w'1th 
rre ncral disarmament plans so as to be included in a general 
f r ?mework. 

j1. All of the security measures of the "Phased Plan)t would 
contInue in rf'lrce as long as, the control system 1s operat1ve 
Rn~ effectiy~ and the security provisions are being fulfilled 
and obaervcd. 

S'fl\GE IV 

• 

• 
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STAGE IV 

Sinet! a final Peace Settlement co.n only be concluded wi th 
a Government representing all G\2' rmnny, it should be concluded 
at this stage, The Settlement should be open to signature by 
all states membel's of the U. N. which were at war wi th Germany. 
'l'he Settlement should enter into force when ratified by the Four 
rowers and by Germany, 

• * * 

Statb--FD, vlash, JD,C, 
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CONFIDENTIAL 

May 8, 1961 

MEMORANDUM 

To: GER - Mr. Hillenbrand 

From: L/ EUR - Mr. Wehmeyer 

Subject: Probe of Points Re Germany Contained in Lippmann 
Report of Khrushchev Conversation 

Since one of the most difficult aspects of planning re
garding Berlin and Germany is, of course, the determination 
and evaluation of So~t intentions, it seems to me that the 
recent series of articles by Walter Lippmann recounting his 
interview with Khrushchev offers certain possibilities for 
probing or countering views therein expressed which appear 
to be of particular significance. 

The last of three articles (attached) by Mr. Lippmann 
begins: 

"It was clear to me at the end of a long talk 
that in Mr. Khrushchev's mind the future of Germany 
is the key question. I sought first to understand 
why he thinks the German problem is so urgent, and so 
I asked him whether, since agreement was so far off, a 
standstill of five or ten years might not be desirable. 
He said this was impossible. Why? Because there must 
be a German solution before 'Hitler's generals with 
their twelve NATO divisions' get atomic weapons from 
France and the United States. Before this happens 
there must be a peace treaty defining the frontiers of 
Poland and G!echoslovakia and stabilizing the existence 
of the East Gennan State. Otherwise, West Germany will 
drag NATO into a war for the unification of Germany 
and the restoration of the old Eastern frontier. 

"His feeling of urgency, then, springs from two 
causes: His need to consolidate the Communist East 
German State-- known for short as the GDR--and second, 
his need to do this before West Germany is rearmed. 

He said 
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He said several times that he would soon bring 
the German question to a head. Quite evidently, 
the possibility of nuclear arms for West Germany 
is not Lnmediate. Bonn does not now have the weapons 
and although the possiality of it is real enough, 
the threat is not so urgent as to be a matter of a 
few months. The more Lnmediately urgent considera
tion is, no doubt, the need to stabilize the East 
German regime, particularly in view of the flow of 
refugees." (Emphasis added). 

If the above truely represents Khrushchev ' s thinking, I 
believe we ought in Some manner to have the following questions 
posed: 

1. If by "a German solution" Khrushchev refers to the 
signature of a treaty between the -East German regime and the 
USSR, how would such a treaty prevent, deter, or affect the 
arming of the Federal Republic? The article appears to suggest 
that somehow "a peace treaty" will diminish the militaty threat 
which he purports to envisage in West Germany--Itotherwise, 
West Germany will drag NATO into a war for the unification of 
Germany and the restoration of the old Eastern frontier." 
Assuming that Khrushchev is truly concerned about the 
military power of the West Germans, if he believes they might on 
some occasion try by force to reunify Germany, it is not clear 
what significance a "peace treaty" between East Germany and the 
communist bloc would have on the situation. Failure of the 
Versailles Treaty in serving as a brake on German military 
and political aspirations is of such recent history that one 
would presume Khrushchev must recognize that a treaty per ll, 
and one to which the West Germans would not even be a party, 
would not stop a German military adventure if one was planned. 

It could well be argued that insofar as any threat to 
East Germany or to the Soviet Union is concerned from West 
Germany, that the present situation, i.e., no peace treaty with 
either East Germany or West Germany, is an advantage to the 
Soviet Union in that, the Western Powers, under residual four 
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power responsibilities, are presumably in a position to act 
as a dampener on any elements in the Wes t German military 
which might advocate reunification by force. In brief, the 
suggestion that a separate peace treaty is necessary in terms 
of preventing a military expedition from West Germany appears 
to justify some probing and countering. 

2. The reference to the flow of refugees, in connection 
with the need to stabilize the East German regime, which is 
described as lithe more imnediately urgent consideration" 
is also a point obscure to me. The Soviet proposal for a 
ufree city" or other variations of a Gt.rman settlement 
which has bean proposed by the Soviets with West Germany, 
have not, as far as I know, suggested that there would be no 
movement between East Germany and Berlin, and Berlin and Western 
Germany. Just how a "separate peace treaty" would accomplish 
this is not clear and we ought to try to discover what is 
intended. I canno t see how the Soviets could control the 
refugees any better after a "peace treaty" with East Germany 
than they can right now if they really wish to do so. 
They have al ways had and have now the capacity to useal 
of~' the refugees. Other than possibly being able to claim 
Some "legality" in doing so if they first set up the situation 
with a "peace treaty" I don't see what bearing a peace treaty 
would have on the flow of refugees. 

3. Lippmann states that the "thesis" of Khrushchev 
is as follows: "The two Germanys cannot be reunited. 'nle 
West will not agree to a unified Communist Germany and the Soviet 
Union will not agree to the absorption and des truction of the 
GDR by West Germany". This analysis appears to me to be unduly 
rigid as there would appear to be other alternatives than those 
envisaged in the Khrushchev "thesis". 

I recognize that the reports by Ambassador Kroll of his 
discussions with Khrushchev cast some uncertainty on the 
Lippmann articles. Assuming that Khrushchev's thinking is as 
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complex as is to be expected and includes some inconsistent 
proposition, it is possible that the points expressed by 
Lippmann represent certain points in Khrushchev's thihking. 
I believe that we oUght to use appropriate means to get 
across to him that signing a separate treaty would not signi
ficantly affect either the military potentiality of West 
Germany or the flow of refugees, but on the oontrary, the 
Soviet Union would be in effect relinquishing an opportunity 
to exercise Some degree of control and restraint by reason 
of the present four power obligations with respect to Germany 
as a whole. 

Attachments: 

Press clippings. 

cc: L- Mr. Chayes 
sIp - Mr. Fuller 
SOV - Mr. Guthrie 
EUR - Mr. Elting 

L:L/EUR:DWWebmeyer:jcm 
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SECRET 

To: L - Mr. Chayes 

From: L/EUR - Mr. Kearney 6( .N 1( 

Subject: Berlin - A Negotiable SOlution 

I 

T'nis documents consists of 
J 7 pages, 1«>. fk- of U 

copies, Series A 

June 12, 1961 

The Facade of Reunification 

'nle first tenet of the orthodox credo on Berlin is that a 
permanent solution of the problem is contingent upon the reunifica
tion of Germany. This is undeniable as a matter of abstract logic, 
for the division of Germany is .... hat gives rise to the Berlin problem. 
In the event of the need for an immediate solution regarding Berlin, 
ho .... ever, the conclusion has value only if the reuni.fication of Germany 
is reasonably attainable within a reasonable time. 

The SOviet terms for reunification have envisaged, as a minimum, 
a Germany detached from any intimate political, economic, or military 
connections with the Western Powers, disarmed, and so constituted as 
to maintain the Panko .... regime in beillg and to afford a good chance of 
achieving the eventual communization of West Germany. In addition, 
the SOviets have suggested or implied at various times further con-
di tiona including .... i thdrawal of United States Forces from Europe, 
aooli tion of the United States European bases and dissoluti on of NARl . 

Acceptance of German reunification on the minimum Soviet terms 
would mean the emasculation of the N::Jrth Atlantic Alliance, abandon
ment of the painf'ul progress .... hich has been made toward European unity, 
and relegation of Germany to a condition at least as pregnant with 
danger as that of the Weimar Republic under the Versailles Treaty. It 
could also mean surrender of the only real poei tion of strength the 
United States has outside the lbrth American continent . 

There is a school of thought which considers that the reunifica
tion of Gennany on the basis of a greater or lesser acceptance of the 
Soviet terns should be preferred to continuation of the dB.Ilger of 
nuclear holocaust implici t in the present direct confrontation . '!his 
acquiesence would constitute part of a process of disengagement between 
the Soviets and the Western Fe .... ers, through establishment of a 
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neutralized zone in Europe I and wi tbdrawal of Soviet troops behind the 
Russian frontier in exch ange for Un! ted states wi thdrawal from Europe 
or, less probably, behind the Rhine. The net advantages of this 
approach, in addition to lessening the chance of nuclear warfare by 
misjudgment or inadvertence, are considered to include the posslbl11 ty 
of detaching the Eastern :&1ropean satellites from the U. S.S.R., elimi
nating the nuclear arming of the Federal Republic J rec'luclng the 
possibll1 ty of the German Federal. Govermnent making a unilateral 
deal. wi th the SOviets to achieve reunification, and eettllng the 
Berlin problem. 

The pros and cons at this type of prop:lsal. have been exhaust! vely 
debated . The major issue always remains whether, because of what are 
clearly great, indeed awesome, dangers of nuclear wartare, we should 
sever our ties with Western Germany and, as a consequence, to a large 
extent with Europe, in the belief that a neutral} disarmed and re
unified Gennany, plus Soviet troop withdrawal from Eastern Europe, 
Will provide a substantial d1m.1nution of these dangers. Lacking any 
certified prophets, we can only rely on experience . It is true that 
Berlin would be el1m1nated as an immediate point of friction, but if' 
the past has any value as a wi tnes8, the Germans would rem..Lin 1ndefini tely 
disarmed or neutral, and the Soviets would not relax control over 
Eastern Europe. In the absence of a general agreement on general. 
disarmament or a complete 81oo-Soviet rupture, the dangers would mount 
higher, and our only gain would be the purchase of some little time 
at a monstrous price. 

If reunification 1s DOt prospectively available on any terms 
acceptable to us, there is no permanent solution of the Berlin problem 
available in the sense of a complete disposition of the problem. 

II 

The Crux of Contingency Planning 

What then confronts us is whether any other arrangement to 
tain the tree&m!. of Berlin can be negotiated vi th the Soviets . 
muster the possibilities, it is necessary to review some of the 
ments of' the Berlin problem. 

maln
To 
010-

~e Western position in Berlin has two strong points. '!he first, 
and most important, is the presence of troops there. The Soviets 
cannot take the city frontally Vi thout risking a major struggle, '!he 
second is that our troops are there by right, and any direct Soviet 
effort to dislodge them 'WOuld be palpably in violation of international 
law . '!bat this latter aspect carries some weight with the SOviets is 
attested by the SoViet withdrawal, under constant Western pressure, 
:tram their lbvember 1958 position, in whicb they denounced the Fbur-

Power 
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Fbver agreements regarding Berlin, to the position expressed in the 
course of the 1959 Geneva Foreign Ministers I Meeting that the Western 
Fevers vere legally in Berlin. These elements of strength permit two 
reasonably safe assumptions in the light 01' Soviet conduct in the past . 
The U.S.S.R. will IlOt launch any direct assault upon our troops in 
Berlin except as part of a ganel"al assault upon the Nmo forces. Any 
action vhich the Soviets take to force vi thdrawal of our forces from 
Berlin vill be based upon some theory of legal right. (The 1958 
deounciat1on of the quadr1parti te agreements, for example, vas, 1n 
light of the Soviet argum.entat:ton, based upon the dubious doctrine 
"Rebus sic stantibus".) 

Other elements of the Berlin s1 tuation, however, may be manip.Llated 
by the Soviets so as to place us 1n an intolerable pJsi tion. 'll:Ie over
shadovillg consideration, of course, is the control vhich the Soviete or 
the East Ge:rmans can exercise over ground trattic and communications 
between Berlin and the Federal Republic. But of almost equal importance 
is our COIImi tment to the political prinCiple that ve vill not recognize 
the ex:1.stence of the "G.D.R." as a state or as a government . 

By turning over control ot the access routes to the East Germans I 
probably using a peace treaty with the "G. D.R." as the legal pretext, 
the SOviets can force us: 

1. to attempt to keep the ground access routes open by torce; or 

2. to rely on an air-lift to supply Berlin, or 

3. to deal. with the "G. D.B." in such manner as will lead to de 
~ and possibly de jure recognition of the regime. 

For an appreciation of the complexities involved in selecting a 
course of act1on, it 1s helpfUl. to consider a hyt:Othetical situation. 
After signing a peace treaty with the "G.D. R. ", the Soviets withdrav 
tram the Autobahn check-points and East German o:tticials take over. 
Under the contingency planning procedures, we continue mil1 tary 
traffic by sul:mi tting copies of a movement order at each checkpoint 
to the East German ot"f1cials. For a period this procedure 1s followed. 
Tbe "G.D. R." then announces that it is 1mpoe1ng a fee ot 50 ptenning 
per trip on each Allied vehicle using the Autobahn to meet the cost 
of up-keep of the road (or that 1 ts of'f1cials will begin examining 
luggage, or anyone of a hundred other innocuous-appearing require
ments), and that the Minister of Transport will be happy to meet wi tb 
the Western ambassadors to discuss methods of payment. Othey,rlse, 
the fee will be collected from each vebicle. 

We re:f'use 
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We refUse to meet vi th the Minister; ve order the vehicles to 
refuse to pay the tax; the East Gennans turn back Allied vehicles 
at the checkpoints. After unavs.1l1cg protests 1 after the failure 
of sanctions sbort ot force, t1).e Western Powers consult whether a 
probe at battalion strength should be made to test SOviet intentions. 
nus 1s the crucial decision, regardless ot whether or not the 
battal.lon 1s instructed to withdraw 1f 1 t encounters disprop:trtioll8.te 
force. For, if' under orders , it 1s obliterated by "G.D.R." forces, 
do we have any choice but to mount a heavier probe J except at the 
los8 at our honor? And, it 1 t w1 thdraws after encountering resistance I 
do we have any choice but to mount a heavier probe, except at the 
loss of all confidence 1n our courage and reliabil1 ty1 But it the 
probe 10. strength 1s undertaken 1 t, too I can be contained by the 
available "G. D.R. n conventional forces and we 'WOuld then be faced 
with the necessity of ourselves commencing the third and last world 
war. Fbr, if the probe used low-yield atomic weapons to neutralize 
East German conventional superior! ty, could the Soviets af'tord to stay 
out even though their action would trigger World War III '1 

Im.y probe, theret'ore, has to be made on the assumption that if 
the Soviets are not prepared to give way, the chances that it will 
l'esul t in Warld War III are excellent . On the basis of available 
information, it is apparent to us that the Soviets have no desire to 
start a major war. But it is just as apparent that we do oot, either. 
Tbe Soviets may feel that the repulse or destruction of a minor probe 
will make us accept the inevitability ot surrendering Berlin, even at 
the expense of honor and rep.ltation . 

Mill tary history ls, more than anything else, the product of 
mistaken p:>11 tical aBBUID.ptions. The Soviet estimate of American con
cern with Iforea; Hitler's estimate that the British would not supp:>rt 
Poland ln 1939j the Austrian a.cd German General Staf'f' estimate of 
Russian reaction in 1914 are among the glaH.ng recent examples. 1here 
ls a polnt at' no return in the squaring ott of nations aga:lnat each 
other . It may well be that a Berlin probe would be that point between 
the United State. and the U.S . S.R. 

I t 1s of course unclear that any probe would be undertaken. It 
1s almost certain that the British vould, when under the gun, strongly 
oppose such ac:tion, and the Canadians might well go along wi tb the 
Br1 t1sh . A case can be made that either or both the French and the 
West Germans may sby away from in! t1ating the recourse to arms over 
'Wbat, in isolat1on, seems a bagatelle. Both countries are directly 
affected it a probe should result ln even 11m! ted bostili ties. "Oboe 
micb" could well be the German motto and "la grandeur" might not, 1n 
the last analysis, encompass Germanic Berlin. S1m11ar considerations 
could apply 1n Benelux. 

The threateDed 
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The threatened use of' force In such a tense " s1 tuatioD would, ot 
course, aleo call. forth denunciations of the Afro- Asian bloc and 
remonstrances tram neutrals and even allies, such as the Japanese, 
to whom the avoidance of fall-out would be considered a greater and 
IDJre iImnediate good than maintaining the oon-recogni tion ot the 
"G.D.R." . Eiome aegree of' opposition might be expected In the United 
States as well, partlC'u1arly es the issue would quite likely be pre
sented by some of the lni"onnatlon media and by some public figures as- ... 
nIb you We:lt to be blown up for fifty pfenning?" 

Let us assume, then, that we deci de the probes should DOt be 
undertaken. Would an airlift allow us to escape from the dileIIID.a? 
If the "G. D.R. " Interterred only with military access, there Is no 
reason wby the :Berlin garrisons could not easily be supplied and trans
ported by air wi tb assistance from the Bupplies coming into Berlin 
through civilian channels. But, it the East Germans succeed In re
strtcUDg m.111ta.:ry ground access, are they likely then to refrain t'rom 
beginning the whi ttl1ng down of ci vili8.ll access as a means of forcing 
w1.tbdrawal of the Al1ied garrisons? 

Presumably it would be p:lssible to maintain a level of existence 
in Berlin at some point above the intolerable solely by air supply 
for an indeftn1 te period. But this would mean the end of Berlin as a 
11 ving city if the blockade continued any length of time. And the 
East Gennans could, if they wished, interfere with an air-11ft by 
devices such a3 jemm1ng c.ommunications to an extent which would make 
supplying the city by air impracticable. 

'lhe gain to be expected from an air- lift, then, would be only 
some amount of time a.nd a better pod tiOD to take torcetul action. 
The East Germans would be torced to reveal, by the successive limita
tions up:m access to Ber1.in, tha t the purpose of the restrictions is 
oot the acceptance of what, on t.he surface, are reasonable tolls or 
inspection requirements or the like, but 1s the elimination ot Berlin 
as a tree island in a sea of tyra.nny. .Although current planning has 
been to prefer an immediate ground probe to iusti tution at an air- lift, 
it is suggested that from the viewpoint of international relationships 
with allies, as vell as neutrals, an air-11ft would be a more produc
tive initial step unless we were practically certain that the probe 
would result in East German abandomnent of whatever restriction had 
been imposed . 

But, at some stage in an air- lift, it would be necessary to again 
face the decision whether to attempt to force a way through on the 
ground. And, though our psychological lX'sl tion would have improved, 
the overrid1ng question would remain whether the East Germans and the 
Soviets would give way. It seems probable that under the clear con
d1 tiona of emergency 'Which 'WOuld be prevailing, the chances of their 
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d vi"" Way would be better and the prospects of support by our al11es 
Ind tHe ~utralB would be increased. The decision would remain, how
ever, a :tom of roulette peculiarly Russian. 

It 1s possible that the pressures engendered by an air .. 11ft, 
eomb1ned vi th the sanctions short ot force envisaged in our contingency 
plann1ng would, as in 1949, result in el1m1naUon ot whe.tever restric
tions had been imposed upon access. But there is a l~gion of harass
ments to access available to the East Germans, and there 1s no reason 
to assume that, 10. the absence ot some type of settlement, a variety 
of restrictions would DOt be renewed, forcing us to decide again 
whether to resort to a probe or 1nst1 tute an air-11ft. Enplo}'Dlent ot 
an air-11ft. as a permanent, even tJx>ugh 1ntermi ttent, feature ot 
maintaining Eerlin would, at best, lose the substance while grasping 
at the shadow. Under sucb circumstances I the 01 ty could not but 
wi ther away . 

'!he third posslb111 ty ot our hypothetical s1 tuat10n remains. 
Each mill tary vehicle would pay the fifty pfennig toll at the check
p:>int and continue on its way. We eould maintain, without undue 
difficulty, that such payments would mt constitute any rec:ognition 
of the "G.D. R. " and while it might af'ford the East Germans some 
advantages, these would be relat! vely minor . It the East Germans 
would stop at imposing a toll for road maintenance charges, there 
would be every reason just to pay and forget it. lllt there is Uke
wise every reason to assume that the toll charge would be quickly 
followed by other l1mi tat10ns and restrictions up:>n both ci viUan and 
military access--acceptance ot which 'WOuld subordinate the rights of 
cOIImUn1cation and. tra.:tf'1c between Berlin and flest Ge:nna.ny completely 
to East German control and of a nature to require cont1m1al consulta
tion and dealing between East German officials and representatives 
of the Western Fowers at all levels . 'lhe price for East German 
cooperation would grow cont1nuall.y steeper and the result would be 
that at sane stage we 'WOuld bave to revert to our other al ternati ves 
of air-lift or probe to avoid winding up by having the worst of all 
p:>8sible worlds- - de facto recognition of the "G. D.R." and loss of 
effective control-over-Berlin access . 

III 

NO Inter1m Way Out 

In view of the dangers inherent 1n each of the courses of action 
which we might take if the Soviets do turn the Berlin access routes 
over to the East Germans, some other solution 1s required . Except for 
hopefUl. inaction, the only alternative 1s a negotiated settlement. 
Our aims for such a settlement can range from obtaining a stay of 
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execution for some such period as twelve or eighteen months, to the 
e.c~e:.ptance of' a modus vivendi valid tor two, three, or four years, 
to establishing an arrangement which might remain good tor an lndetin1 te 
period. 

'lb expect that the U.S. S.R. will enter into any kind ot agreement 
wi thout exacting a substantial consideration therefor 18 a resort to 
daydream1ng. The Geneva Foreign MiD1stere Conference 0: 1958 made 1 t 
clear that the Soviet !)rice for a sbort- or medium-tem arrangement 
would include: 

s ') a substantial. reduction of troops in Berlin; 

b) sweeping l1m1 tations upon propaganda, intelligence, and 
refugee operations in West Berlin, w1 th a Four-Power SUper
visory Commission to hear complaints; 

c) weakening ot the legal rights of the Western Powers to be in 
Berlin so that at the conclusion of the agreed period there 
'Goul.d be 8. supportable Soviet claim that the rights had been 
terminatedj 

d) negotiations at the conclusion of the period to determine the 
future status of' Berlin; 

e) Direct "G. D. R."-F.R.Go negotiations on reunification. 

Terms such 88 these could be acceptable only if the Western ~wers, 
at the conclusion of the agreed period, would have improved their 
position, vis-a-vis the Soviet Unioo, either with respect to Berlin 
or in othert1elds which could be brought to bear up:>n the Berlin 
problem, to such an extent that the Soviets vouJ.d not be ab1e to take 
advantage of our weakened pod tion. There do not appear to be any 
d.evelopnents which can be foreseen in the immediate or near f'uture 
which voul.d justify buying time at the quoted price . 

']he Western proposals at Geneva in 1959 for an interim arrangement 
on Berlin included: 

a) a freeze on existing troop levels; 

b) circumscribed limitations on activities in all Berlin which 
would d1st\u'b public order or interfere with or affect the 
internal attairs of others (so worded as to penni t widely 
d1 vergent interpretations of forbidden activities); 

c) reunification to be handl.ed by a Foreign Ministers' Deputies 
COnference on a cont1m1ng basis; 

d) 
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d) negotiations on the status at Berlin at the termination 
of the period on the basis of currently-existing rights. 

'lhese proposals offered the SOviets J in excbange for time I oothing 
of practical. substance from their viewpoint except a somewhat more 
so11d position to complain about Western propaganda activities or1gina.t
ing in Berlin. The implicit rea:f'firmation at the Western position in 
Berlin at least counter-balacced this concession. 1be Soviets have 
preferred a delay at two years without any new agreement to this sort 
ot arrangement because they have no reason to place formal. and fixed 
limits on their freedom to use Berlin 8S a most convenient source ot 
pressure and harassment, and as a means of gaining recogni tiOD for the 
"G. D. R. II unless we surrender a substantial advantage such as weakening 
our position in Berlin, or adopt some compromise position wbich will 
tend toward disrupting the Western alliance. Both the uncertainty and 
the passage of time work for them and against us. 

A sbort- or medium-term arrangement on terms which the Western 
Powers could accept on Berlin is thus unlikely unless Khrushchev is 
not serious about signing a peace treaty with the "O.D.R. II and needs 
the optical illusion of a verbal victory to mask an about-face. There 
is no evidence to support this p:>s1 tiOD although it is IQssible to 
imagine circumatances under which he might seek such an arrangement. 
For example J one of the considerations which might influence the Soviet 
position is that if the U.S.S.R. signs a peace treatywtth the "G.D.R.", 
control over the Berlin situation could move from Soviet to East 
German hands. But this factor bas not deterred reiterated anoounce
ments of the proposed transfer, and presumably the Soviets are assured 
of their ability to keep the East Germans from trigger1ng a full-scale 
coofl.ict, or are convinced that the Western FQwers vill not fight over 
Berlin. 

Accordingly, there is DO need to review the variety of p:>ssiblo 
I1m1 ted-term arrangements which have been worked out as I,X)ssible pro
posals on Berlin to determine vhich might be most acceptable to the 
Soviets. ibese solutions do not supply the material for genuine 
bargaining, because our 8i tuation in Berl1n permits genuine bargaining . 
in the context of the Soviet demands only for a price ve are not pre
pared to pay. On the other hand, if the Soviets decide to avoid the 
possibil1 ty of a collision with the Western FQwers through the use of 
a l1m1 ted agreement which we could accept, there are a number of 
solutions (variations on the JUly 24, 1959 Geneva proposals; the con
tinuing negotiations device; the unilateral declarations proposal, 
etc.) which would be available. But what is more likely is that the 
Soviets would merely continue the present s1 tuation wi tbout an agree
ment, expressed or 1cplied. 

'ltI concentrate our planning on methods of achieving an interim 
solution is thus both non-productive and dangerous. 

The remaining 
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IV 

Non-Starting Long-Range Proposals 

The remaining alternative is to seek a long-range Berlin solution 
by making substantial concessions to the Soviets. But this immediately 
raises a paradox. The concE-beions which the Soviets seek regarding 
Berlin are directed toward the elimination of tree Berlin, while any 
concessions which we make must not impair that freedo'!l. The 1m:nediately 
appealing gambit is, then, to consider concessions on our aide which 
would not involve Berlin in exchange for the Soviet concessions re
garding the city. 

One such concession which has considerable appeal is to trade 
recognition of the IIG.D.R. II f or Soviet and IIG.D.R. II guarantees on 
Berlin whicb would be good until reunification. If' the conclusion 
developed in Part I of' this pa.per, that reunification is not pJssible 
under existing circumstances, is correct, then why not deal opeoly 
wi th the Russians on this basis? As a method f'or dealing with problema 
of' an indef'in1 te duration, non-recognition is a pJlicy difficult to 
defend, more than difficult to m&1nts1n and, in a variety ct aspects, 
self-deteating. Further, substantial. arguments can be developed that 
recognition might be as conducive to reunification in the long run as 
non-recognition. 

Adm! tting the f'orce of these arguments J the present pressing by the 
UDi ted States of' a recogn1 tion policy remains subject to an insuperable 
objection. Reunit1cation is the major ideological issue in the Federal 
RepubUc J and will remain so . !}he Un! ted States has identified i taelf 
with the policy ot non- recognition, and to a considerable extent is 
responsible tor the wide and deep acceptance of the doctrine in Germany 
as an essential pos! tion in the reunification of Germany. Until there 
1s a very considerable change in West German thought and position, 
for us to attempt to f"orce a drastic chSDge in the Federal RePlb~ic' s 
adherence to non-recogn! t10n is almost certain to be tutile. It is 
~1kewi8e certain to arouse a considerable degree of bitterness and 
lOBS of confidence 1n our re11abili t y w1 th the p)ssible result of 
inclining the Germans to unilateral dealings with the Soviets and 
withdrawal from NNro. 

It is also clear tha.t the French at present 'WOuld support the 
Germans in opposition to a recognition of the "G.D.R." As a possible 
solution to a SOviet initiative on Berlin in the near future, recogni
tion of the ItG. D.R. "is not an available counter . 

Another proposal which has been studied 1s Western agreement to 
the Oder- Neisse Line 8.S the final German- Polish boundary. Here the 
problem is whether an offer would have suf'tic1ent attraction to induce 

a long-range 
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a 10ng-range Ber1in agreement. The Soviets bave never indicated an 
interest in barga1n1ng on the point, and its val.ue has been depreci
ated by statements J such as De Gaulle I s, of intention to accept the 
Oder.i.Neiese frontier. While such an offer might have some attraction 
as part of a package-arrangement, it would oot sutf1ce of i tsel!. 

The Soviet dr1 ve in relation to Berlin bas been directed toward 
the termination of the occupation status and the wi thd.!-awal of the 
Western troops. '!his i6 the essence of the Soviet "l 'ree C1 t y l1 proposal, 
'Whicb contains also the following e1ements: 

Berlin would not participate in associations or agree
ments of a mi11tary or politico-military character; 

The Fbur Powers 'WOuld oot interfere in the domestic 
atf'airs of Berlin, would oot permit interference by other 
States, and wou1d guarantee f'ree commu.nications with the 
outside world; 

A Five-Power Watchdog Commission (U.S., U.K., U.S.S.R., 
France, and IIG.n.R. I

') . 

If' the Soviets could be relied upon to honor their agreements J 

these proposals with some modification would deserve serious consider
ation. But as the Soviet record for breaking agreements is excelled 
on1.y by their record f!Jf' blatant misinterpretation of' agreement, any 
consideration of the "Free C1 ty" proposal can be posited only upon 
changes 'Which would ensure the ci tyl s freedom. The scarcely disguised 
Soviet intention to eliminate that freedom reinforces the need for 
insurance. 1\10 poss1b1l1ties which have been adumbrated are pls.cicg 
the c1ty under some sort of United l1ations trusteeship, guar4ed by 
United Nations ~ps and possibly serving as a United Nations bead
quarters, and a suspension of the occupation status of Berlin, but 
wi th the troops of the Western FOwers remaining in various guises. 
In each case there would be appropriate access guarantees. 

'lb.e U.N. trusteeship thesis is not one that can be seriously 
enterta1ned. Apart from being completely unacceptable to the French, 
and scarcely, if at all, more acceptable to the Germans, to relegate 
so explosive a subject as Berlin to the ultimate management of the 
General Assembly with any assurances that East German and Soviet 
encroa.cbment would be prevented would be rashness in the extreme. 
1he net result could be that we would retain the main burden ot trying 
to mainta1n the city with much less chance of deiog so. Continuation 
of access to the city could be used by the S:>viets and East Germans to 
progressi vely l1m1 t Berlin I s freedom of action in such subtle ways as 
to avoid any direct show-down with the U.N. presence in Berlin. The 
only recourse would be appeal. to the General. Assembly. It is to be 

feared 
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feared that .... hile we were bogged down in U.N. procedures, the Soviets 
and East Germans would be able to nibble away at the West Berliners 
until they'd eaten every one . 

The variety of' prorx>sals based up:m suspension of the exercise of 
occupation rights have one glaring 'Weakness . They require convincing 
the Soviets that a stone 1s a loa:f of bread. The Berlin 'forces of the 
Western Fbwers are to march out as occupiers, and immediately return 
by invitation of the Hest Berlin authorities as guests . MJreover, if' 
the Soviets or East Gennans thereafter misbehave the Western Fbwers 
could declare the suspensions terminated and the occupation again in 
full force and effect . 

Rlere does not appear to be a single good reason from the &::lviet 
point of view for accepting prolX'sals of' this kind on a long-term basis 
unless the Soviets have a newly acquired passion for pyrrhic victories . 

The suspension plans have never been discussed with out Allies. 
It seems reasonable to assume that such pro}X)sals would be taken, at 
least by the Germans, as an indication the Un1tec!' States will not main
tain a firm line on Berlin under Soviet pressure . Because such.:. a plan 
would be unreliable as a long- term. proposal the Germans would suspect 
we are really planning its use as a two or three year prop::>sal.. In 
this time context, the suspension of the exercise of occupation rights 
would leave us in a weaker negotiating position at the end of' the agreed 
period for suspension . The Frenc'i;l, who are opposed to any tampering 
wi th the legal. basis of our rights in Berlin, would probably also 
opp::>se any type of' suspension prop::>aal. 

v 

The Negotiable Position 

If the foregoiD8 conclusions are soundly based, oone of' the ::'plans 
or positions on Berlin under current consideration in the event the 
U. S.S.R. provokes a crisis over the city offer any particular chance 
of success unless the Soviets are or become convinced that we will use 
whatever force is necessary, including nuclear weapons} in order to 
maintain our access rights to Berlin and to avoid any form of recog
nition of the "G. D. R. " It is this latter aspect which offers the real 
chance of miscalculation and the p:>soibil1 ty of blundering into the 
nuclear holocaust . '1!1e Soviet leaders could well believe, despite any
thing we might say or anything we might do short of large- scale conflict, 
that the West could oot p:>ssibly intend to carry total non- recognition 
of the "G. D. R. " to the p:.:>int of a full - scale war . The psychological, 
political and strategic difficulties discussed in Part Iof this paper 
regarding the use of force to maintain access are as apparent to the 
Soviets as to ourselves. They could well be convinced that we are 

trying 
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trying to make two pairs look like a f'ull house and realize we are 
not bluffing only when destruction has become inevitable . 

In these circumstances, we should have a better fall-back position 
than the hope the Soviets will realize we are not bluffing . Such a 
IOsi tion 'Would have to include elements of real concessions to the 
Soviets rather than illusory concessions . 

lliere is one proposal which would afford a reasoD..lble chance of 
achieving this result . n"is proposal would have the following 
elements: 

a) the occupation of Berlin would be terminated . 

b) the Western troops would be v1 tbdrawn from the c1 ty . 

c) the Berlin- Helmstedt Autobahn plus a one hundred foot 
strip on each side of the highway would be placed under 
the exclusive jurisdiction of Berlin. 

d) the existing air corridors would be placed under the 
exclusive jurisdiction of Berlin . 

e) Berlin could not be incorpor ated into either the F . R. G. or 
the I1G.D. R. It and could oot participate in governmental 
activities of either . 

f) the ecooomic relationship of Berlin with the F.R . G . .... ould 
be maintained. 

g) Berlin would oot enter into military relationship 'With any 
government . 

h) Berlin couJ..d establish and arm a security force of (20,000) 
men, in addition to the oonnal p::>lice force . 

i) Eire, Sweden and Austria would each station a battalion of 
troops in Berlin with the sole purpose of preventing any 
entrY'intorBer 11o. or:Liota.: the -..Autobahn area not authorized 
by the Berlin Senat . 

j) the speci al status of Berlin would be specially guaranteed 
by the Un! ted States J the Un! ted Kingdon and France. 

k) no propaganda or espionage operation directed against 
either East or West woulld:be 'carried on in :serlin (thiB 
aspect could be policed by a U. N. presence). 

SECRET 
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1) the arrangements .... auld remain in effect until the reuni 
fication of Germany. 

'!he foregoing are only the broad outlines of .... hat must be J if' it 
1s to be workable , a complex and de t ailed agr eement. 

The primary t~6t for such proposal 1s whether it increases the 
danger to Berlin ' s freedom aoove the present level . If' there is an 
increase in danger it w111 not be because ve are i n a less secure 
p:::lsition . 'Ii!e establisment of civilian aCcess to Berlin on a basis 
free from Soviet or "G . D. R. 11 control eliminates the JOOst insidious 
source of danger to the f reedom of Berlin . The complicating and weaken
ing factor of I1G . D. R. II recognition is eliminated because there will be 
00 need to deal wi th the East Germans . With an open road. to the West 
the secur! ty of Berlin can be made proof against anything except a 
direct attack . 

The presence of neutral troops will not increase the likelihood 
of a direct attack and may well reduce it . At all events the burden 
of taking anned action has been sbi:tted to the East Germans and the 
S:>v1ets in the face of continued evidence of our determination to up
hold Berlin it is unlikely that there will be a recourse to anus . 

I!bere is no doubt that the change in Berlin I s status could have 
immediate and adverse psychological effects in Germany and particularly 
in Berlin . It may well be viewed by the Berliners as a lessening o f 
their security on the basis tha t our troops 'Would be tlX)re reliable in 
an emergency. Mneover J aband::mment of the tri p wire theory of d.eter

rence--that any assault upon Berlin while t roops o f the llestern Powers 
are there, would result in full scale reaction by those Powers, un
doubtedly will result in concern and doubts both in Berlin and the 
Federal Republic . And finally J our relinquishment of direct responsi 
bi~l ty :for Berlin will W100ubtedly cause German apprehension that Berlin 
little by little will lose its importance to the United States so that 
a gradual. undermining of its f reedom may be carried out wi thout any 
really effective counteraction by the only nation strong enough to 
check its enemies . 

The danger to Berlin which results from these forebodings is that 
the will of the Berliners to maintain themselves in freedom may be 
lessened so that Berlin may fall prey to subversion. The Berliners 
have become accustomed to the presence of a United States shield 
'Which direc t ly protects their exposed post tion . If, however I their 
perfonnance equals their billing, they should be able to maintain 
their freedom under the ne'W circumstances given continuing evidence 
of support by the United States . 

The Federal 
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The Federal Republic 1 might in time I incline toward some rap
proachement with the Soviets if 1 t viewed the agreement as an abandon
ment of the German cause by the United States. Difficulties of t his 
nature, though in fact unfounded, could nonetheless have tragic 
results. Again, it should be p)Bsible to minimize or eventually 
extirpate these emotional repercussions by our maintaining the 
closest interest in and support for Berlin . 

Another aspect of the same problem is whether t..1.e tendering of 
such a proposal. might be considered by the Soviets as an abandonment 
of our expressed post tiOD on Berlin so as to convince them we have no 
serious intention of maintainina: the freedom of the city and possibly 
lead to the out-of -hand reject ion of any such prop::lsal . The quid of 
a corridor which we would seek for the quo of 'Wi thdrawal so completely 
alters the present position by eliminating the basic weakness of the 
Berlin strategic situation, that the Soviets could scarcely look up:m 
its proposal as a confession of weakness. The question might well be 
phrased whether the proposal would be rejec ted out of' hand by the 
U. S. S . R. because they would consider it a very poor bargain . 

Evaluations here are difficult. The Soviets would be achieving 
their anoounced immediate end of withdrawal of the Western occupation 
troops and termination of' the occupation regime in Berlin. I!bey would 
be sacrificing the chance of achieving their intermediate and ultimate 
objectives- -an increasing recognition of the "G.n.R. " and ultimate 
assimilation of' Berlin into the "G . n.R. " 

The Soviet decision may depend to a considerable extent upon 
their analysis of our intention to defend or rot to defend Berlin 
with all available means in the event the proposal is rejected . If 
they believe that there is a reasonable likelihood we are rot bluffing, 
then the proposal affords the U. S.S.R. a basis for settling the Berlin 
problem on terms which could be viewed as affording the Soviet Union 
substantial elements of a pub1ic victory. And as the corridor pro-
p:>sal has never been put to the Soviets J its acceptance yould oot 
entail retreat from any announced position and they could claim it 
merely represents the access yhich they have alyays offered to guarantee. 

'!he Soviets may also consider that the arrangements would facili 
tate an eventual take- over of Berlin, or at least make possible such 
a take-over with a lessened likelihood of' armed conflict and agree on 
that basis. The considerations involved here, of course, would be 
whether the Berliners and the Western Bowers are determined to stand 
fast to prevent such a result . 

If the Soviets are oot convinced of the bona f'ides of' our declared 
intent to defend Berlin, then the proposal may well only serve to 
reinforce them in that opinion . Even if' the Soviets reject the offer, 
however, our having made it will have important consequences up:>n 
'WOrld opinion. We yould have offered to meet the ostensible Soviet 
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a.1.ms regarding Berlin . In exchange, we would have sought only a 
reasonable means of ensuring that the City of Berlin would be able 
to survive in freedom after withdrawal of the Western forces. Re~ 

jection by the Soviets of such a proposal would demonstrate clearly 
that the differences between the U. S . S . R. and the Western Allies did 
turn upon the fate of two million people and rot upon such artificial 
issues as the stamping of papers or collection of fees. Rejection of 
the proposal would leave us in a substantially sounder :pasi tion to 
take military action in support of Berlin if such acti"m became essential. 

Another aspect of a corridor proposal is whether it is practicable. 
Could Berlin, on the basis of a corridor, maintain a viable economy? 
The situation involves a considerable number of variables but the major 
considerations are : 

a) Continued support by the Federal Republic. This should 
present no difficulties. 

b) Confidence in Berlin's ability to produce and deliver. The 
existence of an open delivery route should increase rather 
than diminish reliance upon the city's capacity for meeting 
co~rcial commitments . 

c) Adequacy of physical faeili ties. If necessity requires it, 
it should be possible to meet the demands of' Berlin I s economy 
entirely by truck and air, although this would in certain 
sectors be Obviously uneconomical and require subsidization. 
But the existence of a corridor would enhance the likelihood 
that the East Germans would not under ordinary circumstances 
interfere with rail and barge traffic because they would 
bave nothing to gain and at least a little something to lose . 
SUch interference might take place at some stage as part of 
a plan to undennine Berlin but this is a prospect which only 
the reunification of Germany will eliminate. lobreover, it 
might be possible to negotiate construction of a rail line 
ttr,,·Jgh the corridor . 

A final consideration is whether a proposal of this nature would 
be acceptable to our Allies . It is quite likely the British would be 
inclined to go along because of their obvious disinclination to risk 
a major conflict over non~reoognition of the "G . D. R. " It seems equally 
unlikely that the French and the Germans 'Would be presently prepared 
to accept the proposal- -the French, because of De Gaulle ' s conviction 
that a firm stand wl11 result in a Soviet backdown--and the Germans 
because they will oppose any steps which appear to constitute a leasen
ing of United States responsibility for Berlin and Germany. 

l-bnetheless it should be possible to convince our allies that the 
co rridor proposal will, if accepted by the Soviets, improve the position 

of Berlin 
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of Berlin rather than impair::' t. The weaknesses of the alternate 
proposals and the dangers iluplici t in the blut"f -calling procedures 
of contingency planning should, when conttasted with the obvious 
advantages of access completely free from Soviet or East Gennan 
control ultimately persuade them. In this connection, considerable 
weight should be laid upon the fact that Gennan trs.ff'1c to Berlin 
is already substantially under East Gennan control. rrbe East Germans 
can, if they .... ish, outflank our planning by subjecting German traf'f'ic 
to a variety of restrictions and harrassments, 00 sir.gle one of which 
could easily serve as a basis for Draconian action but which cumula
tively could reduce Berlin to a beggar city. Difficulties with locks 
on the canals and awi tching on the railroads, confusion in mail 
delivery, trouble with telephone lines, slow-downs at the Autobahn 
checkpoints can be played up::m like a keyboe.rd . 

VI 

T1llling the Prop::>sal 

For the purp:>se o f obtaining first allied and then Soviet agree
ment to the corridor proposal, there is considerable attr~tion in 
pressing it .... hen the si tuat10n is extremely grave--perhaps when the 
preparations for an initial probe have been mounted. Thi s course, 
however, presents two dif'f'1cul ties . Both. the psychological climate and 
the pressure of time may make the acceptance of a new concept, first by 
our allies and then by the Soviets, impossible. l·breover, at that 
stage the Soviets will have signed a peace treaty with the East Germans 
and thus have put themselves in a posi tien, on the basis of their own 
statements, where East German participation in any agreement on a 
corridor would be inevitable. This would raise the recognition pro
blem in its most acute form . 

I t would thus appear desirable to present the prop:>sal to the 
Soviets prior to the conclusion of their projected peace treaty but 
also after a definite indication of Soviet decision to terminate the 
status quo which, .... ith all its imperfections, best suits our purposes. 
'!be f'o~lowing plan 15 suggested . 

Upon issuance by the Soviets of invi tatioos to a peace treaty 
conference, there should be the decl.aration o f a state of emergency 
by the President . !]be Am.ed Forces should be placed upon an alert 
status and measures 100ldng toward mobilization should be proposed. 

The contiIl8ency planning counter- measures which do not involve 
the use of force should be put into effect . At this stage the Presi
dent should meet with Adenauer, De Gaulle and Ma.c.Millan and propose 
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a SUmmit Meeting at which the corridor plan 'Would be presented to the 
Soviets as the alternatl ve to anned conflict . '!he Summit Meeting 
'Would be scheduled prior to the date for the convening of the peace 
treaty conference . At the Summit Meeting the corridor proposal should 
be put :forward as the alternative to armed conflict . 

VII 

Variations 

It would be poss! ble to offer the Soviets at a swnmi t meeting a 
variety of other Ber lin solutions so as DDt to appear to be standing 
on a take- it or leave- it pJait1on . Other solutions 'Would have , however, 
substantially less negotiabl11 ty ei ther to our allies or to the Soviets . 
Thus, the corridor proposal, if French opposition could be overcome, 
might be coupled with a u.n. solution in the shape of a U. N. presence 
in Berlin, plus a U. N. garrison . A paper reviewing a number of' such 
proposals w111 be subn! tted subsequently . 

The corridor proposal might also be presented in conjunction with 
a variety of proposals designed to meet t he Soviet ' s pre-o~cupation 

with a peace treaty . Given the t1m.1ng sugge sted above, it is possi ble 
that some measures may be required to dispose of the planned peace 
treaty ..... ith East Germany . 'nIose measures could include : 

a) Four Power acceptance of the Oder- Neisse line as Germany I s 
eastern frontier . 

b) Establisbment of a Four F\)'Wer oody to review unsettled 
probleJ!ls affecting Germany J including those relating to 
the conclusion of a peace treaty with Germany . 

c) Establishment of an all- German committee to attempt a 
reduction of the tensions between East and West Germany 
and to formulate recoDDD.endations on the reunification of 
Germany for subnission to the Four Fbwer oody . 

Such arrangements would , of course 1 be needed only for the purpose 
of saving Soviet face . If agreement coul d be reached on a Berlin 
corridor, then i t 'WOuld be a matter of indifference to us whether 
the Soviets sign a "peace treatyll ..... i th the East Germans . 

L: LjEUR: RDKearuey: jcm 
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MEMORANDUM 

TO: The Secretary 

THROUGH : sis 

FROM: Ambassador L. E. Thompson 

SUBJECT: The Berlin Question 

ANALYSIS 

It is not entirely clear what weight Khrushchev 
g ives to the various factors involved in the Berlin 
and German question. The following would appear, how, 
ever, to be his principal objectives: 

1. To stabilize the regime in East Germany and 
prepare the way for the eventual recognition of 
the East German regime; 

2. To legalize the eastern frontiers of Germany; 

3. To neutralize Berlin as a first step and pre
pare for its eventual take-over by the GDR; 

4. To weaken if not break up the NATO alliance; 
and 

5. To discredit the United States or at least 
seriously damage our prestige. 

I do not think this latter point is his principal 
objective since his Free City proposal was in fact 
designed to accomplish his objectives while saving face 
for us. I believe that Khrushchev was surprised and 
disappointed at our reaction to his proposal. 

I do 
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I do not believe that Khrushchev is bluffing and 
believe that he will at least go through with his 
separate peace treaty. He has left himself an out by 
making it possible for the East Germans not to inter
fere seriously with our rights of access, but even in 
these circumstances the conclusion of a separate peace 
treaty would have disadvantages for both the West Ger
mans and the Western allies. The very most we could 
hope for would leave us in a worse position than we are 
now and would increase to a considerable degree the de 
facto recognition of the GDR. It is therefore to our 
advantage to prevent if pOSSible the conclusion of a 
separate peace treaty. 

I suggest that our policy for dealing with this 
problem should be one which 1) appears reasonable to 
public opinion in the United States as well as the 
rest of the world; 2) maintains the unity of our 
alliance; 3) would avoid so far as possible any mis
calculation on the part of the Soviets. Public opin
ion is important to the Soviets and they will be far 
more dangerous if their position has wide public sup
port. I believe it is of the highest importance that 
we have the support of our allies, especially the 
British, during the early phases of the problem. The 
greatest danger of miscalculation on the part of the 
Soviets comes from their imperfect understanding of the 
way democracies work. Khrushchev can maintain absolute 
control over his policy and does not appreciate the 
role which public opinion plays in a democracy. 

It appears to me that the problem divides itself 
into four periods of time: 

1. From now until the German elections; 

2. From the German election until the convocation 
by the Soviets of a Peace Conference; 

3. The period between the conclusion of a treaty 
and its entry into effect; and 

4. The 
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4. The implementation of a separate peace 
treaty. 

I consider it highly important that we attempt to 
reach decisions now on our policy during all phases of 
this problem, as otherwise we are in danger of drifting 
and losing opportunities by default. For example, it 

is extremely difficult to draft a reply to the Soviet 
Aide Memoire until we have actually determined what our 
final policy will be in a show-down on the Berlin problem. 

PERIOD FROM NOW UNTIL THE GERMAN ELECTIONS 

For many reasons, I believe we should have an alter
native to put forward to the Soviet Free City proposal 
at an appropriate time. It is clearly impossible, how
ever, to do this until after the German elections, as 
Adenauer will almost certainly not support any alterna
tive proposal until the elections are over. I suggest 
that during this period we should take actions which 
will convince the Soviets of our seriousness but will 
not unduly alarm public opinion or our allies. The 
following actions might be considered in this connection: 

1. I suggest we should immediately approach the 
West Germans and our allies with a proposal to hold a 
referendum in West Berlin on the question as to whether 
they prefer the Soviet Free City proposal or the main
tenance of the present situation pending the reunifica
tion of Germany. This should be held under international 
supervision if feasible but as a min~ observers should 
be invited from all countries. Such a referendum would 
go far to discredit the Free City proposal and make it 
difficult for the Soviets to impose it upon an unwilling 
population. 

2. Since the Sovi ets presented us at Vienna with 
proposals on both the Berlin problem and that of atomic 
testing, the early resumption of testing might help con
vince them that we are serious in our attitude on the 
Berlin problem. 

3. We 
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3. We should make strenuous efforts to reach 
agreement with the British on our policy during this 
and the subsequent period at least. In order to achieve 
this it might be advisab le to abandon attempts to commit 
the British now to a definite action when the show-down 
comes. 

4. We should make military preparations of a na
ture which would not become known to the general public 
but which would be picked up by Soviet intelligence. 

5. We should consider again extending an invita-
tion to Marshal Vershinin to return the Twining visit. 
This would enable us to impress the Soviet military 
both with our strength and our determination. If this 
were done I believe we should show the Soviet delegation 
the maxLmwm possible consistent with our security interests. 

1. During this period it is highly probable that 
the Soviets will attempt bilateral negotiations with the 
West Germans. We should decide now whether this is 
desirable and if so what advice we should give the West 
Germans regarding such negotiations. In my view, we 
should not attempt to prevent such negotiations if the 
Germans desire them but should not encourage them, mainly 
for the reason that the Germans are unlikely to be will
ing to make a concession on the frontier problem, which 
the Western allies could easily do if necessary to re
solve the problem . 

2. We should prepare now and have ready to put 
forward promptly after the German elections an alterna
tive to the Soviet Free City proposal and to their plan 
for a separate treaty. We should if possible put the 
Soviets in a position of saying "no" to a proposal which 
would avoid the danger of war over the Berlin question 
instead of being in that position ourselves, as is the 
case today. I do not feel competent to suggest what this 
alternative should be, but believe the following proposals 
might be considered: 

a) An 
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a) An all-Berlin solution. I do not myself 
favor this as I believe it would have most of the 
disadvantages of the Free City proposal. The 
Soviets would consider that any proposal involving 
all of Berlin would mean a major concession on 
their part for which they would want concessions, 
and their terms would be more onerous than if a 
solution involved only West Berlin. Nevertheless, 
we might put forward such a solution with a view 
to the Soviets turning it down. If we do, I sug
gest that it would be essential to have some kind 
of negative veto as we had in Vienna; that is, all 
four Powers would have to agree in order to inter
fere with any actions taken by the Berlin Senate. 
The Soviets would never accept an all-Berlin solu
tion unless they were able to control the refugee 
flow. 

b) I believe we could put forward a modifica
tion of our Geneva peace package proposal, which 
would appear reasonable to public opinion and which 
would in fact have considerable appeal to the 
Soviets. This would consist of setting up an all
German Commission, providing a series of steps 
leading up to a referendum in both parts of Germany 
at the end of a 7-year period, unilateral declara
tion by the British, the French and ourselves that 
at an eventual peace conference we would not support 
any change in the present frontiers, and possibly a 
NATO-Warsaw Pact non-aggression agreement, and the 
interim solution for the Berlin problem be put for
ward at Geneva. 

c) We might agree not to oppose a separate 
peace treaty provided it contained a protocol mak
ing provision for an interim Berlin solution. This 
could be coupled with the other proposals contained 
in point b) above. 

There are various ways in which such proposals might 
be put forward. One would be by a Note or public declara
tion by the Western Powers; another would be the calling 

of a 
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of a high-level conference, and a third would be by our 
acceptance of a Soviet invitation to a peace conference. 

PERIOD BETWEEN CONCLUSION BY SOVIETS OF SEPARATE TREATY 
AND ITS ENTRY INTO FORCE 

If matters go this far, I suggest we should go all 
out in military preparations in an effort to convince the 
Soviets that we mean business, but we should do so in such 
a way as to not cut off the Soviet escape route, namely 
the failure of the East Germans actually to interfere with 
our access in a manner unacceptable to us. This period 
might be short and the moves we make should be worked out 
well in advance. 

PERIOD AFTER ENTRY INTO FORCE OF SEPARATE TREATY 

This is of course the most difficult decision of all. 
In view of both the French and British attitudes I would 
favor, in order to get their support, that we begin with 
an air-lift, which means that the Soviets and East Germans 
would either have to allow it to operate or take the first 
belligerent move. At the same time, our troops would be 
disposed in battle formation and if the East Germans were 
blocking our land access we should notify them that after 
a given period of time we would use whatever force was 
necessary to reopen it. If no solution is reached at this 
point we should then proceed with military action, includ
ing the use of tactical atomic weapons. Before this hap
pens other elements in the contingency plans could be 
brought into operation, but these should be carefully con
sidered in order that the Soviets not be led to believe 
that economic and political sanctions is as far as we in
tend to go. 

cc - Mr. Acheson 
- Mr. Kohler 
- Mr. Bohlen 
- Mr. McGhee 
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ExtAnrioa of the tiln8 period. for thu functioning of the ~txod Cc...s.ttee 
rrcsont.. certain general 5tructural prcLlo r-.:; arm would undoubwul)' require 
eliainatioQ from the hael> Plan of oe!'1..a1 n o f t.he t'tM-phatstnl provtelolW 
for dl.Al.,.....nt and AIrorean lewrlty. Since acme of t.heae have perbape 
alread;J been overt.aken by events, We 'oIIOtIld )r6111U_bly not be an lJTe)::le"" 
reble 1oe8. A IIlre spE:ct' 1.e probleM would ~ to extend the time pertod 1n 
pa.r&(raph ll.( b ) eo &8 to _ke 1t eonaish nt with &J1)' \L{tens1cn of t.ha tiM 
t~riod in paratra)'iul 12 and )9. 0 .. pO Bs\bil1ty wc·uld be to -.ka t.be tm. 
p'rlod tn par~raph 11. (b) .1.% ,.eare and the tl~ perioe. 1n paTlCrapa. 12 
and 19 seven yeare. A 8f)Cond ~'()881.bll1ty '«mld 00 to olla1nate paracrapb 
ll.(b ) errt.lreq, lea..u.: tbe <l<>!lnltloQ or the tl .... period eoleq to para
tropho 12 and 19. 

2. R.eOO&n1.t10D ot tlw Odez-Nel ... I...1.M. 

A Your Jb .. r .ta~nt on tbe Oder-l'Iel ... Ll ... lIb.lah oou.ld eitMr be 
ioolllded 1n the .,dltled. ~ace "!.an or be made a8 • lHl:pl.rate 8't&t.-nt, 
cC'ul.d take .. vera1 ton.. One a1.£ht be t 111e rour Poven note vi tb appI"D'Yal 
u.. deel&ratioll or the Federal RepubUc of venu.Jlf that 1 t l"eOOIJd ...... 
t.he ~r.aMnt fronti.er or Go1"IW1)' the lint! nal\nir~ 1 COil the tlaltl0 Sea 1»
aed i aul.T veat ot Sw1.~nde, and thenoo alorc tho Oder Riye .. to t.be 000-

tlut'noe of the V..,tem Nels .. at ..... and .lo~ the We.tern "'1 ... t.o tIM 
Csecho.l.ovaId.a trontt..r, and Mlncunol8 all ri«bt, title and oula to tale 
f CIWIr Gel'l'lan tel'"T1.tor1.e .... t of thh Li, •• 

A variant oi this, l •• vi~ out the element of prt'Ieent uera&n conaent. 
Irl.ght btl u fellow., The Four Powe", acne that, .t • r1na1 ~raan peace 
Bettlelllent r proY1cled tor 1n stage IV ot tho V."tel'n PIt.ce ranJJ tiw¥ 
win recoent .... the pel'W'aocnt rrontLer (Or liermany the line rumiac tZ"OII 
t he Baltic Sea 1nIediat.eq Vf!8't or SwinlJ"l.mo, and thence .l.o~ tt. Octer 
R her to the confluence or the W .. t.eTn rle ts~ Rt ver and al0nt the tieat.ern 
Nebs. t() the Czechoe:lovaJ..."1a !"l"ontier, and rf'naunces all r1.ght, "tile -.d 
cl.,. t,.(; ton. to~r neftl .. n terrjt.orle-e p.aet of t.bh Line. 

A 5~hat .11ct.r torn.l..!.tion which haa boen IIH~ eated 1n the put 
would bel , 'he Four PoIIIera note with approval U1e uflcl .. atlon ot the 
Federal Repwl1c of Li cr-...l1)· that it naB rooo ti noed the u .. or tarce 1. the 
IMttl.eMnt ot tnt,ernaUona.! d18Jlute. and 13 prepared to cona..lude bilateral 
trestle" or 1lCna.t£l"8t1fJion vi th the (lcyvrcmntB of Polar¥1 and C .. cboalDYald.a 
J1\lrsuarrt too tb h rel1lmca tion. 

J. au.ro-W ..... P.ot *'.&1:.. ..... 100 W' 71 nt. 

A ueeful tOI"ftllatioa for MlCh a nonaggreDrioD p.act 1. twad 1n J&I'IIIrlpll. 
J or tho WestArn !'Moe Plan. Tho Four _era Il4I>t oaoord1neq ..... n.u. to 
obtain t.he lIP' ... nt ot the JlA10 and WG'IIO' Pact Orca.n1.utloQl tol 

"(a) O8ttle, b7 
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Prepared in GER 
June 22, 1961 

Comments on a IINew Approach to the German-furopean Problem ll 

The unsettled a1 maticn of Central Europe which has its focus in 

the division of Germany and the anomo~ of a Western city in the center 

of Soviet-controlled Gennany is certainly the most serious existing 

danger to w r ld peace . Negotiable suggestions which might contribute 

in any way to the stabilization of this very delicate and explosive 

situation are to be welcomed. Recent developnents have viVidly shown 

how the complex of arrangements now in effect for Germany and Berlin 

provide the Sov:::l..eta wi th r eady-made opportunities for disruption and 

blaclonail. It IIDlSt be a goal of policy to reduce the Soviet scope 

for maneuver in this area. The SiP paper is, therefore, very welcome 

for its analysi s and its proJ:Osala, despite the fact that what follows 

in these comments llDlst seem negative in char acter. 'The SiP paper has 

at least r esulted in stimulating thought along unconventional lines. 

It is a fact that United States consideration of the German-EUropean 

problem Me been characterized for various reasons by a certain im-

, 

mobility_ New ideas constant~ run afoul of real or apparent restrictions 

on cur freedom to make new policy. The German problem has been in-

tensively srudied over the past twelve years . The record srows a 

ceaseless quest for solutions which, whatever else may be said of it, 

certainly does not lack for thoroughness . The most recent compreher :.. ..; 

review took place in preparation for the Geneva Conference of Foreizn 

Minister s of May - August 1959 . This review produced proposals which 

were closel y related to the earlier Western proposals prepared for use 

at 
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a t the Summit Meeting of 1955. 

The Problem of the Assent of the Federal Republic 

It may be useful before examining the sip proposals specifically 

to try to make a realistic assessment of the Western room for maneuver. 

Innnediately following the war the West was in a position to formulate 

and carry out proposals af£ecting the future of tre German state and 

people relatively uninhibited by concern for German wishes and pre

occupations. Sixteen years later serious limitations have developed 

on the West's freedom to suggest proposals affecting the aeman-European 

question Which arise out of the new situation which the Western Alliance 

has created by its conduct over tha t period as concerns the Federal Re

public of Ge:rm:lny. 

The Federal Rep,lblic 1s our NA'IO ally, and at the same time the 

country whose future is on the block in dealings wi tit the Soviets about 

Germany _ In practice, w consult wi th the Federal Republic and seek 

its agreement on every measure we might consider offering in a negotiation 

with the Soviets. 

we have created for ourselves a certain built-in contradiction 

in our relations With the Federal. Republic which will come acutely 

to the fore if we ever try to force on it for the sake of a settlement 

with the Russians, a proposal which involved any substantial alteration 

in the rower po si tion or prestige of the Federal Republic. 

The ideal settlement of the Gennan problem from the Western point 

of view involves the reunification of Gennarw by means of free elections, 

wi th the Germarw tlms reunited entitled freely to choose it own foreign 

policy. 
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policy. The likelihood of achieving this solution without a radical. 

shift in the relationships between the two l«)rld power blocs is prac

tical~ non-existent. The ideal solution from a Communist point 

of view, equall,y unrealistic, is the aCCfl'Otance by the West of the 

proposition that Gennany should be reun1J3ed unier the Communist banner. 

Between these two extremes a varie1;y of proposals for ultimate re

unification have been formulated designed to have some measure of 

appeal as being reasonable and negotiable. E)lch involves in some 

degree some concession to Soviet and East German preoccupations, in 

the expectation that these concessions can be traded for equal or 

greater concessions. But almost without exception, such proposal.s 

tend to involve some downgrading of the status or power or expec-

tations of the Federal Republic and its citizenry. This is true for 

subjects like disengagement, recognition of existin.g boundaries, 

equali1¥ or treatment of East Germany in future all-Gennan talks and 

so on through the multitude o£ variations on the theme o£ r eunification 

and Eilropean security. They tend to involve more or l ess some erosion 

of the Federal Republic l s status of full equality in the conununity of 

Western Europe. How much freedom do we reaDy have, then, to deal with 

the Federal Republic as an object of Western policy? 

At a certain moment about a decade ago, a country fonned out of 

three zones of occupation passed from being a defeated enemy whose future 

was to be the subject of negotiation, to an all;y participating int:imatel,y 

with the West in decisions attect:ing its future. 

In 
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Perhaps this analysis best explains the .somewhat sterile quail ty 

of Western proposals for settlement of the German problan . We can 

hang rur clothes on a hickory limb, but da~ not go near the water. 

Again and again suggestions put forward for settlemE!lt confront the 

difficulty that they involve in some way a change in the status of the 

Federal Republic 'Which its Goverrrnent and people find jarring at the 

least and impossible at the worst. Working Groups studying proposals 

in the field of Germany and &1ropean security have found thenselves 

~.ore and more circumscribed in the ambit of ldla t can be agreed on wi tb 

the Federal Republic . Sclu tiona in the fiE.~ld of EUropean securi 1:iY 

which do not impose equal military limitations on other NATO partner s 

are found by the Federal Republic to involve military discrimination 

against it. It is ro longer lI!i.~ to accept, for the sake of regional 

diS!lnnament plan, arw special status for its territory. Its sensi

tivity to diserilninatory proposals bas like.a.se developed in the field 

of non-military proposals. This is true for all of the suggestions 

for negotiation in the sip paper - the O:1er-Neisse line, relati.onships 

with the GDR and rela tionahips with Eastern Europe. 

The obstacle presented by the understardable attitude of the Federal 

Republic is one which looms larger as the years go by and the Federal. 

Republic becomes more rather than lesa important to its Western Allies. 

It becomes less willing to acknowledge that its situation as a defeated 

ene:rrw requires it to accept demeaning changes in its status in order to 

effectua te a settlemEllt in EUrope or even to stabilize the existing 

5i tuation. In theory we do not, of course, have to trim our proposals 

SH::REr 
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to meet the llmi ts imposed by the tolerance of the Federal Republic for 

these suggestions. In fact we have never real ly tried to force on the 

Federal R~ubl1c the acceptance of propo sals to 'Which it entertained 

substantial objection. Circumstances could certainly arise in 'Which 

we might feel compelled to override the objection of the Federal He-

p.l.blic to particular settlement schemes. If we were to do so, we could 

easily start a slide in Gennan opinion which we mi¢lt not be able to 

stop. It has been rur goal, toward which we have been successfully 

moving, to integrate the Fedel)!l'l Republic as tightly as possible into 
/ 

the Western Alliance system militari1y and economically . Any substantial 

dissent by the Federal Republic from Western policy regarding Germany 

could shake if rot destroy the foundations on which our present policy 

toward the Federal Rep.1blic rests. 

The Problem of the Assent of Our Allies 

While the problem of the negotiability of proposals with the 

Federal ReIUblic is without doubt the most serious of all, a sul:>. 

stantial additional problem is presented by the divergent attitudes 

and postur es of the United Kingdom and France who with the United 

Sta tes share the basic responsibil.1. ty for the maragement of the problem 

of Gernany and Berlin. In spite of the disparity am power and i~ 

fluence among the three countries, each has asserted a completely equal 

voice in the formulation of policy and tactics. The process of con-

sultation is thorough and effective . For good or ill, therefore, the 

known posi tiona of our ~ Allies are elements which necessari~ influence 

the 
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the formulation and acceptability of proposals . Under the pressure of 

the necessity to agree on proposals to pr esent to the Soviets,ilie Allies 

have been able after considerable effort and sometimes considerable 

compromise of view to harmonize proposals . Cleavages in basic atti_ 

tudes per sist. 

Finally, there is the problem of NATO ' s acquiescence in allied 

proposals . The Three Western Power s have successful ly resisted accepting 

any substantial. influeree by the other NA'IO partners in the fO:nmll.atiOD 

of their positions. But NATO has become increasingly" restive on the 

subject of Gennany and Berlin aOO this is bound to be the case s ince the 

issue of war or peace is ultimately involved in the choices made by the 

three Allies. General NATO military support is an indispensable asset 

in Western planning. The Three Western Powers are likely more and more 

to find themselves obliged to consult NAm and, to a degree, to guide 

policy by NAm opinion. 

Anaqsis of the SiP Paper 

'lhe ana4rsis contained in the Rationale section o£ the sip paper 

seems acoura tely to portray the dangers in adherence to a ata tus quo 

policy. It is perfectly true that present Western and Soviet policies 

are not likely to pr ovide any basis for concerted progress toward a 

'EUropean settlement . Our legal position in Berlin rests on the right 

to occupy the city J al tnough that right has now been exercised for sixteen 
, 

years . The risks to the Western position in the present state of affairs 

are being diligently exploited bw the Russians. 

The 
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The SiP paper proposes in essence that a package be p.lt together 

of the following elements: 

a) approval of the Oder-Neisse Line as a definitive frontier; 

b) greatly enhanced relations between the Federal REPJ,blic and 

the Soviet sa telli tes of Eastern IDJrope ; 

c) greatly enhanced relations between the two Gennanies leading to 

recognition of the GDR and eventual confederation; 

d) establishment of a Central. Elropean security zone which might be 

subject to inspection, eventual thining out of .toreea, perhaps a ban on 

nuclear weapons and installations, at least of a strategic character, and 

regional arms l:iJnitations ani controls; 

e) withdrawal. of all non-Gennan forces from Gennany as it becomes 

politically reunified; armed neutralization of Germany or of two confede

rated German states with Withdrawal from both NATO and the warsaw Pact; 

f) a tacit freeze on Berlin 'With presumabl y certain changes made 

in the present regime until progress is made on all..-Gennan problem. 

The sip paper does not specify which of these main elements are 

considered indispensable for the package and which might be dropped 

if necessary . The assumption presumably is that they could be somewh'it 

reshuffled to meet particular needs. 

Is Such a Package Desir able or Worth Paying as a Price? 

The sIP pap:! r suggests that time is running out on our Gennan policy 

that 
SE)RET 
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that perpetuation of the StBtUB s.!!2. in Central Ehrope is dangerous, 

and that we must take scme broad initiatives of tile kind suggested if 

we are not to be overtaken by events aOO if we are to attain our para

mount political fJ,als. The corollary seems to be that a Fm-opean 

settlement is a practicable present goal provided we accoJllliodate our 

policies to the changing movements of our time. A major objective to 

be achieved in this context would be the Withdrawal of Soviet forces 

from Central furope as a prerequisite to a German settlement, anns 

control in Central Europe and European security generally. 

Put in this way, there 1s a great deal of appeal in the thought 

of taking advantage of new opportunities to bring to an end the tensions 

and dangers of direct confrontation of East and. West within a divided 

Gennarw. But is the sib.lation today so fluid and so different that 

the West must, in effect, openJ¥ jettis:m its traditional goals of German 

reunification in free<k>m, political and economic integration of the 

Federal Republic into Western E'Urope, ani a significant Gennan contri_ 

bution to the military strength of the Atlantic COJllllUniiq'7 This question 

takes on added meaning if examined in the light of what the mere with

drawal from fonner goals would do to our relations to the Federal Republic, 

as pointed out above. 

It does not seem enough merely to say that, while a success, con

tainment has now served its pu:rpose ani must be replaced as a policy. 

Containment has been just one aspect of American policy in Europe -

not a positive goal in itself but a necessary condition for the achievement 

of more positive goals . There seans little doubt whose positive goals 

SR:RET 
would 
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would have to be aban:ioned if the West were to adopt a program. of the 

kind suggested in the SiP paper, and it is this fact that must be 

balanced a gainst certain adndttedly desirable results in evaluating 

the present desirability of the "newn package. 

Some of the considerations bearing on this choice will further 

emerge in t he discussion to follow. Suffice it to say here that it 

cannot be established that the undoubted desirability of getting the 

Soviets out of Central Europe is such an overriding objective as to 

require abandonment of traditional American objectives. 

Is it Acceptable to Our Allies? 

The general unacceptabili ty of the sIP proposals to the Federal 

Rep,lblic has been extensively considered above. There is m doubt 

that anythin g smacking of confederation, Rapacld Plan, discriminatory 

arms arrangements or withdrawal of United States forces Will likewise 

be bascially unacceptable to Frame. Even the official British po

sition seems to be finner against disengagement than two years ago. 

It is clear, therefore, that America n sponsorship of the kind of package 

suggested by SIp would cause a major crisis within the Western Alliance. 

The chances of gettin g German or French assent to it are nil. The negative 

repercussions of merely a hint that the United Stat es was seriOllsly con

sidering anything along these lines would in themselves constitute a major 

gain for the Soviets. This wrole area i s so emotionall¥ charged, so 

potentialJ.,y disruptive, so evocative of suspicion am loss of confidence 

in the steadfastness of United States policy, that our decision to put 

SEJRET such 
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such proposals forward would necessarily require a fundamental change 

in our entir e furopean and NATO r:olicy. 

The United States would presumably not attempt to ram through 

such a program without regard for the consequences. There would se em 

to be no point in even advancing it in internal Western discussions 

if the results were to be as anticipa. ted~ \ 

Is it Negotiable with the Soviets? 

It seems like~ that the imtial Soviet r esr;onse to \'lestern pro-

fX)sals along the lines suggested wruld be selectively positive . They 

v10uld welcome them to the degree that they work towards consolidation 

of the political status quo in Central EuroPe or to the elimination of 

t he American presence in EUrope. To the , degree that they would 'Weake~ 

Communist control of the area, the Soviet objective would presumably 

be either to dilute them in negotiations or to agree in anticipation 

that they could be evaded in their execution. 

We Imlst realistically proceed from the assumption that the Soviet 

Union is not interested in a Ellropean settlement unless it be one ... M ch 

promises to bring significant benefits to ConmuIIi.sm. The existing 

stalemate in Central Bilrope is merely a reflection of the fact that the 

Soviets are detennined to hang on to what they have am 'Will only enter 

into an agreement affecting Germarw if it promises to bring the Federal 

Republic and perhaps all of Western Europe closer to Communist dominance. 

Specifically, one coul d predict that the Soviets would applaud 

lvestern willingness to approve the present Provisional Eastern boundarie::; . 

of Germarv . As concerns the proposals for relationships between the 
'. 

Federal 
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such proposals -fon-mrd would nece~sari)y require a fundamen:t.a+ change , - , 

in"our"ent,ir".,]llr'3!J'l'ln and ]lATO policy. 

'," Tl)e United S,j;a.t'ts ,would presumably not at,tempt :t9, r<\nl tbro)l&!' , _ 

There _w.ould ;lBeDl , , 

1p .~. n~o_ J(!)il1~ ~ Et~.en l~~ong ~1- iI} , inter~~ ... Wes~rn lcli~~~s~~Ps_.,_ 

if tqe ~a~~t:tbr'?~~ ~ J:~e .-1-'1 ",a",n~~il?l'!- ted. t· , -
~s, .it -N.E>got,iapl'l Wit,h, \{lePo,vie,ts1 • 

• 
,·r- ., 

>:. l .rJ:'; :i S!emsf~~l t.h.<bt.t~~ iDitial ~vi~t l reslxm~e ~ Vl~stern pr,o-

1lI>sa,1~ r"l,ong .W Ybt'"'~ ~gS"sW w<W.d bE> _ S\!J,eo;';' v~ly po oi.ti ve • :I'll." 

"Illu.l;d, w~~me , tJ1~!!& tJ1e pegz;o,e ttat tl)ey w,<"k_ towards .consoJ,iqation 

oK ,\;ge ,ml,\ tici'd. ;S~;U,B,q"", U1 p~",ri'l ~l;'O1"'- , or to the .~a~¥>n qf 

t~'n!l!~"'.ican,\.W.'ml9P , ip "/llroli'f/,, ,.o, :r~ ltlte ,.~greetha~ tJle7 ~p.;l,t "'laken 

QpI~"ljt1~J;,,"~Jl~c.'If c~% Jil;1'fI ¥,rtile ,pov,io"E!l.teR,W; "'l . ",?u14 l?P~II,~\I"" 

b!j %:i,;l!o.Fo t;!:,<4~~lW"Hi\li"ltgo.ti.a14Pns'Por .cW J'~ i't il'f~~!;ihpa qen 

1ffl:.t.r~~J!il<!~ 'tri!!l~gi;'1Jr:\:\¥[1r",""I-'I!i<u,t~2Jlr.o result.. 

lola ~.&+ ~=H.tiC"'l= ~~A"" .i'l1<>m +.M ,a.~~=pt,inn "tha+ .+"A .. Soviet 
·A"o'--VT!.~~ .... 'n':r'OPElft'r"'~""~ "-:rreI,."""l.:C;-D'': V" ~ <:>_." ~. "'t ,~ ~,.J... 

ll.%oJ.l. =\,\; 'iR>hl'"t!>~",W4,liiP :JlJ ,,l~!I;)?J,,!iW J~~t,:\eIl!.cl'1t, u'?¥s. ~ 4-. J/!! "I!''' ,ri):i.;h 

12f<;>r.;i,_ W.i1g;i\1l!u'Ji.Erl:\M,q'l\!t ab~Il.,fii'1'hli<l ~q!''ll.UlJ!.~._, :r'h"",~~,ting , • 

stale'l'lJ,u~,c"l),t~~t_~,cJ.1l 'Ull.J~tiJfl ~~'Ct£%afl'!Ft.o~at , the 

9Q.net.~-,a",,~\,!l~'tl'Ji, W-c~, 9P.3% :wiort 1IJe..ll, lf've .4~{~ ,'IJil;l j'n¥r 

:iJ!,t,o 9IJl-i'tIl/,W§!'et le;r'!Je;,1p!t~W; ~,ei 1;,~,"!s ,:\<!, ,br:Wlb~ Fl"ieralc 

~J!JO.~'<t"''lflum~~ q'; l'!..oe;;,een\~~,ri':j'rse/,,"t,oJi9'll!'\~l:~~ ,,<!pwanc~. 

]ovi.4P.,g~jI,l.ludl!)e _~tRr~"h:t..~ t ,~'lJlo)5l~W.~loI~llq,l 

"W%~1~.lUldtiHik~ss to approve the present pro'risional Eastern boundaries· 

of Gennarw . As concerns t~:.~posals for relationships beVflP,~n the 

Federal 
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Would there be Propaganda Advantage in Advancing the sIP Propnals? 

There is no doubt much opinion in the world both in the cotmtries 

allied with us am in the uncamnitted world which would gladly embrace 

the proposals advanced. in the SiP paper. The problem of Berlin ani 

'aennany is a source of enormous anxiety. Until it is stabilized, it 

contains within it the possibility of a nuclear war. Mobility on the 

Western side would be welcomed in some quarters, particularly mobili4r 

which proceeded in the direction of Soviet preoccupations. fut whatever 

propaganda advantage would be gained by the espousal of these proposals 

would be harcil¥ worth the price of the distrust which the sponsorship of 

these proposals on the part of the United states would engender in Gennan 

and other Western opinion. Contrasted with the positions which the West 

has maintained since the end. of the Berlin bl~ckade, the new proposals 

would seem like concessions, which either go wo far or not far enough. 

Although they represent a withdrawal from earlier positions, they clearly 

do not create a lively expectation that ttley could form the basis of a 

fruitful negotiation wi. th the So viets. 

Particular Ccmments on the Elements of the sIp Paper 

l~ Berlin. The conception that there should be a freeze on the 

status of Berlin pending progress on Gennan problems is an element of the 

classic Western :r.osition, which is that the I1problemll of Berlin is w be 

solved only within the context of the solntion of larger problems. 

2. Frontiers . There is attached as an Annex w this paper a stud;y' 

of the pros and cons of the proposal that the United States p,lblicly indi

cate its intent to approve the Eastern boundaries of Gennan;r. 

S!l)RET ). Relations 
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Rala tions of FRG to :&istem Europe. It would certainly be to 

the advantage of the Wast to be able to bring to bear on East GermaIt( as 

well as other portions of the Sa telli te area the undoubted poll tical and 

economic influence or the Federal Republic. Hence, the Department has 

consistently favored the policy of closer German relations Wi tll the 

satellite ccuntriea and has encouraged the Germans to take initiatives 
~ 

with respect particularly to the Poles ani to a somewhat lesser degree 

to the Czechs. 'l'hese efforts, as is koown, have unfortunately 60 far 

proved somewhat abortive. 

4. Relations of FRG to GDR. Conuneut on this subjE!ct has been 

made earlier in this paper. 

s. European Security Aspects of the Settlement. The arguments 

for and against disengagement have been recorded extensively in many books, 

articles ani governnent papers. Certain of the elanents proposed in the 

sIp package fall within the category of proposals which have previously 

been advanced to achieve a fom of disengagemmt in Central Furope. These 
\ 

have consistently been opposed within the US Government as inconsistent 

wi th basic American interest. It is our conclusion that the negative 

arguments continue to prevail at the present time and that the increased 

fluidity or the si1llation in the decade of the Sixties noted in the SiP 

paper does not provide a sufficient reason for advocating such a radical 

reversal of traditional policy which, we believe, could be predicated With 

a high degree of certainty to bring about a major crisis within the Western 

Alliance before it were ever PIt forward to the Soviets. 1he same point 

SECRET 
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might well be made about some of the more extreme all-Gennan proposals 

in the sIp paper. Fluidity in movement, even it they are conceded to be 

a characteristic of the present period, do not seem to provide a real 

basis for the policy proposed. 

EUropean Regional Securiv proposals are, in any event, the subject 

of seplrate intensive study in the Department. 'When these studies 

are canpleted, they can be considered in the context of the German 

problem. 

Attac_nt: 

Annex. 

EU R:GER:AGVigderman:MJHillenbrand:gw. 
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A New Approach to the German··European Problem 

A. Purpose 

This paper attempts to set forth briefly the rational" 
for, and the possible elements of, a new approach to the 
German problem, and thereby to the wider European problem 
7.bis is not offered as a definite proposal, but merely as 
a general line of thinking ~o be considered . 

It represents a substantial departure from the positbl 
taken in the Western Peace Plan of 1959 as offered at the 
Geneva talks. It does this on the grounds that this plan 
seems obsolescent and offers no possibility of resolving 
the German and related problems. It is believed that the 
Western powers should review the 1959 plan with a view to 
possible talks with the USSR aimed at an eventual set.tlemMt 
of the German-European problem. 

If viewed favorably, such an approach might be 
considered by a Departmental working group, with a view 
to arriving at agreed recommendations. These, if approve1 , 
would need to be coordinated with Defense and perhaps oth. , 
agencies, and eventually offered to our major Western alll!B 
with a view to developing a ~lestern negotiating position iil 
possible talks with the USSR. 

B. Rationale 

We at present face an impasse in Europe based on the 
~ i~ctJ! partition of Germany, a legacy from World War II . 
Since 1945, the Soviet-Western confrontation in Europe has 
hardened. Both sides have built their security arrangements 
upon it. All efforts, from 1947 through 1959, to negotiate 
a settlement have been abortive. 

US policy respecting Germany haa been, and i8, 
essentially an outgrowth of containment policy. It is 
basically defensive, seeking to establish bulwar~s against 
further Soviet expar.sion in Eur"P" In this respect it has 
succeeded . 

, 
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We have now entered a phase of history beyond the 
"postwar era" of adjustment and consolidation. Change is 
in the air . T.here has been a remarkable resurgenee of 
Europe, notably in the West but: also esst of the iron curt",1" 

Allies on both sides are restive. The cold war has 
broken far out: of the bounds of the European confrontatio.l 
Any "Magino!: line complex" on our part tends to inhibit, 
even paralyze our diplomacy. 

Only one thing seems generally agreed between the Wes" 
and the USSR respecting Central Europe-- that Germany and 
Berlin are not worth the price of a nuclear war, even whh", 
the threat of such a war remains the chief deterrent to 
aggression. Both sides actually aim at a position of pre · 
dominance in Europe--aims clearly mutually exclusive. Them 
has not been, and there is not. likely to be, any progress 
toward a European settlement on the basis of present Westel:n 
and Soviet policies. 

It becomes ever more dangerous to rest our hopes for 
peace in Europe on perpetuation of the status quo. This 
does not work to our advantage, and may work to Soviet 
advantage if a resurgent Germany sees unity as possible 
only through a deal with the USSR. 

Meanwhile the protracted stalemate obstructs efforts 
toward arms control, thwarts political settlement, maintains 
tensions, and increases the risks of ultimate general war . 

Withdrawal of Soviet forces from Central Europe is one 
of our major objectives: essential to a German settlement, 
arms control in Central Europe, and European security 
generally. It can not be forced. It can only be effected, 
i£ at all, by diplomacy. 

Germany lies at the heart of the present rigid and 
dangerous confrontation. Here, as elsewhere, ferment and 
change are at work. To avert mounting dangers and achieve 
our major objectives in Europe we need a strategy that is 
mobile and not static, geared to a realistic appraisal 
of possibilities, and directed toward the attainment of 
paramount political goals. 

This 
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This requires a fresh look at the German problem. 
Inaction might mean being overtaken by events. We can 
hope to influence events in Central Europe, but not if 
we cling to policies that time and change make ever more . 
obsolescent. 

New policies are essen~ial. 

C. Elements 

No~: The follo,dng is suggested, not as a series of 
definite proposals, but as a broad framework for a review 
of existing policies in terms of realistic possibilities 
for negotiating a German-European settlement . 

1. Berlin. 

This is probably soluble only in the context of 
a German-European settlement. Pending progress, we might 
do best to seek a tacit freeze on the status of West Berlin 
(regarding its freedom, Western rights, access, military 
forces, etc.). Such agreement need not be formalized or 
written, and should have no terminal date. Only as progres3 
is made on the all-German problem would any modification of 
Berlin's status, corresponding to such progress, be accepta-f) _e 

2. Frontiers 

The US and its Western associates might publicly 
indicate their intent to approve the present provisional 
eastern boundaries of Germany, subject only to minor 
adjustments, in an otherwise acceptable general settlement . 
We would expect the governments of the FRG (Federal Republic 
of Germany) and the GDR (German Democratic Republic) to 
associate themselves with such a declaration. 

Such a step seems essential to ellay fears of Germany' s 
east ern neighbors of future aggressive designs by Germany, and 
thus to create the possibility of a basic settlement . 

de Gaulle hAs al ready taKen this posit.ion . Some element s 
of German opinion might prove obstructive, but most Germans could 
probably be brought to pay this price for reunification . 

3. "!~ .. t ...... 1E 
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3. Relations_of FRG to Eastern Europe 

We should, to a greater degree than we have, urge 
and support an active policy of the FRG toward Eastern 
Europe. This might be seen as " "policy of re-engagement 
directed at Poland, Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia, and the 
Balkan states. The purpose would be to open up channels 
for Western influence in this area, and to cultivate the 
lateut sense of these countries of being part of a Europe. 
community. 

In particular, we might encourage the FRG to: 
negotiate non-aggression pacts with them; augment trade, 
cultural and personal contacts; offer to substdize repatri 
ation of former citizens of these countries of German 
extraction, now reeident in West Germany and wishing to 
return, on terms acceptable to East European governmsnts; 
make compensation to nationals of East European countrias 
who .,ere victims of Nazi persecution (perhaps similar to 
such compensation for Nazi victims now in Israel) . 

4. Relation of FRG to GDR 

We might encourage the FRG to move toward closer 
relations with the GDR. There should be at least 2 fa,,-l,:!!., 
possibly eventually de Lure recognition of the GDR by the 
West for an indefinite period, but not to the prejudice of 
ultimate German reunification . 

Such relations, at first technical, economic and 
cLltural, might eventually reach political levels. they 
nould deal with matters of common interest: to Germans. 
including various modalities and alternative possibilities 
of reunification. 

We might contemplate aome eventual arrangement of a 
confederal type, perhaps a dual state in which each part 
preserved to some extent its identity and characteristic 
eL onomic and social sy. tams. 

We need not be alarmed lest auch contacts subject 
West. Germery to 3. dange',v-o"s deg:'i'ce o~ Communist influence 
Tt is t L ae tices as populous as the GDF, nth fao, superi~r 

resources. 
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resources. It is, and will remain, part of a powerful sud 
flourishing West European community (the Six). In any fre 
give and take, the advantages should be overwhelmingly wit 
the West. 

East-West German relations should not tend to corf ' "[ 
the present dtviaion of Germany but rather prepare the n.:, 
for the reestablishment: of unity . Eventually--possibly e,f 
five or ten years--plans might emerge which could become t'" 
basis for political reunification of Germany as part of <' 
general European settlement acceptable to Germany, to her 
European neighbors, and to the p""ers entrus ted with th" t 1 

responsibility for all~rman matters. 

5. European security aapects , of a settlement 

Provisionally, pending rev,n1ficat:ion, the two G.'m 
states could conceivably remain ~mbers respectively of ti1 
NATO and liarsaw pacts. This might be for an extended p<'r' J 

Progress toward plans for political reunification 
might be paralleled by measures to establish a Central 
European security zone. One possibility would be for such 
a zone to extend equally far, east and west, from the pl:es nt 
line of division (Elbe line). This sort of arrangement h~L 
been proposed by de Gaulle (Adenauer would extend it frum h 
Atlantic to the Urals, but this seems quite impracticable) 

This central zone could be dealt with in various w',y" 
It might be subject to inspection, eventual thinning out 0:' 

forces, perhaps to a ban on nuclear weapons and installation: 
at least of s strategic character. As disarmament plans 
develop, it could be subject to regional arms limitations 
and controls G 

As Germany became politically reunified, we might 
consider how, with adequate safeguards, all non~rman for~es 
could be wi!:hdrawn frOll its territory. It would be expected 
that Soviet forces would withdraw behind their own frontiers
this would be e maLter of bargaining respecting possible re' 
~loyment of US forces 1~ non~rman areas. We could not 
cccept complete remaual of US forces from Europe in return 

for 
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REDONSIDERATION OF M!llITS OF THE WIlTED STATES POSITION CCNCERNING 

THE POLISH-G!3WI FIiONTI!l! 

(Comments on section C-2 of slpls poli~ paper, A New Approach to 
the Gennan-lillropean Problem, April 10, 1961.) 

The question is raised as to whether the established United States 

policy regarding the Polish-Gennan terri 1A:>rial question is now out of line 

with the interests of the United States and of the West in general, and 

whether a change in this policy would rot therefore be to our net advantage. 

Proposed Change in US (and Allied) Posi tioD 

The policy paper under reference makes the following proposal: 

liThe US and its Western associates might publicly indicate 
their intent to approve the present provisional eastern boundaries 
of Germany, subject only to minor adjustments, in an otherwise 
acceptable general settlement. We wuld expect the governnents 
of the FHG (Federal Republic of Gennany) and the GDR (Gennan Demo
cratic Republic) to associate themselves with such a declaration. 

"Sloh a step seems essential to allAy fears of GennaIf('s eastern 
neighbors of future aggressive designs by Genna~ J ani thus to create 
the possibility of a ~sic settlement. 

"de Gaulle has already taken this position . Some elements 
of German opinion might prove obstructiveJ but most Germans could 
probably be brought to ray this price for reunification. n 

In commenting upon such a proposal, one may begin by saying that a 

periodiC review of this question is just:i!'ied on the general graHn that 

the issues involved are not static but changing ones . Important change s 

adm1 ttedl¥ have taken place in the situation since the time when the present 

US policy regarding the Polish-Gennan territorial question originally was 

ernmciated. 'Whereas our official Plsture toward this territorial problem 

has remained fixed since 1945 J the problem itself has not remained who~ 

C CJlFIDINTIAL as 
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as it was then, but has, on the contrary, been affected by trends in East-

West relations as well as by the evolution within Poland and Germany the 

intervening decade and a half. The US position (like the British) was 

adopted at a time when the Oder-Neisse territories had rot yet been polo-

nized to any appreciable extent, and when there was still hope o£ an 

early settlement among the powers of the entire German problem. Since 

then, the latter hope has dwindled away, and meanwhile the integration of 

the disputed territories With Poland has advan:ed a long way. In addition, 

the official US relationship with Poland, after first becoming progressively 

strained, has more recently undergone a major change in the direction of 

contacts aoo cooperation, as a result of the shift in ~olish CoIllllllIlist 

policies in 1956. On the other hand, the territorial issue has acquired 

further complexity through the emergence of Western Germany as a strong, 

independent state on our side, in whose relations with Polarxi and. the Soviet 

Bloc the frontier issue is an exacerbating factor. 

In view of these developments in the situation since the US position 

was first adopted, it is reasonable to consider whether a change i.n that 

pcsi tion is called for. The question can properly be raised as to whether 

us acceptance of the Oder-Neisse Line rot only might rot be a more realistic 

position, but might not also offer positive advantages over our present 

policy, particularly if it seems likely to facilitate better US-Polish and 

West Germa~Polish relations, or even WeS:.ern...soviet relations in general. 

This can only be determined, however, after taking account of the reasons 

for the present US position and. trying to estimate the probable effects of 

ourJeplacing (or, a1.tern:Ltively, contirruing to adhere to) the )atter. 

C CNFIDlNTIAL The 
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The official US po s1 tion regarding the Oder-Neisse line has been 

that of reserving our commitment to any specific territorial settlement 

in this region until such time as the general question of peace with 

GennatV should come up for final settlement. This position has been 

based on our interpretation of the wording of the Potsdam Conference 

Protocol of 1945, according to which nthe final delimitatJ..on of the 

western frontier of Poland should await the peace settlement." The 

United States (and also the UK) has acquiesced in the de facto possession 

of the Oder-Neisse territories by Poland but has denied the Soviet and 

Polish contention that the Potsdam fOI'lllUla implied an agreement to approve 

this exact territorial division at the future peace conference. On tile 

contrary, US spokesmen have implied more than once that the Uni ted States 

probably would want to consider revisions of the provisional boumary, 

possibly substantial revisions, when that t.1me came. 

Tlnls Secretary Byrnes said at Stuttgart in 1946 that the US would 

support a revision of Poland1s prewar western frontiers in Polarxi's favor, 

but that lithe extent of the area to be ceded to Poland. DIIlst be detenuined 

when the final settlement is agreed upon. II Secreta:ry Marshall went further, 

at the Council of Foreign Ministers in 1947, and indicated that apart from 

southern East Prussia and German Upper Si1esia, which he said should become 

Polish, the US would want to study careful..1¥ just which German territories 

srould be ceded to Poland and under what conditions, so a s to take account 

of the needs of both Gennaru ani Poland as well as general Fllropean interests. 

Subsequent reiteration of the US position has generally been confined 
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to emphasizing the principle that the boundary issue is one which cannot 

be settled apart from an overall. Gennan settlement. This was stated in 

the United States note of August n, 1900 to the Polish Governnent, which 

cited the Potsdam Protocol provisions regarding Poland's western frontier 

and went on to stress the neeeesi 1jy" of overcoming II the division of Germany, 

which, by preventing a real peace settlement, continues indefinitely the 

uncertainty arising fran. the border arrangements made at Potsdam.." Most 

recently, President Kennec1;y" in his reply at his April 12, 1961 new con

ference to a question about the Oder-Neisse Line stated, III think that the 

satisfactory solution of the line should be part of a general solntion 

of the problem of Germany. " 

The motives behind this US position have evolved and shli'ted somewhat 

in enphasis with the passage of fifteen years. The original reason which 

led us to insist on the provisional charter of the Oder-Neisse Line in 

the Potsdam Protocol was tIE US reluctance to accept as permanent what was 

£elt to be an unwise transi'er o£ an excessive amount o£ German territory 

to the Poles. The seizure of control in Poland by the Comnunists tended 

to confiIm us in this reluctaroe. Later, 'With devel.opnent or the cold war 

am emergence of the German Federal Re}:Ublic as a key member of the Western 

alliaoce, the original United. states motivation in the matter was 

strengthened if not overshadowed by a desire rot to disturb the domestic 

politics or our Geman ally by any premature acquiescence in the de facto 

Polish frontier which might aggravate Gennan na tionalist tetxienc~es . And 

despite a natural solidif'yi.ng of that frontier with passage of time, there 

has been on our side a reluctance to consider aqy piE;Cemea l concession, 
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such as that or this territory, to the owosite camp and a feeling that 

if such a concession is to be made it ought to be by negotiation, as part 

of an overall settlement, in return for Borne equivalent concession on 

the Soviet pirt toward a sa t1sfactory solution of the German question. 

Meanwhile with the improvement of relations between the United states 

and Poland since 1956 we have taken official rote of Polish fears of Gennan 

territorial revisionism and have assured the Polish Cbvemment that the 

Uni ted States is detemined force shall not be used to attempt to change 

Poland l s western frontier. In talks with Polish leaders we have pointed 

out that we recognize Polandls administration of its western territories, 

though the legal problem remains unresolved as l ong as Germany stays divided. 

On the United States side, moreover, there has been m official repetition 

of the earlier pronouncements implying that the US would favor revision 

of the Oder-Neisse frontier when the question came up for final delimitation. 

At most, we now say that this question must .oo left for peaceful negotiation 

between Poland and a reunited Germarv. 

Thus, as~ things starn, the United States officially abides by the 

doctrine that the frontier is rot yet .fixed, although we have given certain 

infonnal and imprecise reassuran:es to the Poles. We can choose between 

continuing to stand on this position until such time as the boundary issue 

may come up in a .future al]....Gennan peace settlenent, or abandoning it on 

the grounds that it is not a realistic posture and that by accepting the 

finality o£ the existing frontier we can gain a net policy advantage. 

Arguments for rot Changing Policies 

As far as arguments for continuing to stand by the present position 
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are concerned, the principal adva ntage claimed is tha. t by starxli.ng fast 

the US avoids precipitating an unpredictable and perhaps dangerous po-

Utical reaction among the West Germans. This is a factor of sub-

stantial importance. 

This is particularly true since. the US, as head of the \-estern 

alliance, by announcing its aoceptance of Ute Polish claim to fanner 

German territories would provoke a hostile reaction in the GFR which 

might jeopardize its cooperation as a NATO all,y, and awaken fear of 

a general. US retreat fran support of the OFR. It could be argued that, 

by postponing such a risk, the US may never have to .face it, since tJte 

question of returning any of these territories to Germarv grows less real 

with each passiDg year and is on the way to being solved by time, so that 

by taking sides now the US would assume an onus in German p.lbllc opinion 

Wich it can escape by letting the matter rest until oblivion overtakes 

it. 

Whether there are other substantial advantages in addition to this 

one appears questionable. It 13 hard to evaluate the pressure we exert 

on the USSR by withholding recognition oi' the Oder-Neisse Line, but it 

seems hardly substantial. Nor has it been shown how, as a practical 

matter, "We could use this issue at a .future peace conference to extract 

from Moscow a quid pro~. I.f arwthing, the US3R may prefer the ambi

guity of the present US policy, as· an aid to their charge that we support 

Gennan imperialism and that the security o.f Eastern .Ebrope against the 

latter depends solely on the warsaw Pact. In an;,y case, Western agreement 

to the frontier does not seem to be something th~ need, or that could be 

used 
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Bloc propaganda concerning aggressive intentions on the part of the GFR 

and NATO and supplying Poland with an argument against mor e normal re

lations with the GFR. 

Advantages of Proposed Acceptance of the Oder-Neisse Line 

What, on the other hand, are the benefits that might be expected to 

follow from a reversal of the position which the US has maintained since 

19451 'what advantage, that is, would there possibly be in our indicating 

acceptance of the finality of Poland1s present western frontier? 

Advantages of such a US move presumably might include the following: 

1) It would assist our policy towar d Polarrl by making plain to the 

Polish people that the United States takes account of their national 

interest. This mt only would hearten the Poles but would eliminate a 

major issue on which the Polim Comrmlnist regime has based criticism of 

the United States, and would thereby tend to incr ease our opportunity for 

extending and consolidating the closer relationship wi th Poland built up 

over the past four years . In order to produce this r esul t , however, the 

us acceptance o:f the Oder- Neisse Line would have to be unequivocal . Any 

pr oviso in our annruncement concerning possible "minor adjustments!! in 

the frontier, as proposed in the policy paper under refererx:e , would appear 

to the Poles as an attempt to reopen the frontier question for Gennan 

benefit, and ~uld undoubte<il3" cost the US any advantage it might otherwise 

hope for frCln this step. 

2) The US annoumement wouldtBflate the claim of Soviet Bloc propa

ganda (which has carried some weight among the Poil", peopl e) that the 
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warsaw Pact is the sale guarantee or Polandl s territorial secur1 ty. 

3) It would take much of the force cut of Soviet Bloc charges con

cerning the aggressive aims of NATO, by demonstrating that the US, as 

head of the HAm alliance, bas l'X) intention of letting the territorial 

issue become a source of war. This would help disentangle the valid 

defensive purpose of West Gel"tMn remilitarization from the specious 

charges made by the Bloc concerning an intended Gennan reconquest of 

Polish territory. 

4) It would deprive German expellee demands, which have been a 

disturbing factor in East-West relations, of much of their basis am 

hence probably dminish thE!ll. 

S) Provided the GFR Government followed suit in acknowledging the 

frontier, the US move would help remove one obstacle to the establishment 

of more normal relations between Poland aOO the GFR - since the Polish 

Governnmt bas insisted on GFR acceptance of the tXier-Neisse Line as 

the prerequisite of diplomatic r elations. Such a GFR- Polish rapprochement 

would directly assist the Western policy of promoting closer engagement 

ld. th the Soviet m.oc countries as a means of influencing them. 

If one also wishes to mention the hypothetical possibility, 

occasionally raised, that the Soviets might some da.y offer Gennal'\Y 

certain Oder-Neisse territories as part of a deal, to induce the Germans 

to break their alliat¥:e with the West, then one might argue that a US 

stand in suppor t of the Oder-Neisse Line would be a r estraining factor , 

on the groum that our support of Poland l«)uld give the Russians more 

cause to fear t r ouble from that country in case of such a maneuver. 
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Limits to the Advantages of a Policy Shii't 

The potential benefits of changing the US position, enumerated 

above, should not be overestimated. In particular, US (and even GFR) 

acceptance of the Oder-Neisse frontier l'loold only help to appease rut 

would not remove Poland's distrust of tlE Germans am would not put an 

eOO to Soviet Bloc attacks on GFR remilitarization. The growth of the 

lbndeswehr would conti.mle to be a main propagan:ia target of the Polish 

Communist regime. 

Nor would such a US move affect the basic East-West controversy 

over German reunification, since the Polish 'border issue is rot an integral 

part of that controversy. 

It is questionable that US acceptance of the present .frontier 'WOUld 

make the Poles feel aubstantial.:q less dependent on the USSR. While it 

would. tend to relieve one specific arod.ety of the Polish people, it would 

not change the geographic facts which keep them at the mercy of Soviet 

mill tory d_na tion. 

\Yhile the US move would remove an :irritant in our relations with th3 

Polish Communist regilne, it would have l1lni ted effect on the basic course 

of US-Polish relations at the governnental level., since the Polish Govern

ment t s distrust of US motives is based on much more than our non-recognition 

of their frontier. 

Moreover, even if the GFR Goverrment followed the US example and ac ... 

knowled&ed the cession of German terri tory to Poland, this would rot dispose 

of the priocipal objection on the West Gennan side against diplomatic 
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relations With the Poles, i.e., the fact that the latter would require 

the GFR to sacrifice the benefits of the Hallstein D::lctdne. This is a 

separate iarue, on 'Which an additional ahift of policy would have to be 

made by the Bonn GoverIJll51t before the full advantage of its recognition 

or the Oder-Neisse Line could be realized on the side of closer relations 

with Poland. 

In addition to the above qualifications, it is probably well to re-

itera te that the potential advantages to be gained from US acceptance 

of the Oder-Neisse Line would seem !!£! to irx:lude the possibility of 

bargaining such a concession for something which we want from the Soviets. 

The idea of such a bargain has sometimes been raised -- for example, the 

suggestion that the US could offer Moscow our recognition of the Oder-Neisse 

Line in exchange for guarantees of Western access to Berlin (on the assumption 

that Khrushchev would welcome this as a face-saving forn:u1a for avoiding 

a military showdown over West Berlin). However, it is difficult to .find 

a convincing argument tor the proposition tha t US acknowled@llent of the 

ex::isting German- Polish frontier is something which Moscow teeds or indeed 

wants. Soviet objectives in GennaIW would seem to be too .fundamental and 
\~ .. 

too important to be given up by Moscow in exchange for a US concession which 

the Sonets do not require, which, as noted above, wuld in fact have cer-

tain advantages for the West, and which undoubtedly would have too thin am 

inexpensive an appearance even as a face-saving device if such were ever 

srught. For the same reason, the suggestion in Sipt 8 policy paper under 

refer.ence, that the Oder- Neisse Line is a kind of price which could be 
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paid (by the oerrrans) for reunification seems to be based on an invalid 

concept, since there is 00 necessary connection between the tw:> issues. 

On balance, therefore, it wuld.·seem unrealistic to regard the pro

posed shift in the US position regar<ling the polish-Gennan frontier as 

an opportunity to score a major advantage for US policy in E)J.rope. The 

most one can say, perhaps, is that there could be a net, though limited, 

gain fran such a policy shift -- because it wculd enhance US rela tiona 

with Poland, remove an injurious propagarrla issue, and clear the way for 

a potential improvement in relations between the GFR and Poland. TOO 

change would also put the US in a more realistic policy posture, since 

there appears to be little practical prospect of this countryls wanting 

to support any future large-scale revision of the frontier in question, 

or any prospect of another uprooting and transter of the popuJa tien of 

the Oder_Neisse territories, in aru ciI'Curretances short of another war. 

Implications for GFR-United States Relations 

US acceptance of the present frontier, if given, would of course 

have to occur after adequate consultation with the GFR for the purpose 

of obtaining West Gennan understanding of our purpose and, if possible, 

aFR agreement to cooperate in the new- line of policy -- particularly by 

seeking a positive improvement of GFR re1a.t1ons with Poland. We would 

want to have the GFR political leadership prepared to deal with possible 

internal GFR repercussions . It is believed that there may be sufficient 

poll tical realisn in the W:!st German body politic to enable the Germans 

to absorb the im}:Qct of such a policy shift by the US, provided it were 
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carried out at a lrell-chosen time and in the right way. The majority of 

Germans presumably understand that the reunification of the GFR and the 

Soviet Zone is a nruch more fundamental. national interest, overshadoWing 

the problematic and unlikely recovery of more distant teITitories lost 

and. by now largely de-germanized as a consequence of the war. Parallel 

action by the UK which presumably would follow, should contribute to the 

effectiveness of the US step. It wruld be prudent, however, to po stpone 

any such move until after elections in Western Germarijl', so as to avoid 

an e:xa.cerbation of the territorial issue by German expellee organizations 

in the electorial campaign. 

If the United States were to decide to announce the pro}X:lsed change 

in its policy concerning the Polish frontier, the step should of course 

not be taken in a reluctant or negative manner giving an appearance of 

weakness or of unavoidable concession at the expense of another ration, 

the Qermare. Rather, such a policy move should be made in such a way as 

to emphasize the positive idea behind it, i.e.,our interest in and acknowledg

ment of the rightful claim of the Polish people to securitu ani to adequate 

living space -- and, secondly but no less important, our understanding that 

the finalization of the Oder-Neisse frontier will be only a part of a more 

comprehensive peace settlement, in which the German people , likewise , will 

be given satisfaction of their equally justified claim to unity, security, 

and self -detennim tion wi thin their own terri tory. 
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Memo prepared by GER summarizing the negotiating 
his tory of the Berlin cris is s ince Nov., 1958 

SECRET 

March 1, 1961 

THE BERLIN PROBLEM IN 1961 

The Quest for a New Approach 

/ 

1. After more than two years since the original Khrushchev 
threat of November 1958, unilaterally to terminate Western rights 
in Berlin, the Three Ocoupying Powers and the Federal Republic 
find themselves In a frustrating and worrisome situation. Despite 
the temporary lull in harassment of access and recent East German 
concessions permitting the restoration of interzonal trade arrange
ments , we know that, whenever it Buits their purposes, the Soviets 
and the East Germans can again precipitate an active crisis and 
restore Berlin to the front pages of the world press . We can live 
with the status quo In Berlin but can take no real initiative to 
change it for the better. To a greater or lesser degree, the 
Soviets and East Germans can, whenever they are willing to assume 
the political consequences, change it for the worse. 

2. Now this is a thoroughly unsatisfactory state of affairs 
for the West . It inevitably gives rise to the desire for some new 
a~proa~h~ which will somehow or other extricate UB, with honor and 
prestige preserved, from the awful burden of responsibility for an 
exclave which is militarily indefensible and which can onl y be 
maintained , under lessening conditions of credibility, by the 
ultimate threat of thermonuclear war. Critics of Western policy 
castigate it for immobility, lack of imagination, and failure to 
seize the initiative , and even those who are aware of the com
plexities and limitations inherent in our position cannot but 
hope that somewhere, somehow, a new and resolving formula can be 
found. In anticipation of further Soviet pressures within the 
coming months, it may be useful to review the status of the Berlin 
question and the approaches realistically open to us. 

Soviet Objectives 

). Consideration of what can be done about Berlin must 
necessarily start with some estimate of Soviet objectives. Allow
ing for variations in emphasis, two broad explanatory theories 
have been advanced: (a) that the Soviets are using Berlin essen
tially as a lever to achieve their wider purpose of obtaining 

recognition 
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recognition of the GDR and consolidation of the satellite bloc, 
or (b) that West Berlin is a primary objective in itself because 
its continuance 1n its present form Is 80 harmrul to the East 
that it must be eliminated. The truth probably lies in a com
bination of the two. Berlin Is a useful lever with which to 
attempt to gain broader objectives, whether it be the holding of 
a Summit meeting, a greater measure of recognition for the GDR, 
or stabilization of the status guo In Eastern Europe. At the 
Bame time, West Berlin's role as a channel for the flow of 
refugees , as a center of Western propaganda and intelligence 
activities, and as a show window which dally and dramatically 
highlights the relative lack of Buccess in the East, Is such 
that the Soviets may feel that they cannot tolerate it for the 
indefinite future. 

4. Why , however, did the Soviets do specifically what they 
did In November 1958, and why have they been deterred from pro
ceeding along their threatened unilateral path during the ensuing 
period? 

The Development of the Crisis 

5. The Berlin crisis has gone through four broad phases: 

a. Following upon the Soviet note of November 27, 
1958, there was an initial period of mutual restatement of position 
and exchanges of notes leading up to the Geneva Conference of 
Foreign Ministers which began on May 11, 1959. This was a period 
of intensive diplomatic activity among the Western powers during 
which they drew up the Western Peace Plan and made considerable 
progress In their contingency planning. 

b. The period of the Geneva Conference of Foreign 
Ministers (May-August 1959) during the course of which the West 
agreed to discuse Berlin outside the context of German reunifica
tion and advanced proposals (rejected by the Soviets) for an 
"interim arrangement" on Berlin. The Soviets in turn made un
acceptable proposals for an "interim arrangement". 

c. The period between the Camp David talks and the 
collapse of the Paris Summit Meeting in May 1960. This likewise 

was a 
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was a period of intensive Western diplomatic aotivity and many 
preparatory meetings. 

d. The post- Summit period of relative diplomatic 
quiescenoe and of further Soviet postponement of threatened uni
lateral action pending the inauguration of a new American admini
stration. GDR harassment of German civilian access provoked 
Western countermeasures which, In turn , led to GDR concessions, 
and by the end of 1960 the situation in and about Berlin had re
turned to as near normal as it ever gets. 

6. It Is reasonable to assume that , In November of 1958, 
the Soviets expected the combination of threat, pressure, and 
offer to negotiate to lead to a collapse of Western determination 
and acceptance of something along the lines of their free city 
proposal . Their subsequent postponement of what they claimed to 
be inevitable, their willingness to wait until some further 
negotiation or some other event had occurred, may be attributed 
to Soviet doubt that they could take the threatened unilateral 
action without preCipitating a major crisis involving the risk 
of war. On the Western side, a ~aJor problem throughout this 
period has accordingly been to maintain the credibility, not 
only of the guarantee of Berlin against outright attack, but of 
the stated determination to defend Western rights in Berlin, 
ultimately at the grave risk of thermonuclear war. It is a 
moot point whether the credibility of the Western position has 
declined during the past two years in the light of comparative 
advances in weapons technology and related developments. There 
have been some disturbing signs of Soviet reluctance to belfeve 
that the West, given its divisions and its internal strains, 
would really prove firm in a showdown. However, this may be, an 
element of doubt has presumably persisted up to now sufficient 
to have deterred the Soviets from unilateral ac tion. 

7. Considered purely as a holding operation, Western 
efforts since November 1958 have been fairly successful. Nothing 
essential has changed in Berlin ; the city continues to prosper 
economically ; and the morale of the Berliner s , despite some ups 
and dOWDS, continues to be good. Moreover , since the initial 
Khrushchev threat , more than 350,000 refugees have come from East 
Germany to the West, the great majority through Berlin -- a 

further 
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further demographic drain which an already underpopulated GDR 
could ill afford. 

The Western Approach in 1958-1960 

8. From the outset, the Four Western Powers principally 
concerned have differed to some extent in both their appraisal 
of the situation and their estimate of desirable policy. These 
differences have never developed to the point of open disagree
ment (except in press leaks), and a fine show of Western unity 
was maintained at the Geneva Conference and the abortive Summit. 
However, the variations in approach which have emerged during 
the preparatory work for conferences presumably remain a constant 
factor. The British have been most willing to compromise in 
order to achieve a solution; but after the unfavorable reception 
given to their "slippery slope" memorandum of late 1958 (which 
in effect advocated trading recognition of the GDR for a Berlin 
settlement), they have been reticent to expose their basic think
ing. The French and Germans, on the other hand, have been con
Sistently negative in opposing the introduction of any elements 
of flexibility into the Western position, either on Germany as 
a whole or on Berlin in particular. The United States has shown 
itself more willing at least to consider possible new approaches 
provided they seemed compatible with basic Western interests, 
and has had to provide much of the initiative needed to organize 
the work during the preparatory phases prior to the Geneva and 
Summit Conferences. 

9. In developing the Western position on Germany and Berlin, 
the Four Powers have passed through phases somewhat analogous to 
the four noted above. During the initial phase prior to the 
Geneva Conference of Foreign Ministers, the West still operated 
essentially on the assumption that discussion of the Berlin prob
lem should be kept within the context of the all-German question. 
Within the State Department various new ideas were considered 
for incorporation into a Western package proposal to replace the 
Eden Plan of the 1955 Geneva Conference. After months of dis
cussions within a series of Four-Power Working Group sessions in 
Washington , Paris, and London, some of these ideas survived in 
the Western Peace Plan put forward at Geneva on May 14. 1959. It 
is highly questionable whether even a more forthcoming version of 

the Peace 
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Peace Plan (still consistent with basic Western interests) 
would have proved at all negotiable with the Soviets, al-
though the Western package would have been more appealing as 
propaganda. At any rate after a few weeks of inconclusive 
discussion of the German question at Geneva, with the Soviets 
emphasizing the necessity of a peace treaty Rnd all-German talks 
Rnd the West extolling the merits of the Peace Plan, the con
ference moved on to the subject of Berlin proper for a weari
some and protracted period. Despite the concern which they 
caused the Germans and the Berliners, the Western proposals for 
an interim arrangement on Berlin might have provided a satis
factory modus vivendi for a period of some years. However, it 
became clear at Geneva that the Soviet concept of an interim 
arrangement differed too basically from that of the West to 
make agreement possible . 

10. At the subsequent Camp David talks, the only agreement 
reached on Berlin was that negotiations would be reopened with 
a view to achieving a solution in accordance with the interests 
of all concerned and in the interest of the maintenance of peace. 
Khrushchev gave assurances that, in the meantime, the Soviets 
would take no unilateral action and President Eisenhower agreed 
that these negotiations would not be indefinitely prolonged. 
After an involved preparatory process, the preferred Western 
objective on Berlin for the Summit emerged as an agreement for 
a standstill for a period of time during which an attempt might 
be made at a lower level to achieve progress towards a more 
formal agreement . The basic Western position paper did, how-
ever allow for the possibility that the Western Powers might 
have to discuss an arrangement along the lines of their Geneva 
proposals of July 28, preferably with certain improvements. It 
also left open the possibility, under certain circumstances, of 
reviving the old Soluti9~ C of the London Working Group of 
April 1959. Since the collapse of the Summit, the Western 
emphasis has been largely on refinement of con tingency planning 
(particularly in the countermeasures field), and there has been 
little fUrther discussion of the substance of the position 
which the Western Powers might take into future negotiations 
with the Soviets on Berlin. Prior to any such negotiations, 
the Western Powers will presumably have to go through the 
usual preparatory throes; in any event, the British and French 
will probably approach us shortly after January 20 In this con
nection. 

ll. It may be 
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11. It may be noted that, prior to the collapse of the 
Summit 1n Paris, the Soviets gave President de Gaulle the text 
of certain new proposals on Berlin (Tab A). While couched 1n 
apparently reasonable language, these were, 1n Borne respects, 
even les8 satisfactory than their final proposals at Geneva 1n 
1959, and were clearly designed to lead to the ultimate goal of 
a Free City of West Berlin via an interim arrangement during the 
course of which the Western Powers would be allowed to bow out 
of their present position 1n Berlin. Khrushchev has on several 
occasions since intimated that these would be the opening Soviet 
proposals at the next meeting on the subject. 

Formulation of the Western Position for 1961 

12 . The quest for an abiding solution to the Berlin problem 
1s essentially a quest for a satisfactory context. In isolation 
Berlin will always be a problem, though conceivably less acute 
if some sort of modus vivendi can be found. It is therefore 
worth asking once again whether we cannot discover such a broader 
context. 

13. In this search, Chancellor Adenauer has for more than a 
year emphasized that a real solution to the German problem (and 
therefore automatically the Berlin problem) could only come with
in the framework of a general settlement on disarmament. There 
is certainly much validity in this prescription. If the United 
States and the Soviet Union should actually be able to agree on 
the broad lines of a disarmament arrangement, this would un
doubtedly do much to relieve pressures on Berlin. We cannot, 
unfortunately, rely on this happening within the next six to 
eight months. 

14. it may be that Soviet interest in eventual achievement 
of an agreement on disarmament, and in other areas where, for 
whatever reasons, we may assume that both East and West have 
somewhat similar objectives, would provide the basis for a 
meaningful approach to the Soviets in an attempt to create a 
proper psychological framework for discussion of the Berlin 
question. Such an approach, calculated to impress on them the 
serious results which any unilateral action with respect to 
Berlin would have, might help to add to the Western deterrent 
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at a time when some believe that the ultimate threat of thermo
nuclear war 1s becoming less credible. It Is fair to assume, 
for example , that the Soviets do not wish to see the United 
States mobilize its resources behind a greatly enhanced defense 
program of the type which accompanied the war in Korea, when we 
quadrupled our defense expenditures. A warning, therefore, that 
continuation of the Soviet threat to Berlin will evltably bring 
the kind of massive mobilization of American resources for de
fense of which Khrushchev knows we are capable, but which neither 
we nor he basically deSire, might provide a useful prelude to 
any negotiations with the Soviets on Berlin. The exact timing 
and level of such an approach to the Soviets should accordingly 
be considered along with the more specific aspects of a possible 
modus vivendi on Berlin. 

15. It is possible to dream up many different proposals 
on Berlin, each with its own variants. A distinction, however, 
between the merely theoretically conceivable and the concei~bly 
possible, narrows down the field for further consideration. All 
of the approaches indicated below have, of course, come under 
review to a greater or lesser extent, but it may be useful at 
this point to note their main characteristics in attempting to 
appraise the practical courses of action open to the West. 

a. All - German Sweetening for Some Interim Arrange
ment on Berlin 

If Berlin is at least partially a lever which the 
Soviets are using to obtain other objectives of more basic im
portance to them, it is possible to suppose that, if some pro
posal could be made by the West which promises movement toward 
the achievement of these other objectives, the Soviets might be 
willing to ease their pressure on Berlin. 

i) One of the Soviet "other objectives" Is 
usually put in terms of enhancing the status of the GDR eo as to 
move towards de facto dealings by the West, although not neces
sarily recognition, as part of a process of freezing the status 
quo in Central Europe. The memorandum which the British gave us 
in the fall of 1959 proposed , for ex~ple, sweetening the July 28 
Gene va proposals by permitting all- German talks under the cover 
of a Four-Power Group. 

11) A second 
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i i } A second possi ble ~i n d of Bweotening would 
i nvo lve char. ~e s in t he West~rn Peace Plan. Arrbassador Thompson 
1n Moscow has suggested an extension of the time period 1n that 
plan to from 7 to 10 years to prove to the Soviets that there 
would not be a showdown by free elections for an extended period, 
while the Mixed German Committee provided for In the Peace Plan 
presumably would be in operation. 

111) Other proposals have stressed that Western 
initiatives relating to European security arrangements might 
provide such "sweetening". Ambassador Thompson has suggested 
that United States troop reductions in Germany, and particularly 
limitations on West German armament, might constitute a suf
ficiently fresh approach to the German question to have enough 
attraction for Khrushchev to get him to postpone action on West 
Berlin at least while it was being explored. 

iv) In preparing for the Geneva and Summit Con
ferences, the Western Powers have considered the possibility, 
as a tactical matter, of expressing willingness to discuss the 
principles of a peace treaty with Germany (presumably in a 
deputy or expert group) if it appeared at some point during the 
conference that a Western offer to discuss peace treaty principles 
might tip the balance in favor of preventing Soviet unilateral 
action against the Western position in Berlin . There are a number 
of objections to such action, and the French and Germans, in 
particular, have expressed grave reserves about the whole idea. 
In any event, the possibility is stIll open to consideration as 
a tactical expedient under certain circumstances. 

From the Western point of view, it is doubtful whether any 
or the roregoing idea~ would really contribute much in a practical 
sense to the process or achieving German reunification though 
ostenSibly related thereto. It seems unlikely that anything 
could be added to the Western Peace Plan of Geneva which would 
make it a negotiable basis for a general settlement within which 
the Berlin question would assume its proper proportion. The 
suggestion has been made, however, that the nuclear armament of 
Germany might still provide a possible bargaining counter. 
Senator Mansfield has recently revived the suggestion for com
pensatory United States and Soviet troop withdrawals from 

Germany 
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Germany as a possible basis for a settlement. In the past 
such proposals have always floundered in the face of strong 
opposition both within the United states Government and among 
our NATO Allie. . Whether, in this period of rapidly advancing 
technologies and definitive commitment to long-term weapons 
strategy within the Western Alliance, there Is any real room 
for flexibility In this area Is beyond the scope of the present 
memorandum. 

b. Temporary Geneva-Typ. Arrangement 

A proposal for an interim arrangement on Berlin 
to last for a specified number of years might conceivably proceed 
along the lines of the Western proposals at Geneva of July 28, 
perhaps with certain modifications or additions. The unacceptable 
Soviet proposals handed to the French on May 9, 1960 envisaged 
an interim arrangement of sorts, though the position of the 
Western Powers at the end of the time period of two years would 
be untenable. Is there any real basis for assuming that the 
positions of the Western Powers and that of the Soviets could be 
brought close enough together to allow for some sort of compromise 
agreement on an interim arrangement for Berlin? 

On the difficult issue of "rlghts tt , the British 
(in a memorandum which they gave us in the fall of 1959, but 
which they did not circulate either to the French or Germans) 
seemed prepared to accept an oral assurance by KhrUShchev at the 
Summit that the Soviets would not take unilateral action purport
ing to end Western rights, at l.ast until after negotiations at 
the end of the period of the interim agreement for a more last
ing settlement had broken down . There seems to be agreement, 
however, among the other three Western Powers, that they cannot 
safely go beyond the July 28 proposals in any important respect. 
It will be recalled that the Western Foreign Ministers in Geneva 
agreed on certain minor fall-back pOSitions for use in the event 
that the Soviets appeared to be prepared seriously to negotiate 
on the July 28 proposals. 

In preparing 
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In preparing ror the Summit Conference, the 
Western Powers agreed on a set of "Essential Conditions for an 
Arran gement for West Berlin" as well as certain "Possible 
Improvements 1n the Western Proposals of July 28, 1959". The 
precise use to which these would be put In actual negotiations 
with the Soviets was not agreed, and while the various 
"improvements" were obviously desirable from the Western point 
of view, there was no reason to suppose that they would be 
acceptable to the Soviets. The idea that the West Is in a 
position to improve its situation in Berlin to any marked de
gree hardly seems realistic, although this consideration has 
not deterred the Germans and the Berliners from making rather 
far -reaching proposals for Western demands to be made during 
negotiations, the achievement of which would constitute a major 
diplomatiC defeat for the Soviets in a situation where they ad
mittedly negotiate from a position of geographical and tactical 
strength. 

Abstracting from what might b. politically 
acceptable, the Berlin situation can, of course, be broken down 
into a number of elements which are particularly objectionable 
to the Soviet Union and the GDR on which the West might con
ceivably make further concessions. There is West Berlin's role 
in the continuing heavy refugee flow, as a center of Western 
intell igence activity, and as a show window for the East and 
center of psychological and political pressure on the entire 
satellite area, particularly the GDR. The Western proposals at 
Geneva envisaged certain self-imposed restrictions in the propa
ganda and lIactivities" field, though these were defined in very 
general terms. Apart from the impossibility of obtaining quad
ripartite agreement, it is difficult to see how the West could 
go much beyond Geneva without undermining the entire rationale 
of its position in Berlin. 

There is little indication, therefore, that an 
interim arrangement of the Geneva-type, unaccompanied by im
possible conditions, will be a feasible objective. It seems 
likely ,however, that, in any negotiations with the Soviets, the 
subject of an interim arrangement will inevitably arise as a 
logical consequence of the Geneva discussions. The Soviets will 
presumably put forward something along the lines of their May 9, 

1960 proposals, 
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1960 proposals, and the West might wish to start off with an 
offer along the lines of the "improved" Western proposals for 
an interim arrangement agreed by the Four Western Foreign 
Ministers on May 14, 1960. These sets of proposals are obviously 
irreconcilable, but at least an abbreviated Geneva-type exercise 
would probably be necessary at this point until it became clearly 
evident that there was no baeis for a meeting of minds on any 
sort of interim arrangements. 

c. All-Berlin Pr0po8.1 

The Western position paper for the Summit 
Conference noted that, at a suitable point, it might be tac
tically advantageous to put forward an All-Berlin proposal even 
if such a proposal 1s considered nonnegotiable with the Savle ta. 
In thia connection the Four-Power Working Group prepared the 
text of such a possible All-Berlin agreement for tabling at the 
Conference. This text is available should it prove expedient 
for the West to advance an All-Berlin proposal in the future. 
Despite continuing German (and West Berlin) misgivings about the 
dangers of the All-Berlin approach, the other Western Powers have 
never regarded acceptable proposals of this type as seriously 
negotiable with the Soviets though perhaps useful to put forward 
for tactical and propaganda reasons at a suItable stage in dis
cussions with the Soviets. There is no reason to suppose that 
this will not continue to be the case. 

d. Guaranteed City 

The proposal for a "guaranteed city" has been 
discussed extensively within the Department and represents per
haps the most acceptable arrangement on Berlin which can be de
vised involving a change of juridical basis for the Western 
presence in the city. (Another type of proposal based on the 
same premise which has been given consideration is that of some 
UN trusteeship arrangement, but this has been held les8 desirable.) 
While President Eisenhower was generally familiar with the con
tinuance of the "guaranteed city" proposal, it has never been 
discussed within the United States Government or put forward to 
our Western Allies. In essence, it involves agreement by the 
Four Powers to guarantee the security of Western military and 
civil access to West Berlin, with the Western Powers agreeing 

simul taneously 
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simultaneously to suspend the exercise of their occupation rights 
80 long as the agreement was otherwise being observed. The West 
Berlin authorities would be empowered to request that foreign 
troops up to a stated cel11ng be stationed in West Berlin and 
each Western Power would agree to supply and maintain any forces 
so requested. Full and unrestricted access for these troops 
would be guaranteed. The agreement would be registered with the 
UN and a representative of the UN Secretary General might observe 
its fulfillment. 

While such a "guaranteed city" arrangement would 
obviously be preferable to anything along the lines of the Soviet 
Free City proposal, it involves many hazards. For example, its 
advocacy by the United States at the present time would probably 
cause a po11tical crisis within the Western Alliance, since it 
would b. interpreted as a sign of weakness and los~ of deter
mination to maintain our position in Berlin. Neither the French 
nor the West Germans would find it acceptable and it could prob
ably only be advanced within a political and psychological 
climate of considerably greater detente between the East and 
West than now exists. However, given the division of Germany 
for an indefinite future, and with the passage of time rendering 
the western occupatIon of Berlin increasingly anachronistic, a 
formula along these lines will presumably continue to have a 
certain appeal. 

e. Solution C of the April 19$9 London Working 
Group Report 

The quadripartite tactics paper prepared for the 
Summit provided that, if an impass. had been reached at the con~ 
.terence and 1"t seemed that the Soviets would proceed to take 
unilateral action purporting to end their responsibilities in 
the acce8~ field, the Western Powers might wish to consider making 
a proposal involving a series of interlocking but unilateral 
declarations on Berlin access aimed at achieving a freezing of 
existing procedures, with ultimate Soviet responsibility being 
maintained, although implementation might be by the East German 
authorities. This Is essentially Solution C which was devised 
by the Four-Power London Working Group in April 19$9. (s •• 
Tab B for fuller description as prepared by Four-Power Working 
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Group for last yearle Summit Meeting . ) Since then it has had 
a somewhat checkered existence, but has survived as an in
genious way of dealing with a situation which may in fact arise 
whatever the Western Powers may want or do. It is possible to 
vary its complexity and specific contant (for example, by adding 
similar unilateral declarations on propaganda activity and by 
introducing a UN role), but the access problem remains its focal 
point. 

One aspect of Solution C, which was devised 
primarily for use 1n negotiations with the Soviets, is that its 
basic approach could conceivably be applied to a situation in 
which sllch formal negotiations do not take place or, if thay do 
and have failed , to • subsequent stage of developments. In any 
event, from a purely tactical point of view, it would Siem unwise 
to open any negotiation with the ~ovlets by putting forward 
Solution C. If used at all, it would seem most effective as a 
fallback position after a process of elimination of other possi
bilities has taken place. 

f. Tacit Temporary Freeze 

Although this seemed like a possible approach in 
1960, it may no longer have much relevance in view of what seems 
to be Soviet determination to resolve the Berlin question in 1961. 
The precise modalities of such a freeze would depend on circum
stances, but the essential thought was that, since neither stand
ing on our Geneva position , nor discussing German unity and 
disarmament , nor proposing an immediate change of status in 
Berlin seemed very promising means of reducing an agreement and 
of forestalling unilateral action by the Soviets, a further hold
ing action would be preferable. This would have had as objective 
freezing the situation in Berlin until after the German elections 
in Soptombor 1961. 

Under one variant it was suggested that such a 
holding action might consist of a tacit agreement to put Berlin 
on ice for eighteen months or so by setting up a Four - Power 
Working Group to consider means of reducing frictions in Berlin 
and to report back at the expiration of the indicated time period. 
If the Soviets wished some more explicit agreement for the interim 
period, it was suggested that we could also propose concomitant 
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unilateral declarations by both sides along the lines of 
Solution C, without mentioning troop reductions or attempting to 
conclude the kind of formal and com~rehen81v. agream&nt which 
would have to deal with the "rigbts issue. 

In this case the assumption might be that, in the 
event the Working Group were unable to arrive at agreement, the 
period of eight.en months would be extended indefinitely, with 
the Solution C procedures continuing to prevail . A tacit under
standing on both sides WOUld, of course, be necessary that this 
was the best way to deal with an otherwise irresolvable situation. 
One disadvantage of the use of Solution C in such a context would 
be its identification with the temporary period to a point where 
its use as basis of a more lasting de facto arrangement might be 
nullifiod. 

g. Dolaying Action Without Specific Substantive 
Arrangement 

As a palliative for anticipated failure to reach 
any agreement in the next round of negotiations, we might simply 
try to reach agreement on 80me machinery to continue a negotiating 
procedure, for example , at the level of the Foreign Ministers or 
Deputy Foreign Ministers , without pressing for a more formal kind 
of interim arrangement. This was essentially the preferred 
Western position at the abortive Summit. Whether it has any 
relevance to the situation in 1961 is doubtful; in any event, 
the Western Powers would obviously have to be prepared to deal 
with a Soviet refusal to delay indefinitely on Berlin in the ab
sence of any progress towards agreement. 

h. Mitigated Breakdown of Negotiations 

Given a failure to find any basis for agreement on 
Berlin in the next round of talks, it might be possible to achieve 
some sort of tacit understanding with the Soviets so that the 
claimed effects of their signing a separate peace treaty with the 
GDR would be mitigated to the extent of preserving the essentials 
or- the Western position in Berlin without an explicit new agree
ment, and thus avoid a major crisis or blow to Western prestige. 
This might likewise involve some of the elements of Solution C, 

probably, 
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probably, although not necessarily, without their being embodied 
1n any formal declarations. Such an arrangement could subject 
the Western Powers to strong erosive pressures to deal with the 
GDR, but might under certain circumstances be preferable to an 
absolute breakdown of negotiations, unqualified signature of a 
peace treaty between the Soviets and the GDR, and the execution 
of our contingency plans. 

1. Complete Breakdown of Negotiations with the Soviets 

This would presumably preCipitate the situation for 
which Western contingency plans have been prepared, 1.e., to cope 
with the eventuality that the Soviets will sign a peace treaty 
with the GDR and turn over all checkpoint controls to the GDR 
authorities . It seems unlikely that the West~rn Powers would wish 
to enter the last round of negotiations d8lib~rately intending to 
force their breakdown and hence the probable entry into effect of 
our contingency plans o They may, however, find the Soviet position 
so unreasonable that a breakdown of negotiations at some point 
becomes impossibl~ to avoid. There are some who believe that the 
actual implementation of Allied contingency plans would be the 
most desirable course of action given continued impasse on Berlin 
and Soviet determination tq proceed with unilateral action in 
turning over their responsibilities to the GDR. The hope would 
be that the situation would stabilize at some relatively early and 
still acceptable stage of the contingency plans. The Soviets 
might conceivably accept this as the lesser of evils under the 
circumstances, but it is hard to anticipate in advance how this 
might work out. 

Conclusions 

16. However impelling the urge to find some new approach to 
the Berlin problem, the ineluctable facts of the situatIon strictly 
limit the practical courses of action open to the West. The 
history of the Berlin crisis since NOV8mb~r 1958 gives 11ttl~ 
reason for thinking that a lasting settlement can b~ d~vised which, 
under current circumstances, will prove acceptable to both East 
and West. 

170 A vital component of the Western position is the main
tenance of a credible deterrent against unilateral Soviet action . 

Without 
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Without this the full geographic weaknesses of the Western position 
1n Berlin will have decisive weight in any negotiation. Thought 
should be given to the possibility of other deterrents than the 
pure threat of ultimate thermonuclear war. 

18. Further thought should also be given to the possibility 
of providing 80me all-German " swe.tening" for the continuing dis
cussion of the Berlin question with the Sovi.ts. This should be 
done, however, in full awareness of the unlikelihood that any 
real step towards German reunification can be achieved within the 
calculable future under circumstances acceptable to the West. 

19. In planning for further negotiations with the Soviets, 
the Western Powers must realistically expect that they will onCI 
again be forcld to discuss the question of Berlin in isolation. 
While it is unlikely that a satisfactory interim arrangement on 
the Geneva-type can be achieved, it will probably be necessary 
and desirable to prove this by actual exchanges during the cours. 
of a conference. Under certain enSUing circumstances the Western 
Powers might find it desirable to aim at a stabilization of exist
ing access procedures but allOwing for an East German role along 
the 1ino. of Solution C, or a1tornative1y they might find it 
necessary to contemplate the execution of their contingency plans. 

Attachments : 

Tab A - Soviet Proposals on Berlin 

Tab B - Solution C 

EUR : GER:MJHi11enbrand : a11 
1/10/61 
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MEETINGS OF CHIEFS OF STATE AND HEADS OF GOVERNMENT 
PARIS, MAY, 1960 

u.S. DELEGATION TRANSLATION OF FHENCH TRANSLATION 
OF RUSSIAN TEXT HANDED TO FRENCH BY SOVIET AMBASSADOR 

IN pARIs ON MAy 9, 1960 

PROPOSALS OF THE SOVIET GOVERNMENT 

The Soviet Government favors proceeding immediately to the 
signature of a paace treaty with the two German states. However, 
since such a solution of the problem raises objections on the part 
of the Western Powers , the Soviet Government, which as always 
strives to achieve concerted action on the Garman question among 
the four prinCipal members of the anti-Hitler coalition, Is pre
pared m.anwhile to agree to an interim solution. This interim 
solution would consist of the signatura of a temporary (provlso1ra) 
agreement on West Berlin, suited to prepare conditions for the 
ultimate transformation of Wast Berlin into a free city and the 
adoption of measures leading to the preparation of the future peace 
settlement. In this connection the Soviet Government proposes the 
following : 

1. To conclude a temporary agreement for two years relating 
to West Berlin. The agreement would include approximately the 
same list of questions as those which had already been discussed 
in 1959 by the Foreign Ministers at Geneva and, without bringing 
any radical change to the actual status of West Berlin, would, 
however, open the way to the elaboration of a new and agreed 
status for the city corresponding to peacetime conditions. 

The temporary agreement should envisage the reduction 
of the effective strength of the forces of the Three Powers in 
W$st Berlin , which reduction could take plac e progressively in 
several stages. It would likewise be sui table to put in writing 
the intention expressed by the Three Po~ers not to place in West 
Berlin any kind of nuclear weapons or missile installations. 

The agreement should moreover include a commitment t o 
take measures to prohibit the use of the territory of West Berlin 

as a base 
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as a base of subversive activity and of hostile propaganda 
directed agaInst other states. Measures concerning the pro
hIbition of subversive activit1es and of hostile propaganda with 
respect to Wast Barlin might lIkewise b. envisages under an appro
priate form. 

In the accord account would also be taken of the decla
rations of the Soviet Union and of the GDR concerning the main
tenance of the communications of Wast Berlin with the outside world 
in the form in which they exist at present for the duration of the 
temporary agr •• ment. 

The engagements concerning the GDR could in that avant 
taka a form which would not signify diplomatic recognition of the 
GDR by the Wastern Powers who would b. parties to the agreement. 

To supervise the fulfillment of the obligations flowing 
from the temporary agreement regarding agreed measures in West 
Serlin, and to take, in case of necessity, measures assuring the 
fulfillment of the agreement reached, a committee could be set up 
composed of representatives of the French Republic, the United 
Kingdom, the Soviet UnIon and the United States of America. 

2. At the same time that they conclude an agreement on West 
Serlin, the Four Powers will make a declaration inviting the two 
German states to take advantage of the interim period fixed by the 
agreement in order to attempt to arrive at a common point of view 
on the German question. Contact could be established between the 
two German states by means of the creation of an all-German 
committee or under some other form acceptable to them. 

In formulating these proposals, the Soviet Union proceeds 
from the thought that, if the G.rman states refUse to engage in 
conv.rsation with one another , or If, at the expiration of the 
temporary agreement, it becomes clearly evident that they are not 
able to come to an understanding, the Four Powers will sign a peace 
treaty with the two German states or with one of them, as they 
would judge it desirable . Of course, if the GDR and the GFR 
succeed in reaching an agreement, there will be no obstacle to the 
conclusion of a single place trlaty for all of Glrmany. Moreover, 
me.sures will be taken in order to transform West Serlin into a 

fro. city. 
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f r •• ci t y. As r ar as the statute of the fr •• city of West Berlin 
I s concerned, the USSR would prefer to elaborate this In common 
with France, the United Kingdom and the United Sta tes . 

In proposing the transformation of West aerlin into a 
fr •• city the Soviet Union dOls not In any way wish to damage the 
i nterests of the Western Powlrs, to chang. the present mod, of 
l ifo i n Wost Borlin or to attempt to intograto this city within 
t he GDR. The Soviet proposal derives from the existing situation 
and tends to normalize the atmosphere In West aerlin while taking 
account of the interests of all parties. The creation of a free 
cIty woul d not damage the economic and financial relations of 
West Berlin with other states, including the GFR. The fr •• city 
woul d be able to establish as it pleases its external, political, 
economic, commercial, scientific and cultural relations with all 
sta tes and international organizations. Completely free relations 
with the external world would be assured to it. 

The population of West Berlin would receive sure 
guarantees of the defense of its interests, with the Governments 
of the Soviet Union, of the United States, of France and of the 
United Kingdom assuming the required obligations in order to 
guaran tee the precis. ex ecution of the conditions of agr.emen t on 
the free city. The Soviet Union states that it also favors par
ticipation of the United Nationsin the guarantees given to the 
free city. It goes without saying that, in the event of the re
unification of Germany, the maintenance of the special situation 
of the free city of West Berlin woul d no longer have any basis. 
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SOLUTION "C n : LONDON WORKING GROUP REPORT 

1. Solution "C h was devised to cover a situation 1n which 
the Soviets wlr. attempting to give up all their responsibilities 
regarding Wlstern acclss to Berlin. Under th.ir contingency 
plans, the Occupying Powlrs are prepared to consider the possi
bility of a solution 1n which the Soviets would expressly 
authorize GDR personnel to function as Soviet agents In perform
ing Soviet functions with relation to the access of the Thr •• 
Powers to Blrlin . Solution "e" assumes that the Soviets are not 
preparld explicitly to nominate the East German authorities as 
their agents. In efflct it is an attempt to consider what would 
b. the absolute minimum Soviet commitment with rlgard to aCClss 
which the West would, in the last resort, be prepared to accept. 
Solution "CIt may be summarized as follows : 

2. 
quentl,. 

The Western 
make a formal 

Powers would inform the Soviets 
declaration to the efrect that : 

and subse-

.) they consider that they have absolute and un
qualified rights, until Berlin is once more the capital of 
a reunified Germany, and that these rights include the 
right to have their troops remain in West Berlin and to 
have freedom of communications maintained between West 
Berlin and the Federal Republic in the same general con
ditions as hitherto ; 

b) they continue to hold the Soviet Government 
responsible for the fulfillment of its obligations to the 
Three Powers in relation to their presence in Berlin and 
freedom of access thereto. 

3. The Western Powers would then state that they would be 
prepared to take cognizance of a declaration of the Soviet Govern
ment guaranteeing that free and unrestricted access to West Berlin 
by land , by water and by air would be maintained for all persons, 
goods and communications , including those of Western forces 
stationed in Berlin , in accord with the procedures in effect in 
April, 1959 and would not object if the East German authorities 
made a parallel statement to the same effect . The Western Powers 
would make it clear that the access procedures could thereafter 
be carried out by German personnel . (As a less satisfactory 

alternativ" 
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alternative, the Western Powers would be prepared to accept a 
Soviet declaration associating the Soviet Government with an 
East German declaration in accordance with the terms set forth 
abov., previously made either to the Soviet Government or "to 
whom it may concern".) 

4. The Western Powers would state that all disputes which 
might aris. with respect to the above - mentioned declarations would 
be raised and settled between the four governments . ~If the 
Soviet Government refused to accept this the Western Powers should 
say that, in order to have some check on the activities of the 
East German authorities, the Four Powers should request the 
Secretary General of the United Nations to provide a representa
tive, supported by adequate ~taff, to be established in both We~t 
and Ea~t Berlin, and at the acces~ check-points, for the purpose 
of reporting to the Four Powers concerning any activitlss which 
appeared to be in conflict with the above - mentioned declarations~ 

5. The above are the only essential Ilements of Solution "en . 
Tentativi language for thl declarations involved has been con
sidered by thl Working Group and tlxts could be produced at short 
notice once the principIIS had bien agrled. 

6. ~In connlction with Solution "Cit, it would be possibll 
to introduci certain Illments along thl lines of the Genlva pro
po~al of July 28, I.~., undertakings regarding forci limitations 
and abstention from questionabll activitils" on a reciprocal 
basie. But these arl not essential elements of Solution IIC"~ 
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MARCH 24, 1960 NO. 152 

FOR RELEASE AT 12:00 NOON, E.S.T., THURSDAY, MARCH 24, 1960. 
NO'r TO m: 'PREVIOUSLY PUBLISHED, QUOTJ::D FROM, OR USED 
11'1 A'fI'l WAY . 

During recent months, it ha~ been ev1dent that representa
tives of the East Oerman regime have been endeayorlng to im
plant through varlouR propaganda meana the notion that Berlin 
18 I1part of!! or HonH the territory of the Zone of Occupation 
allocated to the Soviet Union and hence "part orr! or "on" 
territory of the regime 1n Eastern Germany, 

Since thp matter of the nature and definition of the areas 
of Germany to bp. occupied by the Allied Powers has thuB been 
made a matter of public issue, there 1s released herewith a 
photographic reproduction of the original Eng11sh and Ru.s1an 
texts of the agreement between the United States, United Kingdom 
and the U,S.S.R, concerning the areas which their respective 
military forces would occupy in nermany. The Documents make 
clear that the Berlin area was not "part or ll or lion" the terri
tory to be occupip.d by any of the Powers under the agreement. 
Rather, the agre~ment clearly indicates that Berlin was desig
nated as a separate area to be jOintly occupied. The Allied 
military forces have remained in Berlin without relinquishing 
the rights der1ved from the mi11tary defeat of Naz1 Germany. 
There is , therefore, no basis for suggesting that Berlin has 
somehow been mystp.riously merged with or placed on the territory 
of one of the occupation Powers. 

The Documents and accompar;ying map were signed in London 
by John G. Winant for the Un1ted states, by S1r W1111am Strang 
for the United Kingdom, and by F. T. Gousev for the Soviet Union. 

(Not~: Blanks 1n paragraphs of the agreement describing 
two zones and two sectors were filled in with "United Kingdom" 
and "United States of America" on November 14, 1944. On 
July 26, 1945, the agreement was amended to include the French 
Republic. The American and British sectors of Berlin and zones 
in western Germany were subdivided to provide appropriate areas 
for French forces. Neither action affected sector or zonRl 
boundaries between Western and Soviet ar~as.) 

PROTOCOL 



l'RarocoL 

bc't-."reen the Goverrunents of the United States of J.merica., 

the United K.inedom, and the Union of' Soviet Socialist 

Republics l ' on the zones of occupation in GeI"flllll'lY and the 

o..dm:i.ni.stration of "Greater Berlin" 

The Governments of the United States of America, the unit ed 

Kingdan of Great Britain ond Northern Ireland, and the Union of' 

Soviet Socialist Republics have reached the foll~r.Ung agreement 

with reeord to the execution of' Article 11 of the Instrument of 

tlncondi tional Surrender of Germony :-

1 . GeI"Dllll'liY, "dthin her frontiers as they werc on the 

31st December, 1937, will, for the purposes of' occupation, be 

divided into three zones, one of ... ,hich 'will be allotted t o each 

of the three POl"lcrs, Dnd Q. special Berlin orea, much will b!I 

under joint occupation by the tlu-ee Po""ers. 

2 . The botmdarics of the three zones and of the Berlin 

area, and the aJ.location of the three zones as between the U. S.A. , 

the U.K. and the U.S.S. R. yr.ill be as :follows . -

Eo.stern Zone 
(as shewn on 
the annexed 

"A" ) l:'ID.p . 

The territory of Germany 
(in.clud.in[; the province of East 
Prussia) situated to the East of 
a line c.rawn frOD. the point on 
Illbeck Bay where tr.e frontiers of 
Schlesvd3;-Holstein and. !,~ecklenburg 
r:tect, oJ.one t~le nestern frontier 
of Mecklenburg to the frontier of 
the provincc of Hanover, thence, 
alOllC the eastern frontier of 
Hanover, to the frontier of 
3runsYr.ick; thence D.1ong the 
wes t ern f'rontiel' of the Prus sian 
province of' saxony to the we 5 tern 
i'rontier of Anhalt; thence nl.01'1C 
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North
Western 
Zone 
tu=shown 

on the 
anne~d 
map "A") 

South
Western 
Zone 
~shewn 

on the 
annexed 
II'IIlP itA") 

Berlin 
Area 

(U"""S"he'IIn 
on the 
annexed 
~8heet8 

map liB") 

the western rront1er or AnhAlt 
thence along the wes tern 
frontier of' the Prussian 
province of' SaxOn.Y and the 
vrestern frontier of T~ineia to 
where the latter meets the Bnvo.rinn 
frontier j thence 8Q,Stmlrds alone 
the n~ther.n frontier of Bavaria 
to the 1937 CzechoslovnJdon frontier J 

Vlill be occupied by o.rncd farces of 
the U.S.S.R., 'with the exception 
of the Berlin aran, for v,blch a. 
speoio.l system of occupation is 
provided bel0\7. 

The territory of Ge~ situated 
to the west of the line defined 
above, Dnd bounded on the south by 
a line dravm from the point '7here 
the 'western f'rontier of Thuringia 
meets the frontier of BAvaria j 

thence west\7ards o.1ong the southern 
frontiers of the Prussian provinces 
of ~e3sen-Nassau and Rheinprovinz 
to where the latter meets the frontier 
of France "dll be occupied by arrr.ed 
forces of •• •••••• 

All the rema.ininJ; teni tory of Western 
~ n1tuated to the south of the 
lin. defined in the description C1f the 
North~1estern Zone will be oocupied by 
anned forces of. •••••• 

The frontiers of States (L!nder) and 
Provinces within ~. referred to 
in the foregoins descriptions of the 
zones, are those vlhioh existed o.:fter 
the ocrning into ef'feot of the decree 
of 25th Juno, 194.l (published in the 
Reichsgesetzblatt, Port" I, No. 72, 
3rd Jul,y, 194.l). . 

The Berlin nrea (by which expression 
1s underntood the terri tory of "Gl'eater 
Berlin" as defined by the Law of the 
27th April, 1920) will b. jointl,y 
occupied by armed forces of the U.S.A., 
U.K., ond U.S.S.R., assigned by the 
respective Commanders-in~ef. 
For this purpose the terri tory of 
"Greater Berlin" will be divided into 
the following three parts :-

North-Eo.stern t of "Greater Berlin" 
districts of Pnnk~T, Prenzlauerberg, 

lJi tte, Weissensee, Friedrichshain, 
Lichtenberg, Treptow, Jrepenick) \7:111 
be occupied by the forces of the 
U. S. S.R. : 

North-l/estern/ 



" . 
" 

" 

Jrorth-';re!ltern part of "Greater Berlin" 
ldiotricts of P.cinickendorf 1 -,Jedding, 
?i~r~arten, Charlottcnburg, Spandau, 
·,UJ..ncrsdorr) ,rill be occuJ:Cd by the 
forces of. •• •••••• 

Southern of ltGreater Berlin" 
districts of Zchlcndorf , Stcglitz, 

Sch6ncbcrg, Kreuzbcrg, Teopclhof , 
Heuk6lln) .,.,i11 be occupied by the 
forces of • • • • • • • • 

The bOWldaries of districts 't'tithin "Greater 
Berlin", referred to in the foregoing 
descriptio~ ;).rc those which existed a:f'ter 
the coci.~ i."'1to cff'ect of the decree 
published on 27th ~1arch, 1938 (Amtsblatt 
der J:e ichshauptstadt Berlin ::0. 13 of 
27th ::=ch, 1933, page 215). 

3. The occupying forces in eo.ch of the three zones into which 

Genn.my is divided will be under a COI:lr.laIlder-in-chief designated 

by the Government of the country whose forces occupy that zane. 

4. Eaeh of the three Pcr .. :ers ray, at its discretion, include 

ataon~ the forces ass~ to occupation duties under the comnand of its 

Cocr:ander-in-Ghief, auxilia.ry contingents from the forces of any other 

Allied Porter which has participated in military operations a.gainst 

Germany. 

5. P.n Inter-.illied Gover:ling Authority (K<%:lCndatura) consisting 

of three CO!!J:l8.llda.'1ts, appointed by their respective Comna.nders-

in-Chief, \rill be established to direct jointly the adlrdnistrat10n 

of the "Greater Berlin" Area. 

6. This Protocol has been c1ra\"m up in triplicate in the 

Enelish and Russian languages. Both texts are authentic. 

The Protocol will coce into force on tr.e signature by Germany 

of the Instrument of Unconditiono.l Surrender. 

-}-, 



The above text of the Protocol between the Covemmcnts of 

the United States Clf America, the United. l:i.ngdan and the 

Union of Soviet Socialist Republi cs, on the zones of' occup3.tion in 

Ge:n:no.ny and the aw-.rl.n5.stration of "Greater Berlin" has been 

prepo.red arid unanimously adopted by the European Advisory 

Cor.r.d.ssion at a lOO:etin[; held on 12th September, 19114, 'with t he 

exception of the oJJ.ocation of the I\"orth- '::estern and 

South- i'1estern zones of occupo.tion in Ge:t'll'Wly and the l~orth-·.'festern 

and Southern parts of "Greater Berlin", which requires further 

consideration and joint ae;reement by the Governn:ents of t he 

U. S.A • • U. K. and U. S. S. R. 

Representative of th! 
Government of the 
U. S. A. on the : 
DJropean Advisory 
Co::m:c.:is8ion : 

J .G. Winant r- 5. \..1-';"'1- . 

LANCASTER HOIlSE, 
LOliOOlf, S . W.I. 

12th September, 194J.. 

Representative of the 
Governrnent of tho 
U. K. on the 
European Advisory 
Corr:nission : 
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Representative of the 
Governrnent of t r..e 
U.S. S. R. on the 
European Advisory 
Commission : 

P. T. Gousev 



n POT 0 K 0 JI 

COI"JIameHEoISl ueIt.lty npSSHTeJIbCTsBI.m COe.lt~meHHblx mT8TOB AuepHRH, 
COe,llUHeHHOro i:(opOJIeBCTSB H CODaS COaeTCI<l1X COIJ;HaJIKCTHQect(ux 
PecIIy6JIMK 0 30Hax OKKynSUJUl repUBHMH K 06 ynpSBJIeHIDf ";GOJIhlIIHM 

£epJUmOM" • 

npaBUTCJ'IbCTSa COe,!lillIeHlIblX mTBTOB AuepKRH, COe,llIDIeHHOro 

KopOJIeaCTS8 BeJIMR06pMTBHHH M CeBepHOf.l MpJIaHJ(~rn: Ii CODa8 CO:geT-

CHliX COltl'IaJIHcT:~fqe Cl<HX Pe cIIy6JIKI< IIpJolllIJIH I{ CJIe,lty!)llteuy OQI'JI8llIeHHD 

OTHOCHTe~HO BHnOJIHe~ OT8TDH II ~OMYUeHTa 0 6eaoroBopoliHOA 

l<arrnTyJI.HIl~ repIJ8HW1: 

I. repu8HMSl B rpSHUIJ;8X, cylIteCT:SOBaBDI~ He 3I .zr;el<s6pa 

19371"., 6y.z:teT paS.lteJIea8 ,ltJIR ueJIe~ OKl<yn~~ HB TpK 80H~) no 

OltMOn 113 l<OTOp~X 6y.lteT OTge,lteHO l<a~.zto~ 113 Tpex .ltepSaB, a TBKXe 

6y.lteT B~eJIeH oco6~ pa~oH BepJIHBS, ol<&ynHpyeyHfi COBMeOTHO 

Tp auS! .It ep::;:aS&4'l-I. 

2. rpaH~bI Tpex SOH M panOHa Bep~MHa, 6 Ta~e parnrrpeAe~e

HMe Tpex 30H Me~AY CmA, COe,llMHeHHWJ Kopo~eBCTBOM M COCP yCTS-

BOCTOtIHM aOHe 

/ RBI<. nOR6a6H8 
He npHJIllraeMOM 
l<8pTe "Alii. 

Tepp~TOpUH repMaH~m /BKnDq6R npOBHHUHD BOCTOq

Bas ITpyccan/, pacno~o~eHHaH l< BOCTORY OT ~HHHH, 

npOXO,llg~e~ OT nyHRTe Ha 6epery lD6eRcKoro 3e

~~ma, I"~e CXOA8TC8 rpaHH~~ mAesBMI"-rOnbttTe~Ha 

H MeKJIeH6ypra, rIO aana..n:Hotl rpaHID.{.e UeI<.1IeH6ypra 

AO rpaHHn~ rrpOBMHUKK raHHoaep, saTeu no BOCTOq-

saTen no aana.llHof! I"pSP..HUe npYCCl<orr npoBI1HUID! 

CaKCOHru! AO aanSltUow: rpSHY.IJ;1l1 AHr-aJIbT, ,IlaJIee no 

ae.n6,1lHo:ti rpSHMU.e AlU'6JIbT, S8Teu no aMB.,IlHOIi 

rpSHMIle npYCCKOt'l npOBHmtID1 CSI<COHwt M aan6JlHO r~ 

rpSHlotUe TDpmII"IU:l 11:0 nepeCeqeHKJI ee c 6SBSPCI<0i: 



-rpeH~e~ H ~a~ee He BOCTOR no o~aepRoG rp~~ 

SBlOOJaeTC.R Eoopy~eHl-iU1JH CtvI8UK COOP , 38 HCtur::)-

QeHUeJ4 pa::~OHa EepJIHH8, ltJISJ I<OTOpOro HYme npeJlY

CU8TpJ.maeTCSI oco6utl nopRIlOI< OImyxIattIDi. 

CeBepO-3an~Ha.R TepPMTopKH repM8HMH, paorrOJIOXeHyag I< aana,ny OT 
30He 

/1<81< IIOK8a6.Ha J.tHHIDI, OIIHCaHHOfI IHlmle , K orpamtqeHHaJi C Drs JUI-

He np:wraraeuon 
lCapTe nAn/ . HKe!t, npoxo,lV1IItei1 OT nyHKTB nepeCeqeHHSI 3an8AHO~ 

I"'p8HUlllll: TDpHHr~U! c rpaHI11tefi BSBspm.z, H .ll8JIee He 

aana.ll no D:5:HUU ryaH~BlA' npYCCIGtx npOBKHll;Hti recceH-

Heccay K PemmpOB¥.:H!l ,ltO nepeCeqeH~tsi noc.n:e,[tRef.: c 

rpaH~en ~aHl.4JmJ a 8HKllaeTca BoopY3.eHH/:ll14U CH~lru.m: 

...... .......... ... ............ .... ...... ..... ... 
lOrO- SElII6,LjHM BCR OCT8JINl8J! TeppKTOpM.P.: 3ane..ztHO~ rep~Blum, pec-

30HB 
/K8K nOK8a8H8 nOJIo:r:emraSi K Dry OT JIKHIDI, YK8a8HHOf! B onHCBlum 

Ha npKnaraeUOn ceaepO-SBnaHHOH 30H~, aBH~rueeTC& EoopyxeHHNMH 
KapTe "Alii. 

CKJISUVl •••••••••••••• • • • •••••••••••• • • • •• • ••••••• 

B BmIeIIpJme,lleHHJ.lX ornIcaHn~x 30H !"paHl-nth! ael!eJIb 

Teln1, KOTopbIe cyo.E'CT3o:sa.'IH IIOCJIe :acTyn~'leHv.u:t B 

Cy~y ,IleKpeT6 OT 25 KDEF. 194Ir. I ony6JIKKOa6H B 

Reichsgesetzblatt~ 'qaCTb I, t~~ 72 OT 3 KDJI& I94Ir./. 

PefLOR IiepJuma par!OH BepJUIH6 /no]1. 3TJ.nJ BI:lpas:eHHe1.f no.n:paSY1!'e:a6eTcK 

/'H.6X IIOl<6a8H 
.~ Tepp::.1TOpHfl: ttBoJ'lliIiIoro BepJIKH6 II J onpe,!leJIeHH6& aal<o

ae · IIpIDIareeUO:liJ. 

OpO a / KapTe D H HOM OT 27 anpeJI.ft 1920r. 38HIU.!aeTCH COBueCTHO BOO-
qeTbIpeX JI*CT6Xj. 

py;t':eHHrP...!H CUJI8.lJ* CI!!A, Coe.!tHHeIDIoro KopOJIe:acTB6 H 

COOP, Bll,lteJIJieuWJ}! COOTBeTcTaylD:!tWJl-I rJIaaHOKo~aH.llyD

I!Uno:t. C 8TO~ ~elIbD TeppHTopWl IlEo.lIbmOrO Bepm·ma u 
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CeeepO-BOCTOlIHast qaCTb "SOJIblIIOrO EepJUma" 

/pa:rOHJJ: naHI<OB, npeHWI8yep6epr, MHTTe, BeHCBH

aee, ~PJ1)lpHXcxe:t1H, JI1U:T8H6epr, TpenToB , KenSIDf.R/ 

aBHHUaeTca BoopyaeHHHMK CH~auH eccp; 

Cee8uo-aanaaHeB qaCTb "BOJIhmOrO EepJIHHa" 

/pa~OHN: PenHHHeH)lOp¢, Be)l)lHHI', THprapT8H, mep

JIOTT8H6ypr, JIlnaR'.ztay, BWIbMepCII.OPlP/ aBHmA'a9'l'CSI 

BoopyxeHH!i1iH CKJIaJAH •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

lO:;:r:!tast l:IBCTb tff,oJIbl!Ioro EepJI1Uta11 /par;OHtJ.: 

UeJIJI8H,llOP¢ , mTerJI~J meHe6epr, Kpe~6epr, TeMnexh

row, He7..I<OJIbH/ aBHlinJae'l'CSt Boopy::;.eHHJil.JK CI1JIauK 

.... .. ..... ..... ........... ......... .............. 
B 3bmIenpMBe,llern-un: OIUICBIDLS3:X r:pa~N pa!':OHOB Bl:tYTPK 

nEO~"IbmOrO EepJIHHB" fiB.JUiD'l'CS. T8WI, I<OT01)li8 c~eCT

a05M¥! nOMe BCTYI1JIeIDUI B c:uy lteHp8TB, ony6JIHKO-

eBRHOI"'O 27 r..rSpTS 1925r. / .Amtsblatt der Reich-

shauptste.dt Eerlin, ~~ 13 OT 27 MSp'1'6 1938r., 

CTp. 215/ • 

3. ORRynauHoHH~e Boopy~eHH~e CY~~ 3 Kax~OH Ha '1'pex BOH, 

HS KOTopble pa3JleJIJIeTC.R: repUBHMSI, IIO.,!l.trnH.R:DTCSl rJIaBHOROl.!aH~yD

I!teuy, HS3H8tIeHHO:,iY np8SHTeJIbCT3014 '1'011 CTPSHbI, BoopyzeHHble 

CIiJIbi I<OTOpO~ O:<ICyTIHpYIDT .ztBHHyD 30HY. 

4. Ka'1:.ztag 113 Tpex ~ep::.aB no CBoeMY YCUOTpemw MozeT BKJID

llSTb B 'Wc..10 BOopJ';::eHHblX ClVI, rIpe.ztHa3H8lJeUHWC lI.1I.st BlmOJIReHWl 

ORKyTIBIJ;HOHHbIX 06.RS8UHOCTe:: rIOl[ HO:JaH~O;)8.HHe!! csoero rJI8BHOKO

:.t8Itl[~erO, ECIIOUOraTeJIbHSe KOHTHHI"'eRTb:: H3 'tD1CJI8 BoopyxeHHliX 

CIU JID6of! ,zxPYI"'ot\ cocaF-ofr ,zxep=aBN, HOTOPe.sr npHHl!UMB ytlBCTHe B 

BoeHHWC onepBIllUiX npOTlG rep:J8Hro:;:. 

5. /1.!I.sr conue CTRoro ynpo.aJIemtR P8~~Ol:!'o1.! "BOJIblIIOrO SepJIHHB" 

C03.llaeTCJt !.te::tco103l:laH Ko~.:eH.llaT:r.pa B COCTaBe Tpex l<oueH,ltBHTOB, 

H8SHSQaeUJ:,IX KX cooTBeTCTsyJ)I!tMJrn rJIaBHO}(O~JaHllyXXiUWH. 
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6. HaCTO.R:nadi: npOTOI(OJI COCT80JI8H B Tpex 3Rael!lLJISlpaX, 

I(WC;tbIfr uo OHl'JIMM:OKOM H PYCCKOIA .s:auKax. 06e. TaKeTa. HBJ'ISIDTCSI 

ByTeHTHQUblMU. llPOTOl<OJI BCTynaeT a oWly oJtHoepeU9HHO 0 no.zt-

B~enpRBe~eHHm1 T9ROT ilPOTOKOJl6 COl'JIameHHa ue~AY npa-

BHT9.JIbCTBBMH C08JtHH9HHax mTBTOB ~epMRM, C09JtHH9HBoro Kopo-

JIgeCTBB 11 COD3S COB8TCIU1X COUMaJIHCTKtleCKRX PecnyOJIIU{ 0 

30Hax OI<:Kynau;ID1 repU6Him 11 06 ynpaBJIeHKlC "BoJIbmIDf BepJIHBou" 

KOUHCCMen HS SBce.zr;6HaH 0'1' 12 C8HTSl6pSl 1944 ro.zta., aa KO~Dqe-

HHeM pacnpeJteJIeHJ~ CeBepo-aanaJtHoA H IDro-3an6AHo~ 80a OKRY

naIl;mt repM6Hli!o1, a TaKEe CeBepo-ae.na.llHoW: K D:i::HO:A: qaOTeti: 

"BoJIDIlIoro EepJuma", "qTO nOltJleXMT ,llonOJIHHT9JIhHOUY 060YX.ll9HKD 

H OOBUCOTHOUY pemeRHD rrpaaHTe~cTB COA, C09.ztKHeHHoro Kopo-

JleSOTsa " OOOP. 

ITpettOTOSHT9JIb npSBH
Te.JIhaTBB cmA B Eapo
ne~oRo~ ROHCYJIbT8TKB
Holl KoWlCO><><: 

/JI..r.B.AfulAHT/ 

npe~CTeBMTe~b TIpBBM
TeHbCTBa Coe~KHeHHoro 
Kopo~eBcTBa B EBpone~
oHo2 KOHcy~bTaTMBHoH 
KOYHCc~m: 

TIpe~CTaBMTe~ ITpasR
TeJlbCTSa OOOP a EBpo
nenoKott KoHcY~hTaTKB
HoR :a:.ouHCC~n1:: 
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An Intelligence Paper 
West German Govt. 

on Berlin received from the 
Jt.1c>ly Confidcntj,al 

1. A .olution of the Berlin question in the aense of the 
Soviet endeavours would have directly and in a relatively 
ahort time the folLowing valuable consequences for the 

East Blocl 

a) Romoval of tho occupation right for the eastcrn part 
of tho city, which would necessarily be followod sooner or 
later by the ropael of tho "l1ttle" occupation statute in 
West Berlin. In this way, the W~stern occupation pow~r8 
would 108e the possibility of exercisinl' their execl>tive 
authority and acting on ti..loir own discretion in ~"Q8t L",,!"11n 

in caso of a declared state of emergency. 

b) By means of the administrative and organizational 
separation of ~eet Berlin frum the Federal R'publie and from 
the aphere ot NATO activity, West Berlin will no 10nRer 
serve 8a a IIbrldgc:head" of the \Jest against the SZ. In the 

long run the condition might also be developed in which 
military forcos belonging to antagonist military blocs would 
no lC'rlGer directly confront each other in th(> terri tory ot 
Borlin. It could thus be avoided that every incident of local 
signitiaance can load to a ~jor conflict. 

c) Inasmuch.s neutrality for all of Germany is unattain
able, it could at least bo carried out in West Berlin. Th~ 

operation of this form of n~utr lity would enhance the concept 
of neutrality in the minds of tho Go"oan public during t!le 
next docade. Moreover, the respect of the FcdJral Republic 
and of tho NATO powers for a neutral lest ~crlin in the center 
of the Ea3tcrn domain would prevent an intensification oG 

tensiona in Central ~uropc~ 

d) The enforcement ot a Berlin settlement and of a peace 
treaty would dcal a sovere blow to the standing of tne fedoral 
Rspublic and would remove its political and propagcu>da in
fluenco in Vlest Berlin with all of its c'fccts on the SZ and 
on the other socialistic countrios. This would result in a 
political and cconomic consolidation of the SZ. 

., - -
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e) A definite Bcrlin settlement would also militate 
aga1nat the anounced a1m of Western policy in eastern Europe, 
because West Berlin i8 regarded as a test case by the peoplo 
of eastern Europe. All hopes that there could still be a 
chango.in the power relationships in Eastern Europe would be 
dashed. 

f) l'urthermore, the Hallstein Doctrine \'Iould b" under
minOd, and tho gradual equalization of the SZ ae well ae ite 
recognition in many neutral - and later aleo in many Western -
countries could be set 1n motion. This would also represent 
the first stop preparatory to the admission of thwo German 

states in the UN. In addition to thiS, the Soviet Union would 
sympathetically examine the possibility of admitting a neutra 

West Berlin to the UN. 

g) The Odor-NoisBD boundary would be safcguardcd,bca.au , 
subsoquent to a conclusion of evon a unilateral peace treaty 
and a apecial Berlin settlement, a revision of this boundary 

would no longer be possible. Such a settlement would also re

eult in a better protection for tho territory o~Czechoslovak 
Pooples' Republic. 

h) The uneortainties which result from the unsolved 
German question are disadvantageous also to long-range economic 
planning in the East. A definite Bettlement would wellnigh 
rule out German reunification and thuB would bave a quieting 
effoct on the smaller East European countries; 

i) In the course of time the neutralization of West 
Borlin would influonce the composition of the political leader
ship of the Froe City, because with a weakening of tho Western 
poe1 tion tho strongly pro-i"{catern forcoB would not continue to 

Bt~ 1n . WOB~ Berlin, and thUB tho ·moderatQ~ fgreOB would be 
given a chance to determine the political line. In any case 
the atmosphero of a "political outpost" would be eliminated. 

k) west Bcrlin~eeonomic potential could be used to a 
greater dogreo for the aconomic development of tho East Bloc 

countries. East Bcrlin, on the other hand, which until now 

-3-
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~o a cortain extent haa been cut orr rrom ita hinterland by 
tho necoaeary cont rol-mechaniam, could then bo fully incorpor
ated into the SZ. The SZ governmont could Bavc many expendit
ure. which at prelont arise from the prQcautionary mcssuraa 
asa1nat enemJ aotivities in West Berlin. 

1) A 'erinito settlement would aleo render the churches 
in both parts of (}ermsny and in \'ost Borlin independent and 
thul and the clorical "a;1tation" aga1.at the East. 

2) It i. emphasized on the Soviet side that the desired 
Berlin lelution in a broader scnBD would also be operative 
in !Bst Berlin. Ir the previous official Sovi et not e. wer e 
eoncernod only with a solution for West Bcrlin, thiB waB 
becauBe KOBOOW wae prepared to make only tho question of 
WeBt Bsrlin the objoct of negotiations and agreements with the 
Weetern.powors: That so-called All-Berlin solution, however, 
which would noceesitate a r eunification of both parte of tho 
city, was rejected with reference to the funet10n of East 
Berlin aa tho capital of the SZ. If there should be a e.paret · 
peaco treaty, however, the principle of tho separation of 
both rcgiona of the city will indeed not be abandoned, but, at 
the same time, occupation rights would ccase evcn in Eaet Bsrli~ 
and the Soviot Union would relinquish its military .ontrol. 

around the periphery of Berlin. Then the Soviet Union will no 
longer have a voto in tho administration of East Berlin, 
of which it has occasionally .made usc even r ecently out of 
regard ror its occupation rights. The deputi es of the Berlin 
'coples' Parliament Will have complote voting rights and in t hc 

future will be elocted' directly in East Bcrlin~ In addition, 
it i. Moscow's intention to withdraw its troop. entirely from 
East Berlin,which it would not be obliged to do in view . of the 
oontinuation of its troop-stationing treaty With the SZ. 

') 70r the Western powerB, a separate solution of the 
Gorman question would have the rolloWing results. 

a) With the conclusion of a peace t r eaty the inter~ 
.elution for Borlin, whiah tho Soviet Union has orfered on tho 
lavel of mutual agreements, would be droppod, unle8. the ,{cst ", 
powor. ehould proviously indicat e a r eadiness for tho neutra -

lization of Wast Ber l in following a speeifiod transitional - 4-
poriod. 
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b) All of the Soviet Union's reserved rights 
pertaining to tho linea of cocmun1cat1on to and from West Ber

lin , including air sovereignty, would be turned over to the 

SZ government which, . thus t could Dot be regarded as anRagcnt 
of the Soviet Union". Allied agreements on traffic to and frc, 
Berlin would become invalid after a certain time and would 
have to be roplaeed with bilateral agreoment. with the SZ. 

c) All official political and military repre_ 
sentatives of the Soviet union in Germany, including the 

personnel of tho Soviet Embassy, would be obliged to suspend 
their contacts with representatives of the three ~/cstcrn 

powers insofar as thoBe contacts arc connected with the occupa -
ion of Berlin and Germany~ 

d) All military commissions in both parts of 
Berlin and h both parts of Germany would be dissolved . 

0) Soviet representatives in tho Allied Office 
for Air Security would be withdrawn; all flights of the Wester, 
allics in the future would have to be a..mounccd to an agency 

of the SZ in East Berlin . Air traffic rights in and out of 
Berlin of tho three Western airlinos and of tho I-estern chart 

companies would cease cocplctcly for the future, inasmuch as 

the air traffic agreements for the Allies wcr l~ designed orig 

ally only "for the needs of the occupation troops" . The WcstC!'. 
airlines could, of course , obtain a concession for continued 

air traffic to Borlin by mutual agreements with the SZ; but ti. 
concessions would have certain conditione, e.g., a prohibition 

on the transportation of Iofugees from '\{est Berlin. 

f) The transference to the SZ of traffic contr,,~ 
ovor the military forces of tho '''estern powers stationed in 
West Berlin would mean that the SZ would reserve the right to 
control or to hold up any shipment designated as "traffic of 
porsonnel or material", therefore including the shipment of 
weapons, becauso in the future the only lRS&l valid logal 
regulations concerning these shipments would be thc laws of the 
Soviot Zone. Horcovcr, one day , the ucation of special train' 

-5-
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and ot spec1al telophone 11nos tor the Western Allies would 
also be corrected. Efforts w111 be made, of course, during 
tho init1al psriod not to place too many.difficulties in the 
way of the tr~tfic of the Wcstorn Allies. 

g) Traffie for the supply of military personnel 
ot the Western powers shall not continue according to prcvio~ 

practioe. The Western Alliea' communications to Berlin arc 
based purely on a kind of common law, since there arc no 
written agreements whatever between the four Allies conccrnng 

the communication linoa to Bnd from Berlin. In contrast to 
eivilian traffic, the "estern Allies for the future .!ould be 
permitted to usc only the Autobahn Bcr11n-MarienborR and the 
railroad Bor11n-"clmetcdt t or Ocb1sfcldo, respectively. 

h) Very elose eheek would be kept to make cer
tain that Alli" d trains were used actually only by a1l1ed 
personnel WId only for the purpose of transporting supplies 
for this personnel to Berlin. The stipulation that German 
citizens and supplies for German agencies shall not be conveyed 
by allied trains or allied planes shall be a part of a later 
transportation agreement with the western allice~ This would 
prevent the possibility of tho Fe~eral Government's sending 
printed matter and other propaganda mat erial to Berlin in thio 
way and also would prevent allied trains from being used in 
part for transporting the mail. 

i) Freedom of movement of the Western Allies 
would be restricted to the territory of West Berlin, and while 
viB1ting East Berlin would not be precluded, each case, however, 

would be made dependent upon spc ' ial approval of SZ authorities. 
This approval shall be given, as it is for all West German 
and foreign visitors to East Berlin, directly at the sector 
border. All of these measures, tho majority of which have 
been proposod by the SZ governmont, arc agreed to by tho Soviet 
Union, because it 1s convinced that to seal off East Berlin 
completely against West Berlin would be practically impos sible 
and for r easons of propaganda not even des irable; -6-
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Protoction for the stability of the SZ , which has bocn sough"t 
for years, can only be achieved, howcv~ rt by a strict neutrali 
ion of West Berlin~ 

4. Tho following c onsideration conc ~rning the Sovie t plans 
for Berlin come to mindl 

a) Soviet experts arc convinced that all those measures 
can be carried out after the conclusion of a s c para60 peace 

treaty without their having serious consequonces for the 
Alliol!l' .dcr11n guaranty I because. all 'o/;;E3 t c rn count er-measure s 

are tied to the following suppositions I 

the threat to the fr eedom and political independence 

of West Berlin; 
- the direct attack on ', / cG t Berlin in the sense of an 

entry of Jast ~rn trmops and fighting units; 

an attempted communist putch in West Berlin aimed at 
the overthrow of the Senate; 

- tho de nial of 'tho right of domicile to the licstcrn 

Allies in ',/est B" rlin; 
tho obstruction of traffic rout e s to Berlin in th~ 

sense of a blockade. 

b) Civilian traffic would continue undisturbed after the 
cOnclusion of a peace treaty, because this trafficaways has 
been under the dirLct control of SZ authorities. Here, thcr~ 

would even be technical improvements as a r esult of the open
ing of supplementary traffic routes and by means of the simpli 
atioD of proced.ures. Thus a situation could indeed arise 
in v'lhieh West Berlin would be acccssible to the entire world 
from without, whil e neverthcloss there might be difficulties 

for the traffie of tae Western Allies insofar as they opposed 

the new legal statue. 

e) All of the five above mentioned eventualities whieh 

could be occasions for NATO intervention, will not ensue, 

because the Soviet.Union docs not intend to create a cause for 

war in I/est Berlin. In the past two years, the ~e.tern Allie . , 
froE the vcry beginning, havc committe:d themselves only to 
the m1nimAl nnli+.i,..~' n. ",,"''''''; -P ....... +h ............... --+ --~ ~ - -" --



of Weat Berlin in the bolief that the SOYiets, as it is, . 
would not be proparod to fulfill evon thia minimal demand. 
This do •• not take into account, however, that the Soviet 
Union, avon though in principle it may have no interest in the 
politioal indcpondenco of Wcat Berlin, in faot muat havc an 
obleotive intero.t in safe-guarding real independence for 
Wo.t Berlin, because any intention of deetroying this indopen
donoo would preCipitate tho usc of forco: 

d) Soviet export I take tho view that it is impoasible 
to inoorporato Walt Berlin into tho SZ, ovon if tho danger 
of tho Wostern allies' intorvention in support of the city's 
independsnee did not exist: Two million West Berliners, 
mado oitizons of the SZ, would constitute aD oxplosive material 
which could shako tho foundations of the SZ; 

5~ Tho Warsaw '~ot countrioe, thon, would be drawn into a 
Berlin confllct only if the Weltern powers ventured to usc fore 
to gain ontry into West Borlin. In this single eaee of the 
forcible entry of tho Western powors into the t erritory of the 
SZ, subaoquont to the oonelueion of a peaoe treaty, all tho 
signatory powera of the Warsaw Pact etipulatod in Moscow in 
April, 1961, that thoy would uso all military means to comc to 
tho aid of tho SZ, but initially would uoe only tho throat 
of intorvention; 

6. The Soviet Union, attar the conclusion of a soparate 

poaco treaty, would 0100 be pro pared to act as a diplomatic 
intermodiary for an agrement with the SZ, but would not, 
however, go so far as to conduct direct negotiations with tho 
Western alllel without the partloipation of tho SZ. Diplomatio 
recognition of tho SZ by the Western alli~8 should not be forced 
through an agreoment on aoccaa routel, because d~plomat1c rocog_ 
nition 18 the soveroign aot of a single gove.nmont, and ths 
establiahmont ot diplomatic relations would be pOintless if they 
wero to result in smuuldoring hostility; Morcover, the Western 
powora should not be ablo to 8ay that an agreement on.routol t o 
Berlin is being used aa B form ot diplomatiC blacmw«J. 



• 
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7. The Western powers cannot force the Soviet Union to cont:'·~ 

uc to exercise occupation rights on Gcr1'lan soil and to station 
troops in Berlin. In this quc;stion, th\: 'd, .. stcrn pOVlers have 

no possibility of undertaking anythini~ against Soviet measures . 

After the Soviet withdrawal from the fiold of occupation, 
tho ',7cstcrn powers would no lonr;;:;r have a Soviet partner 1n 

Germany: Following the conclusion of a PQacc treaty, the 

Soviet Bmbassy could reject all i7cstcrn notes and dc:mands 

pertaining to the German question, .just as would the govern

ment of the Soviet Union in Moscow. In this case, the Wester'. 

pOHcrs would have no treaty partner for all the legal rights 

which they claim to possess, and they would also have no 
possibility of forcing the SZ government to st;.;-p into 

the treaty role formerly held by the Soviet Union. 

If, nevertheless, the SZ government docs not wish to make 
any discernible changes in certain areas, this can be 
attributed to a desire to avoid an intensification of the 

situation i~ Berlin. There would be no basis for any quarrel 

over the interpretation of previous f'OUr-poVier agrccncnts, 
because all of these agreements including tnc Jessup-Malik 
Agreement on the; lifting of the blockade, arc_valid only 

for the duration of the occupation in Germany~ 
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Dear George: 

1012 14th Street, Northwest 
Washington 5, D. C. 
June 26, 1961 

Carleton recently asked me to send on any ideas 
which came to mind. I am noting a few Berlin thoughts 
which occurred in the last few days and send them on for 
what they may be worth. I suspect that for the most part 
these points have occurred to you. 

It seems important to try to get a better feel for 
the FedRep determination. Will they, if necessary, be 
willing to eliminate trading with East Germany? If not, 
any U.S. expectation for Fed ,Rep endorsement of the use 
of force seems unrealistic. Is the Berlin issue suffi
ciently vital to the UK to lead them to join in some 
blockade operation to put the Soviets under counter 
duress? If not, ground force planning seems illusory. 

I would think that a high degree of taciturnity 
on the part of the United States wpuld give the Soviets 
more pause than a series of high-sounding statements -
taciturnity and quiet preparations to retaliate with 
appropriate force. 

If we have any residual levers that can be pulled 
in Eastern Europe we should have our hands close to them. in 
the next six months. 

HLstorically dictators have fabricated external 
threats to their nation in order to effect discipline at 
home. We need the domestic discipline - we don't have 
to fabricate the external threat, Berlin is it. Can't 
we use the Berlin crisis to leverage Qome of the domestic 
hardening which we all think is essential if we are to do 
better in the cold war? 

Memories 
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Memories are short and it might be useful if we 
could get people around the world to talk a good deal about 
the Berlin Blockade of the late 40's. This was a criminal 
act in terms of international relations just as any repeti
tion no matter what the form will also he a violation of 
international norms of conduct . Berlin 1961 or '62 will 
merely be a return to the scene of the crime of 1949. 

We should keep in the back of our mind the frus
trating effect of Cuba and Laos on the mentality of u.s. 
military leaders. Any application of force over Berlin 
must he a cool precise operation and not any "lash out" 
in anger. 

One part of the Soviets' motivation in the Berlin 
issue may be to try to exercise their will over the western 
Powers before Western European strength gets greater, 
especially its German component. If this is true there 
may he a real element of weakness in the Soviet move from 
apparent strength. If the Europeans could appreciate this 
possibility, the Berlin issue could become a source of unity 
and strength rather than of weakness. Perhaps a line of 
non-U.S. public information to this effect would be a useful 
part of preparations for the end of the year. 

In any event, it may be useful to think more about 
how the Soviets could be made to pay a price for each 
Berlin crisis they stir up. They have pulled off twice and 
they may pull off again in 1961/62 but the West is probably 
losing ground with the passage of time. By losing ground 
I mean not so much in the sense of relative military power 
but in the sense of world fatigue with the continued raising 
of the Berlin issue. 

More power to you. 

The Honorable 
George C. McGhee 
The Counselor 
Department of State 
Washington 25, D. C. 

Sincerely, 
Gerard C. Sqrl.th 
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SOVIET HANDLlm OF THE BERLIN PROBlEM 

The Problem 

I N R 
,(21/.( 

COPY No.L 

In November 1958 the USSR declared vlestern rights in Berlin null 
and void and demanded that the West negotiate a new ufree cityn status 
for West Berlin; otherwise the USSR ..,uld t ransfer all of its responsi
bilities regarding Berlin to the GDR and the '-Test would have to deal 
with the latter on such matters. What explanations can be given for the 
Soviet failure to carry out this threat to date? What eVidence is there 
to support these conclusions? And what can the 'Hest do to deter the 
USSR from unacceptable unilateral steps against Berlin in the future? 

I. DE"l'ERREmS TO UNIIATERAL ACTION IN THE PAST 

Conclusions 

First, Moscow l s elaborate efforts to set the stage for negotiations 
on Berlin and its wil.lingness at times to await propitious circumstances 
for negotiations indicate that (quite apart from the question of risk) 
the Soviets have believed greater gains could be achieved through a 
negotiated four-power agr eement than through .forcing the \'Jest to accommo
date itself to unilateral action. The Soviets have evidently believed 
this to be true even of relatively limited negotiated settlements, 
provided the door were left open for later cor.mrunist initiative. 

Second, the Soviets have been auare of the potential military risks 
involved in confronting the Hest with a ~ accompli on the access routes 
to Berlin. While the Soviets m ve repeatedly stated and probably believed 
that the \1est would not wage general war over the supervision of Allied 
access, there probably has been enough doubt in their minds to arouse 
concern that the situation might get out of hand following the transfer of 
access controls . 

Neither of these two major deterrents has been absolute . On the one 
hand, the Soviets have always had the option of attempting to force a 
negotiated four- power settlement b,y provoking a crisis (i. e., ~ proceed
ing to the brink of decisive unilateral action). On the other hand, the 
Soviets have probably seen a number of reasons for confidence in being 
able to avoid undue risks of generalwr -- local military superiority, 
a growing strategic deterrent , an ability to control the fonn of the overt 
challenge in such a way (e. g., document control by the ODR) as to weaken 
\ole stern r ationale for the use of force, the equivocal position of the UK. 
But, taken together, these deterring factors have evidently convinced the 
Soviets that it would be more profitable and prudent to explore fully the 
possibility of non-crisis negotiations before forcing a confrontation over 
Berlin. 

SECRET 
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The record also suggests that, at the tinE he launched his Berlin 
demands, Khrushchev underestimated Hestern reluctance to negotiate a new 
status for West Berlin . 

Third, the Soviets have evidently believed that a crisis approach to 
a Ber lin "solution" might incur pol.itical liabilities for the USSR _ by 
galvanizing the vlest into a more tmified, stronger overall posture and by 
undercutting the Soviet "peace ll posture in the neutralist countries of 
Asia and Africa. 

Finally, personalities and special circwnsta nces have pro bably contri
buted to Soviet go- slow tactics. 

Evidence 

There is no particular decurrent or Soviet statement which gives a 
direct and co~rehensive explanation of why the USSR has not acted uni
laterally on Berlin to date. \>1e do not have, for example, any authori
tative documatt or set of' documents on this subject as those which have 
provided such an illuminating insight into the Sino-Soviet dispute. 
(The Berlin and Gennan question is only discussed tangentially in the 
Sino-Soviet documents .) 

An answer can 00 deduced, however, from the general manner in which 
the Soviets have handled the Berlin question over the past two and one
half years. From the record of negotiations, postponed deadlines, 
conversations, and speeches, we are able to identify cer tain characteristic 
features of Soviet behavior which are pertinent to the question. 

Emphasis on Negotiations . At the time Khrushchev launched his Berlin 
demands in November 195t1, he had three alternative approaches open to him. 

First, after a pro forma nod in the direction of negotiations, the 
Soviets could have presented the \festern allies with a ~ acconpli by 
transferring access controls to the East Germans. The aim would be to 
enhance the GDR's international status and gradually erode the Hest's 
position in Berlin by inducing or forcing the Hestern allies to deal with 
the East Germans on access problems. 

Second, the Soviets could have sought to achieve a negotiated four
power agreement on Berlin by first provoking a crisis. 

Finally, the Soviets could have sought an agreement through ostensibly 
amicable negotiations brought about by the threat of Wlilateral action, a 
threat exercised not so boldly a s to jeopardize the possibility of non
crisis negotiations but oold.ly enough to bring the Western powers to the 
conference table. 

SECRET 
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The USSR has followed this third approach throughout the entire 
period since November 1958 . OnJ.,y a month after Khrushchev announced 
the six- month deadline, the Soviets began to play dewn this ultimativ8 
feature of their Berlin demands when the December 16-18 NATO conference 
in effect signalled Western willingness to negotiate on Germany and 
Berlin so long as no ultimatum was attached. Once negotiations were 
underway in Geneva , ~1oscow allowed the May 27 deadline to pass without 
a murmur . 

The second major Soviet step delaying action on its Berlin threat 
occurred. in early August 1959 when MoscOW' in effect agreed to adjourn the 
Geneva conference in exchange for Khrushchev's visit to the US. This 
decision is explained in large part qy Khrushchev1s long-standing desire 
to visit the US. But it also endenced _ paradoxically enough __ 
Moscow's desire to achieve an agreement on Berlin and the two Germanies 
through negotiations . The Geneva conference gave no sign of an early 
agreement on Soviet tems . Under the circumstances Khrushchev probably 
felt that he could afford to wait for another round of negotiations and 
probably was confident he could obtain agreement to such negotiations on 
more favorable terms - namely, at the summit . In any event, this is how 
he acted. 

During the remainder of 1.959, the Soviets showed considerable patience 
in making final arrangements for a sununit conference . They did very little 
by way of prodding the \lestern allies, and readily assented to the vlest's 
proposal (drawn up to meet De Gaulle's wishes) to meet in May, after 
Khrushchev l s visit to France. Evidently 11oscow felt that it was more 
important to be assured of negotiations under optimum conditions (or so a 
summit conference seemed to them at the time) than to attempt to force an 
early conference. 

Once formal agreement \BS reached in December on holding the Paris 
conference, Hoscow stepped up its warnings of the consequences of failure 
to reach agreement on Berlin and the two Germanies . This action was 
partly an effort to improve the Soviet bargaini.J€; position in advance of 
the conference, and partly a response to statements by the v-Jestern powers 
that they did not intend to yield on Berlin . 

The most striking exalll'le of Soviet attachment to non-crisis negoti
ations as the preferred nethod of IIsolving" the Berlin problem occurred at 
the time of the Paris conferenceo \Vhile no Soviet deadline was operative 
at the time, Hoscow sought to create the inpression that no ''progress" on 
Berlin at the conference 'Would result in a separate treaty; and if ever 
there was no progress at an international conference, it was at Paris. 
Yet Khrushchev almost brmediately signalled his intention to take no uni
lateral action on Berlin until negotiations could be arranged with the new 
US President, in IISix to eight months. 1I (Presumably in order to maintain 
the credibility of their threat, the Soviets stubbornly maintained that t 
the Paris conference had never been convened.) 

SECRET 
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Finally, in accompaniment to Moscow's eff.orts in recent months to 
set the stage for a new conference on Berlin and the two Germanies, there 
was a rather steaqy slippage of the Soviet-set schedule for negotiations 
and deadline for action. Following Paris, Khrushchev stated that summit 
negotiations must be held within six to eight months (i.e., November to 
January); on October 20, he public~ stated that the question of a German 
peace treaty "must apparently be settled in 1961" 11 In private talks l.a st 
fall with Prime Hinister Macmillan and FRO Amba ssador Kroll, he took the 
line that negotiations should be held in February/March or the spring of 
1961; early this year East German leaders publicly called for a spring 
summit conference. Later, Khrushchev persisted in the line that a coni'er
ence CQuld not be delayed until after the west German elections (in 
September) or the Soviet Corrnnunist Party Congress (in October) , Then in 
his April 24 talk with Kroll , Khrushchev hinted that a conference could 
be held after the Party Congress, He also indicated that the USSR would 
wait until ear~ 1962 to sign a separate peace treaty, if no negoti
ations eventuate, in contrast to his previous insistence that something 
would have to be done by the end of 1961 (,,,hether a separate treaty, an 
agreement, a conference, or an agreement to hold a conference has not 
been quite clear). 

It should not be inferred from this he si tation on timing that 
Khrushchev does not interrl to try to push the Hest into a negotiated 
solution on Berlin at an early date , This record does indicate, however, 
that Moscow would strongly prefer a negotiated II settlement " to one which 
might arise out of unilateral action and, being aware of the difficult.Y 
of bringing the Hest to the conference table on Berlin, has been careful 
to avoid launching a nell! conference drive prematurely. Indeed, the 
difficulty of conducting a campaign for ostensibly amicable high-level 
negotiations at a time when tensions were high over laos am Cuba was 
probably a major reason for Khrushchev's vacillation on the matter over 
the past several months. 

This predeliction for negotiati ons indicates that the Soviets have 
believed greater gains could be had through a negotiated four-power 
settlement than through forcing the ~lest to accommodate itself to uni
lateral action. Western agreement to change the status of "lest Berlin and 
voluntary recognition of the existence of two German states would quite 
obviously have more far-reaching i.n;llications than "lestern acceptance of 
GDR controllers on the check-points. The Soviets have evidently believed 
this to be true even of relatively limited negotiated settlements , p ro
vided they left the door open for some ]a ter comrmmist initiative. 

Khrushchev on Risks of v1ar. Khrushchev! s hesitation in pressing the 
Berlin issue to a crisis situation has also been importantly affected Qy 
his appreciation of the military risks involved, even though it is doubt
ful that his concern on this score has been suffiCient, by itself, to deter 
him from unilateral action . 
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In speeches and private talks since November 1958, Khrushchev has 
consistenUy plugged the same line in discussing the use of force over 
Berlin. He has said over and over again that he was convinced the West 
'Would not go to war over Berlin; but tha t if the West attempted to defy 
GDR access control s by force, the USSR would meet force with force, in 
defense of its al~, the GDR. 

While much of this ha s been stated for effect, Khrushchev has 
probably seen a number of reasons for confidence in being able to avoid 
undue risks of genera l war . First, the Soviet probably believe that 
they would Mve considerable leeway in playing their hand, even after the 
conclusion of a separate treaty. But even if a d irect confrontation 
occurred, it goes without saying that the Soviets would be confident of 
their local military superiority in the face of a land probe by Western 
forces. In addition, the US6R's growing strategic deterrent, the sense 
of vulnerability this has generated in Western Europe, the UK's equivocal 
stance, and Soviet ability to control the form of the overt challenge in 
such a way (e. g., document control by the GDR) as to weaken " estern 
rationale for the use of force have all been cited, and probably are 
accepted, by Khrushchev as reasons for believing that the vJest would not 
be prepared to run grave risks of general war over this issue. 

Still, Khrushchev has communicated, in indirect fashion, a concern 
that unilateral action muld produce a situation lo1hich might get out of 
hand -- through escalation, miscalculation, or over corranitment -- and lead 
to a disastrous war no one wanted . This is evident in the gradual and 
'tpeaceful rl manner in which the Soviets have posed their Berlin challenge, 
in Soviet maneuverings for negotiations, and in Khrushchev l s acknowledge_ 
ment tha t the \ 'est' 5 prestige is heavily committed on the Berlin question. 

This is also evident in Khrushchev's general philosophy regarding 
the use of war as an instrument of policy in the nuclear age. While 
vowing continued Soviet approval. and support of "national l.iberation wars," 
Khrushchev has consistently maintained that not o~ gene ral nuclear war 
but also local wars (i . e ., wars overtly waged between states) should be 
avoided . A candid exposition of this view is found in the November 5, 1960 
secret letter of the CPSU to the Chinese Communists which took issue with 
the Chinese view that such wars are both inevitable and desirable (when 
initiated by the comrnunists)a The following excerpts from a lengthy 
summary of this document give a good insight into Soviet thinking : 

•• • usually wars are started first as small imperialist wars, 
and small wars may develop into a world war and hence into a 
thermonuclear, rocket war •••• Local wars are possible , 'He must 
fight against roth local "Wars and 'World war • ••• Theories of 
IIlimited ll wars are groundless. TIe must not forget that Horld War 
II started as a 1Ilocalll war, t-ri.th scattered seats of danger . In 
our time, IIlimited warsll can develop into world- wide armed conflict. 
The Chinese comrades have a different oonception. This conception 
is entirely dangerous to peace •••• 
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v1e speak of imperialist l ocal wars . Revolutionary wars of 
liberation ~ colonial peoples is an entirely differ ent question. 
We hold such wars permissible and inevitable •••• 

• • • Recall the statement by Hao Tae- tung: lithe atomic oomb 
is a paper tiger which American reaction uses to intimidate people; 
it is frightening in appearance, b..tt not frightening in all reality. II 

Also at the Uosoow JlEeting in 1951, Comrade Mao Tae-tung said that 
as a result of an atomic war "at most half of mankind would perish 
while the other ha lf would remain . Yet imperialism would be wiped 
off the face of the earth aOO the whole world would be socialized. " 
•••• The idea of I1socializing the 'Worldn by means of a bloody atomic 
war 1s worlds removed from the communist world outlook •••• Conte~o
rary ~erialism is not a ''Paper tiger. II It has destructive weapons 
and a nuclear 'War 'WOuld lead to the extermination of hundreds of 
millions of people , to untold destruction of productive forces . 

To sum up , Khrushchev has no intention of provoking a war over Berlin" 
but believes that the USSR's local am strategic power can induce the West 
to yield positions peacefully, preferably through negotiations . He also 
believes that the \Vest would not be prepared to wage a general war over 
Berlin, at least not in response to the type of challenge the Soviets 
would pose as a conseql.Ence of a separate peace treaty. Still , unilateral 
Soviet action could create a situation not fully predictable, in which a 
miscalculated move could involve the USSR in a disastrous nuclear war . 
It is probably this area of doubt that ha B oontributed to Khrushchev1 s 
evident reluctance to conclude a separate treaty. 

Peaceful Cloak for Berlin Demands. A major feature of tioscou 1 s 
offensive on Berlin ha s been to depict the Soviet position in as peaceful 
and reasona ble light as possible. The proposal to oonvert 11est Berlin 
into a nfree city" has from the beginning been portrayed as a compromise , 
as all of Berlin is claiJned as rightfully belonging to the GDR. The two 
Germanies peace treaty proposal, to which the Berlin scheme has been 
linked, is presented as a reasonable move designed to elininate the 
remnants of World War II, ratify tbe "existing" situation in Central 
Europe, and do away with hot-beds of war (occupation of Berlin, West 
German demands fo r border r evisions) . 

Moreover" the threat to unilaterally abrogate occupation rights in 
Berlin is oonsistent~ depicted as a peaceful act. This is one of the 
reasons why the Soviets al tered. their original !lfree city" proposal by 
linking it to a Gennan peace treaty; a sepa rate peace treaty would pro
vide a cloak of legality far transferring controls over Allied access to 
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y 
the East Germans. The Soviets continuouslY deny that there would be an 
attempt to blockade Berlin; they claim that all the Allies would be 
required to do in the event of a separate treaty would be to make arrange
ments with the sovereign GDR authorities on access to Berlin. Under these 
circumstances -- Khrushchev has frequently stressed in private talks -
the t :est would be cast in the role of aggressor if it a ttempted to circum
vent GDR authority by use of force, a nd the U~SR 'Would then be cOJ11:lelled 
to defend the ODR against this aggression. 

By taking this approach, the Soviets quite obviously have sought to 
strengthen their hand a t the conference ta ble and to make it more diffi
cult for the West to oppose possible unilateral action regarding Berlin. 
But this ''peaceful lt approach also reflects an appreciation on Moscow l s 
part of its vulnerabilities if' it forcefully presses its Berlin demands; 
apart from the desire to limit the risks of war in such event, the 
Soviets probably have had some concern that an overly agcressive public 
posture on the Berlin issue could undercut their IIpeace ll posture in the 
neutralist countries of Asia and ,\frica , counter their efforts (in the post 
Camp David period) toward a limited detente with the Hest, and galvanize 
the West into a stronger, more unified st ance. 

These have been additional arguments, from the Soviet vie'Wpoint, for 
seeking a negotiated settlement . In fact, they epitomize Khrushchevl s 
general foreign policy strategy which envisages two broad lines of Soviet 
advance: (1) "peaceful coexistence!! with the \-Jest, based on Western 
acceptance of the status quo (Soviet style) in Eastern Europe, gains 
achieved through negotiations backed Qy Soviet pressure and strength, 
accolYUOOdation in certain other spheres of East- Hest r elations, reduced 
pressures for high arms eJ<penditures, and avoidance of nuclear war; and 
(2) expansion of Soviet influence in the underdeveloped areas , brought 
about by tactical collaboration with nationalist forces, broad economic 
ties and political cooperation where possible with neutralist governments , 
and exp1oitation of suitab1e opportunities for communist subversion. 

Personalities and Special Circumstances. There is some evidence that 
Khrushchev regarded President Eisenhower and Prime Ninister l-lacmillan as 
relatively IIsoft touches" at the conference table (relatively so in com-

1 . In its notes of November 27, 1958 setting forth the "free city" 
proposal , Hoscow claimed that the Allies1 violation of the Potsdam Agree
ment had rendered their rights in Berlin null and void, and threatened 
transfer of access controls if "an adequate agreement ll were not reached 
in six months . By March the following year, the Soviets had specifically 
reaff irmed the continuing validity of Allied rights in Berlin but claimed 
that a peace treaty with the two Germanies , or with one of them (i.e., the 
Gm) would nullif'y t these rights . 
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parison with his chief advisors, in the case of the President, relative~ 
so in comparison with other " estern leaders, in the case of the Prime 
loJinister) . If Khrushchev was indeed of this opinion, this is one reason 
why he \018a willing to adjourn the Geneva conference and wait, rather 
patiently, for nine months until a summit conference was held. 

There is no evidence to support the argument that Khrushchev has 
deliberately held off pressing his Berlin denands until the military 
pouer balance changed more in the favor of the USSR. As indicated above, 
we believe that has been due to Khrushchev's desire to choose a propitious 
time for negotiations, and to othe r factors . However, it seems safe to 
assume that the USSR's growing 8c~uisltion of a strategic strike force has 
done nothing to detract from Soviet decisions to act later r ather than 
sooner. 

While not a deterring factor in itself, 
it time he lalmched his Berlin dem,mds, 
Khrushchev probably somewhat rlestern unwillingness to 
negotiate a new status for West Berlin. This is indicated by the Soviet 
record on negotiations, discussed above . Also, on the occasion of several. 
private talks, lG1rushchev and other Soviet leaders seemed to express 
genuine surprise that the v'est did not accept "free city" status for West 
Berlin as the best way out of a difficult situation. 

To the extent tha t this is true, and to the extent to which he has 
publicly committed hi.mself in the bloc ani elsewhere to "solvingll the 
Berlin problem, it is correct to say that Khrushchev has overcommitted 
himself on the question . 

II. POSSIBIE DETERRENTS TO UNIlATERAL ACTION IN THE FUTURE 

Before exploring this question, it is essential to assess briefly 
Soviet objectives and intentions, 

Soviet Objectives 

The record of the past )0 months , in particular the negotiations at 
the 1959 Geneva conference, gives clear evidence as to Moscow1 s major 
objective . It is, to oonsolidate conununist rule in East Germany - and, 
by extension, in all of Eastern Europe -- by: (1) contnining and eventually 
eliminating too disruptive influence of a free, ~lest Berlin; and/or (2) 
confinning tre final diVision of Germany and enhancing the international 
status of the Ea:;;t German regime, This ha s been reflected in one way or 
another in all Soviet proposals -- Mosco",1 s maxi.Jnum proposal for a two 
Germanies peace treaty and, on this baSiS, a Vest Berlin "free cityll; its 
fallback proposals for a separate urree city!! agreement (June 1, 1959 
protocol), for an lIinterim" Berlin agreement (June 10, June 19, and July 28, 
1959, May 9, 1960), and for "interim" All-German talks (June 4, 1961). 
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In addition, the Soviets 'Would hope for an agreement on Berlin and 
the two Germanies that would seriously weaken NATO by calling in question 
the West 1 s determination to live up to its commitments . The Soviets 
pro ba bly regard this a irn a s a by-product, however, a s they cannot be 
sure that, in pressing their demands, they HOuld not strengthen NATO in 
the final analysis. 

To date , the USSR has IlBde no real effort to utilize its Berlin 
threat a s a bargaining device for checking treat German reannament or for 
other objectives . Indeed, the Soviets from the very begi.nning have been 
careful to avoid accepting any link between disannamen.t and Berlin, 
obviously being aware of the possibility for almost endless procrastination 
in disarmament regotiations. 

It is true that the USSR ! s draft peace treaty of January 10, 1959 
would provide for the virtual neutralization and demilitarization of \-lest 
Germany. However, it is extremely doubtful that the SoViets have ever 
regarded this draft - in its pre sent form -- as a serious negotiating 
proposal; the unilateral activn which they threaten -- transfer of access 
controls to the East Gennans -- would be far less onerous to the \lest than 
the provisions of the draft treaty (demilitarization of \lest Germany, 
acceptance of the "two Germanies" thesis , conversion of West Berlin into 
a nfree City") . 

Intentions 

There can be no doubt that a IIsolutiDnll of the Berlin and German 
question is a primary objective of Soviet foreign poli cy and that this 
question will play a dominant role in Soviet diplomacy over the next six 
months . 

In the first instance, the stakes are high, from the Soviet view as 
well as ours. The consolidation of the "status quoit in Eastern Europe -
perhaps the primary overall Soviet policy objective -- can never be fully 
assured 1.Ultil. the East Gennan regime is established as a viable and 
accepted international entity. And conmrunist rule in East Gennany cannot 
be fully consolidated until there is an end to hopes for unification, 
until the West recognizes the sovereignty and territorial. integrity of 
the IIsecond" German state in the East , and 1.UltiJ. the disruptive influence 
of West Berlin is at least neutralized. 

Secondly, Khrushchev probably feels that he has a strong bargaining 
position, despite his probable recognition that he initially overestimated 
the ease of his task. 

Finally, the USSR and Khrushchev personally are heavily committed to 
some early IIprogress" on this question, 
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These baaic considerations should, however, be viewed in perspective . 
He have seen a bove that the Soviets have repeatedly ignored thei r dead
line, once they receive some satisfaction on holding negotiations; while 
the Soviets a re no closer to their goals in East Gennany and Eastern Europe 
than they were in 1958, their situation there is not Dl9.terially more 
pressing now than it was then o A second point to bear in mind is Moscowf s 
gradual, step- by-step approach to a final IIso1utiontl of the "problems" of 
1 ~eBt Berlin am the two Germaniea . We still believe this to be true, 
despite the preerl'fJtory line of the USSR ' s June 4 aide memoire which in 
proposing an interim agreement offers the West nothing mor e than an agree
ment to conclude a two Germanies peace trea~ in six months thereafter. 
It is well to recall that this is an initial negotiating position, one that 
is much softer than the initial Soviet position at the 1959 conference and 
of about the same degree of toughness -- on balance - as the nay 9, 1960 
proposal tabled befor e the Paris conference. Also, the thrust of East 
German prono\ll1cements over the past several. months has been to disabuse the 
SED party faithful of hopes for a quick, decisive solution of the Berlin 
and German problems . 

The immediate Soviet aim is to get an early l1estern commitment to hold 
negotiations on a two Ger rnanies treaty and Berlin. At the morrent, the USSR 
is striving for this objective not by an open diplomatic campaign for re
newed negotiations but by attempting to create the presumption that a 
separate treaty is inevitable by the end of the year - unl.ess the Hest 
negotiates. By this tactic - somewhat similar to that of 1958-59 -
Moscow evidently hopes to put the West in the role of s~plicant and thus 
strengthen the Soviet bargaining position. 

If negotiations eventuate , the Soviets would probably first table 
for the record their maximum demand - a two Genranies peace treaty aoo, 
on this basis, conversion of \-lest Berlin into a "free city. 1I This would 
not be a serious negotiating position, however , for the reasons stated 
above . The SOViets would, therefore, quickly proceed to one or several 
IIfallback" proposals. 'J't}e most likely candidates are the follOwing , all 
of which are on record:~ 

(1.) An agreement on a Hest Berlin IIfree city" separate from any peace 
treaty considerations (June 1, 1959 protocol) ; 

(2) An "interim" agreement on West Berlin, coupled with all-German 
talks (mBnoranda of ~lay 9, 1960 and July 28, 1959); 

1 . Other possibilities would include a new, truncated version of the 
two Gennanies peace treaty proposal. The Soviets have hinted at a peace 
treaty limited to provisions for (1) ending the state of war, (2) recogniz
ing existing German borders (and states), and (3) establishing a new statUB 
fo r \llest Berlin. They might even limit the threaty draft to the first two 
provisions, with the proviso that the status of vles t Berlin would be 1..U1-

changed for a stipulated period of time pending agreement on a new status. 
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() An "interim!! agreement providing for all-German talks (memorandum 
of June 4, 1961 ) . 

The Soviets would regard any or all of these failbacks as initial 
positions subject to negotiation and furthe r modification. 

Western Moves to Deter Unilateral Soviet Action 

Before discussing these rooves , it is necessary to stress that there 
are severa l types of tmilateral bloc actions which we might choose to 
regard as unacceptable and hence select as that which we sought to fore
stall. Such action might be defined as t he mere conclusion of a separate 
treaty and unilateral declaration of tre abrogation of occupation rights 
in Berlin, or the trans fer to the GOO of jurisdictional controls over 
Allied access to Berlin, or the physical obstruction of Allied (or Fest 
German) traffic to Berlin. The existence of these several possibilities 
necessarily places this discussion on a fairly general plane. 

There are, broadly speaking, three courses of a ction open to the ~lest. 
These are considered here strictly from the point of view of likely Soviet 
reaction, without regard to their acceptability as policies, 

A. Negotiation of New Status for Berlin . The Soviets almost certainly 
would not accept a "free city" arrangement or some other new, contractual 
status for all Berlin (unless the agreement provided. for virtual GDR control. 
of the city~r, as part of a package deal , some other concession hig~ 
favorable to the communists and most likely unacceptable to the West ). The 
Soviets have consistently rejected such proposals when suggested in the past. 
Such an agreement with proper safeguards would run counter to the Soviet's 
major objective -- consolidating the GDR regime -- in raising the Berlin 
issue. 

IE the Hest were 'Willing to negotiate a new status for West Berlin 
replacing occupation rights there, the Soviets ~uld be wining -- as 
they have frequently stated - to consider some modifications in their 
standing proposal for a separate agreement on a Hest Berlin urree city. II 
For example, they might agree to a more precise UN "guarantee , 1I However, 
they would be unlikely under present circumstances to agree to provisions 
which denied GDR authority over access routes, which prevented the GDR 
from checking the flow of refugees to the FRG through \lest Berlin (the 
conununists include this process among the "activitiesll constituting inter
ference in the GDR) , or which tied the conununists I hands in putting the 
squeeze on the IIfr ee city" administration at rome later date. 

In initially implementing a f r ee city agreement on "'est Berlin of the 
sort likely to be acceptabl e to the Soviets, the GDR ,",uld probably (1) 
insist on complete control over all access routes , including air routes; 
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(2) att €l;1pt to utilize this control to engage the \·lest in de facto dealings 
and to prevent the IOOvelllent of refugees to the FRO through Hest Berlin (they 
are no'W flown out) , intending in this fashion to solve largely the r efugee 
pr oblem; (3) insist on the severance of quasi juridical ties between the 
FRG and Hest Berlin and the a bolition of \'Jest Berl in pol itical organizations 
hostile to the GDR; and (4 ) , of oourse, t he abolition of Allied installati ons 
(except for IIsymbol icu troop contingents ). Otherwise , the corMltUlists would 
probably be quite Il correct Ll at first in l iving up to the tenns of an ind&
pendent and neut r al ,Jest BErl in. It woul d only be a rra tter of time , however" 
befor e the GDR and the USSR attenpted to bring stronger pr essures to bear 
on the intel~al politics of the free city on the pretext that these politics 
constituted interference in tre internal aff airs of the GDR. 

While hailing the free city agreement as a step paving the way toward 
"normalizing" East-Pest r elations, the USSR would simultaneously cite the 
agr eement a s evidence that the shift in the balance of power in the bloc' s 
favor was compelling t he Hest to yiel d p ositions without a struggle. Indeed, 
in the context of the Hest ' s position on Berl in over the past 30 months , 
the Soviets oould almost certainly bel ieve this analysi s and might well be 
encouraged, accordingly, to embar k on new ventures. 

The Soviets have never given any indication of what ~ would do in 
r ega r d to a peace treaty if a separate agreement were reached on establish
ing a West Berlin ufree city. " In all l ikel ihood, they l-JOul d proceed, 
after a time , to sign a unilateral treaty with the GDR, hoping thereb,y to 
establish a firmer j uridical basis for thei r claims r egarding the division 
of Germany into two states and the permanence of pre sent borders . Urxler 
these circ~~tances , a separate t r eaty would have no practical effect insofar 
as Berlin was concerned~ 

B. Negotiation of Interim Agreement on Berlin or Peace Tr eaty. The 
Soviet interest in a l imited or Uinterim ll agreement of one sort or another 
is a rratter of record. He do not bel ieve the Soviets would accept a l.imited 
agr eement which would precl ude their taking further a ction on the Ber lin 
and t wo Germanies questions; in other "lOrdS, they "Jould reject an agreement 
on which 'WOul d confirm Berl in 1 s present status for an irriefinite pe.riod of 
time ( e . g . , until r eunification) or would undercut the two Germanies thesi s 
(e . g., would affirm the West ' s position that a pea ce treaty can only be 
signed with a unified Germany) ~ 

However, the Soviets demonstrated at the Geneva conference that they 
would accept an "interim" agreement which left open the question of ",hat 
ft\)u l d happen after the period of the agreement lapsed. (Their intention 
was s till, however, to create the iInpressi on that furthe r steps should 
follow. ) Moreover, there a l ready have been some indications that the USSR 
would accept l ess - - perhaps considerably so -- in the way of an inter im 
agreement than their last position at the Geneva oonference. Toward the 
end of the conference, Gr ol'l\Yko indicated that the USSR would drop the pro
vision for all-Gennan talks in exchange for the West ' s agreement to a troop 
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reduction in 'Hest Berlin. At the abortive Paris conference, the Soviets 
tabled, as an initial proposal, an interim agreement rather than their 
maximum peace treaty plan, which was their initial proposal at Geneva . 
The same is true of the June 4 memorandwn. In addition, the Soviets ' 
gradual approach over the past two years iOOicates less confidence in their 
position than prior to the Geneva conference. 

This evidence and Moscow 1 s obvious preference for negotiated agree
rents indicates tr.a.t the Soviets might be willing in the final analysis 
to settle far a limited agreement of relatively little substantive signifi
cance, provided thJt prior \-Jestern actions had convinced them that W1i1.ateral 
action would incur' :sue!! political liabilities and niilitary risks that it 
was not worth the candle., The West would have to weigh the disadvantage 
of a possible renewal of Soviet pressures at a later date against the more 
inu"ediate risks it might run if the Soviets concluded a separate treaty. 
But if it is true that Khrushchev believes that he has overcommitted himself 
- - and this belief wau.~d zertaL"lly be enhanced by the stipulated Hestem 
actions -- then m r:rl.ght. Oe satisfied with an agreement which he cauld cite 
as "progress II but 'ojhich wauld nat be averly pr ejudical to' Western interests. 

c. Limitation af Separate Treaty Cansequences . Under this course af 
actian, the \lest would be prepared to face the consequences af a separate 
peace treaty (presumably cancluded by the bloc after unsuccessful negati
ations had taken place) but would attempt to keep canununist implementatian 
of the treaty wi~)L' acceptable limits by impressing the USSR that 
obstructian of Berlin traffic would bring it high risks and liabilities. 

The cam.'UUllists 'OOuld have a wide range of chaices in deciding hOH 
to iltplement a separate treaty. Their stated pasitian, and 1lX)st likely 
initial course, is that there would be no blockade of traffic to' Berlin 
(no simultaneaus abstructian af \-Jest German traffic) but that the three 
He stern allies would have to negatiate arrangements with the East Germans 
gaverning the passage of Allied land and air traffic through ODR check_ 
paints . (Far the Allies, this wauld mean about the same degree af de facto 
dealings with the ODR regime as are presently oonducted. by tlle FHO, but , 
in the case af 000 oontrol af air traffic, wauld also mean a check an the 
now 0'1' refugees fram v!est Berlin to the FRO,,) However, at one extreme, 
the ODR might merely insist an IIcantroll~1I Allied travel dacuments an 
surface routes; ar the Soviets might even defer far a set period the 
transfer af access cantrals by including, in the separate treaty, a praviso 
along the lines af the Bolz-Zorin agreerrent . At the other extreme, the 
canununists might mainta in tha t the continued presence of Allied forces in 
West Berlin was illegal and use this argument to attempt to' impase a full 
blackade until a new status for West Berlin cauld be negotiated. 

Quite clearly, the extent to which the comnrunists ~uld attempt to 
extart concessians from the 'Hest by manipulating the question of access 
cantrol s would depend on their estimate af the pali tical and military 
risks invalved. Given their likely initial denams , it seems possible that 
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the vleet could keep this extortion within tolerable limits, provided that 
the Allies were prepared to engage in de facto dealings with t11e GOO and 
provided that vJestern actions pursuaded the communists of the inadvisa bility 
of proceeding too far. 

This course of action, like the others, would have drawbacks. \tIith 
the passage of time t here ~uld inevitably be slippage in the Western 
position regardiq; the limit on dealings ,lith the East Germans; we would 
have to be prepared to go farther than we 00 now in de facto acknowledgement 
of the GDR state Q it!e a100 would have to be prepared to face a serious 
crisis if there ,~s mi'?calcul.otion of the political intentions of either 
side. But it is entirely possible tha t the Hest would have to pay a smaller 
price in this instance than under the terms of any four-power agreement 
the Soviets are likely to accept . This hypothesis can only be tested in 
the course of future negotiations . 

vlhat Can Be Done 

Courses "B" and "C" are not mutually exclusive . One is, in a sense, 
a faUoock position to th"" other. And both l,1()uld require the same Western 
actions designed to pur.:;)UO;de the Soviets that to proceed too far would be 
to their disadvant~ge . 

o~iilitary Risl:.~.. There obviously is a wide range of possible actions 
in the militar,y 1~~ld which we night undertake in attempting to deter uni
lateral Soviet action. This paper is not the appropriate vehicle for 
examining in detail the likel y effect of these various possibilities. VIe 
therefore limit ourselves to setting forth certain general criteria which 
are likely to enhance the credibility of preparedness moves and statements. 

First, mere declarations of intent to run high military risks in 
support of Allied rights in Berlin w;:,uld not be enough. Some preparatory 
actions would have to be taken to lend substance to these words and, to be 
effective, w:>uld have to be taken prior to the time negotiations took place, 
or, as the case m~ be, prior to the turnover of access controls . However , 
the scale of these preparatory moves would have to be prcperl,y timed in 
keeping with prevaili~ circumstances . In particular, prematurely large
scale overt moves taken prior to negotiat ions could produce adverse results 
qy circumscribing Soviet maneuverability in negotiations and b,y producing 
disunity among the lOestern powers (which in turn might lead the Soviets 
to believe they really h9:d less to fear in the way of a strong and united 
Western response) . Th~ would also tend to undercut the political 
deterrents we would hope to maximize . 

Second, in attempting to c.onvince the Soviets of the military risks 
involved in pressing their Berlin dene.nds, lole should avoid taking a 
position that is so rigid that it is unconvincing, or so tmreal1stic it 
might have to be abandoned. For example, it is highly doubtful the USSR 
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will ever be convinced. that the West would wage war over the issue of GDR 
examination of travel documents, or mere conclusion of a sepa rate treaty. 
Our threats to r esort to force if necessary, in order to maintain our 
rights should, as a rule, be kept general. When it is desirable to be 
specific, these threats should be related to an appropriately direct 
challenge by the other side. 

Third, Allied distmity will undennine the e£fectiveneS5 of alJoost any 
Hestern statements or actions designed to deter the Soviets through raising 
fears of war; indeed, disunity would be an added incentive for the Soviets 
to press harder. For this reason alone, it would seem highly desirable to 
achieve a concerted tlestern position at an early date, even if this meant 
an accommodation to UK and French views on contingency planning. 

In private conversations and (as appropriate) 
in ',ctilor,s, we should impress upon tl1e Soviets that, 
regardless of the risks of war im,'Olved, pressure on Berlin will inevitably 
raise cold war tensions ,~ lead to greatly increased defense expenditures in 
the rlest, tighten the NATO alliance , and might cause us to reexamine our 
policies regarding the dissemination of nuclear weapons to our allies. rle 
might also take the line (in p rivate talks only) that heretofore we have 
been relatively restrained in regard to the USSR' 5 difficulties in Eastern 
Europe, but ttst we may have to reexamine this policy in the light of 
Berlin developments. 

It is doubtful the Soviet leaders would see their interests served 
by provoking a crisis over Berlin if they believed that the crisis would 
be prolonged with "Ule consequences outlined a bove and were not sure of 
obtaining a clear-cut gain on the Berlin and Gennan questions . The conse
quences would run counter to several important Soviet foreign policy aims 
and 'WOuld produce new strains in the Soviet economy by f orcing it to meet 
the challenge of a stepped-up arms race . Of course it would be difficult 
to convince the Soviets a crisis over Berlin would necessarily have these 
consequences, but we could raise enough concern in their miJxis to have a 
measurable effect on their actions. 

Equally ~ortant, we should attempt to maximize in advance the 
political costs of force.ful action on Berlin and Germany to the Soviet 
positiOn . in the new countries of Asia and Africa . Recognizing the virtual 
inevitability of new negotiations and recognizing the emotional ap~eal of 
xetional self-determination in the new countries, i t might be adVisable for 
the We st to take too initiative in proposing new negotiations, e~hasizing 
the positive goa l of self-determination and the west I s willingness to make 
all reasona ble efforts to meet the aspirations of the German people for 
unification. In particular, we might consider (a )drauing up and publicizing 
befor e negotiations a new peace plan which would be much s~ler, more 
flexible and artful in its propaganda appeal; (b) drawing up and publicizing 
before hand a new first-step proposal for uni1ying all Berlin; (c) a propa
ganda campaign showing that the Soviet two Gennanies position is designed 
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to divide further East and vlest and prevent self-determination in Germany; 
(d) assiduous circularizing of all of the above views and proposals in 
the new coWltries; (e) seeking UN affirmation of the goal of German unity 
and endorsement of a referendtun in all Germany and all Berlin on this 
issue. 

Other than agreeing to negotiate, it is highly unlikely that IDscow 
would accept these proposals. However, a pre_negotiations diplomatic 
campaign along these lines would enable tne vest to profit politically 
from its main asset in Germany, namely, the Gennan people I s opposition to 
communism, which conpels the communists to take a stand against the popular 
concepts of national unity and self_determi:l3tion. 

INR/RSB/BP:JPSha>1 ,lfb ,6/21/61 
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Morgenthau on Berlin (Wash. Post, July 2, 1961) 

By H .... J. Mor,enllum 
ProJeuOT of polttical .cience at the 

ti1tivff.itv oj Chicago and director oj thl 
Cnkr fM the Stud" 0/ America" For
• Policy, MOT"e,dlulu Iuu writte" 
motlV boob in hi, field. 

PREMIER KHRUSHCHEV did not 
NUe the iuue of Berlin In Novem

_,1MB. and again In June, 1961, for 
~ 01. propaganda or to meet de
muck from China or from wltbln the 
Kremlin. He ralaed it as a means to the 
flub of Soviet polley. 

M eoncerna Germany, the Soviet 
Union punues three end!: the removal 
of Berlin as a provocative r~nder of 
Communist weaknl!!6II, the .eparation 
of WHt Germany from the Westem 
camp and the atabilitation of the tl!!r
rttorial atatul quo. 

The main objective of Soviet foreign 
policy In Europe alnce World War II 
hat bftn the .tablUzaUon Of the west
em frontlen ot the Soviet empire. 
Stalin conceived of the postwar world 
a. two gleantic sphere. of influence 

~~' ~~""ll~ by the Soviet Union and the 
United States, respectively. He \1ewed 
the liM5 line of military demarcation 
which divides Germany a. tha deflnl
tiva boundary line between the two 
apherH. 

Stalin made numerous proposals to 
that effect, both directly and through 
neutral and sateWte diplomat.. Tbe 
United States has ('onsistently refused 
neD to consider lu('h proposalJ. It bas 
alw.ys maintained the provisional 
eharacter both of the Une of mJlitary 
demarcation between East and West 
and of the eastern boundary of 
Germany in the fonn ot the Oder
Nel •• Line. It hlJl bt'en committed to 
the uniJlcation of Germany, which, U 
achieved on Weslern tenns, would 
nK'elsarlly move the ..... estem frontien 
ot tbe Soviet empire farther east, at 
lean to the Oder·Xels~e Line i.l not 
~l1d, 

Beftla the Symbol 

PAItADOXICAL IS It may aeem, 
XbruahC'bev bal called Into que. 

lion the statui quo at Berlin beeluse 
b. HeItI the ftaobIllzatloll of 11M terri
tarial .utus quo ., Baropt, ad tINt 
Ualted StatPI Is commtuad tG the 
defeue of the .tatus quo of BerUn 
beeau .. It f't'tUlet to ac:knowledp the 
terrttoriIIl .tatul quo of Europa u 
detlnIUvf'. 

manifestation In the issue 
and by raisin!! the latter, Khrushchev 
has by ImpllC'atlon raised the former. 
The Western presence In Berlin_the 
former ('apltal of a once-united Gt'r
many and the potentia' capital ot a 
reunited Germany--~lYmbolites the 
provJslonal character ot the division of 
Germany. The abandonment of Berlin 
by the West would symbolize the de
finitive ('haracter of that dlvi!lon. 

By raislna the wue of Berlin In an 
acute and threatening form, Khru· 
• hehev tries to force the Weat to recog
nize what it has refused to recognize for 
18 years, I. e., the definitive chara('ter 
of the divlalon of Europe. The issue 
Khruahchev has raised is, then, the fun
damental issue of wbo .ban mle what 
and wbetber what is ruled by the Soviet 
Union now shall be ruled by it In 
perpetuity, lUi rule being ~cognlzed 
IJI legitimate by the WesL 

This Is the issue from whlC'h the cold 
war arose and which hili divided the 
United States and the Soviet Union 
ever lin('e. It is the stuff ot whlC'h hot 
wan are made a. "ell. 

The Recoglution Roule 

I T IS IN ACCORO with his long·term 
purpose of stabilizing the temtorlal 

status quo that Khrushchev has not 
rai.ed the Berlin issue direcUy but, IS 

it were, as a byproduct of rH:ogniUon 
of the East German ,overnment. It l5 
true that he has told the Western 
powers, as Stalin did In the form of 
the Berlin bl(l('kade, '·Get ouU" But 
how does he propose to get them out? 

He plans to do It by replacing the oc
cupation atatute upon wblch the West
ern presence in Berlin restJJ with a 
peace treaty with the East German 
governmenL Thus he can tell the 
Westcrn powers, "\\'l1atevf'r rights you 
are going to have In Berlin you must 
negotiate with the East German govern
ml'nt, to whlC'h we are transferring our 
control over the access to Bcrlln." 

Khrushchev is I much more subtle 
and ingenious ad\'ersary than StaHn 
WH. He tries to make It appear that 
",hat is at .take is not the lree<l.om of 
West Berlin and the freedom of West
em aC"ef'SS to it but only & chan!:. tn 
the legal title which would leave the 
.ublt.&nc. of. the pre.ent righll; intact, 
1n. truth, 0( eourw, til. freedom « WHt 
Berlia-.eft bland In a RPd sea---and of 
the Westem a('"5' to it derive. not 
from I If'gal document but from tbe 
\\ f'llem military presence In 'West 
Bl'rlln. 

an attack upon U. freedom would be 
tantamount to an atact upon the 
Western military estabUsbmf'nt in West 
Berlin, and the Western powers hIVe 
been able to lupply their troope in Wf'It 
Berlin because interlerem~e with tlJese 
supplies would In lbe long run be 
Impossible without a dire('t mllitary 
confrontation. The Soviet Union haa 
been anxious to avoid .lUch & dj~t 
military confrontation :In Gumany and 
elsewhere and haa lOu(bt Ita obJective. 
rather by Indirection, •• pee i a II y 
tltrougb the interpOSition at proxies . 
The attempt to Interpo~e the East 
G • r man lovernment bet ..... een the 
Soviet t.:nlon and the Wl!'!lt II a typiC'al 
example of that technique. 

Hi. Achilles Heel 

YET THE APPLICATIQ:'-l Of that 
technique to Germany tends to 

jeopardize the main goal of Soviet 
polky: the .tablllzation ot the temto
rial status quo, upeC'lally in the fa('e 
of West German rearmament. For It 
ralsel an issue of tbe utmost lTavily tor 
aU concerned: the pouibllIty of a G~r· 
man civil war. Here 1s, Indeed. the 
Achilles h~l of Khrushchev'a G~rman 
polley. 

Khrush('hcv appears to be j;:"enulDely 
afraid ot a We8t German army, 
equipped with nuclear weapons, as th~ 
instrument of a West German polic;.
which would recognize neither tht' 
existence ot the East German govern
ment nor the legitimacy of the Oder 
~elsle Line. For thlt reason, be wants 
to bring the Issue of the territorial 
status quo in Europe to .. head before 
the West Gennan army is eqUIPPM 
with nuclear weapons. 

On ilie other hand, when It comes to 
the preservation of peace, be trust!' the 
East Germans no more than he doe. 
the W~t Germans, and while he may 
fee I for Chancellor Adl'nauer 
grudiing admiration. hI' nn hardly 
for his hapl~" F.a!!t Gennan '«"'''1 
anything el~e but that contempt 
which Stalin used to give vent in 
guarded moments. 

He cannot but loathe the idea of 
s:ccinc two Germaa. 10\'emmenla, ead! 
ineffectually controlied b7 JUi respec
tive allies, oppele f'aeb otht'r over un· 
defined ironti6l. It 11 this IPI!:Cter 
_bLch hal !Dade hIm bnlta.te to 
btinl the Berlin tstue to a head 8Vn 
slnre he raised Jt first in a H'eminaly 
peremptory form in :-';ovember, 19M 

Khrushchev, then, 11 t~ with a 
dilemma; he leeks the stabilization 01 



lbe territorial aut ... , quo in 1Durope. for 
be fean the thrMt to peeee ~ 
from. tutabiUty lD the bart of hrope. 
y.t the Mema he baa eboeeD to lehIeve 
hi, end threateD to create an m.t..illl· 
Jty much crater and Ina controllable 
than the ODe be triM to remove. This 
dilemma provldee; the Welten. powen 
with an opportunity fGr ccm.trucUve 
ltatemanlhlp. However, they are haodt· 
ca~ by a dilemma of their own. 

eMIle tbe .. ,.,. 'friWDpeu to nelotilte 
about it qlles • deD1a1 of that rilht. 
II 10ur nellhbor teu. JOU to let out 
of 7OUI' houae and you reply, "Let's 
nepUate IIbout it," your "ery wJ1llnl' 
nea to nerotiate impH .. that you are 
not quite .ure that you bave a right to 
be ."hete you are. You CIInnot Insist 
upon your right and make It the lub· 
ject of debate at the lame Urne. 

Yet whU. the substance of the W(,st· 
em right to be. in Berlin 11 n()t 
necoUable, the modaHUH of that 
prelence indeed are. Since the Wulern 
presence in Berlin hu been primarily 
symbolic: to bedn with, It 11 ~ptlble 
to manipulaUon .. long .. Its I)'1nbollc 
ctaar.:t.er remains iDtac:t, 

coneemed in the prlvat'J' at their of· 
11~ and .. 10ud.l7 pooclabnecl by 
Khrulhdlev. "We proceed from the 
premtse," he .. Id ln hll June 15 
tclevislon lpeech, "that the peace treaty 
with Gennany will put a seal OIl wMt 
hal alrt'ady beton established by the 
Polsdam Agreement. Indeed, the lav' 
emmentl of ttle Western powers ob
viously undrrttand, too, how .enseleu 
It would be to nise now the question 
oC revl.s.lrtg Germany'a boUndarieL 
Their representati\"t'a halie often told 
us abouL this during our convenaUon •. 
A Ilmple operation, It seems-tG put a 
If'al on what alrhdy exists," 

An UaaeptWJl. IlijJhl 

It II at thit point that the western 
dilemma comes into play, 

THE WESTEIL'l position mUit rest 
upon a threefold found.tlon: The 

Western richt to be In BerUn is not 
subJtIc:t to negolilUon.; the territorial 
.uta quo in Europe .. not aubJect to 
cblftle for the foreseeable tuture; a 
IbIft of Weat Germaa allee1&ll~ from 
the WHt to the Eut 11; Dot eompaUble 
with Western lecurlty. 

The Western right to be in Berlin 
L --, ...... be subject to .n.e&QUatlolU be-

That the territoria1 ,Latu. qUG In 
Europa cannot be ebanled In the for.· 
.. eable future, that for the tbn. I» 
ln, German1 will remain divided and 
the Oder·Seisse Lin. will remain Its 
.eutem frontier is admitted ., an 

Khrushrhev Cln alford to .ay bluntly 
what the .tatemtt'R of t.lhe West, tbosIJ 
of GenTlany Included, can only whlaper 
amon« themseivt'. bt'cau~, with regard 
to the Gennan qUetUon the Soviet 

l,; nion holds an enonnous ad· 
\'anle,e over the West. The 
Soviet UnlGn has it In III 
pO ..... N to unify Germany and 
mO\'e the {ronllen of Ger
many eastward whenever It 
willhe.. It only needs to 
withdraw Its .upport from the 
Ea~t German ,overnment 
and divide Poland a,aln 
with Germany for the fifth 
time In two centuries. 

What the Soviet Union 
would ask of a united and reo 
stored Germany in retum 
would not neccssarlly be II..! 
communization, but as a 
mInimum the tran~fer of Its 
• upport from the Wen to the 
East. 

West Germany has Joined 
the Western camp because it 
mi~tru~ts lhp ultimate 0b
Jective. of the Soviet t:niorl 
and h.. confidence In the 
alml and power of the Weet. 
If the Welt wera to .peak of 

J Cronth~rll of Germany as 
•• hrushchev has spoken, West 
Gennany would have nothing 
to choose between East and 
West In terms of vcrbal com
mltmt'nls, and in terms oC 
the ability to aive Weat Ger· 
many what It wanta, the ad· 
vantage would remain with 
the Soviet Union, 

West Gennany would then 
be tempted to strIke a bar
gain with the Soviet Union 
and Khrushchev hAJ Indeed 
voiced the upectation that 
sooner or later this will hap
pen_ Thus It is for the sake 
of the very lime prbe-the 
allegiance of We~t Germany 
-that Khrullhchev wants the 
West to recognize the terri
tGrial status quo in Europe 
and that the West cannot ac· 
cede to that demand. 

WHAT, THES, can the 
West do? It can do e.ssen· 
tlally thrtoe thlnp, 

Tint, it can try to nelo-

tlate over the modalities or 
III presence In West Berlin 
with whoever cUedlvely con
trols the lines of communlca· 
tlons. Its aim must be the 
preservation of the symbolic 
significance or that presence 
while not insisting upon its 
more provocaUve aspects. 

Second, It can try to ... 
plolt Kbru.hehe.,'1 dilemma, 
Mindful of the fad that Presl· 
dent de Gaulle bu come out 
In fuor of tbe recornltlon of 
the Oder·Neisse Line .. the 
permanent eastern frontier 
of Germany, It CIn tl'1 to 
contribute 10 the stabillsa· 
tion of the territorial status 
qu.o In Europe ... !thout In· 
crrasin,r the danler of a Ger
man chil •• r, 

Finally, in dom, thil, the 
West must try to aVOId belnl'! 
caught in Its own dilemma, 
Whatever it conlrlbut.. to 
the stabilizatiOn of the ter· 
ritorial ItatUI quo mUit be 

compaUble with Its verbal 
commitment to the un1flca· 
tien 01 Germany. It mURI 
somehow manage to brid,e 
the ,ap between what it ha. 
so otten declared it will do 
in Germany and .. hat it 
can do. 

lT IS OBVIOUS that these 
wkJJ are enorrnGusly dUn, 
cult to achieve and require 
for their achIevement quali· 
ties of ltatesmanlhlp, both 
darinl .nd wIse, which are 
harder to come by and le511 
certain of popularity in the 
short run than that ,-erbal 
brav('ry which Ihe cro ..... d is 
evcr ready to applaud. lIow . 
ever, it those qualities arr 
not forthcoming, the West 
will be laced with two equally 
unacceptable choices; retreat, 
or fllht a lliar on behalf of 
tbe freedom of Wp-st Berlin 
which will de.troy West Ber-i 
lia and Ita freedom .. well. 
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MEMORANDUM: The BerllnCrisl8, USMIUM Expenditures, and Soviet Allocation 
Problems 

WIth the onset of a ne·.v phase of the Berlin crisia the US has tried to delineate 

fields of poaB1bla US and ollier Western action which might induce an additional degree 

of caution on the part of the Soviets in their approach to the problem of Berlin. One of 

these fields 15 the possible Influenc('J of US military expendltures on the Soviet leaders. 

An 1ni~al distinction should be made between 1) US and other Allied moves de-

signed to increase the West!s readiness status cilrectly relevant to possible hOStiUtf,8S 

growiP..g out of this phase of the BerHn crisis and 2) increased US and other Western 

efforta in the defense field whlch J though beg-.m at this time. would not affect actual 

mlUtary capabllities until Borne fune In the future well beyond the Immediately critical 

period. 

Regarding the secoud. longer-range build-up, it Is our conviction, as will be 

explained below. tbat the Soviet le2ders would bave to pay attention to any suoh 

siguificant shUts of effort on the part of the US or Its Allles, and even to credlble 

possibiltties of suoh shifts t and would have to do so from lhe outset of the program . 

'IbIs beUef rests on two general con.g.lderattons: first, as with all totalitarian economies. 

the Soviet allocations situation Is habitually tighti secondly f in their defense planning 

and production, the Soviet leaders too must reckon with the problem of lead-time. 

Underlying the possible Influence of US and other Western action In this field Is. 

further, the fact that us Gross National Product Is more than twice that of the Soviet 

Union. and the economies of the United States and the other NATO powers taken together 

are close to three times those of the USGR and its European satellites. A number of 
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these Western economies, moreover, have signifloant slack, thus differing sharply 

from the tight economy of the USSR. 

Again, if we look at the United States alone, and take account for the moment 

801ely of economic cor.sideratioDs, it 18 relevant that when the United States produces 

at an annual rate of 510 bUllon dollars r as thinge are today ita Gross National Product 

is actually running some 40 binion dollars below "normalcy" -- normalcy being defined 

88 a condition in which only 4 percent of the labor force Is unemployed. Under these 

circumstances, just by rett.:rnlng to IIfull" employment and without imposing any unusU5l 

controls, the US would have the economic power to build up its military and scientific 

spending over present levels within three years by rut annual volume of 25 bilUon dollars. 

SUch an increment to US defense efforts would repr esent more than 10 percent of the 

Soviet Gross National Product, almost twice as much as the SOviet GNP grows in a 

year, between one-fourth and one-third of all Soviet investmer..t, and about two-thirds 

of &>viet overt and covert defense expenditures. 

Tbe imposition of governmental controls on the US economy would, of course, 

permit substantially greater defense efforts even than those we have mentioned. 

Evidently. were It feasible and advisable to do so. bringing this .. <light to ooar 

on the USSR would pose critical problems for the Soviet leaders, cven granted their 

ablUty to mobilize their populations. 

Smaller increases in US defense expenditures would also pose serious problems 

for the Soviet leaders. H the United states increased its annual defense expenditures, 

for example p by 5 billion dollars and the Soviet regime were to feel that it had to match 

this allocation by a corresponding over-all increase (i.e. in the same mix as at present) 

:In its defense efforts, the USSR would have to increase Its national security budget by 

close to 1.9 b!llion (new) rubles. Tb!s would represent one-third of current Soviet 

investments In agriculture or in housing, more than two-thirds of Soviet investments'" 
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in transport:atf.on and communfcatioDB, and roughly oDe-half of all present SovIet 

outlays for military and other research. 

It would, of course, be theoretically possible for the United States to increase 

Its mUita..ry spending so mea.."linglessly that the Soviet leaders would be under no 

compulsion to respond in any wayo Conversely, it would also be theoretically possible 

for the United States to choose the field in which it made its military efforts in a way 

which would force the Soviet lenders to respond in a way significantly more costly to 

them :boo the original effort. had been to the Ulrlted Statos. 

Vie do Dot hers pretend to the judgment necessary In the milltary field to define 

in any precise way what would be meaningful.. Even without such expertise, bOl\'"'8ver. 

we suggest that stgntflcant increases In the US long-range, gromtd -based missile force, 

in the submarine-based missile force, and in protection of the strategic strike force, 

would exert compulsion on the Soviet leaders either to incren.se their own military 

efforts or to try to induce us to reduce our efforts.. Similar results would flow, we 

beHeve, from inoreases in our ground forces and conventional capabilities. 

nlis c:>ncluDi:m restc en t'Durc t..lan a comparison of gr'J~3 statistics o There are 

RpeClflc tJght spots in the Soviet economy that would be affected~ For e"'tample, addttlon

a1 Soviet military construction activity would be required. and the USSR would have to 

draw on the same assets that are needed both for plant construction (and thus Investment 

in industry) and for housing construction (where Seriat needs are stru. immense and 

where reasonably rapid progress Ues very close to the heart of the Soviet people's 

demand. for a better life). 

Machinery is another serious tight spot for tha Soviets.. Even at its prallent level 

of defense efforts the USSR has trouble in replacing its obsolescent induetrial mllch!nery 

and in making even preliminary progress to\l;-a,rd automation at a rate Bufficient to lnaure 

satisfactory Incrssses In productivity. The day bas passed when Soviet leaders could 
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obtnln increases tnproducttvtty merely by taking more out of the hides of Sovtet workers. 

The leaders must now take account of the l1mlted but Bfgn1ficant political evolution which 

the USSR has tmdergone in recent rears and, perhaps even more importantly I of the 

increased complexity of the Soviet economy -- while more Sweat alone would DO doubt 

be helpful. this by Itself Is far from all that Is needed. 

Increases in US local and conventional forces would heighten the evident conflict 

bel:vt~en the Soviet manpower shortage and the demands of the Soviet defense est.ablish

ment.. This con!lict haa already produced vacillation 0& the part of the Soviet leaders as 

to whether or not to go through with the 2g1 million reduction in the Soviet force levels 

which Khrushchev announced on Jan~y 14, 1960. Tlcre may well at present be 

obstacles to the United states making mcreases in its defense expenditures of anywhere 

nl3ar the magnitude indicated as an upper range on the scale of pOBs1b1lities discussed 

above .. But even the military provisions of the President's second State of the Union 

Message would have Borne of the effects described.. There is no doubt that the Soviet 

leaders would relate any such increases in defense expenditures over tho orlgl:l8.1 

estJ.mates directly to the development of the Berlin crisis" While these increased 

expenditures might or mighL not require corresponding Soviet action, th3y would be 

considered to demollDtrate the Admlnlstration's ability to O:lpj{e shifts and the population's 

willingness to accept them even at this stage of the cnsis.. It 18 difficult to see how the 

Soviet leaders could escape the conclusion that the US Administration and the US people 

might travel further down the .ame road If driven to do so by the Soviet h:mdling of tho 

Berlin affair. 

Indeed, we believe that a concrete start in increasing our defense and scientific 

efforts in the measure represented by the Second state of the Unfon M..,seago, if 

actually carried over into national pollcy, would have far more effect than mere talIt 

or verbal threats of greater shifts. Talk there has been aplenty about BEtrUn, and 
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more talk ~ ~ might well be ignored by the Soviet leaders. 'The message implicit in 

a H.mtted but actual move which bore the potential of further programs would, however, 

be clear .. If at the Bame time the Soviet lenders were confronted wlth a general US 

approach which faced them with the Deed to take a aedes of further initiatives against 

the West.ern position on Berlin, they would proba.."lly visualize a progressively deepening 

crisis atmosphere In wb!ch the US would be llkely to make further slgnfffcant budgetary 

sblfts and Its European allies might quite possibly mako some Bhlfts In the same 

direction. 

A reld;lvely modest beglnntcg, moreover, of this Bort would avoid two dangers 

which might be Involved in Ii more ambitious approach. It would avoid that open and 

direct cbnllenge to the Soviet leaders which might Increase the polltlcal compulsion 

upon them to persiB~ 10 their announced determination to get the West to abandon its 

rights in BerUn. Secondly J a modest beginning would keep us fl'Ele of oharges that we 

had been the ones to step up the arms race and thus, according to some people's way 

of thinking, increase th9 danger of general war 0 
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE 

Bureau of Intelligence and Research 

MEMORANDUM: Airlift and the Berlln Crisis 

Introduction 

COY.( No. t.{ 2-

June 30, 1961 

This paper attempts, in response to a request from SIp, to Ulustrnte factore 

connected with the possible use by the Allied powers of an a1rllft initiated at an early 

stage in a crisis over Berlin. It brings together polltical, military, economic and 

logistic problems Integrally In an effort to put technioal cooBiderntioDS regarding 

airlift and regarding the supplying of West Berllu In their broader perspective. The 

paper takes as Its poln! of depor~.lI'e the signature by the Bloc of a separate peace 

treaty with East Germany and the turn-over to East Germany by the Soviets of access 

controls. From this point It attempts to develop in sequence Allied actions and 

probable Bloc counteraction ~ or vice versa. In so doIng, the paper considers both 

Bloc and All1ed actions which lie outside the strict purview of the Berlin question 

12!!!. ~ but are relevant to It. 

It Is, of course, poss1ble that two or more of the stages of action that we have 

outlined for the Bloc mlgbt be comblnad. We have strung out all the logical steps In 

sequence, however, beoause we believe 1) that the Bloc Is much more likely than Dot 

to follow such a gradual approach and 2) that the Isolation of each step may be of 

relevance to the planner in deoiding on appropriate oountermeasures to be taken 

at each stageo U the Bloc were to combine two or more steps, we could, ofcourae. 

do the same. H, on the other hand, we had vlsuallzod only the posslblllty of one or 

two massive steps on the part of the Bloc and had planned our llcuntermeasures 

accordingly, and If Instead the Bloc proceeded gradually, we might be left with 
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plans inappropriate to the circumstances !bat actually obtained. 

It should be erud at the outset that our conolusions regarding the utility of RD 

sirllft -- we think It lI1l. many advantage. -- are rsdIcally different from 1lI0se of 

certain earlier studies of the subJecte The principal nrguments lhat have been 

advanced agninst an sirllft are: 1) that even temporary failure to exercls. our 

rtghts of ground acoess would undermine (he morale of the Berliners. 2) that it 

would oonsatute an Inappropriately weak response to the challenge that bad heen 

posed. and 3) that the use of even passive means of interference by the Bloc could 

prevent our airlift from performing its ultlmate or maximum mission, which would 

he to sapply the need. of all West Berllo. The IIrst two points are, we belleve, 

dealt with adequately in the course of our discussion. The third requires some 

special attention here. 

The mission of supplJlng llIe needs of all West Berllo Is one which the alrUft 

would almost certainly DOt have to perform at an early stage of its operation. To 

force tb!& mission on the airUft, the Bloc would have to take action agatnst atriUan 

German ground access to an extent that would Justify other more drastic responses 

on our part. Further, we understand that the Air Force at present considers that 

a total airUft for all West BerHn is probably feasible against the electronic counter

measures (ECM), which are the least dramatic and hence most probable type of 

Bloc interference. We do not pretend to independent judgment on the latter point 

and in our subsequent discussion of the subject merely cite the data which we believe 

to be correct. Further examination of these data would have to be checked with 

authorities on operatfons of the kind in question. In this conte..xt, howover J we point 

out that peacetime air safety standards would not have to he maintained, that Ioganlous 

snd unconventional ways of performing a mission often develop under pressure J and 

that even If sirllft were adopted as our Initial respoUBe, we could switch to other 
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responses at any time that they appeared appropriate. 

To turn to the positive advantaggs of an atrltft as an initial All1ed response, 

we believe that the following are the salient factors: 1) an airlift represen~8 merely 

the continuation of activities that we are already performing, 2) to tal<e action against 

an alrUft would put the burden of (figuratively o~ Uterally) firing the first shot on the 

Bloc) and 3) use of an afrUft permits development of a aeque:cce of progressively 

more serious sltuatloIl3, for each of which we can plan appropriate responses dee1gned 

to persuade the Bloc to go no further -- responses, furthermore, which would have 

the best chances of being poUtically feasible In the West and heace of being credible 

to the Bloc in advance as seriou8 p08sibflltf.es. 

Assumed initial Bettin!!. 

The &)\'1et UnfeD calls the peace treaty conference and, together wUh other 

Bloc states, signs a peace treaty with East Germany surrendering all Soviet ocoupation 

rlgbte and duties In East Germany and BerUn and turning over to the East Germans full 

rights and the execution cf these rlghte In controlUng all types of access to BerUn. 

Slbsequently (for the purposes of this discussion it docs not matter precisely when). 

the East Germans demand thot AlUed mlUlary personnel observe as regards ground 

and air access certain admln1atraUv8 procedures which are unacceptable to the Allies. 

Again the precise nature of those demands with regard to autobahn and r2il access can 

be passed over; It :Is only necessary to assume that demands have been made wh1ch are 

unacceptable to the Al11es, and that the Allies temporarily withhold any attempt to 

exercise their rights of ground aC06S8 to BerUne> We assume, finally, that the Allles 

have decided to make the air the initial fleld of contest over the Bloc's unilateral 

decision. 

initial Bloc action on air access would probably be a statement that with the 

signing of a peace treaty all use of East German n1r space was now under the control 
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of the East German Government. This principle would be clearly stated in the peace 

treaty Itself (and is. Indeed r a. H:tight" which the East Germans have already begun to 

assert). The Soviet; controller v."Ould probably at once ieave the Berlin Air safety 

Center (BAOC) and 211 East German controUer would prasant himsolf for admittance. 

The East Ge!"IDan Government would probably state that It now had complote rightfl 

and powers of control over pjr aocess J but that it wanted to make procedures as 

simple and con'/enient as possible for the Allied powers and was prepared to have 

Its controller do no more than e:'tercise the same rights and functions in the BASC 

that the Soviet controller had exercised. 

It Is RBsumed that the AlUed powers would refuse to let the East German 

controller participate in the work of the BAOC. The East Gcrm:m Government 

would then probably announce another method of controlling air access, possibly 

designating an airfield suoh as Schoenofelet at whloh aircraft prooeedblg to and from 

West Berlin would have to land for clearance. Some procedure for the fll1ng of flight 

plans would be Bet forth. 

Allled Use of Airlift 

It fs assumed that the Allies have already determined to ignore any Buch controls. 

At this point Pan Amerlcen and British European Airways would be Ukely to decide thut, 

lacking assurance of air safety J they would abruldon their commercial flights to Berlin. 

AIr France could be prevented from abandoning flights because its pUots, who are 

reserve officers, could be put on active duty and ordered to fiy. SInce this aotien, 

however, would in effect turn the Air France planes into miliWry' aircraft, this dis

cUBsion makes no distinction between Air France planes under these circumstances 

and other Allied miUtary aircraft. 

The AlUes at this point would have to determine the scope of the functions 

which they intended to perform with their aJ.rlifto They could limit themselves to 
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activity directly connected with the maintenance of their presence and functions in 

accordance with their rights in Berlin under the instruments of surrender. Even 

BO I two further choIces would confront them. 

Uruler tl:slr occupaticn rights Lhe Allies could, !f they so chose, continue to 

fly East German refugees out of BerUn to the Foderal RepubHc. The East Germans 

could, tempc.l'a.rlly at lenst~ of their own volition prevent many of thtt refugilos from 

reaching West Berlin ... Tho Bloc would, however, prefer to Induce us to cut off the 

refugee flow ourselves o If we used our military airlift to carry the refugees the 

Bloc would, no doubt, denounce us Violently. This discussion assumes, ho\\t"ever, 

that the Allies would not refuse to h'anaport the refugees. 

Secondly t Allied commercial aircraft have regularly carrled citizens of West 

Berlin and citizens of lhe Federal Republic to and from Berlin. To diecontUtue this 

service would be to give the East German Government a measure of control over the 

movements of such persons which it did not have prior to the termination of commercial 

Western air trafflo between West Berlin and the Federal RepubUc 0 While we are 

assuming that at this stage the Bloc would in no way interfere with civiUan German 

traffic on ground routes between West Berlin and the FRG, nonetheless if all West 

German and West Bertin officials had to comply with the same control procedures 

as the bulk of passengers now do on ground routes J there would rosult a perceptible 

increase in the East German powers of control over access to Berlin. This discussion 

thus further assumes that the Allies would decide to use their military airltft not only 

to supply their garrisons in Berlin, but also to perform for citizens of the Federal 

Republic and of West Berlin if they 80 desired. any or all of the functicns previously 

performed by Ailled commercial alrcrnlt. 

Temporary Allied Non-Use of Grotmd Access 

We are assuming, and indeed we beHeve, that at this stage of the crisis the 
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Bloc would claim tlu:.~ It was merely requiring certain slmple administratlve 

procedures <-f the Allles I!l regard strictly 10 Allled mllitary ","ceBB and that It WBB 

in no way interfering with West German or V/est Berl1n cfviliaol access. We also 

assume and oolieve that at this stagG the East German authorities would be sCl'upulous 

tn fac~tatinz civilian ground treffic between the FRG and Wsot Berltn. 

T'.J.8 Bf.~u ":>.aon at th.ts point would involve assets and liabilities Jor both the Bloc 

and the Allies. The Bloc would have proclaimed full EBBt (rl,rman rights 10 control 

acceBs to and from Bedin; it wouid have seen the exercise of these rights defied hi' 

the AllieB In the air; the rights would be at least temporarily unvlolated (If UDlIBed) 

on the ground. The AWes, conversely, wculd have defled the Bloc's assertion of 

East German control over access by air, but would have permitted this assertion 

of control at least tempcrarfly to block the exercise of their rights of acceBB on the 

ground. 

The meaotng of this mixed bag of assets and liabilities would, we oolieve, depend 

on the broader context In which these developments were set. In the 16 years that have 

PBBSed Blnee the termination of World Wax n. the AllieB have permitted and tsclUy 

accepted the assertion of many forms of communist control over thef.!" p.cceS8 to 

Berlin. Allled non-use of their rights of ground access might, unless the impression 

were counteracted vigorously in other ways, seem to West Berlin's people to be the 

penultimate l1nk In a chain tho! led 10 their being abandoned 10 East German ccntrol. 

It might seem that the complete preolusion of Allied military access was only a matter 

of time, and the complete abandonment of the West Berliners to thElir fate ir..evttable. 

The confidence of West BerUn might thus be bsdly shalten and a mood of despair and 

wtlUngnes8 to surrender engendered e Western financial capital to support the industry 

and commerce of West Berlin might also rapidly dry up, thus adding economic 

stagnation 10 pol1t1cal despair. 
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For the Allies temporarily to rely on air access need not, however, have this 

effecto If by t.his tlma In Jhe development of tho Berlin cliBis, the West had demon-

strated in ow,er ways f!s determinatlon both to stand up to the Bloc'c attempts at 

in1:imidRtton and to maintab. the Western position J,n Berlin, Allied use of airlift 

at I:his stage might be und~r~tood in a different context" It cOllld appeur ss only 

an initial npl.l'lJ...ch hi' !he .. <\lUes to a test of strength wt!h the Bloc -- a test in which 

Allied resolve was remahing firm. An impression of this kind would feed upon such 

acliO!lB as t for example, during the gradual coset of the Berl1n crims a reenforcement 

of the Allied military position in West Berlin and Western Europe more generally t and 

an increase of readiness status m the AWed forces; additional measures in the United 

states to assure that the ~trategic strike force was secure from surprise attackj 

passage by the COllo'Tl"8SB of the measures called for in the President's Second state 

of the Union Message, which would be read as a proof of the Administration's political 

capability to use the gr.eat economio weight of the United States to inorease US overall 

and especially military power for the longer rlU1; and Dew measures by the AIltes to 

assure an adequate supply of oapital to West Berlin's 1u.dustry and commerce and a 

thoroughly adequate level of atockpUe3 of all sorta of neceBsities in West Berlm. If 

they saw actions of this sort, there ia no l'eason to suppose that. the West Berliners 

would regard temporary Allied relbmce on air acccss as the next to last act in their 

tragedy. They might well be concerned about their futuro , but they have sho1h"Il their 

baidc courage before. Moreover, between nervousnoss and surrender there Is 11 wide 

g"dP in the case of people who have strong distaste for the cOnRequences of cnpitulatlon. 

pulisl Bloc ReaclfoDB 

The Bloc's reaction at this stage to continued Allied use of the air corridors 

and defiance of East German controlfl over air access could take different forms .. 
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n is possible that beyond drawing attention to the Allied ItvlolaUons of East 

German sovereignty" in the air and mnldng some threats as to the dangerous 

consequenoes that would be Involved if Buch violations continued, the Bloc would 

for a while tak~ no adcUt1014.1 actions at all to enforce East German conh'Ol over 

accoss. In taldng this ccurEe t the Bloc might reason that it could malte out Allied 

non-use of gloWld access to be a victory. and that a substantial undramatic period 

of delay and inaction would -.veaken Western resolve, preclude the West's taking 

further defense measures. forestall sanctiollB against the Bloc and lead relatively 

Boon to Western acquiescenr.e in East Germany's "rights" to control Hir access . 

Even should the Bloc take this course of action I the anticipated results need 

not necessarlly follow. The coox:f.stence of the Western and the communist cities 

of BerUn within a narrow compRSS has always led to numerous incidents. many of 

which have passed more or less unnoticed. Incidents of one sort or another J even 

if there were no communi&t intention actively to Interfere wUh Allied military air 

traffic. would also Inevitably be Involved In the maintenance of this traffic. AgaInst 

the background of the Bloc'S unilateral action In signing the separate pEl""e treaty 

and in asserting East German control over access, such inCidents could be publ!cized 

in the West to sustain an atmosphere of orisis and to justify defensive and retaliatory 

measures against the Bloc. 

It Is, moreover, far from certain that the Bloc itself would wnnt to maintain 

the situation for long without elther taldng further steps to enforce its will or taIting 

political steps to disengage itself fi:om a sequence of events the consequences of which 

It might not reUsh. 

Passive Harassment 

If sooner or later the Bloc determined to take additional measures to enforce 
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East Germaoy's control over access to Berl1n, it would probably first resort to 

so-called non-violent means of interfering wIth AlUed mllitary air traffic. These 

would certa!nly include eieen'onic counter measures (ECM) against communications 

and navigation procedures of our aircraft. 

An all-out use of ECM by the Bloc would put our air traffic onto vi~ma1 fUght 

rules (VFR), and bad winter weather, if the action occurred at Ibis season, would 

BUbatanttally reduce our operations. The requirements of the AlUed missions in 

Berl1n, however I are small; thoy could obtain almost everything they want from 

the West BerUn market, if tbeychose to; and in addition, they have stockpiles 

adequate for more than the few months that the b3d weather would last. 

The only problem that we would anticipate at this stage might be raIsed by 

the refugee flow, which in 1960 amounted to some 200,000 persons. 'Ihls figure, 

however, represents a d>lily rate of leS8 than 400, or about six plane loads. Even 

In the winter months the weather in the northern and contral corridors should permit 

activity at this level. East Germans might wish to flee East Germany In larger 

numbers than usua! during a criSis (and perhaps plans should be made for accommo-

dstlng 11 backlog temporarily In West Berlin) but we IncUne to think that this Increased 

urge would not be permitted free r ein by the East German authorities (despite the 

problems that would be created for us if they opened the flood gates}. 

Active Harassment 

The additional means of interference with our airUit most lJkely to be employed 

with or after the introduction of ECM would be the use of Bloc aircraft, probably 

only East German at this stage, to harass our aircraft in the corridors. It is true 

that maneuvers by the East German air force in the corridors on a substantial BCalO 

could make impossible the operation of our airUft on anything llite a normal peacetime 

basis of air safety, so that, If we held to those standards of air splety, our airlift 
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would shrink to a trickle. For the short-term, however, the needs of our garrisons 

are small, 9,ud essentfall1ving supplies could be obtained through civilian German 

channels. Moreover, and most importantly, there fs nothing to Bay that we would 

have to maintain peacetime air safety standards. At Ibis Biage In Ibe Berlin crisis 

we would already be In a near-war situation and the assumption of greater risI(s would 

be Justified. While fnevitably some pilots would flinch In very near-miss situations, 

we are sure that enough plIots co:!ld he found who would slick to Ibe straight and 

narrow track in the corridors. If coll!s1011s were involved, ox If the Bloc resorted 

to other means of active harassment Buch as barrage balloons J Western poRtloa! 

leaders could use these actions to demonstrate again the Bloc's aggressive intent 

and to justify further defensive and retal1atory measures. Western European credits 

to Bloc countr.lss could be suspended, for example, and measures to restrict East

West trade undertaken. 

Restriction of Civilian Ground Access 

If even at this stage of tension the Bloc elected to proceed with ita effort to 

alter the status of West Berlin to its Uking, it would still be reluctant to fire the 

.first shot. The Bloc would therefore be more likely to choose to start restricting 

West German clviUan ground access to Berlin than to start firing at our aircraft 

with their own aircraft or surface-to-air missiles. 

The Bloc might well decide to apply restrictions to German civilian access 

gradually --just progressively delaying the clearance of trains, finding minor 

objections to certain shi pments. claiming that certain oanals were unusable. 

stockpiles tn West BerUn, however, are already sufficient for from siX months 

to one year and could have been built up additionally prior to the development of 

impediments to access e Ground access, moreover. would probably not have been 

completely precluded, and Ills estimated that agalnst ECM Ibe Allied powers could, 
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if need be, airUft to Weet BerUn some 4,200 tons per day on the average (annual 

average). Together with the other sources of Bi.lpply mentioned, this amount would 

probably be adequaoo to sustain the popuJatfon and at IOliBt part of West Berlin's 

Industrial activity" 

Even with a completa atoppnge of civilian gl'ound trsfflc and against ECM, It 

is estlmated that our airUft and existing stocIq>i1es in Berlin could sustain the West 

BerUn population on a somewhat &ustere basis for about a year. At the same time 

if, despite the defensive and ret2llatory measures that the West had already taken , 

the Bloc went on to impose a complete blockade of Berlin, the Bloc's actions: and our 

exploft.atf.on of them could create a situation in which our pre,:uatioDs to use mlUtary 

force to re-open ground access would be more credible to the Bloc and better just11led 

in the eyes of All1ed populatiCDB than would have been the use of a massive ground 

probe substantially earlier in the development of the crisis. 

If even at this stage the Bloc did not seek some sort of political solution and 

went on the point where we chose to exercise our option of a substanUa! ground effort J 

there would, of course, be dangers of extended conflict.. Nonetheless, in the face of 

lUly such manliest Bloc effort to seal off BerHn, the West might find Itself with little 

alternative but sooner or later to exercise its option to re-open ground access. We 

believe, however, that use of the wide range of measures of readiness, dofense, 

and retaliation that would be available to the West in the course of a drawn-out 

sequence of events such as we have described, could in conjunction with diplomatic 

efforts very probably persuade the Bloc to switch its efforts onto some other track 

well before ibis pclnt had been reached. 
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MEMORANDUM: The Likely Soviet. Position in Negotiations 
On Berlin and Gerr:any 

Introduction 

COPY NO. 

Jul¥ 18, 1961 

The Vienna m.eeting betwen President Kennedy and Khrushchev llIlrked 
the beginning of a Soviet c8Jlllaign to induce the West to agree to new 
negotiations on Berlin and GennaI\Y' on Soviet terms. Moscow l s tactic at 
present is to str.ess Soviet detennination to conclude a Genmn peace 
treaty rather than the need for negotiations 6 By this tactic __ somewhat 
similar to that of 1958 .... 59 - the Soviets evidently hope to obtain tm best 
possible tems for negotiations and dmultaneousq to strengthen their 
bargaining posit jon in these negotia~ionso 

This paper estimates the likely Soviet position in renewed negoti
ations on tile problem of Germany, assuming they take plaeBo Particul.a.t" 
attention is given to the likely minimum Soviet terms for a negotiated 
settlement. 

Moscow1 s actual position will be conditioned strongly be several 
1'actors which are not entirely predictable :in terms of eJCPe~ted Soviet 
initiatives and DDtives -- the Soviet assessment 01' TH:lstern resolve to 
race up, if need be, to the consequences 01' unilateral Soviet action; 
Western actions and initiatives both before and during negotiations; and 
the degree of support either side can muster from the uncommitted countries 
of the world o A number of the judgments in this paper Drtlst, therefore, be 
expressed in rather general and tentative terms. 

Sovj.et Objective~ 

The record 01' the pi st 32 months, :in particular the negotiations at 
the 1959 Geneva conference, gives clear evidence of Moscowrs major objec_ 
tive. It is, to consolidate cornnrunist rule in East Gernany - and, by 
extension, in all of Eastern Europe -_ by: (1) containing and eventually \ 
eliminating the disruptive influence of a free West Berlin; and/or (2) 0 
confinning the final division of Germany am enhancing the international 
status of the East German regime. This has been reflected in one way or 
another in all Soviet proposals made to date -- Moscow 's maximum proposal 
for a "two Germanies ll peace treaty and, on this baSis, a Hest Berlin "free 
City"; its fallback proposals for a se{B rate "free city" agreement (June 1, 
1959 protocol), for an "interim" Berlin agreement (June 10, June 19, and 
Jul¥ 28, 1959, llay 9, 1960), and for "interim" all-Gennan talks (Jme 4, 1961) . 
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In addition, the Soviets would hape for an agreement on Berlin and 
the two Germanie s that 'WOuld seriously weaken NA'ID by calling into question 
the West I B determination to live up to ita coIllllitmentsu The Soviets probs ... 
bly regard this aim as a by-product, however; as they cannot be sure that, 
in pressing their demands, they would not strengthen NA'1U in the final 
analysiso 

To date, th'9 USSR has made no real effort to utilize its Berlin threat 
8S a bargaining device for checking West German reannament or for other 
objectiwsg Indeed, the Sov.1.eta .from the very begi.nning have been caref'ul 
to reject any connection between a Berlin settlement and a disarmament 
agreement, (such as the Rapacki Plan), obviously being aware of the possi
bUity for almost endless procrastination in disarmament negot:i.B.tiOJlSa 

It is true tta t. tte USSR I S draft peace treaty of January 10, 1959 
would provide for the virt.ual neutralization and demilitarization of West 
Germany. Ho,,"'evex', it is extremely doubtful that the Soviets have ever 
regarded. this draft - jn its present form - as a serious negotiating 
proposal; the unila tera~ action w hich th~ threaten _ transfer of access 
controls to the East Germans _ would be far less onerous to the West than 
the pro,,"i.sione of the draft treaty (demilitarization of lJest Germany, 
acceptance of the "two Gennanies tl thesiS, as well as conversion of West 
Berlin into a "free citytl)~ 

At the same time, thif.l past record does not recessarily mean that 
the Soviets would under all future circumstances avoid linking the Berlin 
issue with the question of German rearmamentc Such a move could further 
Soviet aims ~.ris-a-vis West Ger-nany or serve as a cloak for a Soviet retreat 
on the Berlin front. 

'~~'. Moscow1s formal position 
;-;:- all statcs at war with 

Nazi Germal\Y for the purpose of concltxling a ];e ace treaty witoh the "two 
Germaniese ll Past Soviet behavior and current Soviet statenEnts indicate 
that the USSR anticipates a Western rejection of this proposal and actuall..y 
is aiming for a four- or six-power conference to conduct negotiations on 
the Berlin and "two Germanies" issueg It is to this prospect UBt the 
remainder of this paper i3 dlrected. 

Agenda. In his June 28 (1961) speech, Khrushchev stated that "we are 
for negotiations with the western powers on thB question of a peaceful 
settlement with Germany,," (Italics added.) This statement represents a 
relitiveli neutral agenda formula , particularly since it is the first such 
Soviet statement during the present C8l!t'aigna It seems likely that the USSR 
would a ccept an agenda ,formula which avoided a bias in its favor - i.e~ , 
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which did not specify Berlin and a German peace treaty as subjects of 
negotiations. However", the Soviets would. not accept a formula which 
impl ied fOU1~power respansibility for German r eunification. As noted 
b£:J.ow, there h9.ve been recent indications that tha Soviets my wish to 
revert to their position of 1954-57 and raise the question of European 
security in connection with German problems. However~ the Soviets would 
probably seek to have the specific terms of the agenda formula llnited 
to the Genr."m ques t lono The Soviets probably calculate that specific 
inclusion o£ disarmmrent on the agenda wuld undercut the Soviet rationale 
for including tJ'I..& GDR (::md Fro) in the oonferenc80 Am. Moscow 'WOuld pref er 
to have tho Nest BSSwne the initiative in rs::"sing European seourity 
questions in this connection. 

Particmants 3lld Level of Ne~tiaticno. In his JulJ' 8 speech, 
Khru3hChev hinted t"'F.at he"would i e to ~~ a s-urrmit-leveJ. oonference. 
This may be noth:.ng mo1'8 tha..'"1 an initial bargaining position. Indeed, there 
is some evidence that the Soviets would not object to, and might even prefer, 
a conference on t h3 foraign ministers; leve1(l Ulbricht':J gratuitous reference 
to a foreign ministers' conference in l".1s June 13 interview ;d.iih Hearst 
supports this conolusion. Also, a foreign ministers ' confere~ce would give 
the USSR a better argument for including the East Germans (having the pre
cedent of the German advisors at the Geneva foreign ministers' conference 
in 1959), and would leave the ~ray open for another round of negotiations -
at the smnmit level - should the conference deadlocko Khrushchev might 
want to avoid the aoute embarrasmr.ent he suffered - pat'ticularly Vis-a-vis 
the Chine se Communists - when b:l committed his prestige to a suocessful 
outcome of the Paris slAmDlit conference~ 

The Soviets almost certainly would raise the demand for East and West 
German par ticipation jn a conference, particularly a foreign ministers' 
conference confined to the German quest iono Even though they did not press 
the point of German participation in connection with the Pal"js summit confer
ence, the Soviets would probably be persistent in this dor.l8l'ld, cal culating 
that the West's desire to forestall unilateral action (a more acute threat 
now than in 1960) by means of negotiations would undercut om;t:!'.nancy- on 
"procedura1" arrangements. Moscow m1ght, however , be prepared to leave open 
this question until the conference convened (;:ts in the case of Polish and 
Czech participation in the 1959 conference) and W)uld agree to advisor status 
for the East and 'Test Germans. The Soviets might even lii"op the demarxl 
altogether if they felt that the West had a take-it-or-leave-it attitude 
toward negotiations. 
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Negotiating Tactics - QE!n1n~~ 

Probably the first Soviet step in negotiations would be to table -
for the r ecord - its draft !ltl.~ GernBniesu peace treaty of January 10, 
1959 (possibly including the minor amendments the Soviets offered at the 
1959 Geneva conference). As noted above, the Soviets would not l~gard 
this as a serious proposal for negotiatioIlS, but as a marllnum demand 
designed to high1.ig.i.t the Ilre3sonablene3s 11 of subsequent, lesser demands e 

11103 USSR mig!. !; alGO table, at or a bout tlE same time, a proposal for 
a separ ate agreement on a tlfree city!! administration for Hest Berlin" along 
the li!1es-of its June 1, 1959 protocol. If so, this proposal might contain 
some innovat.ions.. In part.1oular, it nctght provide for a larger UN role 
than previous Soviet proposals have :!pacified (i.e., registering the "free 
city" agreements with the UN and periodic reports to the UN Security Council 
by the superv:'.sory ~.nternational c:omm:ission)" The June 4, 1961 aide-memoire 
am Khrush""hm-I s Ju.."":e 28 :JpetJch went beyor:.d the previous Sovie t position 
by propos1r..g, re t;,."Pe ~ti \1)JJ'", the stationing of neutral troops llUI)'jer UN 
auspicBsl1 in """est Berl::i.I\ aOO a UN role as guarantor as an alternative to 
four-power or neutral 'troops. Presumably Moscow believes that II UN 
supervisory cclll!liss ion, with a UNEF type of force made up of neutral troops 
at its disposal, would be more att.ractive to the Western powers, would 
virtually ensure ev£:ntual aDR a~ssion to the UN, and would win wider 
support among other UN ~mbers.b' In another obvious appeal to the unconrnitted. 
nations, the communists have recently been stressing (since publication of 
the J\L"18 4 memorandum), end presuzra bly would include in any revised proposal 
IIfree city" plan, that \Jest Berlin would be Uneutral" under a IIfr~~ city~ 

arrangement. 

Negotiating Tactics - Middle Game 

AsSUl'lling the se proposals were rej acted by the West as & basis for 
negotiations {and t he Soviets would ~ect a rejeotion).9 the Soviets would 
probably table one of their several "interim!! agreements which are now on 
r ecord, n.aMely, an "interim" agreement on ~o/est Berlin, coupled with all
German_1;alks (along the lines of the memorandums of July 28, 1959 am Hay 9, 
1960) ,Y or J an "interim" agreement providing for all-German talks (as given 
in the June 4, 1961 memorandum)o 

1. The Soviets may also hope in this fashion to improve their diplomatic 
position following the conclusion of a sep1rate peace treaty, if the situation 
comes to tha t. See m-8492. 

20 For the "interim" agreement proviSions of the variouB Soviet pro
posals see IR-B488 - The Soviet Position on Berlin and Germany July 1959-
May 1961. 
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It appears likely "t;!1..at the Soviets "",,uld choose the latter for their 
initial fallback proposal; it is the most recent of the SoViet proposals, 
and Khrushchev asserted, in his July 2 conversation with British Ambassador 
Roberts, that the Soviets were opposed to pic..1cing up negotiations where the 
1959 Geneva conference left off. These developmen"ts should not, however, 
be interpreted as meaning lack of Soviet interest in an "interim" &greement 
on Berlin; Khrushchev l s statement to Roberts is an understandable reaction 
to the US announcement that it. was not bound by positions taken during the 
Geneva talks~ 

The Soviets wuld, of course, realize that the June 4 "interim!? agree
ment proposal was unacceptable to the West; it represents nothing less than 
a firm Western conunitJnent to sign a "two Germanies" treaty (or accept a 
unilateral Soviet treaty) after a brief interlude of all...Qerman talks 
designed by the Soviets to prove __ qy the foreordained failure of such 
taiks to reach agreement on unification ,7 that the ch9:nces of German re
unification were dead, once am for all~ (Khrushchev bluntly stated the 
la tter 2 s an aim d':.Ting his talks with President Kennedy .. ) 

However, the Soviets could manipulate or moderate their June 4 proposal 
in a number of 108ys. If they chose to seek a negotiated agreement along 
these lines, the Soviets might "concede!! tmt the interim period for a11-
German talks could be lengthened, or that the question of what happens after 
the interim period ]apses could be l eft open, or even that the German talks 
could be combined with a standing four-power commission charged with 
examining the German question. The aim of this Soviet approach would be to 
enhance the status of the GDR and to win eventual acceptance of the IItwo 
Germanies u concept. 

Alternatively, the Soviets might choose to stand firm on their June 4 
proposal ae; it now stands with the purpose of using it as a lever fer gett:ing 
the West to consider another" presumably more forthcoJl1i.ng, aJ.ternative pro
posal, j.n particular, an interim proposal on Berlin.. As discussed below, the 
Soviets would also be prepared to entertain modifications in such a proposal. 

1 . The June 4 memorandum provides: "An interim solution could be 
adopted. for a definite periodo The four powers will urge the German states 
to agree in any way acceptable to them on the questions pertaining to a 
peace settlement with Gernany and reunification. The four powers m.ll 
declare in advance that they will recognize any agreement which the Germans 
reach. In case of a positive outcome of the talks between the GDR and the 
German Federal Republic a single peace treaty would then be agreed on and 
signed. If the German sta tes are not able to a gree on questiolls mentioned 
above, measures will be taken for the conclusion of a peace treaty with both 
German states or with one of tlJ:lm at the discretion of the countries con
cerned. In order not to drag out the peace settlement, it is necessar,y to 
establish deadlines within which the Germans must explore the possibilities of 
agreement on questions falling within their internal oonpetence v The Soviet 
Govenun.ent regards a period not exceeding six months adequate for such talksoll 
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While the foregoing represents th.e most likely pattern of Soviet 
initiatives in the opening aod middle phases of negotiations, there are 
other possible Sovi.et gambits which merit mention. For some time J the 
SoVi.ets have been hinting th3. t t.hey might bring forth a tnmcated "two 
Germanies" peace treaty limited to provisials (1) ending the sUite of war, 
(2) r ecognizing existi.''1g Gennan oorders (and states), (3) calling for non
aggression and non-acquisition of nucleor weapons v.w the two Gerrncnies, 
and (4) establishL'1g a new status for ,lest Berlin~ They might even limit 
the treaty draft to the first two points, with the proViso tha t the status 
of I'pst BerUn wo1.l.ld be unchanged for a stipulated period of time pending 
agreem:mt on a new statUEto It seems unlikely, however, that Moscow wou1d 
take this step until it was reascnablvr sure that the Western powers were 
willing to discuss the terms of a peace treaty, as it would not want to 
sacri:fice for nanght the propaganda advantages of the existing dra.ft treaty 
prOVisions providing for the vL~ual neutrC'lization and demilitariza tien of 
'.Jest Ge:many41 

The:-e have bet;!n several recent indications of a possible switch in 
Moscow's position opposing any ties between its Berlin derrands and a dis
armament agraanent. In his July 8 speech, Khrushchev renewed various Soviet 
proposals on European security - - the Rapacki plan, withdrawal of foreign 
troops, NATO-Warsaw Pact non- aggression treaty, measures for preventing a 
surprise attack -- which have ooen virtually dornant since 19.5ge (Ulbricht 1s 
"peace plan, II anno\Ulced July 6, 1961, contains similar provisions, and 
Khrushchev's June 28 speech contained a gratuitous endorsement of certain 
propos~tls for troop withdrawal s made by Field Marshal Montgomery,,) Perhaps 
even mor e significant, in his talk with Amtassador Roberts, the St)viet l eader 

1.. Khrushchev1 s June 28 speech contains the most recent h:iJlts concern
ing such an approach., In diacussing the terms of a "two GeL'lI\luiesu treaty, 
Khrushchev stated that the FID could remain :in NATO and the GDR in the 
War saw Pact "until. the two sides cone to an agr aement on the l:i.quidation of 
military blocs. II This would mean in effect an indefinite cont.iuuation of the 
present treaty ties of l~st and East Gennanyo Heretofor e, the farthest the 
Soviets have gone on this direction was to allow tha t these treaty ties 
could remain in effect Ittempor aril.y1l following the conclusion of a peaco 
treat y. In addition, Khrushchev outlined the terms of a IItwo Germanies" 
t r eaty in the following tiords : lIThe Soviet GoverMl9nt proposes that the 
postwar frontiers in Europe be guaranteed against any E:llcroachment by 
r evenge-seekers and that the situation in vestern Ber lin be improve~ We 
propose tha t in an international document the Germans p l edge never to make 
any attempt on the ind~endence, freedom, and sovereignty of other states, 
and to live with them in peace and friendship, without r esor ting to the use 
of or the threat of force "II. 
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suggested that European security was a very iJltlortant issue tied up wijil'} 
the German problem, but one which the West had been ignoring recentlyo.:!:/ 

J-I..oat likely these stata.-:...omts are aimed primarily at awakening Western 
interest in these oft-rejected. Soviet proposals in preparation for a 
possible renmtal or disarmament negotiations!) By dangllng before the West 
a possible way out of a JlI3jor crisis over Berlin - i.e., postponement of 
a separate peAce treaty while negotiations on an agreement on European 
S8C"oll':\.ty are conducted., the Soviets probably hope to elicit a conditiCll8.1 
but positi ra respor¥38 from the West which in turn they w:>u.ld cite as an 
endore&.lea-:'-' for t.eparate, uncon.:i1tional negot.iations on European security 
wi thin a reconstl.tuted disannaoont forum. For thi." reason, and because 
the SO"oriets would not want to weaken prematurely the force of their demands 
on the Berlin and "two Germanies" issues (which serve the rrcjor Soviet aim . 
and which also offer the Soviets more promise of ready, concrete gains than 
drawn-out dis:uw.tme:lt tal.'<:s ), it is unlikely that Moscow wou1d initiate during 
the earq 01' middle swge3 of negot1ationlJ on Berlin any proposal linking 
the GeI'J'llan and d·~narmaD1."l nt issues. Under cel'tain conditions, however, the 
Soviets might makF. 3uch .3, move during the later stage of negotiations, and 
it .:ls in this COJUlection that Khrushchev l a rel"'..arks are particularly signifi
cantc 

Nogotiatj.ng Tactios -- F&d Game 

General Constderatione. Before coming to grips with the root cf the 
problem -- nameli, t11e mi.n.imum terms of a negotiated settlement likely to 
be acceptablo to the Soviets __ it is desu-able to examine several general 
considerations which have an ~ortant bearing on this question" 

First, the history of Soviet handli.ng of the Berlin question over the 
past 32 mcnths demonstratas toot - quite apart from the ponsii.."'Ile risks and 
political liabilities of unil'lteral action _ the Soviet GO;--'!J:"l.lrnent believes 
that it can gain more through negoti~ted agreements than thrcugh foroJng 
the Wee~ to accommodate itself to co~ist unilateral action rogarding 
B9rlino Moreover, realizing that they have little hope of inducing the 
West to agree to their nnxim".llll demands __ establishment of a "free cityll 
and signature of a "two Germanies ll peace treaty of some sort - - the Soviets 
actually aim at an initial, relatively limited "interim!! agreement which 
would leave the way men for further advances through negotiations and 
graduated pre8sureB~ 

1. East German spokesman Hermann Matern also raised this European 
security issue at the July 6 Volkskammer sessiono 

2. 
June 22, 

See INR/RSB-MM-6l-l30, Soviet Handling or the Berlin Problem, 
1961, for a further discussion of this pointo 
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Second, despite Khrushchev1 s current insistence that the USSR Uw1ll" 
sign a peace treaty by the end of 1961 .. there is actually considerable 
leeway in the Soviet judgment of what would constitute an acceptable agree
ment. Even t.'ough the Soviets are probably confident that they could 
manipulate the implementation of a separate treaty in such a way as to avoid 
undue risks of war, the more t hey are convinced by prior Western actions and 
statements t hat implementation of a separate treaty to a certain point would 
bring on a dangerous confrontation of opposing forcea, the more inclined they 
would be to accept a relatively innocuous negotiated settlemento At the 
same time, riesterr. military =-eadiness moves, taken at an early stage of the 
developing CJ!isis over Berlin, which lEd a "war or capitulate" ring to them 
'Would actually IT:!.ve the effect of making the Soviet negotiating position 
more rigid by making a retreat. from max:i..Ir..lIIl Soviet demands more difficulto 

Finally, there is also considerable flexibility in Moscow's negoti
ating posit l c':l r 'J6,:r!'d.itg the choice of which of its several, interlocking 
objectives to conc(mtra1~ on: undercutting the Western position in Berlin, 
which was ';'he mai .. , int •. mt of Soviet proposals tabled at Geneva and Paris; 
promoting the ntw('; GeI'i.T'.::.r.ies 11 concept, which wculd be BP.rved by an agree
ment along the lines of the June 4 ninterim ft proposal; or limiting West 
German rearmament, which would be a principle aim of an agreement on 
European regional disarmament. 

Perjmeters o! Soviet Position. The foregoing discussion indicates 
that there is a SfiSding scale __ 'bOth vertical and horizontal __ of "minimum" 
Soviet positions, and that the actual "minimums ll will be determin~i (1) to 
some extent by the interest the West shows in one or the other po tential 
areas of agreement, and (2) even more significantly by Moscow' B estimate of 
the West's resolve to resist major encrocbments on its rights regarding 
Berlin. 

There is, howeverJl a hard. outer shell of Soviet resolve which bounds 
this area of flexibility: 

-- Moscow would not agree to any meaningful step toward unifying 
Germany under a freely elected central government. Nor would it agree to 
any proposal conveying Soviet acceptance of sole four-power responsibility 
for German unlficationo (However, the Sovie~s can be compelled to take a 
less negative public stance on German unity by energetiC Western diplomatic 
moves in support of this concept D ) 

-- Moscow would not agree to any proposal tw which it would forego the 
'Irightll to conclude a separate peace treaty (i.eo, accept the idea that a 
Gennan treaty can only be conclucled with a unified German Government)o 

- Moscow 'Would not accept any agreement whim would tie its hands for 
an indefinite period in contesting West Berlin's present status (i.e., would 
confirm existing Allied rights in Berlin untU the formation of a unified 
German government). 
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- Moscow would not accept an agreement conferring "free cltyu status 
on !2!. of Berlin which contained reaBonable guarantees that the unified 
free city would remain independent of the GDR. 

Broadly speakil:.g, the West has open to it four approaches to an agree... 
ment with the USSR reached prior to a separate peace treaty: (1) &.cceptance 
of existing Soviet proposals with tIOd:lficationsj (2) "interim" agreements; 
(3) expan.:ied or l'iubstitil .. -te agreements; or (4) agreement to defar agrsement. 
The likely mlniIlT.x:n Soviet position in each of these instances is presented 
without rega:-d t .-, Us relative ~cceptability to th~ west. 

Y.odificatior. of Exlsting Soviet Proposals. If the West L"ldi-;ated 
interest in negotIating a new status for Berlin, the Soviets would probably 
offer modifications in their proposal for a West Berlin "free city" in 
addition to thos':! roLed above. In J:&rtlcular, they would probably agree to 
an arrangenent by which the UN, in addition to establishing 8 s~ertisory 
commission and 8 ~nbol.i.c police force for West Berlin, would be g.i..ven 
control over non-GDR tra!"fic to West Berlin - i.e., placement of UN 
controllers at suri'ace and air checkpoints. (The USSR would al.'IlOst certainly 
reject, however, the establishment of a land corridor between tlle FnG and 
West Berlin on the grounds that this would be a denial of East German 
BovereigntYG) The cormnmists could find oo~ensation8 in such an arrange
ment, €Nal .though it would mean a derogation of GDR authority. The UN 'WOuld 
be obliged to 0000 to some sort of an agreement with the GDR, thus virtually 
assuring tho latter's eventual acceptance 8S a member of the world organi
zation. And although such a strong UN presence 'W-auld make it di£ficult for 
the USSR a!'ld GDR to bring prp.ssure to bear on the "free city'sll affairs, 
in particular West Berlin's role as the transit center for the floW' of 
refugees to the FRO, the communists would still ba in a position eventually 
to challenge the UN's tolerance of such "activities" inimical to the GOO 
regime. 

As an alternative mod1fication of their West Berlin "f:ree city" pro
posal, the Soviets might propose that the ufree cityl a n adJrlinistr3tion be 
guaranteed by a supervisory commission and symbolic military force composed 
of the three "!estern Allies. In such case, however, the SoViets would 
almost certa1.nl.y insist on GDR contro1 of access routes and GDR and USSR 
signature of the original agreement. 

The USSR would not adhere to any formal agreement limiting the tems 
of a separate peace treaty it might choose to sign with the ODR. However, 
if confronted with an unyielding \o!estern position in the course of negoti
ations and if convinced that the \-'est 's response to a unilateral infringe
ment of its rights in Berlin would create high risks of general war and 
high political costs, the Soviets might pOBsi~ reach an informal 
understanding with the \-'est to include a provision in the separate treaty 
deferring implementation of the treaty provisions regarding Berlin for a set 
period, until an agreement on West Berlin's "free city-II status was reached. 
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"Interim" or Li.mited Agreements. The major Soviet aims in 8 minimal 
interim agreement on the Berlin or !,two Germanies" issues 'WOuld be to 
attain some evidence of nprogress ll on these issues and to keep a free hand 
to raise new demands at the e>q:>il'ation (or during the course) of the 
agreement o At Geneva, the Soviets indicated. a willingness to leave open 
the question of what WJuld happen to Western rights in Berlin after an 
interim or l1Id.ted agreement expired. But they also demonstrated clearly 
their opposition to any proposal specifica~ reaffirming Western rights 
indefiniteJ.y • 

Toward the end of the Geneva conference" GrontV'ko indicated that the 
USSR would accept an IB-month agreement on Berlin providing for (1) a 
reduction of West.ern troops in "lest Berlin (in exchonge for a USSR declara
tion that all Soviet troops had been withdrawn from East Berlin); (2) the 
non-stationing of nuclear weapons in Berlin; (3) declarations by the three 
West>:11"l1 Allies , Gn the onc hand, and the GDR, on the other, that they would 
not engage in activities hostile to the ot.her side; (4) reconsideration of 
the situation by the f our powers at the expiration of the IS-month period; 
and (5) maintenanc~ of existing access roodalities during the period of the 
agreement. 

In a pinch, the Soviets would probably be prepared to accept a less 
comprehensive lilnited agreeIlEnt on Berlin (with the terms varying in 
roughly inverse ratio to the le:lgth of the agreement)o Probably the minimum 
terms the Soviets would accept would be a four-power agreement providing for 
(1) a freeze on troop levels in Berlin (or, alternatively affirmation that 
there are no juridical ties between the FRG and Berlin); (2) endoJ.·~''3ment of 
separate statements by tba West and by the GDR pledging in some fashion to 
constrain activities prejudicial to the other side in regard to Berlin; 
(3) renewal of negotiations on the situation after a set period __ say, one 
and one-half to three years -- in exchange for maintenance of existing access 
modalities during the same period; and (4) no statement, one way or another, 
concerning Allied rights in Berlin. 

As for the minimal Soviet terms for an agreement limited to interim 
talks between the two Germanies, the USSR would probably be prl3pared to 
omit any reference to commitments regarding the signature of a peace treaty 
following the expiration of the set period (or the failure of the talks) in 
exchange for an agreement to hold four-power talks to reconsider the German 
problem at the end of a relative~ short period -- say, one to two years. 

There is a chance that the USSR would accept an open-ended (no set time
limit) agreement on Berlin along the foregoing lines. In such case, the 
Soviets would undoubte~ insist on some language suggesting the provisional 
nature of the agreement and an understanding to reconsider the question 
later. Another variation of the all..oerman talks approach, in effect 
amounting to deferral of an agreement, is discussed below. 
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Expanded or SUbstitute A~reement8. Because of U1e additional variables 
involve<r,l.t is partiCUlarlY ~fficUlt to estimate the likely minimal Soviet 
conditions for an agreement 'Which either su1::rnerged the Berlin issue in a 
much brc.ader East-West accommodation or substituted in its stead an lmder
standing on another issue. As a general proposition, it seems unllkelJr _ 
for the foreseeable future at least -- that the Soviets would abandon their 
basic positions on Berlin and Gennany (i.e., agree to guarantee iMefinitely 
the status quo regarding Berlin .. or agree to a four-power plan to unif'y 
GtlI'f.llluy through free elections) except in exchange for Western ooncessions 
so high that the de9.1 would be patently unacceptable to the West . Therefore, 
agreements of this type 'Would be essentially another form of interim agree
ment. They might improve the tenr.3 of interim agreements 85 they related 
specifically to Berlin and a German peace treaty (the USSR might even agree to 
no agreement whatsoever on these two issues" so long as its "right" to 
unilateral action was not denied for an indefinite period), but the West would 
have to be preparsd to offer concessions in other fields. 

A distinction shonld be drawn between proposals of this sort which 
could be quickly n:~gotiated or accomplished through declaration (e.g., 
Western recognition of the GDR or the Odel~Nei8se lino, fur~er restrictions 
on nuclear arms in Germany, NA'I'O-Warsaw Pact non-aggression treaty) and those 
which would require lengthy and perhaps inconclusive negotiations (European 
security system, simultaneous talks on German unity, all-Gennan contacts, 
and German peace treaty). The former approach could win the West more till1e 
or better tems for a limited agreement on Berlin, but it might also stimulate 
the co:nrn'J1lists l appetite. The 1:1tter approach has more to COIIID1eM for it, 
as it ~uld in-volve few if any irreversible concessions by the rle3t, and 
would provide an opportunity to defuae the Berlin issue by submerging it :in 
broader issues for some time to come. 

Defer ral of Agreement. Finally, given a high appreciation of Western 
resolve, 'the USSR quite likely would agree to remand the iss~et:l under 
negotiation to another negotiating £orum. This oould come about in several 
waY'!. 

If the negotiations were held on the foreign ministers l level, the USSR 
would probably agree to refer the issues to a subsequent summit conference in 
order to resolve remaining differences (in the event the two sides reached 
substantial areas of agreement at the original conference), or, in order to 
avert a dangerous crisis (in the event their was a full breakdown of the 
original talks, though in this case the USSR 'Would pro bably first take some 
further steps in the direction of concluding a Bepa rate treaty). 

If the negotiations were held at the summit level, the USSR would 
probably agree to remand the talks to the foreign ministers in order to 
resolve remaining differences in the event t~ two sides had reached sub
stantial agreement. Indeed, given the short duration of summit conferences, 
this step would probably be necessary on technical grounds alone. 
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There is a third, and more promising reans of def'using the Berlin crisis 
by spinning out negotiations over an extended period. IT the "rest played 
its cards right, it see'llB not unlikely that the USSR would agree to the 
format:ion of a four-power oornmission, without a specified terminal date, to 
consider the terms of a German settlc:mEl'lt (means of unification, peace treatY)fI 
However, in order to make this palatable to the Soviets ani in order to 
maintain intact its own position regarding German unity, the West would 
proba~ have to make n'"O concessions to the SOviets, namely: (1) the in
clusion in the comr.tissl.on of advisors from the two Gernanies (the Soviets 
hold t hat unifiCation C2D only be achieved by the two Germanies but that the 
four powers can assist the latter :in tills EIldeavor), and (2) Allied agreement 
to consider simultaneously with \D'l.i.fication the terms of a pea oe treaty with 
8 unifted Gennany, 'Which also would inevitably mean discussion of Germanyls 
international bour.daries. 

Expansion of ti'1.e tems of reference of the commission to include 
European security measures wruld give the rlest (and the USSR) more leeway 
in conductir.g the 'Woli<: of the cOlllD.lssion without coming to ,m early impasse 
and without conprom1sing basic positions on the future of Gennany and Berlin. 
However, the Soviets would probably inSist, in this instance, on the inclusion 
of Poland and Czechoslovakia. 

INR!RSB:JPShaw:lfb 
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MAKING THE MOST OF BERLIN 

w. Phillips Davison 
the RAND Corporation 
July 20, 1961 

A plea for recognition that Soviet 
pressure on West Berlin represents 
a potential asset to u.S. foreign 

policy as well as a problem 
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SUMMARY 

The Berlin situation provides an opportunity for the 
West to emphasize facts about the city itself and 
about East Germany that are highly embarrassing to 
the Soviets . 

By using the Berlin crisis to focus attention -
particularly in emerging nations - on the Soviet 
record in Berlin and East Germany, the United States 
can substantially raise the cost to the Soviets of 
bringing pressure on West Berl in. 

The United States at present lacks the facilities 
to exploit the Berlin situation fully. Supple
mentary resources should therefore be made available 
to bring the force of world opirion to bear on the 
Soviets. 

An effort of this nature will not reduce political 
flexibility in any way, but will provide a valuable 
adjunct to the diplomatic, economic, and military 
measures taken in defense of Berlin. 
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MAKING THE MOST OF BERLIN 

The Wes t has a Good Story to Tell About Bed in 

Every time the Soviets renew their threats to Berlin 

they focus world attention on a situation which, morally and 
of 

legally, is more heavily weighted in favor/the West than 

any other current world problem. The West Berlin population 

backs up the Western position almost to a mao; its devotion 

to the West has been demonstrated repeatedly. Berliners 

want Allied forces in the city; they don't trust Soviet 

or international guarantees. The West's legal position is 

clear. 

By way of contrast, the political instrument of the 

Soviets is the Ulbricht regime, one of the most unpopular 

of the satellite governments. The totalitarian and colonial 

character of East Germany can he convincingly documented to 

anyone visiting Berlin or even West Germany: refugee camps 

are full of eloquent witnesses to the suppression of the 

East Germans by the Soviets; some of the leading officials 

of East Germany are Soviet citizens; the historical record 

of Soviet exploitation and oppression of East Germany is 

eloquent. Furthermore, the Soviets now propose to break 

several international commitments. 

The Berlin 
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The Berlin situation, and indeed the whole German 

picture, is also heavily weighted in favor of the Western 

approach to economics. Here two areas are juxtaposed that 

started from approximately the same base after the war, 

except that the East was somewhat more self-sufficient and 

less destroyed. Now, after fifteen years, East Germany 

is not only far behind West Germany economically, but 

has even stopped talking about catchhg up with the West 

German standard of living. If apQlogists for East Germany 

try to find extenuating circumstances for this, they are 

likely to fall into the even more serious trap of admitting 

that the Soviets have exploited the area economically, and 

have imposed very heavy military burdens on it. 

The recent history of Berlin and East Germany is still 

more damaging to the communist world image. Soviet looting 

after World War II, the formation of the Socialist Unity 

Party at gunpoint, the rigging of East German elections, the 

Berlin blockade of 1948-49, the violation of human rights 

in East Germany, frequent kidnappings in West Berlin, and 

many 
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many other chapters, compose a story that can be fully 

documented, and that shows Communism in a very poor light 

indeed. Every time that attention is focussed on Berlin 

it is relevant to recall this history. It is also relevant, 

in connection with the Soviet "free city" proposal, to recall 

former Soviet guarantees, such as the one Molotov gave 

Estonia in 1939: 

The assistance pact with the Soviet Union 
would not bring any perils. We do not want 
to impair your sovereignty or form of 
government. We are not going to force 
communism upon Estonia. We do not want to 
hurt the economic system of Estonia, Estonia 
will retain her independence, her government, 
parliament, foreign and domestic policy, army 

and economic system. We are not going to 
touch all this .... you may be sure that you 
will never regret you signed this pact with 
us. Our Bolshevik word is like steel .... When 
the Bolsheviks promise something, we shall 
keep it. 

Many similar gtm"antees, and the story of what became of them, 

are called to mind by the present Soviet tactics. 

Finally, any discussion of the situation in East Germany 

can be used to show up the unpopularity of other regimes in 

the satellite countries -- a point about which the Soviet Union 

appears to be particularly sensitive. 

Thus, 
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Thus, by directing world attention to Berlin, the 

Soviets are also providing an occasion for the West to 

call attention to the legal and moral background of the 

situation and the sorry communist record. 

The Soviets are vulnerable to World Public Opinion 

At the same time that they are bringing Berlin into the 

headlines again the Soviets are investing large quantities 

of energy and money throughout the world in trying to identify 

the West with opposition to popular aspirations, with warlike 

tendencies, and with colonial intentions. They are also 

investing time and rubles in trying to show that the 

communist system of economic~velopment is more efficient 

and more successful than a free economy. They have been 

successful in convincing some leaders in new nations of the 

superiority of the Soviet system; others have bean persuaded 

that there is no appreciable difference between the communist 

and the free world. Yet the facts of the Berlin and German 

situations constitute a powerful counter-argument to many 

of the principal Soviet themes. 

Let's imagine for a moment what the Soviets would be 

likely to do if the situation were reversed; if the moral, 

legal, 
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legal, and economic considerations were heavily on their 

side, if the Berliners supported them fully, and if we 

were threatening the freedom of West Berlin. Certainly, 

the Soviets would make every effort to exploit this 

opportunity and to damage our position to the max~um 

extent possible in every part of the world. We could expect 

"save-Berlinl! corronittees to spring up in many countries. 

Resolutions demanding justice for Berlin from every 

possible communist-front organizatinn and some non-communist 

organizations would converge on Washington. MOb action 

against U.S. embassies in many countries could be expected; 

scarcely a U.S.I.S. window would remain unbroken. Delegations 

from all sorts of legal and humanitarian organizations would 

be sent to Berlin, and their reports on the threat to freedom 

offered by the imperialist and capitalist powers would be 

widely publicized. It is probable that such a campaign 

would have a real impact on uncommitted opinion throughout 

the world; it would nullify some of the political effects 

of our economic and military aid, and it would make our 

political position in many uncommitted countries even more 

difficult. It would thus ultimately have a real dollars 

and cents cost for us. 

By the 
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By the same token, if we are willing to make the effort, 

we, too, can organize a world-wide campaign that would turn 

the Soviet threat to Berlin to our political advantage. 

This would not by itself save West Berlin, but it would be 

an important factor in helping to save it, in conjunction 

with military and economic measures, by increasing the 

political cost to the Soviets of trying to change the 

status guo. A campaign of the kind envisaged could be 

expected to reduce the power of local communist leaders 

in some countries, to lower good-will for the Soviets and 

East Germans in others, to make it more difficult for the 

East Germans to develop their trade relationships, and so 

on. Of course the West cannot use the same propaganda 

techniques and strategies that the Soviets would use. 

For us they would be counter-productive. But it is my firm 

belief that our own more sober and factual methods can be 

even more effective in the long run. 

We should recognize,however, that at present the relevant 

agencies of the U.S. government do not have the money or 

personnel to conduct a campaign of this kind. They are 

already 
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already overburdened by existing programs. Additional 

resources would have to be allocated to the task. 

Steps for Exploiting the Berlin Situation 

It is suggested, therefore, that the Departments and 

Agencies concerned with political exploitation of Soviet 

pressure on Berlin be given authority as soon as possible 

to employ additional personnel on short-term arrangements, 

to contract for the performance of services, and to cover 

the necessary expenses of the activity that are not already 

provided for in departmental and agency budgets. These 

expanded activities would, of cours e, have to be undertaken 

on a co-ordinated basis and in accordance with a general 

plan. 

The directing officials and the groups -- both 

official and private -- through which they work should be 

enabled to conduct their activities in close co - ordination 

with authorities in West Germany and Berlin. Indeed, a 

combined German-American approach might be most effective. 

Some English and French participation might also be desirable; 

it is probable that their experience and capabilities in many 

parts 
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parts of the world would be valuable, and they should 

in any case be kept informed. 

Planning for the operation should proceed in two 

stages . First, a rapid review should he made to determine 

the geographical areas in which the Soviets might have the 

most to lose, or the West the most to gain, throu g h intensive 

political exploitation of the Berlin situation. For 

example, it might be found that Soviet or East German 

inves tment in Country X had reached a point where the 

Communists would soon start reaping political gains if 

there were no intervening events to damage their standing . 

In Country Y, on the other hand, it might be found that the 

leaders were already well aware of Soviet aggressiveness, 

but realized that they would have to walk a neutralist 

tightrope until the balance of power had changed. This 

review, therefore, would be designed to pinpoint areas of 

emphasis; the story should be told especially in those 

countries where it is likely to do the most good. 

Once areas of emphasis had been determined, a program 

of action, specially designed for each area by Washington 

planners in conjunction with U.S. and possibly West German 

officials 
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officials on the spot, should be brought into play. 

This would involve invitations for local leaders to visit 

Berlin, visits by Berliners to the principal capitals con

cerned, preparation of popular historical treatments on 

Berlin and Germany, a vast increase in the publicity 

designed for specific leaders and populations, visits 

to capitals throughout the world by prominent Americans 

who are familiar with the Berlin situation, appeals from 

Mayor Brandt to leaders in new countries ("You who have 

recently gained your freedom know how important it is; 

help us to preserve ours"), and indeed any stratagem 

that can successfully stand the test of sober scrutiny. 

The activity should be designed to emphasize the 

moral, legal, and economic issues involved in the Berlin 

situation: the fact that East Germany has never had a free 

election and is ruled by a government supportedbnly by 

Soviet weapons, that West Berlin has voted almost to a man 

again and again in favor of maintaining its present status, 

that Soviet promises and guarantees have proved worthless 

in the past, and so on. It should also show up the Soviet 

II free 
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"free city" proposal as a prelude to take-over, and emphasize 

that it is not wanted by West Berliners and will not reduce 

tension. Operations would, of course, have to be conducted 

with sensitivity, and hidden efforts to manipulate the reactions 

of foreign publics should be avoided. A factual, low 

pressure but large volume campaign would seem to promise 

the best results. 

What Results Can Be Expected? 

The proposals advanced here are not new; all of them 

have been tried on a small scale at one time or another. 

This suggestion, therefore, is not that the United States 

embark on a new activity, hut that it expand pIEsent 

activities to a level of effort similar to that employed 

by the Soviets in exploiting the situation in Cuba, race 

disorders in the South of the United States, or charges of 

bacteriological warfare in Korea, even though the specific 

techniques of the Western and Soviet campaigns would be quite 

different. 

Without a study of each area, it is impossible to predict 

the kinds of responses that might be expected. However, the 

reactions of Africans and Asians Who have visited Berlin in 

the past 
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the past have been encouraging, and it is probable that 

much more could be done by way of informing future visitors 

about the issues involved and giving them opportunities 

to inform themselves. Much more could also he done to 

inform those who cannot make their own observations on the 

spot. Several years ago, an Indian visitor to Berlin was 

so disturbed by the violation of moral principles implicit 

in the situation he saw that he started a one-man ag i tatioo 

campaign in favor of liberating the East Germans. Although 

he was only one person, and apparently received no financial 

backing from any source, his activities embarrassed the East 

German government and the Soviets substantially. As I 

remember, his name was Zutschi. If one Zut8chi could do so 

much by himself, one thousand Zutschi's should have a very 

appreciable political impact. 

In short, there is a dramatic story that can be told 

in connection with the Berlin crisis, and it should be told 

where it will hurt the Soviet and East German governments 

most: primarily in Asia, Africa, and South America. In 

the past, American publicity has proved extremely effective 

when 
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when objectives are clear and when the necessary means 

have been made available. It can be effective again; 

and without reducing political flexibility in any way can 

provide a valuable adjunct to the diplomatic, economic, and 

military measures taken in defense of Berlin. 

WP./rf 

July 10, 1961 
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE 
TID DIUCI"OB or INT&LLlo.xCI AND R.Ma.utca: 

MEMORANDUM: 'lbe Berlin CriB:ls: A Proposal 

V.S. Objeotlve" 

VB purpose .. with regard to Berlin are 

1 - to maintain West Berlin under a Western politioal and eOODomla 

system • 

2 - to reduce to the minim um the risks of war Inherent in ths present 

Soviet approach to Berlin, 

3 - to avoid taking actlon detrimental to. and if possible to promote, 

a reasonable and stable modus vivendi between East and West. 

Soviet Objectives 

The Soviet handling of the BerUn problem to date has made clear the' view of 

the Boviet leaders. 'lbey believe that their Improved military position should induce 
o . 

the Weat to make modifications with regard to West Berlin which in the long-run 

will lead to increasing Communist control over it. Their handling of the problem 

has further indIoated that they want to obtain the.e mod1flcatlons from the We .. t 

through negotiation. 'Ibis they expect to do by bringing to bear on the West the 

threat of a dangerous coofrontatlon, though It lJj also clear that they would greatly 

prefer to avoid the actual occurrence of Buch a dramatic showdown w.l.th all ita 

Inherent political, economio, and military risks. 

'lbe primary purpose of the Soviet leaders' with regard to Berlin fa 10 dlminlah, 

ODd If poBBibie remove, Ibe disruptive Influence of West Berlin on Eul Germ any. 

'Ibsy .....wI th ...... by add 10 ths atsbl1ity of the Soviet position in East Europe as a 
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whole. TO improve this poBitlon further, they hope through their handling of the 

Berlln problem to get Increased Western recognition for their East German 

satellite. In so doing, they wish to avoid actions. and positions' that would carry 

both risks of seriously demag!n.g their overall political and eoonomic position and 

risks of general war. Whll~ Khrushchev has made a considerable poUtioal commit-

ment to alter the situation In Berlln, the Sovi.t approach to the prohlem is •••• ntIaIly 

rational. 

Conclusion 

Th. Sovi.t l.sders are aotlng on a calculus of profit and liability, and thus 

hold a negctlatlng position, ~ can he altered. Th.ir position will ohange if the 

AlUed approach to the crisis presents in a credible manner possl1illt1es of Western 
, 

economio. political, and m1lltary oountar-measure&' which will become progressiyely 

more disadvantageous to the bloc. 

In the range of cOWlter-measureg available to the' West those that seek to 

convey a United Btate's readiness to engage in thermonuclear war over Berlin are 

among the l.ast oredible In the initial atage. of the developing crisis. Indeed they 

could have" certain negative and counter-productive consequenoes. Extreme and 

dramatic U.S. preparations or .tatements of military intent at this tim. are not 

lik.ly to convinc. the Soviets that a geouine dang.r of gen.ral war exists. They are 

more lik.ly to make the Sovi.t n.gctlatlog position more rigid and to arouse Soviet 

hope .. of furlll.r eroding W.stern cohesion. Meas'ures of this .ort .hould he r.serY8d 

for possible ,use at a l~r stage In lIle orisis wh~.n they oould he of haslo importance 

in implanting in the Ebvteta the De'cassary "reascmable doubt" that they would be .ale 

In oarryfng out Ihe1r 8DIIOUIl<led intentions with regard 10 Berlln. 
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to reopen groWld acce!fJt to West BerUn, 

o - 10 mitigate certain US strategio vulnerabilltle .. io !he event of 

thermonuclear war. 

For the UB. these measures should include 

d - a redeployment of some US unitIJ 10 Europe as required 10 implement 

a and b above. 8uch redeployment to be carried out on the mfnfmllJD 

scale consistent with the attainment of these obJeotives. 

e - briog!ng troop units already io Europe up 10 full strength and 10 

an improved state of readiness. 

f - preparation of existing disperaal altes for US strategio strike force. 

80 that later io the year their vulnerabilities could be reduced on 

short notice to a minimlDDj maximum Improvement of our 

cspabilltles for airborne alert and for dispersal of our lJtrategio 

born ber force. 

Action of a similar slgniO.cance on the PB.ljt of our Alllus will be coordinated. 

I - Long-Range Defense Measures: 

It is our Judgment that the Soviet leader .. would pay sttsntlon 10 concrete 

step .. that w:IlJ. not iocrease our immediate strength but that sigDal sh1fte io 

our long-range military I diplomatio. and economic effort. 0Jr Judgment ... 

that these shifts. would have an effect on the Sovieta from the oumet of the 

programs. In their defense pIMDlng and production the Soviet leaders too 

must reckon with the problem of lead time. 

Underlyiog the potential !ofiuenoe of US BDd other Westom action io Ihk 

il.eld 18 !he t.ot that the till' Oro ... Netfonal Prodaot is more than twice that of 
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&he Soviet Union and the economies of the' UB and the NATO powers taken 

together are clos8 to three times those of the Umm. and Ita. Eastern sate111_. 

A DIIDlber of these Western economIes, moreover, have stgnlflcant slack. 

The President's Second stale of the Unton Message calls for mllttary 

and aaientiflc measures which include 

a - iDoreasing the firepower and mobf.llty of the ground force., 

b - improving the read1nass of the reserve forceS". 

c - increasing the strength of the Marine Corps, 

d - expanded efforts in the field of civil defense lind spsee exploration. 

'11les8 measures should be acted on by CongreB'8 DOW, and consideration be 

given to increasing somewhat the s,cale of aome of the proposed military 

measures. 

A relatively modes,t begfnntng of thf.s Bort avoids two dangers whioh 

might be involved in a more ambitious or fiamboyant approach. Firs!. it 

avoids that open and direct challenge to the Soviet leaders which might incr_ 

the political compulsion on them to perSis! in their announced intentions. 

Second, a modest beginning protects ua from the charge that we were the 

ODas who stepped up the arms race and.increased the danger of thermonuclear 

war • 

. " - Contlngency Planning for Economic Retallatlon: 

Draw up concrete plans to show the Western Eu.ropem countries how 

they oan orga:uize themselves to bear the burden in the event that serious 

m8lUlU1'es of economio retallallon againsi the bloc lIDtually IurnI to he UDdsr-

taken later in the crisiS. 

SECRET 
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6'- Preparatory steps to au.taIn West Berlln Durlng a Crisis: 

Take steps now to prevent adverse' economio consequences in West 

Berlin during a orisls. Measures should be ,devised to prevent a flight of 

cspltal and lay-o& of workers that would result from a temporary Inability to 

export. 

Phase 2: (From West German electlons to slgnIDg of a Soviet-GDR peace treaty) 

After the Weat German electlons the West surfaces Ita previously agroad 

polltlcal approach. 

Assuming that the limited preparatory measure .. described In Phase 1 haye 

been taken, the UDited states and the West will be In a posltton to take tha polltloal 

initiative: 

1 - '!he President or the Secretary Introd~ces at the UDited Natlons on 

September 21 (the' day the US normally addresses the General Assomhly) 

an Jtem. "The Berlin Question"; 

2 - He introduces into the General Assembly a resolution calling upon the 

four powers: 

a - to take no aotlon which would have the effect of derogating 

agreementa In regard to Berlln Wlle •• mutuslly agreed among 

those concerned; 

b - to InItlate negotlatlons forthwith and to report to the Seourlty 

Coonan on the results' of these negotiaUona'. 

TO Increase the likelihood of aecurlng broad a~rt for this resol~an lUI' 

against IIDUate.al abrogation of AllIed rlghta by the _eta, tho US In the .ame 

statement pnta forward a 8tIbetantlve' proposal oalllng for an all-Berlin 801~on 
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under UN auspioes. pending the reunification of Germany. 'Ih1s' proposal includes 

T9ry extenstve guarantees of access rights. by the bloc. as: well as by other powerS' -

present access rlghta that derive from the surrender of Nazi Germany being not 

repealed but merely suspended for the duration of the UW" responstblUty for BerUn. 

Prerrumably the bloc wouM not accept tbiS proposal,whicb would be Intended 

only to d..monstrate as clearly as posBlble Allied purpose" with regard to Berlin. 

The US would make it crystal clear to the Allies !hat it did not Intend to let the 

proposal be appUed to West Berlin only. • 

Tb18 general US approach to the Berlin problem is designed to protract the 

crisis and to put the onus I as far as possible I for any progressive worsening of the 

orlsis on the bloo. n i8 doubtful that the Soviet leaders would see their Intereo1:s 

.erved by provoking a crisis over Berlin if they beUeved that the crisis would be 

prolonged and if they were not Bure of obtaining a clear-cut gain on the Berlin and 

German questions. The conseq:uences of a cris!s. would run counter to several 

important Soviet foreign poUcy aims, Including their aims with regard to the 

underdeveloped wor14. 

'!be West should maximIze in advance the poUtloal costs of forceful action on 

Berlin to the Soviet position in.. the new countrieS" of Asia and Africa. Recognizing 

the virtual lnev1tablUty of new negotiations and reoognlzing the emotloual appeal of 

naUonal self-determination in' the neW' countries'. the West w.f.ll take the init:f.atlve' in 

propoBlDg new negotiations. The West will emphasize its wf1Hngnos .• to negotiate. 

not only on its all-Berlin UN position, but also for a broader German .ew...ment, 

..mpbaslzing the positive goals of .elf-determinatlon and the West's w11lingnsas to 

make -oIl reuonable eHorts for uniflcatlon. 

The tJB w!Il launch a broad. diplomatic gnd propsganda campaign ahowing !hat 

SECRET 
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lIle Soviet two-Germanlea position ia dealgned furliler 10 divide East aDd Wsst aDd 

would prevent oelf-detsrmJnstlo'.1n Germany. In Ws campaign we will assiduously 

c1rculats oar rtewa and proposals In !he new countries and seek 10 cbtain soma form 

of UN affirmation of lIle goal of Germao unity aod UN endorsemsnt of a refsreudum In 

all Germany aDd all Berlin on Ihis iaaue. 

It is lIIl1ikely that Ibe bloc would accept any of Ibese partloular propoaalo. 'llur 

rea:cUon of the Soviet leaders t however, to our political stance on the Berl1n problem 

and to our concrats measurea of the types outlined In Phass 1 might a.,.". at a fairly 

early stage lower lIleir plice for a negotlatsd BeWement and affect Ibeir calculation 

of how far they could prudently proceed with ImUateral actlon:. 

Negotiations. In the abeene" of plior action measure. by Ibe Wnt aDd with the' 

tsst of strength in its preaent stage. negotiations would be d1aaatrous to us. Qlven 

prior measures o~ Western action, and evidence that theS"e were being taken 8ertouaIr 

by lIle Sortet lead..rs'. negotiations could be considared aven at a fairly early point. 

'The purpose. of the Weat In suoh negotiations would vary. dep8Ddlng upon Ib .. 

bloc position at tha time: 

1 " One purpose would be to olarlIy Westsrn intsntlons and purposes 80 as to 

obtain the hroadeat possible support for the Westsrn position aDd maximize the 

politl.slUah/Uties for the bloc of unilstsral action. 

2 - If lIle bloc were w1llIng actually to negotlsts wilb a hroadened agenda that 

Included lIle German question or general European .. eourity queatlon&'. another purpo_ 

would be to produce opportunitle .. for dels.y''''II and m ufflfng Ibe crlaIa. 

3 - DopendIng on bloo reactions to the concrete ms .. urs. that we had already 

tabn and to our apparent 1ntentions. we might USe negotiations to ..... rta1D: whether 

Ihe' .lbrtetl. would be wl1llng in lIle flns1 analysla to settle for a Itmlle'd agr ..... ent 

, 
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that specffically related to Berlin but had comparatively little subatantlve 6fgn1flcance. 

If Khrushchev ceme" to believe that he has over-ccmmltted himself -- and IhIs helle! 

would be enhanced by the' stipulated We. tern action -- he might be satisfied with an 

agreement which he could cite as "prcgreo" but which would not be basically preJudioUl 

to Western interests. 

The minimum &v.f.et terms for a negotlated setuement will depend on the West' .. 

particular approach to negotiations as well as Moscow's estimate of the risks. and 

liabllitle .. it would Incur through unilateral actlcn. There are thUS' a number of 

posalbllltles, the reality of which can only be fully clarff1ed In the course of 

negotiations • 

If, for example, the West chooses to "eek a limited interim agreement concerning 

Berlin, the SovietS' -- given a high appreciation of Western resolve' -- might accept a 

four-power agreement providing for (1) a freeze on troop levela In Berlin, (2) endoroe

ment of separate statements by the West and the GDR pledging In some fashion to limit 

actlvU:lee preJudiclai to the other side In regard to Berlin; (3~renewaJ of negotlatlone 

after a eet period -- say 1 1/2 to 3 years -- In exchange for maintenance of existing 

access procedures; and (4) no statement, one way or another, ooncerning Allied 

rights In Berlin. 

The Weet might decide' not to seek a limited interim agreement, and to concen

trate instead on defusing the Berlin crisis by spinning out negot:lat1ons' over an extended 

period. If ao, the USIIR might In the end agree to the formation of a standing four

po .... r cammisston, witho,ut a specified terminsl date, to consider the term. of It 

German .... Wement. The USIIR wo.uld Inolat that the Weat agree to Include advisors 

from the "two Germaniea" and declare Its willingness to conolder stmuitaneouaiy 

with uzd.II.catlcm the term6 of a peace treaty with. lmifIed Germ""T. AItema:tI ... ly, , 

I...EC aET 
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if the Weat wanted to expand the commissiod's terms of reference" to include 

European gecUrity. the Soviets might agree. provided Poland and Czechoolovaldo: 

were included. 

The USSR would not adhere to any formal agreement that limited the term. 

of a separate peace treaty It might choose to sign with th'\ GDR. However. under 

certain circumstances. the Soviets might possibly accept an infomuoI omderstsnding 

with the West to include a provision in the separate treaty deferring implemenlatiOll 

of the treaty provisions regarding Berlin for a set period. until an agreement on 

. Welt Berlin's "free city" status was reached • 

. Phase 3: (From the signing of a treaty to Interference with acoes.) 

If in advance of or despite negotialfoDB f a separate peace treaty Is signed, 

the United Etatea BDDOlDlcea the military readiness measures, that it has taken to date. 

The President calls on Congress to make further increases in the UB 

lonpr-rIIlII" defense efforts to the amount of an additional $4 or $5 billion over the 

Inoreu8s made in Phase 1. 

IDcreases in AllIed and other NATO country defgnse budgets. preYioualy 

agreed on, are announced. 

If 80me ~r:l.od. of time elapses between a collapse of negotlatlOD8' and the 

signing of a Soviet-GDR peace treaty. the US and the' West might conceivably wish to 

take some or alI of the above actions prior to the oonoluaion of .ueb. a treaty ... part 

of Phase 2 above. 

Phaa8' .: (JDlerference with Access to West Berlin) 

l1le'handIiDg of the crisis Itself: 

At such tInIe as the East Germans demand the ohservanoe of admlnlofnllft' 
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procedurea unacceptable to the West with regard to """" .. to We.t Berl1n, the 

A1Ue. temporarlly ""lUIe to exercise their rights of lP'oand ICce" 8IIIl uUlbe ID 

sir lfft 88 an lDItial reaponae. The adnntagea of thIa. reaponae Ore 

1 - an air lift represents merely the' contfnnlUon of acUv1tlea that we are aIreIIdJ' 

performlDg , 

2 - to q,te action agalnBt an air lfft puts on the bloc the burdm of (fIg.ratbel,. . . . 

or literally) firing the first shot, thus, among other conaequenceS',lDcreaalng the 

llkellhood that UN action, whloh will be virtually lnev:ltable, w1lI be directed 

against the' USSR. 

3 - Use of an air 11ft permits. development of a sequence of progreu1vel, 

more serious BttuaUona, for each of which we can plan response8 designed to 

persuade the bloc to go no further - - responses', furthermore, which would have 
• 

the beat chanceS' of being politically feasible In the West and hence of being credible 

to the bloc In adVlInce as serious possibllities. 

We assume that at the outs'et the bloc claims that it is' merely requlrtng 

simple admlDlalrstfve procedureS' In regard to A1Ued military Moess and that It 

18' In no way Interfering with West German or West Berl1n clv1llan acoe.s. U the 

bloc purlJU8S actlve means of harassment or starts to impose' Umitat1ons' on German 

chiliaD. acceS8. further Western military readineu measures will be taken. 'The 

West w11l cancel credits to the bloc. and undertake severe measures of economic 

retaltstfon. The US could threaten a hreak In diplomstfo relstfOD8' with th .. USSR, 

and actually hreak relstfons, if necessary, st this polDI. 1b18' action would InapIrO' 

wfdeepread fsar In the /!Crtet populstfon. 

If ........ at th18' stage· the bloo does not seek aome S'ori of politioal .olutton 

_10 .... OIl to the polDI wIler e we oboose to 8X..rcise onr option of 0: aubatantlal 
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m1l1tary ground effort, there w:Ul, of oourse, be daDger of extended conflict. EVtUl 

80, .in tho' face of any such manifest bloo effort to goal off Berl1n, the' West may find. 

itaelf with little .Uernal1va but sooner or later 1:0 exerclBe Ita opl1on 1:0 re-open 

groom<! accee. We must be fully prepared, both mJIitarlly and psychologically, 

1:0 undertake this aol1ol1 omd 1:0 cope with the _ sto\>1lcelvabIe deYelopmettta 

which oould follow. 

We believe:. however. that llBS of the wide nmgo of measureS' of readine'aa, 

defeue, and relaIial10n available to the West In the oourse of .. drawn-<>ut seqUllDCe 

of evattta sach as we have desoribed, oan, In oODjunoliOll with dlplamatlo efforia, 

wry prohsliy perSlWle the IlIac to awltoh Ita efforta onto ...ee other tn'dt wen 

before this point h1III _ reached • 

• 
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SECRET 

August 2, 1961 

MEMORANDUM TO: sIp - Mr. McGhee 

George: 

In general I like your paper of July 29 on 
"Negotiations Arising Out of the Berlin Crisis" and have 
only two comments. 

In connection with 1. under U.S. Objectives, I 
question whether it is practical or desirable at this 
stage to speak of laying the foundation for eventual 
decreased tension and growing cooperation with the 
Soviet Union. I would favor ending the sentence after 
the words, Ttwithout a war." 

On Timing (pages 9 and 10), we face a dilemma 
between premature talk of a Foreign Ministers' Meeting 
on the one hand, and baving MOscow call one first on the 
other. I feel that agreement at the meetings next week 
to propose a 4-Power Meeting would inevitably receive 
wide publicity immediately and would seriously weaken 
the determination of other NATO countries to proceed with 
the military buildup and face up to a crisis. While the 
Russians might spring a surprise proposal for a Foreign 
Ministers' Meeting, there has been nothing so far to 
indicate that they intend calling anything but a general 
Peace Conference. On balance, I would think a Western 
decision on proposing a Foreign Ministers' Meeting should 
be postponed. 

T. C. Achilles 
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SENSITIVE HANDLING SECRET 
of _.1.6 0..,10 •• 

TIlE WHITE HOUSE 

Washington 

31 July 1961 

Dear Dean: 

I know that you are assembling many thoughts on Berlin 
negotiations. I attach one approaCh for what it is worth 
based on three premises: 

a. 
selves. 
way were 

b. 
vital to 
prepared 

Our "rights" in Berlin are of no 
We would like to get rid of them 
found. 

On the other hand, the safety of 
us and to fulf ill our commi tmen t 
to risk war. 

real value in them
if an honorable 

West Berlin is 
we should be 

c. However, our position on Germany and West Berlin 
should be no tougher than that of the West Germans. 

If these premises are correct, why not let the West Ger
mans do our negotiating for us, feeling that we can probably 
accept any settlement which they will indorse? We would lose 
nothing if we disposed of our "rights" under conditions where 
the safety of West Berlin were · amply protected. 

Honorable Dean Rusk 
Secretary of State 
Waslington, D. C. 

Enclosure 

MAXWELL D. TAYLOR 
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The U.S. encourages the formation of a Mixed German 
Committee representing West Germany, West Berlin and East 
Germany for the purpose of developing proposals for the 
settlement of the German and the Berlin questions. These 
representatives are authorized to assume for the purpose 
of their discussions that the U.S., U.K. and France would 
undertake to transfer their rights in Berlin to the West 
German govermnent and that the USSR would do likewise in 
transferring its Berlin rights to the East German govern
ment. Thus, the conferees will have new assets for 
negotiati on and will be unimpeded by agreements arising 
out of the termination of the war in working out new pro
posals for Germany and Berlin. 

All four powers would reserve the right to give 
approval to any ultimate arrangement affecting their rights 
in Germany and in Berlin. While these negotiations were in 
progress, there would be no change in current Allied rights 
of access and presence in Berlin. 
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IlEHORANDUM 
or [ <' oopie • 

August 8, 1961 

TO: S - Mr. Acheson 

FROM: L - Mr. Kearney 

SUBJECT: Non-aggression pact between NATO and 
Warsaw Pact members 

In accordance with our discussion on August 1, I am 
submitting two drafts of a non-aggression pact between 
the members of NATO and of the Warsaw Pact organization. 
The first of these drafts sets forth the initial position 
which we might take in negotiations with the Soviets on 
such a pact. It incorporates provisions regarding Berlin 
which are substantially identical with the Berlin proposals 
advanced during the latter part of the 1959 Foreign Ministers 
conference in Geneva. This draft contains a number of 
provisions which are obviously inacceptable to the Soviets, 
such as the requirement that disputes regarding interpreta
tion and implementation of the agreement be referred to 
the ICJ. Such provisions are included for bargaining 
purposes. 

The second draft indicates what might be the final 
positions which we could take in such a negotiation. 
Differences between the two drafts are indicated in this 
latter version by underlining both new material and revi
sions of the original clauses. Deletions are indicated 
by the use of square brackets. 

The second version provides for a numerical limitation 
upon the number of Western troops in Berlin, as well as a 
rather sweeping restriction upon intelligence and propaganda 
activities conducted in Berlin. Additional provisions 
have been incorporated regarding German boundaries, restric
tions on posses sion by Germans of ABC weapons, and refugees. 

On the basis of the reports from Paris it appears 
likely that the Western position in the initial negotiations 
with the Soviets will be based upon the Western Peace Plan 

of 1959 
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of 1959 and the Berlin solution contained therein. As such 
negotiations are sure to bog down quickly, it is suggested 
that the negotiations regarding a non-aggression pact 
could well serve as a vehicle for a second round of dis
cussions. The time schedule might envisage a Foreign 
Ministers Conference for Peace Plan-Peace Treaty discussions, 
reference of the Germany-Berlin problem to a Sumnit 
meeting after the inevitable deadlock, and agreement at 
the Summit for further negotiations by the Foreign 
Ministers on the non-aggression pact proposals. 

The major problem in connection with these proposals 
is the one of East German recognition. The drafts have 
been so worded as to minimize the scope of recognition 
by referring to tlmembers" of the two organizations rather 
than states, by avoiding direct German representation in 
the negotiations which would formulate the agreement and 
by other devices such as the use of Austria as the depository 
country. Nevertheless, the conclusion of such a pact will 
inevitably impart some degree of de facto recognition to 
the "G.D.R." although it successfully avoids de jure 
recognition. The question to be determined is whether 
the commitments we obtain are sufficient to counter-
balance the quantum of recognition given. 

Attachments: 

2 treaties (draft) dated August 7, 1961. 

L:L/EUR:RDKearney:mlm 
8/8/6l 
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August 7, 19h1 

D3AFT NON-AGGRESSION TREATY 

France, the United K1ngdom of Great Br1tain and. Northern Ireland 

and the United States of America, acting for and on bebalf of the 

members of the Nortb Atlantic Treaty Organization, and the Czechoslovak 

Republic, the Pollsh People's Republic and the Union of Soviet Socialist 

Repub~lcs, acting for and on beha.l.t of the members of the Warsaw Pact, 

Reaffirming their adherence to the purp::lses and princ1ples of 

the Charter of the United Nations, with particular reference to the 

maintenance of international. peace and security, 

Desirous of reducing the tensions which have arisen between the 

members of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization and the members of 

the Warsaw Pact, and in particul.ar the d.1.ff'erences respecting Ge~ 

and Berlin, 

Recognizing the need to establish procedures for reso1v1ng matters 

10 controversy between the members of the North Atlantic Treaty Organlza-

tiOD and the members of the Warsaw Pact and for the development of 8 

peace treaty with Germany acceptable to all the interests concerned, 

Agree as follows: 

I 

1. The members of the North AtlalItlc Treaty Organization on the 

one hand and the members of the Warsaw Pact on the other affirm: that 

they w1ll settle any d1sp.1tes by peaceful. means in such a manner that 

international peace and security and justice, are not endangered and 

that none of the members of the one organization Btel.\. take any 

aggressive action against any members of the other. 

II 
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II 

~. a. In order to effectuate the p1rpOses of this treaty 

a European Peace Commission 1s hereby established to examine problems 

giving rise to tensions between the parties and to make recommendations 

for the reduction or elimination of such tensions to the members of 

each organ1zatlon. Tbe Commission sbeJ.l. be comprised of five individuals 

designated by the North Atlantic Treaty Organization and five 1Dd1viduals 

designated by the WarSaw Pact organization. The CODDllissioo sball. be 

assisted insofar as matters relating to Gertl1aDY are concerned, by a 

German Peace Committee comprised of six German nat1onal.s, three to be 

deslgc.ated by the North Atlantic Treaty Organization and three by the 

Warsaw Pact. 

b. The Secretary- General of each organization shall notify 

the Depositary Goveroment of the names of the members of the COnmission 

and of the German subcommittee within three months of the coming into 

force of this agreement. 

2. The seat of the Conmisslon shall be in Berlin. The Commission 

shall adopt its own rules or procedure provided that tbe Cha1.rman of the 

COmmission shall hold office for a three-month term and shall be selected 

alternately by the designees of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization 

and by the designees of the Warsaw Pact beginning with the tormer. 

3. The COmmission shall have the following functions: 

8. To assist in re801v1llg disputes which may arise 

between one or more members of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization 

on the one hand and one or more members of the Warsaw Pact organizat1on 

on the other and which are of a nature to endanger European peace and 

security 
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security by examining iate the particulars of BDiY Buch disp1te and 

making recommendations regard1.ng the settl.ement thereof to the members 

concerned. Any member of either alliance ~ reter a dispute which it 

considers may e:ldanger European peace and security to the COmmission. 

agreement: 

b. To assist in the carrying out of the provisions 01' this 

i. by investigating sny complaints which ~ be 

made respecting actions which are DOt in 

conformity with the agreement.; 

11. seeking to reconcile any differing views 

regarding the interpretation or implementat10n 

of the agreement i 

111. recommending appropriate courses of action to 

members of the respective organizations concerned 

v1.th implementation of the agreement. Each member 

of both alliances shall. cooperate ful.l.y with the 

C»nmission in the investigations which it may carry 

out pu-suant to this articl.e. 

c. To prozIDte the rel.ax.ation of tensions between the members 

of the two organ1zations by encouraging the improvement of trade 

relatiOns, cu1tural exchanges and s im1l ar activities of a type designed 

to develop relations at a positive nature. 

d. To study aDd recom:nend to the members of the two organiza

tions methods for reducing armed forces and armaments in the European 

area. 

4. 
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4. The Cbnmlss10n ma.y estab~ish such subcommittees as are 

necessary in order tor it to carry out its tunctions. 

5. Decisions of the Commission shall be taken by majority vote. 

III 

The German Peace Ccmmittee shall study and make recommendations to 

the Commission regarding: 

a. methods tor the reun1tication of Germany; 

b. means by which a peace treaty with Ge.rmaoy can be 

effectuated; 

c . the contents of a peace treaty with Germa..oy. 

TV 

The manufacture in Ge.rmaoy of atomic, biological and chemical. 

weapons 1s prohib1ted. The Joint Commission referred to in ArtlcJ.e II 

of this agreement will be authorized to travel throughout Germany and. to 

conduct appropriate inspectioo of manufacturing facUities to ensure 

compliance w:1th this agreement. 

V 

1. In order to e11m1nate tensions which ma,y arise with respect 

to Berlin 

s. No member of either organization which nov maintains 

armed forces 10 Ber11n shall increase the nucbers of such forces; 

b. No atomic weapons shall be permitted in Berlin. 

c. Measures shall be taken in Berlin by a.ll responsible 

parties to eliminate activities which tend to disturb public order or 

seriously affect the r1gl::rts and interests ot any members of the two 

organizations; 

d. 
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d. Freedom of movement will be maintained among a1l the 

sectors of Berlin. 

e . There shall be free and unrestricted access to West 

Berlin by l.and, by water and by air tor all. persons, goods aDd 

communications inchlding those of the French, United Kingdom and 

United states Forces stationed 10 west Berlin. The procedures 

applicable are those in effect on 1.961., 

as codified in the annex to this agreement. The procedures ma.y 

be carried out by German nationals. 

2. The secretariat of the United Nations sball be res:r.onsib1.e 

for overseeing compliance with paragraph 1. of this Article, and for 

this pur:r.oae 1s empowered to conduct such investigations and require 

such reports in Ber1.in and in and along the access routes to Berlin 

as it ~ deem necessary. 

VI 

AD:y disp.lte regarding the interpretation or implemeotation of 

this agreement which cannot be reeo1.ved by recourse to the European 

Peace Commission, may be referred by ~ member of either organization 

to the InternatiOnal. COurt of JUstice for decision. The decision of 

the Court shall be binding upon all. members of each organization whether 

or not they are formal part iee to the proceeding before the COurt. 

VII 

1.. The agreement shall came into force upon deposit with the 

Depositary state of Nations of accession by all. of the members of the 

North Atlantic Treaty Organization and by all. of the members of the 

Warsaw Pact organization. 

2. 
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2. The Depositary state sbslJ. be the Republlc or Austria. 

3. The agreement shall reuullD. in force :for a period of at 

l.east ten years and thereafter until one year t s notice of termination 

bas been given by at least five members of either the North Atlantic 

Treaty Organization on the one hand or of the Warsaw Pact on the other . 

L:L/EUR:RDKearney:ejS RD - state" Washington, D.C. 
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SECOND FINAL rosrrloll 

August 7, 1961 

DRAFT NON-AGGRESSI~N TREATY 

France, the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Irel.e.nd 

and the United States of America, acting for and on behalf of the 

members of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization, and the Czechoslovak: 

Repub~lc, the Polish People's Republic and tbe Union of Soviet Socialist 

Republics, acting for and on behalf of the members of the Warsaw Pact 1 

Reaffirm.i.:.:Jg the1r adherence to the purposes and principles of the 

Charter of the United Nations , with particular reference to tbe main-

tenance of international peace and security, 

Desirous of reducing the tensions which have arisen between the 

members of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization and the members of 

the Warsaw Pact, and in particular the ditt"erences respecting Germany 

and Berlin, 

Recognizing tbe need to establish procedures for resolving matters 

in controversy between the members of the North Atlantic Treaty Organiza-

tion and the members of the Warsaw Pact and for the devel.opnent of a 

peace treaty with Germany acceptable to all the interests concerned, 

Agree as follows: 

I 

The members of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization on the one 

hand and the members of the Warsaw Pact on the other affirm that they 

will settle any disputes by peaceful means in such a manner that 

international peace and security and Justice, are not endangered ~ 

that none of the members of the one organization shall use armed force 

against any members of the other except tor the pwJlOae of leg1t1ma.te 

self-defense . 

SECRET II 
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II 

1. (a) In order to effectuate the p.lI'poses of this treaty 

a European Peace Commission 1s bereby established to examine problems 

giving rise to tensions between the parties and to make recommendations 

to the members of each organization. The Commission shall. be comprised 

of five 1odlv~duals designated by the North Atlantic Treaty Organ1za-

t10n and five individuals designated by tbe Warsaw Pact organization. 

The Commission shall be assisted insofar as matters relating to Germany 

are concerned, by a German Peace Committee comprised of six German 

nationals, three to be designated by the North At.lantlc Treaty Orgtmlza-

tion and. three by the 'Warsaw Pact. 

(b) The Secretary-General. of each organization shall notify the 

Depositary Government of the names of the members of the Commission and 

of the German subcommittee within three months of the coming into force 

of this agreement. 

2. The seat of tbe ColIlllission shall be in Vienna. The COImnission 

shall adopt its own rules of procedure provided that the Chairman of 

the Commission shall bold office for a three-month term and shall be 

selected alternately by the designees of the North Atlantic Treaty 

Organization and by the designees of the Warsaw Pact organization beginning 

with the former. 

3. The Commission shall have the following functions: 

(a) To assist in resolving disputes, which may arise between 

one or more members of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization on the one 

hand and one or more members of the Warsaw Pact organization on the 

other, and wh1.ch are of a nature to endanger European peace and security, 

by examining into the particulars of any such dispute and making recom-

mendations regarding the settlement thereof to the members 
SECRET 
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(b) To asaist in the carry1.ng out of the provisions of the 

i. by investigating any complaints which may be 

made respecting actions which are not in 

conformity with the agreement; 

i!. seeking to reconcile any d.1f'fering views regarding 

the interpretation or implementation of the 

agreement; 

ili. recommending appropriate courses of action to 

members of the respective organizations concerned with 

implementation of the agreement. 

J 
(c) To promote the relaxation of. tensions between the 

members of the organization by encouraging the improvement of trade 

relations, cultural exchanges and similar activities of a type designed 

to develop relations of a positive nature. 

(d) To study and recommend to the members of the respective 

organizations methods for reducing armed forces aDd armaments 10 the 

European area, including a demilitarized zone in Central Europe. 

4. The Commission may establish such subcommittees 8S are 

necessary in order for it to carry out its functions. 

5. DeciSiOns of the ConDn18sion shall be taken by unanimous vote. 

III 

1. The German Peace COumrl.ttee shall study 8.Dd make recommendatiOns 

to the Commission regarding: 

SECREr 
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Ca) methods for the reunification of Germany; 

(:~) means by which 8 peace treaty with Germs.ny can be 

effectuated; 

Ce) the contents of a peace treaty witb Germany. 

2. The German Peace Conm1ttee shall e stabl.lsh arrangements to 

promote mutual understanding and to extend and develop contacts 

throughout all Germany. 

The manufacture in German,y and the possession by Germans of 

atomic, biological and chemical veapoDs are prohibited. The Joint 

COmmission referred to in Article II of this agreement w1l.1 be 

authorized to travel. throughout Germany and to conduct appropriate 

inspection of manufacturing facilities and other installat10ns to 

ensure compliance with this agreement. 

V 

1.. In order to el1m1nate tensions which may arise with respect 

to BerJ.1n; 

(a) Armed forces of members of NAT 0 stationed in Berl.1n 

shall Dot exceed 1,500 personnel. 

(b) Only cODventional. weapons shall be permitted in Berl.in. 

(e) Members of each organization will not carry OD, or 

permit carrying 00, covert intellIgence and propaganda activities in 

Berlin directed against any member of the other organization. 

J 
(d) 
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(d) There sbal..l be free and unrestricted access to West 

Berlin by l.and, by water and by 6 ir for all persons, goods and 

communications incl.uding those of the French, united Kiogdom and 

United states Forces stationed in West Berlin . The procedures 

applica.ble are those in effect in 1961 

J . The procedures ma.y be carried out by 

German personnel. 

2. The European Peace Commission shall be responsible for 

overseeing compliance with paragraph 1. of tn~s Article, and tor this 

purpose is empowered to conduct such investigations and require such 

reports in Berl.1n and in and along the access routes to Berlin 8S it 

may deem necessary. 

VI 

Any dispute regarding the interpretation or implementation of 

this agreement which cannot be resolved by recourse to the European 

Peace Qommission, shall be settled through reference to arbitration. 

the IoterDBtional Court of JUstice, or other peaceful means. 

VII 

The members of' each organization accept tbe boundaries of Germany 

as they are delineated in the annex: hereto 8S tbe permanent and. final. 

boundaries for inclusion in a peace treaty with Germany. 

VIII 

The members of each organization consider excessive shifts 10 

population between the parts of Germaoy as UDdes1rab~e in the period 

pending a final peace settlement. The German Peace Committee is 

consequently 
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consequently charged with responsibility for formulating measures 

to reduce such shifts 1n populetlon. 

IX 

1. The agreement shall. come into force upon deposit with tbe 

Depositary state of notices of accession by e.l.l. of the members of' 

the North At1antlc Treaty Organization and by all of the members 

of the Warsaw Pact organization. 

2. The Depositary state shall be the Republic of Austria. 

3. The agreement shall remain 10 force tor a period. of at 

least ~ years and thereafter until one year's notice of term.1natlon 

has been given b,y at least three members of either the North Atlantic 

Treaty Organizat1on on the one hand or of the Warsaw Pact organization 

on the other. 

L:L/EUR:RDKearney:eJs RD - state, Washington, D. C. 
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This document consists of / pages 
No . -L- of .2L Copies, Series A. 

GERMAN STATE TREATY 
(TUrn Treaty Concept) 

'lhe attached draft treaty has been prepared in response to a 
suggestion by Jmbaasador 'lbompson . llie concept is that of virtually 
identical. treaties to be signed by the Un! ted States and others with 
the Federal. Republic and by the Soviet Union and others with the G.n . R. 
Since the Soviet Union bas diplomatic relations with both the Federal 
Republic and the G.n.R., the draft bas been prepared on the assumption 
that the U. S . S. R. would be party to both treaties . 

"Linkage" of the two treaties is obtained by Article 19. 

The purpose of the proposal is to obtain a "treaty" settlement 
relating to the 'Whole of Gennany lr1ithout recognition of the G. n.R. 
regime py the Western Powers wbile at the same time ma.king appropriate 
arrangements wi tb regard to Berlin and access . Since the Allied and 
Associated Powers were never at war wi th the Federal. Republic or the 
G.D.R., the draft is deSignated a "German State Treaty" follo .... ing the 
precedent of the Austrian State Treaty (bearing in mind that the United 
States was never at war .... i th Austria). 

In the absence of' a central German Government, an effort has been 
made in drafting to avoid provisioDs to the effect that "Germany under
takes 11, "Gennany shall", etc. 

Article 11(2) relating to access is derived from Article 4(2) of 
the peace treaty between the U.S . S.R. and Finland in .... bicb the Soviet 
Union obtains access rights from the Soviet Union to Fb7lkkal.a-Udd. It 
is believed that baYing required the Finns to penni t sucb access, the 
S:>viets would be handicapped in objecting to a comparable provision 
10'1 th respect to Berlin. 'lhe Annex referred to -would spell out details 
regarding access procedures. 
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DRAFr (3rd) 
August 18, 1961 

GERMAN m'ATE TREATY 
(Twin Treaty Concept) 

The Um ted States of America, the French Republic, the Union of 

Soviet Socialist Republics, the United Kingdom of Great Britain and 

lbrthern Ireland, Australia, etc. and the Federal Republic of Germany, 

BeiDB united in their determination to live together in peace and 

securi ty, 

Recognizing that the parties concerned have not yet succeeded 1n 

efforts to achieve unification of the German State under a central 

German Government, 

Recognizing further that pending such unification 1 t is mutually 

desirable to resolve certain residual matters still outstanding as a 

result of World War II, 

Have accordingly appointed the undersigned plenipotentiaries who, 

after presentation of their f'ull p:>wers J found to be in good and due 

form, have agreed as follows: 

Chapter I 

( Peace 

Article 1 

The state of war between Gemany and each of the Allied and 

Associated Powers 1s terminated, to the extent for which provision 

has 
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has not previously been made therefor, as from the date on which the 

present Treaty comes into force as provided for in Article 20.] 

N'Jte: It may be desirable to omit this article in tabling auy pro

posal and wait to see if the Soviets indicate Buch a provision is 

necessary or desirable. 

Article 2 

The Allied and Associated Foyers recognize the full sovereignty 

of the German people over Germany and 1 ts terri tortal waters, subject 

to the special arrangements regarding Berlin set forth in Article 12. 

Chapter n 

Territory 

Artiole 3 

1 . 'lhe boundaries of Gennany shall. be those set t"orth and defined 

in the maps and descriptive materials attached to this Treaty as Annex I. 

2. All right, title, and claim of Germany to territories formerly 

Gennan or claimed as German and which are outside of the boundaries of 

Germany as defined in Annex I are hereby terminated. 

Chapter III 

Rllitical 

Article 4 

Government in Germany shall be democratic in nature based on 

elections by secret ballot , and sball guarantee to all c1 tizens free I 

equal and universal suffrage as 'Well as the right to be elected to 

public of'f'ice vi trout discrimination as to race I sex, language or 

religion. 

SECRET 
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Article 5 

The :fUll force of the treaties of peace vith Italy, Rumania, 

Bulgaria, mmgary, (FinlandL and Japan sball be recognized in Germany 

as well as the arrangements made for terminating the former league of 

Nations and the Permanent Court of International Justice. 

Article 6 

The Allied and Associated Powers agree that at such time as a 

central government 1s formed in Gennany they Yill support the appli

cation of Germany for membership in the United Nations. 

Article 7 

1. Pending the admission of Germany to membership 1n the United 

Nations, the principles of the Charter of the United Nations shall be 

applied in Germany, in particular the obligations set :forth in Article 2 

of the Charter : 

(a) to settle international disputes by peacef'ul means in 

such a manner that international peace and security, and Justice, 

are not endangeredj 

(b) to ref'rain in international relations from the threat 

or use of force against the territorial integrl ty or p:>11 tical 

independence of any State or in any other manner inconsistent 

with the purposes of the United Nations; 

(c) to give the United Nations every assistance in any action 

it takes in accordance wi tb the Charter, and to refrain from g1 ving 

assistance to any State against wbich the United Nations may take 

preventive or enforcement action . 

SECRE."r 
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2. The Allied and Associated Fowers continn that they wl1l be 

guided by the principles of Article 2 of the Charter of the Un! ted 

Nations in matters respecting Germany. 

3. Nothing in this Treaty shall be deemed to affect ex1stltl8 

security arrangements to which the signatories may be party except as 

provided in the requirements laid dovn in Annex III to the present 

Treaty regarding secutiry arrangements . 

Article 8 

The judgments of the International Mil! tary Tribunal in Numbers, 

and of other Allied var crimea courts both within and without Germany 

shall remain binding . 

Article 9 

1. Cl tlzens of the Allied and Associated Powers w1 thin the 

terri tory of Germany as a result of the war I 'Who wish to return to 

their homelands shall be repatriated wi thin twelve oontbs after the 

coming into force of the present Treaty . 

2. Each Allied and Associated Power will repatriate vithin twelve 

oonths after the coming into force of the present Treaty those Gennan 

c1 tizeDs already wl thin its terri tory as a result of the 'War 1 including 

all Ger.man scientists and specialists transferred to its territory, 

whether \li th or 'Without compulsion, who "'ish to return to Gennany. 

3 . In the event that any question arises respecting the willing

ness of any citizen to be repatrlated, a representative app:>1nted by 

the Secretary- General 
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the Secretary- General of the Un! ted Nations shall be af'1'orded free and 

unimpeted access to such citizen to determine the question . Such 

representative shall, if he determines the citizen v1shes to be 

repatriated, be empJwered to make immediate arrangements for the 

depar~~re of such citizen to his homeland. 

Article 10 

1. The graves on German terri tory of the soldiers J prisoners of 

war, and nationals forcibly brought into Germany, of the Allied and 

Associated Fbwers, as well as of the other United Nations which were 

at war with Germany, and the memorials and emblems on these graves will 

be respected, preserved, and maintained by Gennan authorities . 

2. Any commission, delegation or other organization authorized 

by the State concerned to identify, list, maintain or regulate the 

graves, memorials and emblems referred to in paragraph 1. shall be 

recognized by German author! ties . ~se authori ties shall faciI! tate 

the work of such organization and shall conclude in respect of the 

above-:nentioned graves, memorials, and emblems, such agreements as may 

prove necessary \11th the State concer~d or with any cO£'ll1ission or dele

gation or other organization authorized by it. SUch authorities l1ke

\lise shall render, 1n conformity \lith reasonable sanitary requirements, 

every facility for the disinterment and dispatch to their respective 

countries of the remains buried in the said graves, whether at the 

request ot the official organizations of the State concerned, or at 

the request of the relatives of the persons interred. 

3. Each 
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3. Each of the Allied and Associated Fbwers will assure the 

proper care and maintenance of the graves of German soldiers in its 

metropolitan territory, and will facilitate the activities of organi

zations serving that purpose. 

Chapter XV 

Berlin 

Article 11 

Bearing in mind the historical significance of Berlin 8S cap! tal 

of Germany as well 8a the special status of that 01 ty resulting from 

the rights w1 th respect thereto acquired by the Governments of the 

United States of America, the United Kingdom, the Frencb RepubliC, 

and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, as a consequence of 

World War II, it 1s agreed as follows: 

1. Pending unification of Germany under a central. German 

government, the Four It,.W'ers named will retain their special status 

in the respect! ve sectors of the 01 ty allocated to them under 

the Protocol of September 12, 1944, except to the extent that 

they agree to relinquish such status. 

2. The use by the Four Powers of the railways, wateI'W'ays , 

roads, and air routes necessary for the transport of personnel 

and t'reight dispatched to Berlin, and the right of unimpeded 

use of all forms of communication with Berlin in accordance with 

the procedures set forth in Annex III are confirmed; German 

nationals may be employed in the implementation of such procedures. 

The Four Powers will cooperate and take all measures necessary to 

assure the t'ull application of the provisions of th1s paragraph . 

3. Arrangements 
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3. Arrangements between the United States, United Kingdom, 

France, and the U.S.S.R. relating to the incarceration of the 

major Nazi war criminals in Spandau Prison 'Will be maintained 

unless the Four Powers make other arrangements by mutual agreement . 

Chapter V 

Austria 

Article 12 

1. The full validi tt ;,r the State Treaty concerning the restora

tion of an independent and democratic Austria of May 15, 1955, and 

prohibiting Anschluss 1s recognized. 

2. The sovereignty and independence of Austria w11l be respected 

and all German terri torlal and pJli tical claims in connection w1 th 

Austria and Austrian territory are terminated. 

Article 13 

The trans1 t and communication without customs duties or charges 

between Salzburg and Lofer (Salzburg) across the Reicbenhall-Steinpass 

and. between Scharnitz (Tyrol) and Ehrvald (Tyrol) (via Garmisch

Partenkirchen) shall be facil! tated by German author! ties. 

Chapter VI 

Claims and Property Interests 

Article 14 

The Allied and Associated Pm.,ers renounce and waf ve all claims 

to reparation from Gennany to the extent that such claims have not 

already been satisfied. 

SECRET 
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Al:"e1cle 15 

1. All German claims, whether governmental or private, against 

tbe Allied and Associated POwers and their nationals ari sing out of 

the 'War or out of actions taken because of the existence of the state 

of war, are vaived, as well as all German claims arising from the presence, 

operations, or actions of forces or authorities of any of the Allied 

or Associated Fbwers 8S occupying powers in German territory . 

2. 'lbe foregoing waiver includes any and all. claims arising out 

of actions taken by any of the Allied or Associated Powers w1 th respect 

to German external assets regardless of 'Where located, as well a8 

any and all claims and debts arising 1n respect of German prisoners 

of war and c1 vilian internees 1n the hands of the Allied and Associated 

Powers , but does rot i nclude Gennan claims specifically recognized 1n 

the law9 of any of' the Allied and Associated Fbwers enacted since 

May 8, 1945 . 

3 . The actions whiob have have been taken with respect to Gennan 

external assets in Portugal, Spain, Sweden, and Sw1tzerland are 

recognized and confirmed. 

4 . The provisions with respect to German external assets and 

c1.aims contained i n the treaties of' peace between the A1.lied and 

Assoctated Powers and Ital.y, Rumania, Bulgaria, Hungary, (Finland), 

and Japan, and in the Austrian State Treaty are recognized and COD

firmed. Insof'ar as such action has not already been taken, Gennan 

author1 ties wi1.1 take al1. steps necessary to ensure that the Allied 

and Associated 
SECRET 
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and Associated Powers and their nationals, successors of such nationals, 

and companies o:rganlz.ed under German law in which such nationals own 

participation, shall be able to secure the return of their property 1n 

1 ts present condition, and the rest1 tutloD of their rights and interests 

in Gennany to the extent to 'Which such property rights or interests 

suffered discriminatory treatment. Such property rights and interests 

shall be free from all encumbrances and cbarges of any kind to which 

they may bave been subject due to discriminatory treatment . N:l costs 

shall be imposed el ther in connection with return or restoration or 

'Wi tb the removal of encumbrances or charges. If', due to the length of 

time which has elapsed since the termination of hostilities, such 

property rights or interests C8IllX)t be returned without causing undue 

hardship, compensation in lieu ot such return may be paid on the basis 

of the current market value of such property, right or interest. 

S. Undischarged pre-war external debts and obligations of public, 

corp:>rate) and private persons and bodies, other than the German State, 

10cated 1n terri tory vhich fanned part of Germany 'Wi thin its borders 

on December 31, 1937, but vhich terri tory is outside the boundaries of 

Gennany as defined in Annex I, shall remain in fUll force and effect in 

accordance wi th the provisions of Annex II to the present Treaty . 

Article 16 

Any national of an Allied or Associated Fever, or the successor 

of such a national, who is likewise such a national, shall have the 

right to institute, .... ithin one year from the entry into force of the 

present 
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present Treaty w1 th respect to the State or which he is a national. an 

action f'or the revision of any judgment delivered by a German court 

between September l~ 1939 and May 8, 1945 in any proceeding in which 

such national was a party and was unable to make adequate presenta

tion of his case. 

Article 17 

1. The existence of a state of war shall not in 1 tself be re

garded as affecting obligations to pay pecuniary debts arising out 

of obligations and contracts, locllIding those in respect to bonds, 

which existed, and rights that were acquired, before the conanencement 

of the state of war. 

2. The intervention of a state of war shall, in itself', not be 

regarded ~ as affecting the obligation to consider on their merits claims 

for loss and damage to property 1 for personal injury, or lebts that 

arose before the existence of a state of war . 

Chapter VII 

Settlement ~ Disputes 

Article 18 

In the event of a dispute concerning the interpretation or execu

tion of this Treaty or the Treaty referred to in Article 19 which is 

rot settled by other agreed means, the dispute shall, at the request of 

any party thereto, be referred to the International Court of Justice, the 

decision of which shall be binding up:::m the parties. 

Chapter VIII 
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Chapter VIII 

Final Clauses 

Article 19 

In the carrying out of their rights and obligations under this 

Treaty, the signatories accept the vali d! ty of the German State Treaty 

signed at _________ on _________ _ 

Artic l e 20 

1. 'The present Treaty shall be ratified by the signatories and 

shall co:ne into force for all the signatories which have then deposited 

ratifications when instruments of ratif ication have been deposited by 

the United States of America, the French Republic, the Union of Soviet 

Soci alist Republics, the United Kingdom of Great Britain and N:>rthern 

Ireland, and the Federal Rep'..lbl1c of Germany. 

2 . nw present Treaty shall come into force for each State which 

subsequently ratifies it on the date of the deposit of its ratification . 

Article 21 

All instruments of ratification sball be depos1 ted w1 tb the 

Republic of Austria, wbich will n:>tify all the signatory States at 

each such depos! t and of the date of the coming into force of the Treaty 

under paragraph 1 of Article 

Article 22 

The present Treaty shall be dep:>si ted 1n the Archives of ____ _ 

which sball furnish each signatory State with certified copies thereof . 

L:L/EUR:DAWehmeyer: jcm 8/21/61 
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DEPARlMENT OF STAT!! 

Bureau of Intelligence and Research 

August 28, l.961. 

JmlORANDUM, "Rocognit.ionn of East Gennann Consequences and Negot.1eting 
Possib11i ties 

This paper has two purposeas (1) to asseSI!I the consequences 
of vanoUl! Western .teps l.eading toward reoognition of the East 
Geman regime, and (2) to estimate the importeDce of suoh .tepa 
8S elements in a posslb1e Berlin settlement. An analysis 18 made 
of the consequences of de jure recogni tiOD, agreements with the 
GIlR amount.ing to de facto reoogni t.i0ll, de fscto dealinge with the 
East Qermms in regard to access procedures" &l1..aerman tal.ka. 
reoogni tion of the Oder-.Neis88 line~ and West GenDan abandonaent 
of the "I!sl.l.stein doctrine." The weight whioh vartOWl step. 
leading toward recognition would have in a negotiated settlement 
is assessed in regard tel their eff1caa,y in modifying existing 
Soviet proposals j their effect em ''interim'" agreements Ii and their 
useful.ne.s in prol.onging East4isst tal.k. and in containing the 
consequences of a separate peace treaty. In addition, an annex 
discusses the existing relations of the GDR. 

4 * * * 

I. INlRODUCTION 

The question of the recognition of the GDR - or, to USB Soviet tema, 
the need to accept the existing state of affairs in GerrnaJ:tr J the existence 
of two German states - has been an integral part of the Soviet demand to 
convert West Berlin into a ":£'ree ci tyl1 ever since it V8S first raised in 
November 1958. Indeed, Soviet demarxJ1l on the Berlin and two German1es 
issues are inextricably related. TIley serve the same goal,. the consol1-
dation of oClllJ1lllli.st rul.e in East Clermar\T. And they tend to b. mutual4' 
re1ntoro1.ng; steps toward reoognition oould aleo undermine the West1s 
poeition in Berlin, and agreements on Berlin could also serve to enhanoe 
the intemational statws o£ the GDR. 

Nevertheless" the USSR has the option in future negotiations o£ streaa-
1ng one o£ these two objectives at same sacrif1ces to the other -- a 
tactic they have used in the past. '1h1s raises the question o£ whether it 
would be possible, and un:ier what circUR18tancas, for the West to taka aC1D8 
step toward recognizing the GDR, or enter into more intimate dealings with 
the GDR than 18 presently the easel as a means of obtaining a more aat1.l1-
£actor,y agreement (or no agreement) on Bar lin. 
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Before examining this question, 1 t 1s desirabl.e to analyse the conse
quenc8e the West would have to pay for various degrees of recognition. In 
the discussion that follows, the impaot of various degrees of recognition 
or official contact with the GDR is assessed first fran the point of view 
of the rleatls presenoe in Berlin, the all-German quest1on~ and East . 
Germany,. and secondly in terms of West Gennan reaction to these moves. 

II. CONSEX/trn2lCES OF REl::OONITION 

A. Berl.1nJ Geman Unification, and East Germany 

1. ne Jure Rec0f,il; tion. De jure reoognl. tion or East Clermany by the 
Western powers - darned as diplomatic recognition or signature of an 
agreement formally recognizing the existence of two German states -
would eliminate the basis of virtually all Allied policies on Germany. 
lhis step (1) would mean ult1metely formal renunciation or Allied responsi~ 
bility for the reunification or Germany; (2) would tend to negate the legal 
foundation for the Allied presence in West Berlin; (3) would serioUBly 
canpromis8 Western resis tance to East Oerman encroachments on West Berlin 
and its communication lines by accepting the GDR 8S 8 sovereign state 
(this would be true even if' the oommunis ta 1ni tiall.y respected the terms 
of 8 "paokage" agreement involving de jure recognition which purported to 
proteot Allied rights in Berlin) I (lj) wOUld strengthen canmuni.t rule in 
East German;yj and (5) would produoe sericus repercuss10na on W relat1.ons 
with the Federal Republic. 

Indeed .. de jure reoogni tion would have such obvious and serious 
consequences for the West that the Soviets have not even attempted to put 
this forward as a serious negotiating proposal.. The furthest they have 
gone in this direction is their two Gennanies peace treaty proposal.. the 
heart of which is the recognition of' the existence of two German states .. 
Consequently the Soviets have sought for the most part to enhanoe the 
international status of the GDR by partia1 or indireot means. 

2. Agreements According De Facto Recognition. One of the Soviet 
methode has been to propoae that the GDR be a signatory of international 
agreements concluded with the Western powers .. 

a. The colllllWl1sts would maintain ( correctly, it should be 
stressed) that the agreement was in effeot an aot of de facto recognition 
of the ODR. lhe ODR would attempt to _loU this situation \>y presaing 
for formal, de .iure, recognition, both by the Western powers and by other 
states. The East Germano would seek the same goal by attempting to expand 
the scope and the 1evel of negotiations held under the terms of the agree
ment. 
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b. While the agreement would not have such 8 direct nullifying 
effect as de jure recogni tiOD on Western rights in Berlin and Allied 
obligations regarding unification, it would seriously impair these 
juridical foundations. Sooner or later the East Germans would seize upon 
this poi.;.~.t to support their contention that Allied rights in West Berlin 
shou1d. be extinguished, or had already been mct1nguished (assuming a 
separate treaty had been signed). 

c. Sooner or later the GDR wculd also 01 te th1e evidence of ita 
sovereignty to raiss new demands conoerning Allied accsss to Berlin, or, 
at 8 mini.'IlUIllJ ooncerning nhostile ll activities comucted !'ran West Berlin. 

Thus, the consequences of such an agreement might defeat the very 
purpose for which 1 twas concl.uded and would cansti tute a significant step 
toward. formal. recognition of the two Germanie~ These consequences would 
be mitigated scneuhat 11' the agreement were concluded between wo!i9-ng-level 
officials rather than by accredited diplomatic representatives. Y 

3. De Facto Dealings. De facto four power dealings with the GDR 
(particularlj OIl ilie part of the FRO) have already taken place aI¥I have 
already eroded to a certain degree the Western policy of non-recognitLon. 
'lhus far, however, it hall generallJr been possible to confine such dealings 
to the technical or governmental expert level which l2 years experience 
with East Ge~ indicates to be the critical dividing line between what 
constitutes meaningful recognition and what does not. The one major breach 
of this line occurred at the 1959 Geneva conference when GDR observers were 
admitted on a par with those fran West Germany. 'lbe subsequent East German 
attempts to parlay" this retreat into a larger measure of diplomatic 
acceptance were frustrated by the Allies but only wi til considerable 
expend1 ture of effort. ('lhe extent of East German de facto dealings wi. th 
non-bloc states is outlined below in an Annex.) 

General.ly speald.ng, acceptance of add1 tional. de facto dealings with 
East GeI'l118J'JY would not necessarily invoke the legal. consequences 1mpllci t 
in de jure recogni t.ion. However, the accumulated precedents crsa ted 
through such dealings make it difficult with the passage of time to ~ 
tain the line between what constitutes legal reoognition and what does not. 
Soviet advocac,y of de facto dealings 1s based on the assumption that one 
step can lead to another, onoe the first step. has oome to be an accepted 
fact of life. 

What would be the particular consequences of de facto dealings by the 
three Western Allies with the East Germans in access procedures? 

1. The Federal Republic has for a number of years conc100.ed agree
ments - the interzonal. trade agreements - with the GDR which have been 
negotiated and signed by working~level officials. 
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To answer this question, l.et us aSBume first that the canmuniate 
agreed to an 8ITangement along the lines of the so-called Solution nCIl. 
That is, prior to the signing of a separate treaty, the Western powers 
would issue a unilateral declaration that their rights ar)j Soviet obli
gations remained unimpaired, and that they wou1d deal with East German 
control personnel on ground and air access on the same terms 8S they had 
previously dealt with Soviet personna)., the Esst Germans would unilaterally 
declare that these control functions would henceforth be performed on these 
terms by German persolU'lelr, and the Soviets would unilateraJJ.y associate 
themselves with this East Geman declaration. 

Under this agreed arrangement, the conununists would undoubtedly claim 
that the signature of a separate treaty had nullified Western rights in 
Berlin. (They probabl¥ would unilaterall¥ prcclaim the establishment of a 
free city etatus for West Berlin with the signing of a separate treaty.) 
In fact,. however, they would not have a souzxler or more widely accepted 
juridical basis far challenging these rights than the pretexts they devise 
at the present time. 

On the other hand, the East Gennans would, in time, attempt to exploit 
this arrangement as a springboard for broader dema:1ds, in particular: 

(1) Higher level diplomatic contacts with the three Western Allies 
for the reasons cited above (the East Germans would do this by transgress
ing, though not too far, the agreed arrangements on a.:cess and tilan 
demanding a resolution of the dispute through higher level negotiations), and 

(2') greater control over traffic to Berlin and activities within West 
Berlin. 

It would not be easy to keep these pressures within tolerable limits. 
The East Germans could certainly choose r.creeping encroachment ll tactics 
which would be extremely difficult to counter with threate of violent 
retallationG The Soviets would certainly maintain that these issues were 
not their concern but were matters to be decided between the three Western 
Allies and the GDR. 

The FRGls experience in dealing with the East Germans on access 
questions suggests that it may be possible to contain East German demands 
in this connection and still not compromise basic positions. (HoweverJ; 
theBe FRG-GDR dealings are considered 1ntr~erman contacts~ within the 
concept of a single Germany" aOO. not international contacts.) As we have 
indicated above, the question of the two Germanies - i.e., the recog
nition of the GDR - ranks in importance in the ccrnmunist view with the 
question of the four-power statue of Berlin. Still, the vigorous strivings 
of the USSR over the past several years to compel the West to recognize the 
existence of the two Germanies quite obviously means that the present 
access arrangements between the FRO and East Germany do not satisfy the 
communists on this score. 
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To these basic considerations may be added two other pointeo First, 
the volume of West German civilian tra.rfic is roughly on the order of nine 
times that of Allied mill ta.ry traffic. It would be easier to shift the 
relatlvF.!ly small Allied surface traffic to air travel as a means of evading 
tempora:-y GDR presS\!r8s (under this Solution IIC" arrangement, air traffio 
would r emain free of direct GDR control). Second, the USSR would have a 
greater interest in being able to maintain a veto over East German preseure 
moves over access questions against the US (which could at a m1nimwn 
embarra"s concurrent Soviet diplomatic moves) than is 1 ts present interest 
in having a control over East German pressures against West Germany (the 
FRO beinr, an almost constant target of antagonistic Soviet diplomatio 
aotions a.~ being by no means a potentia1 threat to Soviet security, except 
as 8 praxis of the US.) Viewed strictly from these considerations, the 
containment of GDR contro1 of Allied access ur'ier an agent arrangement 
could prove easi.er to accomplish than has the :!.i'R.O IS contaimnent of East 
German contr.ol over West German access 9 

Noneth61ess,. it nDlst be reoognized that the arrangements posited above 
would pose serious difficulties to the three vlestern Allies. To prevent 
these difficul.ties, it would seem essential that the Hestern Allies adhere 
to the following points at 8 mini..rm.un: 

(1) Except for the most urgent humanitarian re2sons (seizure of 
personnel, which over tha long run hardly benefits ~~e captors), the West 
would have to rejeot ~ reconciliation of trumped -up d!fferences over 
access procedures Wi th the GDR nnd would have to continue routinely to 
present these complaints to the USSR, through diplomatic chonnelsl!P 

(2::) The West would have to insist on the maintenance of direct FRO
Tempelhof air communications. Quite apart from its ntfect on the refugee 
flow, this is an essential instrument far deflating (through re-routing) 
GDR harassment of surface traffic and is ne~esBary for the maintenance of 
West Berlin mora1e. 

(3) The West would have to reject almost any conceivable agreed 
arrangement for limiting "activities" in West Berlin. The GDR would attempt 
to exploit such an agreement in order to stop unhindered air traffio and 
interfere in West Berlin internal affairs. 

(4) In order to cope with Ilcreeping encroachment!! by the GDR, the 
three Western Allies would have to devise retaliatory threats and measures 
short of the application of military force (the latter would. not be a 
credible deterrent under most circumstances). One method would be to 
establish the point through demarches to the USSR that East German trade 
relations with the FRO would be adversely affected by GDR interference 
with Allied -- as well as West German - traffic to Berlin. 
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Under this heading, there is a second conceivable arrangement; 
namely" that the three Western Allies, following the conclusions of a 
separate treaty, would announce their intention to deal with GDR RagentO 

controllers on access routes - along the lines described above for Solution 
"e" - but without the accanpanying GDR or Soviet declaration plus Soviet 
endorsemAnt. Perhaps more important, even if the East Germans went along 
with the Western declaration 80 far as surface trans! t was concerned, they 
would almost certainly raise the demand for control over air traveL. The 
question of how the West would be able to beat down this demand is beyond 
the scope of this paper, as it involves a detailed discussion of the 
effectiv~ness of Western contingency and retaliatory measures. However~ 
asswning the West succeeded in bringing the conmn.mists around to accepting 
its unilateral declaration, the consequences of such a sltuationwould 
probably not differ significantly fran those under a Solution "0" arrange
ment. 

Viewed in the abstract, a Solution "0" arrangement, or cOl!l1IWlist 
acceptance of unilateral. Western statements azxl actions to the same effect, 
would amstitute an advance for the communists on both the Berlin and two 
Germanies fronts. However" when viewed in the context of the USSR's 
present loudly voiced firm "comm1:bnentll to compel the West by yearrs end 
to accept a two German1es situation and a change in \-Jest Berlin's status". 
either of these lIagencyll arrangements" properly handled" would in fact 
constitute considerable backdown by the Soviets. 

4. All-German Talks. Four ... power sanction of all...Qerman talks is a 
variation Or de facto dealings which does not immediately imply Hestern 
recognition of the GDR. The potential. pitfalls of such an arrangement are 
quite apparent. But there are al.so some possible advantages. 

The persistent East German demands for all-German talks, held on a 
parity basis and on a government-to-government level" and, for that matter, 
their appeals for a German "confederation" are quite obviously designed 
not to further German unity but to formalize Germarorls division into two 
states. Taken at face value" talks such as those proposed in the Soviet 
aide memoire of June 4 - to agree on the terms of German unity wi thin a 
narrOW" time period or else all parties will agree to formalize a two 
Germanies solution through such a peace treaty -- are patently designed to 
enhance the soveregnty of the GDR and to sound the death knell of German 
unity. (As Khrushchev said, the USSR no longer has any responab1lity for 
German unity" these talks would show that the two Gennanies cannot agree on 
unit,y" therefore there would be no reason thereafter to oppose a two 
G.rmani •• treaty.) 

~ talks held between representatives of the "two Germanies ll on such 
questions as German unity" freedom of travel" referendums" and confeder
ation, would almost certainly be cited by the communists to support 
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recognition of East Germany. Whether this would, on balance, be the resul.t 
is open to question, as this depends on the circumstances and terms of the 
talks. 

The CDU Government has adopted a conservative approach to bi ... lateral. 
talks. Indeed, it has contributed to a paradoxical situation. The 
communists, because they would have everything to lose through un:1.fication, 
quite rationally seek to preserve the all...Qerman status ~ oppose any 
real steps toward unification" and take refuge in procedural proposals which 
they have reason to believe the West will reject.. The FRG operates fran an 
abeol.ute position of political strength on the question of German unity" 
but even so _ and the US must share this responBbl11 ty _ haa often 
demonstrated timidity and an overestimation of the opponentls diplomatic 
agility in regard to all...Qerman talks. Since the FRO has been able to 
devise a formula for conducting all-German talks on trade relations for a 
number of years without compranising the German unity question, perhaps 
this dexteri. ty in conunercial fields can be applied to all....(}erman talks on 
selected aspects of German unity" an issue on which the communists are 
whol.ly on the defensive. To put Ws statement differently, if Khrushchev 
can argue that all.-Gennan talks should be hel.d in order to show by their 
lack of agreement that German unity should be abandoned because the USSR 
maintains this is an all...Qerman question, then the West can argue wi tb. 
greater conviction that German unity shouJ.d and must be brought about by 
supra-national efforts (by the four occupation powers, even UN intervention) 
when the GDR regime is revealed conclusively through all...Qerman,. ,talk:s as 
opposed to unification and the wishes of its subjects. 

In short, all-German talks could be a serious set-back or a gain for 
the West depeJXiing on its diplanatic skill. 

5. Oder-Neisse Line. In both public statements and diplomatic 
approaches, the USSR has stressed strongly the need for the West to 
recognize the Oder-Neisse line. It i8 difficult, however, to assess the 
true importance Moscow attaches to this action, because recognition of the 
border would be likely to have some positive, 8S well as negative, 
consequences for the US. 

Perhaps the chief negative result fran the US viewpoint would be the 
adverse consequences within the:mG. This is discussed below. In 
addition" recognition of the Oder-Neisse Une would have the effect of 
confiming the post-war division of Germany, including implicitly its 
division into two states. For these reasons, the USSR would probably 
regard recognition as favoring, on balance, its interests. 

Even so~ Western recognition of the Oder-Neisse line would deprive 
the USSR of a major propaganda issue (both within and outside the bloc) in 
imputing aggressive intentions to West Germany. 
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Moreover, this action would deprive too USSR of an important trump 
card in its r elations with Poland. While the Polish regime has never 
ceased publicizing ita fear of Gennan "revisionist" designs on the 
disputed territory, privately it has also been quite fearful of a Soviet
German deal at Polish expense at some future point. Formal Western 
recognition of the Oder-Neiss e line would thus tend to reduce Polish d&
pendence on the USSR. vlhile this is not likely to have any immediate 
effect on Polish-5oviet relationB, since there are many other factors which 
make th~ present Polish regime dependent on the USSR1 in the long run this 
reduced deperrience could prove important in weakening the internal. cohesion 
of the Soviet cpbere in Europe. In th1.e connection, it should be noted 
that Western recognition of the Oder-Neisse line would also deprive the 
Polish regime of an important internal. propagE"'lda issue. Since 1945 this 
has been the only issue evoking popular respon98s and has been heavily 
relied upon in the regimets antio4olestem and &.'"ltio-oCathollc propaganda 
campaignsoo 

6. "HsllBtein Doctrine". An action toward enhancing the GDRts 
internationaJ.. status whiohwould be of considerable significance to the 
GDR and which would at least in the beginning skirt the issue of legal 
rights would be a simple decision for West Germany to aba."'ld.on the 
Hallstein doctrine.. (The so-call.ed Hallstein doctrine is the West Gennan 
threat to break diplomatic and possible economic ties with states formally 
recognizing the GDR.. The prospect of losing West Ge~n trade and credits 
has been a prime detelTent to numerous states inclined to accept East 
Germany. For those nations priding themselves on neutrality." the prospect 
of being forced into direct involvement in the Eas~est controvers,y is a 
further deterrenta ) Revocation of the Hallstein doctrine would pave the 
way for the aDRt~diplomatio acceptance by a number of the smaller and 
newer states. Once that pattern was established,. the value of recognition 
as a negotiable instrument would be less. 

B. West German Reactions 

1. Introduction. Since the present lvest German Government has 
achieved and held the substantial support of most Germans, including the 
opposition Socialists, whose program aims now closely accord with those of 
the Govennnent, the effect of recognition of the GDR can be most readily 
examined by referenoe to the impact on West Germanyfs main policies, all 
of which are tied closely to foreign policy. 

In essence FRO foreign policy has been devised to foster the 
security and rehabilitation of Germany. BaSically the policy relies on 
cooperation with the Western European nations, the UK and the US, in a 
variety of regional associations. Bilateral relations have been charactel."lo-o 
ized by the clear intent to keep them modest, non-contenUous, ancillary to 
and intended to support the viabili~ of the regional associations or 
important members thereof. 
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Underlying the entire policy, however, is the FRG reliance on the US. 
It is estimated that in extremis the FHa would try for and be satisfied 
with an iron-clad bliateral association with the US alone. It is to be 
stressed that to date FRO i'oreign policy resta on dependence, both imposed 
and opted" 

FRG policy toward East Gel'Illall\Y and Eastern Europe is the one policy 
that has heen determined to an appreciable extent by Ge!'mBll atti tudeso 
Here the Oeman policy is not counter to that of her Allies - indeed it 
is a policy of denial more than anything else __ but it reflects in 
visible r onn soms deviation. This is epitomized in the HHallstein doctrine 
and the non~recognition of communist satellite states" 

2. Initial Reaction to Recognition..,. Alt"' ough few in West Oerma.q,y 
expect the early reunificatIon orEast and Wes·::' Germany, Western reoog-
n1 tion of the (IDR would be taken by West Germans to eig:"l that Germany 
would remain split unless agreement would be reached on Soviet terms. The 
psychologir.a: L~pact would be adverse and pervasive, even if some compen
sation was included in the package. In ths absence of some benefit for 
the West, the Germans would take Western recognition of the GDR to signify 
that their almost total dependence on Western regional associations was 
misplaced and guarantees by such associations of questionable wortheo 

In sum, the credibility of vlestern guarantees would drop sharply. 
Soul-searching would lead to questioning the very foundation of West German 
policy since World War II. 

)" Effects" Inertia, habit and the precarious location of West 
Germany would prevent immediate large scale revision of present West German 
policy". Apart from emotional displays, the early effects woul.d be on the 
domestic political scene. Both the right and left would tend more toward 
nationalism and attract more and more followers. The socialist neutralist 
wing would be revived and strengthened. Gradually the FRG would concentrate 
attention on itself as an independent nation rather than on the FRO as part 
of NA'ID, the EEC, DECD, or the Atlantic Community. West Germany probably 
would continue its participation, but would become increasingly assertive., 
if not aggressive. The FRO would reduce its support of Allied efforts in 
the underdeveloped areas and ultimately either discontinue participation 
in the Allied effort or give aid on a bilateral self-serving basis. 

The FRG might give same attention to building a Franco-oGerman front" 
including a military and nuclear buildup aimed at a European third force 
concept. 

Always and increasinglY German opinion would tend to consider the 
necessity and desirability of Germany striking its own bargain with the 
East. How far this would carry policy cannot be estimated without posit
ing an infinite variety of conditions. The possibility cannot be excluded 
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however, that after probing in various directions for a substitute for the 
discredited associations with the West, the ERG would turn to aocomodation 
with the East. It is not believed that the Germans could hold an inde
pendent Bolitar,y stance for a very long period. 

What has been said above would apply to the mental reactions of West 
Berliners. Their location, however, circumscribes their possible physical. 
reactions. 

4. ".Q..ompensating Improvements". The reactions described above to 
Western acknowledgement of the full sovereignty of the ana in the Soviet 
Zon9 of Germany could be tempered by "compensating improvements." An¥thing 
which maintained present actual circumstances p~aica1ly unchanged would 
blunt or slow policy changes. Unless the campe.7lsating improvements involved 
real changes acce,ted by Germans as posi tive, o~ .. offered grounds far 
reasonable hope for improvement with no actual change in present conditions, 
the underly1r.6 mood of Germans would be as described above, although it 
might not b'3 sxpressed in actions. 

In considering the reactions in the FRG and Wes t Berlin to de jure 
recognition, there are two important features which are not dealt with in 
these comments: (1) recognition with advance consultation and agreement 
by the FRG, and (2) recognition without participation of the FRO in the 
taking of the decision. 

In case (1) - which could permit the :rna to withhold recognition of 
the GDR although the Allies extended it -- the reactions and actions of the 
FRO might well be milder in degree than suggested in this paper. 

In case (2), the FRO reactions and actions probably would be about 
as indicated, but quite possibly would be more severe and even unpre
dictable. 

5. The vocal and 
embittered. 

The reaction would be tempered somewhat if recognition were part of a 
package that included some things considered of real worth to West Berlin 
or the :rna or both. 

If nothing else in the package went seriously counter to the \-Jestem 
positions and proclamations, the West Germans and West Berliners could 
accept the act of recognition -- albeit grudgingly. In fact at least 
sorne politicians and members of the Government would be relieved that they 
would not have to take the blame for giving away 8 part of the homeland 
that practically no one really expects to get back. This relief would be 
countered by disappointment that the Germans did not have the opportunity 
to bargain the border for something in a final peace settlement. '!here 
would be some furor among radical conservative and refugee elements, but 
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it is estimated that this would not ~ .!!! be of' serious consequence. It 
is posS"J.ble, however, that at some future date the iSBue might become an 
importar..t one in Germany in a fashion similar to the Versailles D1ktat. 

III. RECOGNITION AS AN ELm-lENT IN A BERLIN SET:I1.EME2IT 

A. ~~ to Soviet Concessions 

Befo~e considering what the USSR might offer or agree to in return 
for various steps to' .. ard recognition, our task will be s1mpl1f1ed if we 
determine what will not be conceded. 

The history of Soviet handling of the Ber:in question over the past 
33 months demonstrates fairly clearly the liJni ts to an;y concessions the 
Soviet Union 1s prepared to make on Germany, for the foreseeable future at 
least. 

First, Moscow has no intention of agreeing to or seriously working 
toward the unifiea tion of Germany. 

Second, Moscow almost certainly will not agree to any proposal by 
which it would forego the IIright,. to conclude a separate peace treaty "lith 
East Gel."!'BaJ\Y (1.e., accept the idea that a German treaty can be concluded 
only 'With a uni.tied Germany), or lilich would tie its hands for an indefinite 
period in contesting West Berlin's present status (i.e., an agreement which 
would confirm existing Allied rights in Berlin until the formation of a 
unified German government). 

Finally, Moscow a.l.most certainly will not aocept an agreement con
ferring "free o.i tylt status on all of Berlin which oontained reasonable 
guarantees that the unified free city would remain independent of the CIDR. 

To deal with the specific issue at hand, Allied de jure recognition 
almost certainly would. not buy a Soviet agreement to maintain indefinitely 
the occupation status of Berlin. Conceivably the SoViets might accept 
such a deal.. (calculating that de .iura reco.gnition would in fact undercut 
the Allies t position in Berlin), and then at a later date seek to renege 
on the agreement by raising fresh demands for a change in West Berlin's 
status (the West would be unable to disengage from its side of the agree
ment as the effects of recognition oould not be undone). It is much more 
likely~ however, that the USSR would ohoose to keep open both lines of 
attack - that is, maintain its freedom to. work for a ohange in West 
Berlin 1s status and for international acceptance of the 000 - even if this 

required a gradual, step-by-step approaoh in eaoh instanoe. 
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An agreement to exchange de jure recognition for Soviet abandonment 
of ita two Germanies policy would of course be out of the questiono De 
jure recognition would in fact mean Western acceptance of the two 
Ge:nnaniee. 

B. Negotiable Arrangements 

Broadly speaking, there appear to be three general approaches toward 
arrangements on Berlin which would be considered negotiable. It would be 
poss1bl~ to improve on the Soviet proposal for a Wes t Berlin lIt'ree 01 tyll 
assuming the West were prepared to take this step; an "interimlf arrangement 
on Berlin could be worked out; or negotiation~ might be prolonged indefi
nitely in the hope of working out better teITl'£., As an additional 
81 ternati va J the West could also seek to contain the e.tfects of the 
separate peaos treat,y should the Soviets sign one, negotiating toward 
stabilization of conditions in Berlin despite the treaty., 1:1 

There are nwnerous permutations and combinations whereby one or 
another step enhancing the international status of the GDR might figure 
in a negotiated settlement. The Soviet estimate of Western resolve would 
also be a ka,y factor in determining what the USSR would or would not 
accept. The following discussion, therefore, is confined to salient issues 
and general conclusions~ 

1. Modification of Existing Soviet Proposals~ The past history of 
negotiations with the USSR has indicated that the Soviet proposals for a 
\oJ"est Berlin Ilfree city" are subject to considerable modification. The 
Soviets have recently suggested Buch modifications as the introduction of 
the UN into the Berlin picture. Should the Hest show interest in negotiating 
a new status for Berlins the Sovieta would probably agree to an arrangement 
whereby the UN acted 8S llguarantorll of the !lfrea CitylSIl status and 
controlled non"Oerman traffic to West Berlinj 1.e., UN controllers man the 
surface and air checkpoints. (A land corridor between the FRO and West 
Berlin would almost certainly be rejected outright on the grounds it 
denied GDR sovereignty~ Pravda J~ 20, 1961 flatly rejected a proposed 
agreement in which de jure recognition of the GDR would be exchanged for a 
corridor to West Berlin. Pravda asserted that the corridor ~ould be a 
gross interference in the internal affairs of the GDR, undermining the basis 
of that country's national sovereignty.") Although UN control of the access 
points would mean a derogation of GDR sovereignty in one sense, the Soviets 
would find compensation in the fact the UN would almost certainly be 

1. See INR memorardum on Likely Soviet Negotiating Positions on 
Berlin and Germany, July lB~ 1961, for specific detail. of such negotiating 
approaches and their implications. 
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obliged to come t o Bome sort of agreement with the GDR, thus assuring the 
latter l 8 eventual acceptance in the UN. Furthermore the GDR would then be 
in a position gradually to challenge the UN:s tol.eration of "disruptive 
actiVities" in West Berlin inimical. to the GDR regime o-

Establishment of a ufree 01 tyl1 in West Berlin in al.most axry i'orm would 
have tho effect on bestowing de facto recognition of the Goo.. HCMever" the 
West could probably improve its bargaining position .for "guarantees II by 
granting ?ertain concessions on the recognition issue. 

2. }nter1m or Limited Agreements. The major Soviet aim to date in 
negotiatL11g on interlm agreements have been to attain some evidence of 
I1progressl! on the Berlin or IItwo Gennanies ll issue and to keep a free hand 
to raise new demands at the expiration of the ngreement period. The fina] 
form an interiln or limited arrangement would ELISums could only be determined 
at the negotiating table and would depend not anly on the bargaining con
cessions brc'lght to bear but also on Soviet estintation of Westel"ll resolve. 
Various steps t oward recognition of the GDR could be utilized to win better 
terms for the ltlest in an interim arrangementJ they would not buy an in
definite affirmation of Western rights .. 

3c. ~longation of Talk",!o Given a high appreciation of rlestern 
determination to stand fim, the USSR may well agree to remand the issues 
under discussion to another forum, from foreign ministers level to a summit 
or vice versa.. Or the Soviets might accept the establishment of a four 
power cCll1Illission without specified tenninal date to deal with the German 
settlement, these talks could be spun out over an extended period, thereby 
defusing the present Berlin crisis. Attaining Soviet acquiescence to such 
an arrangement would almost inevitably require Western acceptance of the 
GDR in same form since the USSR would certa~ insist on the inclusion of 
advisors fran the Tltwo Germanies" in cormnission. How long such a prolon
gation would be permitted to continue would depend both on the progress 
being made 1n the talks and Soviet estimates as to the consequences of 
interrupting themo 

4. Containment of the S arate Trea COMe uences. Shoul.d the 
Soviets consider emselves IIcompelled ll to sign a separate peace treaty~· 
with Eaat Germany,. conditions pertaining to West Berlin and its access may 
still be subject to negotiations depeooing on the reasons which induced 
the USSR to conclude such a treaty. The several possibilities for arrange
ments on aCC830 following the conclusion of a separate treaty are discussed 
above in the section on "de facto dealings." 

The Soviets would be extremely reluctant to accept a Solution "en 
arrangement. but they might go along if they had a high appreciation of 
Western resolve and. if the "lest offered subsidiary face-saving concessions. 
Communist acceptance of an "agencyll aITangement unilaterally declared by 
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the West within the tolerable limits out.11ned above might also be acceptable 
to the c'Jll1.lllUflist.a, but this would only be after a vigorouB East German 
effort t o gBl.n control over air traffic and extensive tension-raising 
maneuverL"'lg by both sides. 

INRjRsS:JPShaw:am 
State - lID, Wash. , D.C. 
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Alternative Negotiating Postion on All·German Matters 

1. Rationale 

A. Method and tactic 

This paper considers a possible alternative negotiating 

position on all·German problems that might be put forward 

if such an initial proposal as that suggested in the sip 

paper of August 30, "An Initial Negotiating Proposal on 

Berlin and Germany" is rejected by the Sovl<i:s, yet elicits 

enough positive reaction to indicate that negotiations are 

feasible and might profitably be pursued further. 

It deals, therefore, with a possible stage in negotiations 

at which both sides become involved in serious exchanges 

with a view to working out an agreement by mutual give and 

take. 

Although it considers mainly all-German matters, it 

necessarily touches upon and is, to some degree, contingent 

on negotiations on Berlin and European security, since all 

these matters are integrally related. 

In referring to "alternative" positions, it is intended 

to stress the fact that new positions we might offer are not 

to seem 
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tel seen as retreats or one-sided concessions ("fall-backs" 

in the usual terminology) but rather as aspects of a bar-

gaining process in which both sides modify their initial 

positions on terms mutually advantageous. 

Both sides, presumably, will state initially extreme 

positions that are far apart and quickly seen to be non-

negotiable. If agreement is still desired by both sides, 

they will then probe and explore possibilities of reducing 

the gap between them and, through diplomatic bargaining, 

of narrowing differences and reaching areas of agreement 

that offer advantages to both, in that the attainment of 

the end result tends to outweigh the losses involved in 

specific concessions made to achieve it. 

Hence our alternative positions must possess a high 

degree of flexibility, containing alternatives within alterna-

tives, contingent at every stage upon the corresponding 

adaptability of Soviet positions in approaching mutually 

agreed objectives. They should be formulated in terms 

calculated to induce modification of Soviet positions 

favorable 
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favorable to an approach toward agreement in that they 

open up possible net advantages for both sides. 

B. Substance 

In keeping with the foregoing analysis of the purpose 

and method of negotiation, the substantive purpose of nego

tiation might be defined thus: we should seek to find, 

to develop, and to build upon identifiable interests 

common to the USSR and the Western Allies in the Central 

European area, and on this basis to modify some of the 

elements in the position of each side which seem to impinge 

unfavorably upon interests of the other. Thus we might 

move from a confrontation of wishes toward a complementarity 

of purposes. 

The all-important interest which the USSR and the West 

have in common in Central Europe is an immediate and enduring 

stabilization of the area so as to end the sequence of crises 

and disturbances which have since 1945, and in fact since 

1914, made this area an international danger zone of the first 

magnitude. 

Germany 
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Germany is the dominant force in this area, as well as 

being the major site of Soviet-Western confrontation. Hence 

negotiations, however much they seem to have been necessitated 

by the Berlin crisis, must deal with Germany. This means, 

actually, with the two Germanies - their relations with 

each other, with a divided Berlin, and with the rest of the 

world. 

Our approach to the all-German problem should recognize 

these facts and purposes: 

1. German reunification is not realizable according 

to plan in the near future, but is a continuing 

and deeply-felt ultimate objective of all Germans. 

Our policy must make allowance for both of these 

facts. 

2. The West, including West Germany, must accept the 

existence of the GDR in planning for the measurable 

future. The degree to which we would accord some 

degree of de facto recognition, or even de jure 

recognition, would depend on the progress made 

toward Soviet-Western agreement in other respects. 

3. We 
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3. We should direct our policies, for the immediate 

future, toward achieving a more stable, prosperous 

and respectable GOR. 

4. We should seek to expand contacts and relations 

between the two Germanies as means of utilizing 

the as yet unexploited potential of the FRG 

to influence East German development, and also 

to reduce East-West German tensions and increase 

stability in the area. It would even be desirable 

that East and West Germany should converge toward 

a level of more nearly equal economic prosperity. 

5. We should seek, through a gradual working out of 

the German problem, to alleviate tensions between 

the Germans and their Eastern neighbors, and thus 

to extend the zone of stability east of the German 

frontiers. 

6. We should avoid pressure on the two Germanies 

to unite, or to accept any specified plan of unity. 

Whether to unite, aod how, should be matters left to 

the Germans. 
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the Germans. The way should be left open toward 

any type or degree of unity, (confederal or federative) 

or even indefinite separation, that the Germans 

may choose. Therefore there should be no attempt 

in our plans for the future to spell out the 

timing or the terms of German reunification. 

Our main emphasis shou~d be on making Central 

Europe stable, safe and secure, wh[e leaving 

the internal German problem to be worked out 

over time. 

II. Components 

The main elements in a Western negotiating posture 

are suggested here less as fixed positions than as a 

range of alternatives that might be variously offered, de

pending on the Soviet response and the developing possibilities 

of progress toward agreement on mutually acceptable terms. 

It is assumed that neither side has the power to intimidate 

or coerce the other into acceptance of terms held incompatible 

with essential interests, yet that there exists room for 

maneuver, 
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maneuver, bargaining, and genuine negotiation in matters 

that do not prejudice the underlying minimum essentials of 

either side. 

A. Extension of Time Span of Western Peace Plan 

The time-span of the Western Peace Plan, as presented 

in revised form initially, would be extended from l5 to 7 

(alternatively 10) years. There would be no irrevocable 

commitment to German reunification even at the e>piration 

of this period. The rate of progress would depend rather 

on the activity and extent of agreement reached in the 

Mixed German Committee (or All-German Council). The Plan 

and the All-German body would be subject to indefinite pro

longaticq contingent on satisfactory arrangements on Berlin 

and on European security. 

B. De Facto Dealings with GDR 

We would avoid de lure recognition of the GDR or 

even formal de facto recognition, while nevertheless showing a 

readiness to engage in de facto dealings with it that the USSR 

and the GDR could interpret as equivalent to de facto recognition. 

We would, 
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We would, in this connection: 

1. seek to enlarge to an opt~ degree, personal, 

cultural and economic contacts and relations, 

including mutual aid programs, between the two 

Germanies (alternatively, including Western credits 

and other forms of economic aid to the GOR, contingent 

on Soviet and GDR acceptance of satisfactory Berlin 

and European security arrangements). 

2. accept some degree of GDR participation in ad

ministering Berlin access arrangements, though 

not in exercising actual control in any way over 

access (feasible under Solution C, and possibly 

other Berlin plans). 

3. be prepared to deal with the GDR respecting the 

removal of "irritants" or objectionable practices 

in both East and West Berlin. 

4. urge the FRG to abandon its "Hall stein doctrine" 

(barring diplomatic relations with any state, except 

the USSR, that recognizes the GDR). 

5. encourage 
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5. encourage inter-governmental contacts between 

the FRG and GDR at higher than technical or 

expert levels, including limited political 

contacts. 

6. cease to attempt to bar GDR admission to public 

and private international organizations of a non

political character, including specialized UN 

agencies. 

Our willingness to move along any of these lines 

would depend on Soviet and GDR readiness to be forthcoming 

in these and other respects. 

C. Mixed German Committee 

In keeping with the foregoing points, the significance 

and role of the Mixed German Committee would be considerably 

enhanced. It would come to have a quasi-permanent character. 

It would be the chief liaison agency thr~ which the two 

German states would regulate their relations and explore 

possibilities and modalities for eventual economic and 

political integration. 

Alternatively, 
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Alternatively, provided that the GDR grew in respecta

bility and stature, the Committee might be converted into 

an All-German Council including governmental representatives 

and exercising correspondingly greater :influence in German 

affairs. 

D. Frontiers 

We would go clearly on record as opposed to any forcible 

change in existing German frontiers. Alternatively, if the 

Soviets are forthcoming on Berlin and European security, 

we would announce our intention to approve these front~s, 

including the Oder-Neisse line, in a final German settle-

ment (this need not bar minor or technical border rectifications). 

E. Twin State Treatfe. 

If at the end of the seven year term specified in A 

(or alternative period) German unity had not been attained 

or substantial progress toward it achieved,we would propose 

that virtually identical treaties (state rather than peace 

treaties) be negotiated with the two German governments, one 

by the US and others with the FRG, the second by the USSR and 

others 
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others with the GDR (the USSR might elect to sign both 

treaties). 

Such state treaties would formally terminate all 

vestiges of "occupationll and other postwar residues. 

They would reaffirm the termination of the state of war, 

and deal broadly with frontiers, political and economic 

matters, Berlin (incorporating whatever Berlin arrangement 

had been agreed on), claims, and settlement of disputes. 

These treaties would not be deemed to preclude German 

reunification on whatever terms agreed on by the All-

German body (which, under the treaties, might become an 

All-German Council with significant powers), and the Four 

Powers. They would, in that event, he superseded by an A11-

German peace treaty. 

F. Four Power Commission 

A Four Power Commission would be created, without 

specified terminal date. It would consider the terms of a 

German settlement (reunification, peace treaty, etc.), de

pending on progress made by the Mixed German Committee. 

It would also provide a standing forum for consultation among 

the parties, 
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the parties, to supervise the carrying out of agreements, 

and to settle disputes that might arise before conclusion 

of a peace settlement. 

A main function, also, would he to formulate and super

vise security arrangements governing the Central European 

area. In this respect the Ccmmission would coordinate its 

activities with disarmament negotiations in other forums 

as these pertained to Central Europe. 

German observers Ladvisersll would be attached to the 

Commission. In matters relating to European security, 

representatives from Poland, Czechoslovakia, and possibly 

Benelux, would be included. 

G. Peace Treaty 

We would submit an outline German peace treaty draft, 

indicating our views as to Germany's position and role in 

the international community, including broad guarantees 

both for Germany itself and for its neighbors vis-a-vis 

Germany. It would be adaptable to whatever decision the Mixed 

German Ccmmittee (or Ccuncil) might ultimately make as to 

Germany's reunification. 
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A Revised "Western Peace Plant! 

I, Rationale 

At an early, perhaps initial, stage of Soviet-Wes tern 

nego tiations arising out of the Berlin crisis, it will 

probably be desirable to table a modified vers i on of the 

"Western Peace Plan" as submitted at Geneva in 1959. y 

This paper suggests the lines of a suitable revision. It 

would be preferable to submit it, however, as a new proposal 

without reference to the 1959 document, although in its 

preparation that would actually be the point of departure. 

It would be futile to submit the 1959 Plan unchanged 

or with only trivial modifications or "refurbishing". This 

is no reflexion on its intrins ic merits hut on grounds of its 

demonstrated unnegotiability as it stands. To do so would 

reveal to the world a lack of sincerity on our part in 

wishing to reach a diplomatic sett 1 ement. 

While avoiding this extreme, we should also avoid the 

other of revealing too much of our ultimate negotiating 
positions. 

11 It might be judged best to submit as the first Western 
proposal a plan for all-Berlin as an international city and 
seat of the UN. If so, and it were rejected by the USSR as 
anticipated, the revised Western Peace Plan could be offered. 
Or it might be presented first, and when discussion bogged 
down, the Berlin UN proposal could be introduced. 
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positions. To attempt radical innovations at the start 

would tend to alienate the Germans and French, and would 

strike the Soviets as the beginning of a "cave-inu which 

they could safely follow up with new and extreme demands. 

It should also be kept in mind that the difficulties of 

securing allied agreement on a revised peace plan will 

be very great, so that it would be undesirable to attempt 

radical innovations in the short period that is likely to 

elapse before the first round of negotiations begins. 

Our opening position should represent a calculated 

advance designed to relieve Soviet concerns within reason, 

without any sacrifice of essentials. It should appear 

reasonable to objective and neutral world opinion as 

demonstrating positive flexibility and readiness to meet 

the Soviets part way. 

Yet it must be assumed that this move wil~ be only 

an opening gambit, and that after some routine consideration 

of our proposal - and presumably the Soviet Free City and 

peace treaty proposals as well - both will be rejected and 

the real diplomatic maneuvering will begin. 

Hence 
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Hence it will be desirable that our first proposal, 

even thougb doomed to rejection in its initial form, should 

possess some indications of advance in our readiness to 

seek solutions and not merely hold fast to supposedly 

advantageous propaganda positions. Without such qualities, 

our proposals would be unlikely to serve as a prelude 

to serious negotiations, or even to create a favorable 

impression on world opinion. 

II. Modifications of the 1959 Proposal 

A. Berlin 

1. The all-Berlin proposal (Stage I, para. 2) 

would be omitted. As noted earlier, this proposal in revised 

form might he reserved f or a possible separate offer at 

some time that seemed tactically advantageous. 

2. There should be included a statement of our 

determination to maintain the freedom and safety of West 

Berlin, and our rights there as flowing from victory over 

Germany and ratified by international agreement. 

3. In accordance with the President's declaration 

(July 25) 
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(July 25) of our "readiness to remove any actual irritants 

in West Berlin" ~ there should be included a proposal, along 

the lines of the Geneva "interim arrangement" offer of 

July 28, 1959, amended to take into account legitimate 

Soviet concerns. This would include essentially the 

following provisions: 

(a) Freezing of force levels in Berlin. 

(b) No nuclear arms or missile installations 

in Berlin. 

(c) Mutually agreed restraints on "questionablell 

or "unfriendly" activiti!s in Berlin (both 

east and west), such as espionage, subversive 

activities, hostile propaganda, and in general 

acts calculated to disturb estabHshed rights, 

public order, and international security.!! 

AUN 

1/ The difficulty of formulating such a proposal that would 
be at all acceptable to the Soviets is underlined by the 
Soviet note of Aug. 19, recounting their numerous grievances 
concerning West Berlin. However this offer would be designed 
only as the first step toward coming to grips with the 
"internal II Berlin problem. 
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A UN representative might mantor 

the observance of these agreements. 

Cd) Free and unrestricted access to West 

Berlin by land, water and air, for all 

persons, goods and communications, including 

those of forces of Western Powers in Berlin, 

in accordance with procedures as of June 30, 

1961 Lor later dat~ 

(e) Arrangement should have no automatic ter

mination date, but might be reviewed 

after five years on request of any of the 

Four Parties. Such review could in no sense 

affect the rights of the Parties respecting 

Berlin, which could be modified or abrogated 

only by consent. 

S. There should be a re-assertion of our belief 

that no real solution of the Berlin question was possiHe 

except in the context of an all-German settlement. 

Meanwhile, pending such settlement, Berlin could play 

a certain 
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a certain all-German role. It might be the headquarters 

of the Mixed German Committee (see B), and the site of an 

all-German as s embly if it were convoked. 

B. All-German Aspec ts 

There is no actual prospect of German reunification 

in the foreseeable future. Hence it seems of questionable 

value and appeal to set forth a s taged time schedule 

(as in the 1959 Plan). Yet our initial submission should 

again embody our conviction that the only ultimate solution 

of the German problem is one that realizes the formula 

of "unity in freedom". However our proposal should indi

cate our acceptance of the fact that there exist two German 

states , and that they will probably co-exist for a pro

longed period. There should be less emphasis on any precise 

plan or s chedule for reunification, and more on the relations 

between the two Germanies. 

The sections of the 1959 Plan dealing with Stages II 

and III of reunification should, accordingly, be simplified 

and altered to stress this aspect. 

Specifically: 
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1. The Mixed Getman Committee should be highlighted 

and its role as a link between the two Germanies given 

added prominence. To its stated functions (para. 9) 

should be added the promotion of trade and extension of 

credits between the two states, with a view particularly 

to the amelioration of economic conditions in the GDR and 

the extension of Western influence into that area in a non

provocative manner. 

The importance of this emphasis lies in the fact 

that, recognizing the improbability of early German 

reunification, our interest is to stabilize conditions in 

East Gennany and to normalize its relations with the West. 

This would, of course, imply a kind of de facto recognition 

of the GDR, but this seems inevitable in any case. It 

need not prejudice ultimate reunification when the time 

is ripe. Inasmuch as stability in this area is likely to 

be achievable only under improved economic conditions, we 

should direct our policies deliberately toward such 

improvement. 
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2. The Mixed Comnitt ee would also concern itself 

with preparatory measures looking toward German unity. 

Hence the provisions respecting reunification might be 

retained (Stages II, III,IV) with certain modifications. 

(a) The one-year time limit on formulation of a 

draft electoral law (para. ll-b) should be 

omitted. 

(b) The 30 month time limit on the duration of 

the Committee might be retained (para. 12), 

but with the presumptl. on that its expiration 

would not necessarily terminate the Committee, 

whose duration might then be prolonged by the 

four powers. Paras. 19-20 should be made 

contingent and permissive instead of compulsory. 

L(c) To para. 22-a should be added: "and also to 

any limitations that might be included in a 

peace treaty". This is suggested to alleviate 

Soviet and East European concern lest a reunited 

Germany elect to join NATO. 
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clear that the Soviets would never accept any 

plan for German reunification or for an a11-

Gennan peace treaty that did not include safe

guards against this. Alternatively, this change 

might be reserved as part of a fall-back 

position to be advanced at a later stage of 

negotiations..! 

L (d) As an annex to our proposal we might attach 

a draft German peace treaty, indicating in 

broad outline Western views of the nature of 

a permanent German settlement, including 

frontiers, domestic and international status, 

and security requirement. Alternatively, this 

could be reserved as a fall-back..! 

c. European Security 

The security provisions of the 1959 Plan are, for the 

most part, either anachronistic, unrealistic or both. This 

part of a new proposal should be revised completely, deleting 

in particular the security sections in Stages II and III. 

Paras. 
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Paras. 3-5 (Stage I) are innocuous, but would become 

unnecessary. 

The new security provisions might be as follows. 

1. A standing Four Power Commission should be 

established to deal with matters arising out of the 

implementation of the agreement, and more importantly, 

to consider European security arrangements, including 

those relating to Berlin (II-A above). 

2. The Four Power Commission would undertake to 

initiate and consider proposals for assuring security 

in Central Eruope, particularly against surprise attack. 

It would keep in touch with arms control and disarmament 

negotiations in other forums (UN, other multilateral) 

and seek to coordinate agreements reached in them with 

regional arrangements 1n Central Europe. Such arrangements 

woUld come into effect at such times as agreed by the 

Commission. 

L3. In matters pertaining to all-German affairs, 

"advisers" from the two German governments might be associated 

with 
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with the Commission. In matters relating to Central 

European security, representatives of Poland, Czechoslovakia 

and Benelux might also be associated~ 

4. The Four Powers would enter into a non-aggression 

pact with one another, pledging the parties to settle 

international disputes by peaceful means, to refrain from 

the use of force in any manner inconsistent with the UN 

Charter, and to withhold military or economic assistance 

from any aggressor. Such pact would be coterminous 

with and contingent on a Berlin agreement, as defined in 

II-A. It would be re-enforced by any more permanent 

security arrangements that might be agreed later by the 

Commission. 

L5. Alternatively to 4, or as a fall-back position, 

such a pact would be proposed between the three Western 

Powers, on behalf of the members of NATO, and the USSR, 

Poland and Czechoslovakia, on behalf of the members of the 

Warsaw Pact. To assure the full observance of such a 

pact, a European Peace Commission, consisting of five 

members each from the NATO and Warsaw Pact countries, 

would be 
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would be created. It would be assisted, in matters 

affecting Germany, by a German Peace ColJlllittee of six 

German nationals, three designated by NATO and three by 

the Warsaw Pact group~ 

III. Anticipation of More Advanced Positions 

The foregoing is designed to adhere closely enough 

to long established Western principles and positions so 

that the wrench of a new proposal would not be too great. 

At the same time, it is intended in its provisions to 

indicate some loosening up, and even a shift in Western 

thinking about the future of Germany and the requirements 

of a sound European settlement. It would, in certain 

respects, take cognizance of Soviet concerns in this area 

more than previous Western proposals. It might, even though 

unacceptable in its initial form, point the way to genuine 

negotiations through a flexible diplomacy that artfully 

developed more advanced (i.e. nfall-back") positions that 

could be used if there were full reciprocity and a willingness 

to go half way on the Soviet side. A few such possible 

positions, 
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positions, either as alternatives or fall-backs, are 

indicated in brackets in the text. 

The following provisions of this revised proposal 

might be helpful in increasing the prospect for subsequent 

negotiations. 

1. The omission of the all-Berlin proposal would 

remove an irritant, especially so in view of 

the recent closiog of the sector border. 

2. There would be a more precise "spelling CUt'1 

of"questionable" activities to be banned in a 

provisional Berlin arrangement, and additional 

assurances of enforcement. 

3. The switch in emphasis from the role of the 

Mixed German Committee respecting reunification 

to its role in furthering cooperation between 

the two German states would be appealing to the 

Soviets, as would the evidence of Western interest 

in stabilizing Central Europe. and of readiness to 

give economic assistance to the CDR and accord it 

substantial de facto recognition. 

4. The 
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4. The elimination of the one-year time limit for 

formulating an electoral law would be helpful. 

It would prepare the way for possible submission 

later (as a fall-back) of the Thompson seven-year 

stretch-out. 

5. The suggested addition (II-B-2-C) would remove 

a major objection to Soviet acceptance of a Western 

plan. This goes so far, however, that it might 

be considered preferable to reserve it for a fall

back, and then only on condition that a fully 

equivalent Soviet concession were forthcoming. 

6. Submission of a draft outline peace treaty would 

give the impression of serious intent. We have 

not done this to date, whereas the Soviets sub

mitted one as early as 1952. 

7. The establishment of a Four Power Commission 

should prove appealing, all the more so if German 

advisers were attached to it. This would fore-

shadow possible future evolution into a future 

European Peace Commission with wide-reaching functions. 

8. Proposal 
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8. Proposal of a non-aggression pact would go beyond 

the mere proposal for a common declaration 

of peaceful intent as in the 1959 Plan (para. 3), 

and help meet a Soviet concern that is not 

sufficiently allayed by the more general 

provisions of the UN Charter. 
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Additional Berlin Papers 
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August 1 , 1961 

To supplement the paper, ItNegotiations Arising out of 
the Berlin Crisis", July 29, it would seem desirable to pre
pare a number of companion papers, supplementing it and 
elaborating on certain important points. 

The following tentative list is suggested: 

1. Strategy. The underlying and guiding strategy should 
be set forth. This is hinted at but not fully developed in 
the parts on "concept" and "objectives". Some material was 
offered in the earlier paper of July 28 as revised July 29, 
flNegotiations on Berlin and Germany: A Proposed Course of 
Action", that might be useful and further developed. The 
focus should be on the entire contemplated sequence of 
protracted negotiations that could continue for years, not 
just on the first round or so. 

2. Thompson Seven-Year Plan (Doc. D and interview on 
June 22). This could be elaborated in more detail, con
sidered pro and con, possible variants suggested. 

3. Peace Treaty. L has worked on this (see drafts 
of early 1959). The range of variants (treaty with reunified 
Germany, separate treaties with two Germanies, etc.), drafting 
procedures, scope, content, and the like could be considered. 
The use of a peace conference as a device for negotiating 
a way out of the crisis would be the focus of analysis. 

4. Berlin and the United Nations (10 has prepared 
papers; see also Paris tel. No. 547, July 31). This paper 
could review various suggested possibilities of two types: 

(a) bringing 
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(a) bringing the Berlin question before the Security Council 
or General Assembly, and (b) arranging for some kind of 
UN "presence" in Berlin. 

5. A Two-Germany Situation. This paper would come to 
grips with the East German problem in relation to the crisis. 
To what extent should we recognize the GDR or have relations 
with it? What of its role in Berlin access arrangements? 
To what extent promote FRG-GDR contacts and relationships? 
Should we aim to bolster and perpetuate the GDR, seeking to 
induce a more normal growth and greater stability and respecta
bility? If so, how? Should we favor, or could we accept 
a "confederal" arrangement? 

6. Provisional Berlin Arrangement . More intensive 
study of such a possibility is needed. Is there some modifi
cation of the Soviet "Free City" we could accept? What 
guarantees re "questionable" activities could we give? 
How could our access rights and self-determination for 
West Berlin be assured so as to "save face" for Khrushchev? 
Is any all-Berlin plan feasible? (a UN solution would be 
considered under 4). 

7. European Security Arrangements. The items 
suggested in the paper and possibly others, should be 
examined more fully. The paper might go beyond this to 
weigh various types of "thinning out" of forces, withdrawals, 
zonal denuclearization, etc. Even so-called "disengagement" 
proposals might be looked at. 

~ 
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SUBJECT: Berlin: lbe Fourth Way 

Copy Bo._ .i~ . .. 

ot_~oop1ea. 

As events are now developing, it would appear that there 
will probably be a denou.elllent of the Berlin crisis within 
the next six months or so. There seem to be only four con
ceivable outcomes, as follows: 

1. lbe US and its Western allies, at the climactic 
point of the crisis, back down to avert general war, con
ceding Khrushchev the essence of his demands and thereby 
an impressive diplomatic victory. 

2. The USSR backs dowo at the critical stage, convinced 
that the West is ready to go to the brink and over, and being 
unready, itself, to risk general war for Berlin. lbis would 
denote a resounding diplomatic defeat for the Soviets. 

3. Neither side backs dowo or makes any substantial 
unilateral concession; a military showdown results in local 
action, almost certainly escalating to general, nuclear war. 

4. At some stage prior to "3", both sides, deciding that 
so irrational and catastrophic an outcome as general war 
must be avoided, enter into negotiations, from which an agree
ment representing either a mutually acceptable accommodation 
of the opposing pOSitions, or at least a mutual decision 
not to seek any change in the status of Berlin by unilateral 
action, emerges . 

Our policy decisions respecting Berlin during the months 
ahead should rest on our estimate of the likelihood and 
acceptability of each of these alternative possible developments. 

Following 
CONFIDENTIAL 
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Following is an estimate that, it is believed, corresponds to 
the facts as we now know them: 

1. This course is quite unlikely (the only possibility 
being that our major allies, including the Germans, refuse 
at a late stage to go along). It is completely unacceptable; 
we would probably, even if isolated, opt for course "3" instead. 

2. This course would be most acceptable to the West, 
hut it is scarcely more likely than ifI", first, because of 
the inherent difficulty of making the Western dete=ent 
credible to the Soviets at an early stage, and second, 
because Khrushchev has staked his prestige too deeply to 
retreat at a later stage. 

3. This outcome is unacceptable as an option to either 
side except in dire extremity. It is improbable, viewed as 
a deliberate choice, yet clearly possible, as in a crisis 
leaders could easily lose control over events, or be driven 
to take irrational risks. 

4. This course would appear, in view of the above, 
to be the only really acceptable and feasible way out of the 
Berlin dilemma. It seems probable, to the extent that the 
USSR and US are not delu d ed into believing that the first 
and second courses, respectively, are likely to provide a 
way out. 

The foregoing facts represent the nature of the crisis 
of the next six months stripped down to its stark essentials. 
They impose upon the US and its allies the grim "necessity for 
choice". If these facts are admitted, and it is believed 
they must, in essence, be conceded to be as stated, every 
consideration of logic, common sense, and even sanity, 
requires that we endeavor by all means at our disposal to 
direct events into the fourth course. This means that, 
throughout all our efforts, we must keep steadily before 
us the goal of genuine, serious negotiation with the USSR 
respecting Berl in. 

This may 
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This may seem a truism. Yet there exist currents of 
thinking that hold negotiation on this issue infeasible, 
undesirable, or both. And there are powerful forces now 
operating that tend to make any successful outcome of negotia
tions, or even their initiation, extremely difficult. 

West Berlin is, of course, vastly more significant than 
an isolated city of two and a quarter million. It is the 
focal point, pivot and symbol of nne of the great power 
confrontations of history. To cite only a few, there were 
the rivalries of Athens with Sparta, Rome with Carthage, 
medieval Christian and Saracen, Hapsburg and Bourbon, 
and England vs. Germany in 1914. These all eventuated in 
war. There i s little in the historical record to indicate 
that such deep and bitter conflicts as that of today can 
be resolved without war. But there is also the utterly 
novel factor today of nuclear weapons, so that armed conflict 
could entail a general holocaust. 'ntis is the "new fact tl 

of history on which Karl Jaspers rings the changes in his 
book, The Future of Mankind. 

The analogy between the 
1961 is apt in several ways. 

crisis of 1914 and that of 
Some similarities may be noted: 

In 1914 a strong, new state (Germany) challenged the 
older, long-established powers (of which England was then 
the foremost). Today the USSR is a new and stronger incarnation 
of Tsarist Russia, challenging earlier arrivals on the world 
stage. 

In 1914 the gut issue was an inexorable rivalry on a 
global scale rather than clashes of interest on specific 
issues. The same is true today. It is difficult to negotiate 
a rivalry. 

In 1914, the mid-summer crisis was marked by an ultimatum, 
succeeded by moves on both sides toward stepped-up military 
preparation and mobilization, begetting mutual fears, 
escalating beyond control to general war. Some such 
symptoms are already perceptible in the summer of 1961. 

In the 
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In the 1914 crisis communication between the Great 
Power chancellories virtually broke down. Governments 
resorted to desperate measures in ignorance of what their 
adversaries were doing and planning to do. A partially 
analogous situation has developed since May, 1960. 

War resulted in 1914 essentially from accident and mis
calculation, rather than being deliberately planned or desired 
by any of the powers. This could happen in 1961. 

In any crisis such as that of today, the very existence 
of what seems an inexorable and irreconcilable conflict of 
interest tends to diminish the possibility of a solution 
by accommodation of differences. The differences go deep -
there appears to he no way to close, or even reduce, the gap_ 
Issues appear to he "non-negotiable". 

Looking more closely at the present situation, we note 
a number of elements in it that militate against negotiation. 

We wish to negotiate, if at all, from a position of 
strength. But this is no monopoly of one side. Our actions 
to build the requisite military, economic and political 
strength to buttress a strong negotiating position evoke 
corresponding actions by the other side. 

As warlike preparations proceed on both sides, fears 
and tensions rise accordingly. We confront that ancient 
dilemma that what we deem purely defensive measures are 
seen as offensive and provocative by our adversary. The 
scant trust between us diminishes still further. 

In this situation, both parties tend to become rigid 
and unyielding in their positions. Both fear that any 
indication of flexibility or willingness to compromise 
will be interpreted by the opponent - and by allies - as a 
sign of weakness and disposition to yield on essential 
points. Diplomacy tends to become frozen. For a coalition, 
it becomes in a crisis especially painful to modify positions 

arrived 
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arrived at and agreed only with great difficulty. Any shift 
is likely to be viewed as a rift in the alliance. 

Thus we seem caught up in an almost irresistible tide 
that draws us closer, not to the negotiating table, but to 
war. 

What, then, can we do to advance the prospect for a 
diplomatic resolution of the Berlin crisis? 

Despite the formidable obstacles in the way, we can 
hope to increase the possibility of negotiations under 
reasonably auspidbus circumstances if we observe the following 
rules: 

a. We should proceed firmly, but with due caution, 
along the road of building strength as a point 
d'appui for negotiation. To overdo this, or to 
over-stress the military factor, would merely 
provoke counteraction and escalation of arma
ments and yield no net advantage. Our behavior 
should reflect a mood of calm assurance rather 
than panic. It may, at times, have a tinge of 
ucalculated recklessness", but with calculation 
well in the forefront. 

b. There is much talk, and rightly, of making our 
deterrent credible, even to the extent of demon
strating that we will go to the end of the road 
if necessary. But we also need to make our willing
ness to negotiate credible. This cannot be done 
by reiterating old positions that have proved 
valueless for negotiating purposes in the past. 
Nor can it be done by advancing no proposals of 
our own while consistently rejecting all Soviet 
proposals. Our intent can be convincing only if we 
steadily affirm our readiness to negotiate, examine 
objectively and without prejudgment all Soviet 

proposals, 
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proposals, and, most important of all, make 
constructive proposals of our own that are 
plainly motivated by the desire for a solution 
and not merely for propaganda advantage. 

c. We should be more hesitant about categorizing 
issues as "non-negotiable". Too often we apply 
this term to positions which have seemingly become 
so by custom and usage. They tend to become 
absolutes in our thinking. We need to be aware 
that all such positions arise in the context of 
events, and should therefore possess a quality of 
relativity and flexibility. After all, to be ready 
to negotiate about a position need not mean that 
we are prepared to give it away, to retreat or 
surrender. It merely means that we are ready to 
talk about it, and about other positions that others 
may hold. It seems questionable if any issue is 
really non-negotiable if the alternative is 
universal destruction. 

d. We should, above all, avoid thinking of the conflict 
in terms of a sharply dichotomous clash of ideologies, 
not just because it is dangerous but because it is 
untrue. It is no apocalyptic struggle of systems but, 
like other great cnnflicts of Mstory, essentially 
a struggle in which power, will and moral factors 
are likely to determine the outcome. To view it 
as a contest of right and wrong, and thus diabolize 
the enemy and give an almost theological connotation 
to every issue, is to rule out all possibility of 
accommodation of differences thm ugh the negotiating 
process. 

In days which, in the prophetic words of Churchill, 
seem "laden with doom", we should attempt to muster every 
resource at our disposal to find the only feasible and hopeful 
way out of the Berlin crisis, the fourth way. This Government, 

and the 
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and the Department of Defense in particular, has the important 
duty of mobilizing and maintaining our military strength, 
as it may be needed, for the test ahead. But this is 
essentially a holding and deterring operation. It cannot 
resolve the Berlin enigma. It is the equally important 
duty of this Government, and of the Department of State in 
particular, to bring all the available resources of reason 
to bear in order to find a solution of this problem through 
quiet. peaceful diplomacy. For there can be no other solution. 
And the alternative is catastrophe. 

S/P:LWFuller:jco 
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July 17, 1961 

BERLIN-GERMANY GROUP 

Outline of Policy Alternatives 

Note. This outline sets forth most of the alternative 
proposals respecting a Berlin solution that seem 
worthy of consideration. The main categories 
are included, but Dot all the numerous variants 
of each. Parenthetical references are to documents 
distributed to members of the group. There is no 
attempt here to evaluate the various proposals. 

A. Assumptions 

This outline is prepared on the following assumptbns: 

1. That Soviet intentions in stirring up a crisis 
are mainly to consolidate and stabilize the bloc position 
in Berlin and Central Europe without undue risk of war, 
and secondarily to inflict a diplomatic deiBt on the 
Western powers, chiefly the US (Doc. K; sIp paper of July 
8, "Dealing with a Developing Berlin Crisis"). 

2. That the US and its allies cannot, and in a show
down if it comes, will not permit themselves to be pushed 
out of Berlin by unilateral action, threat or intimidation; 
that they will, if necessary, take the risk of nuclear 
war to avert such an event; that any action or negotiating 
policy by West will have concurrence at least of major 
Western powers, including Federal Republic. 

3. That the crisis is likely to go through three 
stages: 

a. July to September 17 (or Soviet party congress 
in Oct.), during which it will not become 
acute and the USSR will take no decisive 
steps; US and West undertake preparatory 
measures. 

b. Sept. 
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b. Sept. (or Oct.) to about end of 1961, from 
Soviet convocation of a "peace conference" 
to signature of a separate treaty with GOR 
(if crisis not resolved before that); im
plementation of earlier stages of contingency 
plans. 

c. From signature of separate treaty to phystcal 
interference with western access to Berlin 
(if crisis not resolved before such action); 
implementation of later stages of contingency 
plans. 

B. Alternative Tactics 

1. Ignore Soviet moves and prepare for military 
showdown (on gtounds this is best, or only way to make 
our deterrent effective in time). 

2. Take initiative in 1st phase, to bring about a nego
tiated settlement before crisis reaches more acute stages. 

3. At beginning of 2nd phase, be prepared to table 
Western proposals on Berlin and Germany, either at (a) "peace 
conference" called by USSR, or (b) conference convoked by 
West (see D below). 

4. At beginning of ~nd phase (or earlier) take Berlin 
issue to UNGA (under Art. 11-2) or to UNSC (under Arts. 34, 
35); seek advisory opinion from World Court on legal aspects. 

5. Undertake diplomatic counter-offensive (economic, 
political, psychological) to bring pressure on bloc for 
acceptable settlement (could accompany 2, 3 or 4). Among 
other steps, this might include proposal for an all-Berlin 
plebiscite on status of city; if rejected by the Soviets, 
a plebiscite could be held in West Berlin. Another measure 

could 
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could be the removal of the capital of the FRG to West 
Berlin, or alternatively, inclusion of West Berlin in the 
FRG as an eleventh ~. 

C. Alternative Negotiating Positions and Proposals 

1. Berlin and Germany 

a. Table Western Peace Plan (Doc. A). 

b. Offer modified Western Peace Plan (Thompson 
proposal of 7 year "stretch-out", Docs. 
D, E). 

c. Radical departure from Wes tern Peace Plan 
that might include: provisional but indefinite 
Berlin arrangement; de facto recognition of 
GOR; acceptance of Oder-Neisse line; coexistence 
of two Germanies with goal of eventual reunifica
tion hut no time-table; non-aggression agreement 
between NATO and Warsaw Pact members; steps 
toward gradual military tldisenagement" of 
Soviets and West in Central Europe; possible 
Central European zone for inspection, later 
limitation and control of armaments (Doc. F -
three papers). ~ 

2. Berlin only 

a. All-Berlin solution; in most radical form 
Berlin would become international city under 
UN and either seat of UN or its European 
branch, with unrestricted corridor either to 
west, or east to Oder and along Oder to Baltic; 

a milder 

For conflicting views on ffdisengagement" plans, see: 
Dean Acheson, "'lbe Illusion of Disengagement", Foreign 
Affairs, April -1958. George Kennan, "Disengagement .. 
Revisited", Foreign Affairs, Jan., 1959. Hugh Gaitskill, 
"Disengagement: Illy? HOW?", Foreign Affairs, July, 1958. 
Gerald Freund, Germany between Two Worlds (1961), especially 
Ch. 8. SECRET 
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a milder variant could be reunited Berlin under 
Four-Power or UN auspices, with self-government 
and guranteed external access (presumably an 
all-Berlin solution would mean withdrawal of CDR 
capital from East Berlin and severing of political 
connection between West Berlin and FRG). 

b. Interim West Berlin arrangement: some variants 
are Western Geneva proposal of July 28, 1959; 
"guaranteed city" plan; "Solution Cn ; modified 
"'Free City" proposal with western corridor 
under Berlin jurisdiction (See Doc. G with annex; 
Doc. C).n Such plans generally call for (11 
suspension of exercise of Western occupation 
rights in Berlin for specified or indefinite 
period, or (2) replacement of occupation rights 
by new contractual arrangement among four powers 
to 1.st until German reunification. 

c. Exchange of West Berlin for East Geraoan territory, 
possibly in western Thuringia, involving transfer 
of its population, industries, etc., to new site 
under FRG jurisdiction. 

d. Tacit agreement to maintain present status of 
Berlin indefinitely. 

D. A German Peace Treaty 

If events become ripe for consideration of a basic 
German and European settlement (in 2nd or 3rd phase), the 
following alternative courses might become available. 

1. Acceptance by West of Soviet invitation to peace 
conference and presentation of Western counter-proposals. 

2. Proposal of Soviet-Western negotiations on long-term 
pnovisiona1 arrangements on Berlin, Germany and European 
security; these might be linked with measures for regional 
arms limitation and control in Central Europe; possibly 

preliminary 
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preliminary steps toward a German peace treaty. 

3. Convocation of conference (a) of nations formerly 
at war with Germany, or (b) of nations which made a major 
contribution to the defeat of Germany to consider drafting 
of a German peace treaty; submissinn of a draft outline 
peace treaty. 

S/P :LWFuller:jco 
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rest on the further assumption that he is bluffing, and 

wa can call hi. bluff by a convincing show of strength -
is 

mainly military - and invincible will. This / the only 

way through and out of the Berlin crisis. 

These assumptions, particularly the first one, need 

to be clolely ex&IIl1ned, gTanted that there can be no 

absolute certainty as to what is in Khrushchev's mind 

and what he will do in various continbencieB. 

First, the 32 month record (since Nov., 1958) does 

not evidence a determination on Khrushchev's part to 

humiliate the US by unilateral, overt action concerning 

Berlin. He hal held off, reversed htm.elf, beckad down 

tt- and again. To date ha haa taken none of his often 

threatened actions concern1n~ Berlin. This d~es not 

justify the conclusion that now, at long last, he will 

n2S act from what he deems a position of greatly super10r 

strenoth. Yet the record lIIUot be one factor in reachinz 

a balanced jud.....ut as to his future conduct. 

Second, Khrushchev has given striking testimony to 

his concern about Berlin and the GDR. Ris initial pro-

poaal (Nov. 27, 1958) seamed motivated by a wish to 

remove 
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r~ve a vexatious trouble point (Berlin) .. ithin the 

orbit, about ~hich he grossly underestimated We. tern 

concern. lealizin,;; this concern, he luickly IIOdified 

his tactics, disavowed any ultbaative intent, and 

sought negotietions. Wh.n thes. c.... to nothing 

(Foreign Ministers at Geneva, 1959), h. pressed for a 

summit. After this proved ebortive (May, 1960) he 

waited with, for him, remarkable patience for the US 

elections and the settling down of a ne~ administra

tion. That period having elap •• d, he is again demon

strating the t~ctic8 employed late in 1958, pressing 

urgently for a solutioc. 

His record, acta and statements indicate not so 

much that Khrushchev wants to use Berlin to discradit 

the US (thb thesis b • reading into his behavior of 

our o-.m deep concern about Berlin) .s to use it, .s 

an area of Western vulnerebility, to bring us into 

ne60tiations tbat would achieve certain immediate and 

important Soviet objectives in Central Europe - reduc

tion of Berlin as a point of d&n&er and infection to 

tbe 
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the bloc, .. d .tabllia.U .... of the ar ... u, of the 

Elba U •• , 1Dclacl1a& tbe fbiDl of aa-, '. ...tena 
fr_tier . 

Of cour... if he e .. pl"7 the eri.al. eo .. to ,.t 

thea. tbia3a. JI!. iD the proc ... , diaer.d1t ad buall1-

.t. the VI, the lattlr OIlCC __ ld b .... iJoportat 

add.d saiD for Ma. ht, OIl the N.b of the r_rd ad 

the widac. to dat.. i.t ie DOt hie pri_ objectlY. or 

.,.,..,tat~ . Oa tM .• poiDt. 11081: of tho •• vithiD ad 

OIltaU. the GoY_t who have expert Imovledg. of 

Sovi.t .ff.ira. eoacur . 

A ....... d coDelldloD _ld appear about u follow.: 

lhruIhchev do •• DOt hope or expect to coerce U8 iDto 

ace .. _. of hie d_da b,. .... U.teral actiOD . lie 

.ma thr .. t_ .ueh actloD r .... tedl,. .. • part of hie 

tacti.c of iDttaLd.'loD. direct.d .or •• puh., •• at our 

allie. ad .t _cral opiDloD the at the US. lie..,.. 

aiDe.".l,.. be of the ccmvlctloD that iD the lut .. 1-

,.ah w. _ld DOt go to g_eral war over "rliD. h' 

be 18 daepl,. cODC_d at the datarloratiDg .tata of the 

OR 
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GDt., the situation in the sateUite., and the manifes

tation that a free Berlin gives of Western presence 

and prestige within the orbit. Hia main de. ire and 

intent is to bring the Western powers to the conference 

table, preferably at a summit, with a vie# to negotiat

ing at least a provisional •• ttlement of theae - to him -

incraa'ingly vexatious problema on terma not damaging 

to his prestisa, yet not necessarily signaling a diplo

_tic triumph over the West. He really is search1n& for 

an "out", but one that will enable him to save face and 

claim at least a modest political succe.s in living up 

to hi. commitments. 

B. Ccmtingency Planning and ktions 

The immediate 'iuestion is: how should the us and its 

allies conduct themselves during the next few months so 

as moat effectively to deter the Soviats frna taking uni

lateral acticms later in the year from which they could 

scarcely retreat and which could create a serious threat 

of general war? 

The Acheson thesis is that, to have any deterrent 

effect on Ihruahchev, we must act now or Boon. Such acts 

must 
SECRET 
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moat include overt, lar&.~scale silitary preparatians 

which would convincingly demonstrate our capability and 

will to use force to resiat Soviet pressure. against 

Berlin. The.e sight be accompanied by proclaaatiooa 

of limited or unlimited national emergency, supporting 

reaolutions in Congre.a, and substantial increasea in 

the military budget. There might be a general alert of 

SAC and mov_nt of troopa to Europe. 

Such action., it ia held, would .. ake Khrushchev 

fully a~are of our intent_, call hi. bluff (as he does 

not really want war), and foree him into negotiatlona 

in which we would need to make, at moat, only minimal 

and harml.a. conce.dons. But to think of negotiation 

prior to wueh a demonatration of our atrength, 1s worse 

than futUe - it would be diaaatrou8. 

Ho~.ver there are grave objections to such a cour8e. 

De.pite certain poaitive effects, it would have seriously 

off-setting cansequences. The.e might be: 

1. So to challenge and involve Soviet leadership 

that ita determination and policy would harden 

and Khrushchev would push ahead to a Berlin 

denouement 
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d""ou.....,t . Hia rOOlll for ,Uploma!:1c ..... euver 

would be greatly reduced . 

2 • To create in the US a high degree of concern 

and ten_ion which it: would be difficult to 

su.tain dur1ng a posaibly prolonged criaia. 

3. To highlight allied differences and perhaps 

produee evidence that some of our allies 

would be unready to aupport extreme military 

meaaurea . 

4. To magnify in world opinion the ima&e of a 

1 
US ready to involve itaelf and the world in 

a nuclear war over an i.sue which, to large 

segments of opinion throughout the world, 

was not worth the price . 

5. To initiate preparationa for po •• ible war, 

certain to be matched by the Soviets, the 

momentum and paychol06ical effects of which 

might carry both sides beyond the point of 

no return, render nesligible the poae1bllity 

of a calmly negotiated settlement, and 

eventuate in general war by some mi.ealcula-

tion or accident even if not deliberetely 

intended by either aide. 
SECRET There 
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There would appear to ba an acceptable alternative 

to the above courSa - eSlentially a modification that 

would achieve it. benefits while lIlinimizing ito draw

backs. 

This would be to avoid the more obvious and Ipec

tacular lIIanifeatatious of US readiness for lIIilitary 

action, while working steadily to i1I!prove our silitary 

stance, both respecting conventional and nuclear capa

bilities. Steps now under way would be accelarated. 

Civil defense precautions would be au~ted. The air

borne alert could be stepped up. There could be incon

spicuous redeplo,...nt of BOille unitl. There could be 

increaae. in aoma alpacts of the military bud et. An 

atmosphere of quiet confidence and readineas for any 

eventuelity could be created. Other actiona, not 

noticeable to the public but detectible by Soviet intel

ligence, could be taken, of a nature to indicate careful, 

_thodical prepare<inesl for military action if necessary. 

Such actions would not impresa the Soviet. aa 

evidence of vacillation or weakness, but .a proof that 

we took the Berlin criaia .arioualy and were taking 

initial actionl to prepare for a poalible showdown. 
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They ~ould not be likely to frighten off our allie., 

or to alienate neutral opinion. They would be suffi

ciently apparent to the US pubUc to induce a mood of 

seriousness without panic . They would be quite com

patible with. and in fact helpful toward a stren&then

lug of the W •• tern alliance in both a military and a 

psychological sense. 

e. Keepinz; the Wax Open to Negotiations 

The foregoing courae of ection would be all the 

.ore effective 1f accompanied by evident preparations 

on our part for an eventual peaceful solution of the 

eriai. throu~h ne30tiation. 

This doe. not mean that we should !\2!!, or at an 

early stage, make proposala for a Berlin solution. We 

have properly avoided that in our reply to the Soviet 

Aide-He!IIoire. But indication of e readiness on our 

part for eventual _ .. otietion would not be a a1 n of 

weakne... In fact, as seems to be imPlicit even in 

the Acheson proposals, a firm military demeanor in the 

months ahead ha.. a. a main purpose, modifying the 

Soviet intent to a point that realistic negotietions 

.,ill 
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w111 b.c .... f ..... ibl.. lie should not lIIBke proposals 

now, prematurely. aut we should b. carefu 1 to keep 

the road open to eventual negotiation, and have well

conceived propoaa18 ready when the time is ripe. This 

mean. that .... _at b. preparing such propoaals !!!!l!, 

.. el.arance wir:hin the Departnumc and Government, and 

with our NATO allies, will take time. Thsre are risk. 

of a leak, but any course 18 risky, and th .. e are 

chances wa must caka. 

Thb line of raasoning rests on the theab (set 

forth in A) that IJirushchev 18 aiming now, .. ha baa 

in the pa.t 30 montha, to~ard a resolution of the 

Berlin erisia throUSh negotiation rather than at tha 

humiliation of the US and the lIest. If the latter i. 

bis deSign, and r ..... ins unchanged, we e8n only prepare 

for a military showdown. But if it is the former, wa 

can well afford to meet him on h1a own ground - that 

of uneoereed negotiation (he baa said that he would be 

ready to consider, not only hiB "Fre. City" plan, but 

any proposals that the Weat may wish to offer). Various 

recent hints he haa given indieete that he i8 thinking 

in 
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in t.".. of • n.iotat.d •• ttl_t to be raaebad 

b.for. the cri.i. ba. r •• ch.d • point of no r.tum. 

Ther. i8 actually no incomp.Ubil1t:y betw •• n 

par.ll.l prapar.tiona to .anif •• t our r.adina.. for 

ailitary action if n.c •••• ry. and to davalop a .ound 

and ra.li.tic na,oti.ting po.ition for u.a whan tha 

time ia rlpa. Wa can not now dataraina the tt.a or 

clrc:uaatanc .. of nqotiation. But to concentrate our 

effort •• olaly on ailitary prapar.tion. whila raj act-

ing any po .. 1bll1ty o f aventual n. otlation would b. 

dafeati.t and could .all prove di ... trou. . d wa 

.hould be unclar no illu.ion. that tba propoaal. of 

19~9 (Wa.tern Peaca Pl_> wl11 ba good &RouSh for 

anothar round of na, oUation.. M they . t _d, they 

ara .. unaccaptabla to tha Soviat. a. thalr •• ra to u •. 

We .t be prepared for -..dlfication. probably aub.tan

tal. of our 1959 propo.al. if _ are .erioualy Con-

,erned wi th e re.olution of the cri.i •• not ju.t a 

public relation. "".reiaa. Iloth 

.vert .. jor di ... ter. 

S/P,LWPuUar 
July 8. 1961 
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